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OUR SPEAKERS ARE CONSTANTLY EVOLVING TO FIT YOUR LIFESTYLE.
For years, Mirage has brought you revolutionary speakers that have stunned the audio industry and delighted multitudes of
audiophiles worldwide. • At the heart of these speakers is Mirage's proprietary Omnipolar technology, which delivers sound in
all directions resulting in incredible three-dimensional, true-to-life performances, not found
in other loudspeakers. • Continuous advancements by Mirage engineers have resulted
in the abiIit

to scale this technology to lit whatever platform they choose; from a large

floorstanding speaker to one so small that it fits in the palm of your hand. III To experience
Mirage's innovative Omnipolar loudspeakers, visit your Mirage dealer for ademo today.
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here is one date Idread every year:
my wife's birthday. After nearly 16
years of marriage, Ihave exhausted
every last iota of my spousal resources in
trying to think of a suitable present.
Nothing too ordinary, nothing too out of
the ordinary, nothing that will trigger
those dreaded words, "You did keep the
receipt, right?"
This year was different. First, computer
catalogs started appearing in my listening
room, each opened to aspecific page. Of
course, Ididn't get to be along-term husband by displaying too much initiative, so
Iasked.
"I want an iPod. The 30-gigabyte
model."
"But you've always hated Macintoshes.
Remember when Ibought the children
iMacs when all their friends had PCs?
Years of therapy lay ahead for them, you
told me."
"I want an iPod."
Ibought her an iPod. It took six weeks
to arrive, missing her birthday by amonth.
But it's the thought that counts, right?
If ever I'd needed persuading about
how well Apple understands what nonaudiophile music-lovers desire, this was all
it took. As 7'he Economist wrote last spring,
not only is the iPod agreat product, but
for it to come from Apple rather than, say,
Sony, is significant. Sony, of course, is
hamstrung these days by being both a
hardware and asoftware company. The
Tokyo research staff probably still has stars
in its eyes, but their dreams must now be
tempered by Sony Music's need to keep
control of their product. Apple, of course,
has no such hobbles, as it demonstrated
when it went from nowhere to being, just
amonth after launching its iTunes service,
the largest online retailer of recorded
music files.
At Home Entertainment 2003, held in
San Francisco in June, this subject was
touched on by David Hyman, chief strategist and creative vice president of Gracenote, operator of the ubiquitous CDDB
online music database. Hyman was one of
HE2003's two keynote speakers, the
other being Monster Cable founder Noel
Lee, in fine rabble-rousing form as he
addressed the current recession being suffered by the audio industry.
Answering Lee's rhetorical question
"Where does all the money go?," Hyman
said, "The money all goes to computers."
However, he argued, tossless compression
and the availability of cheap, large hard
Stereophile, September 2003
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in 1998 and that company subsequently
shut it down, other than to apply the
brandname to a range of switch-mode
amplifier modules.
In Apogee's heyday in the mid-1980s,
no audio show was complete without
Jason lovingly playing some of his enormous LP collection on Apogee ribbon
speakers. One of my formative high-end
audio experiences was my first audition of
Apogee Scintillas in my Sussex, England
listening room in spring 1985. A second
took place that summer, when Ilistened
to prototype Duettas in Jason's Boston listening room, accompanied by the croaking of lovesick bullfrogs in the nearby
pond. A third was listening to the Mobile
Fidelity reissue of Little Fears Waiting Jar
Columbus LP in January 1986, in the then
Webzines & E-zines
listening room of Krell's Dan D'Agostino,
Mention of our website's HE2003 coverthrough 7-tall, full-range Apogees directage reminds me to bring you all up to
ly driven by Krell monoblocks.
speed on our latest online initiatives.
Jason and his passion for music will be
Every week, we upload five articles and
sadly missed, but this magazine's complete
reviews from Stereophile to our free online
coverage of the Apogee Duetta, Stage, and
archives (www.stereophile.com/archives
Mini-Grand speakers can be found in our
cat.shtml); more than 900 are now availonline archives. And lovers of Apogee
able. You will find almost every full equipspeakers are well-served by the www.
ment review published in the past five
apogeespeakers.totalserve.coaik website,
years, as well as alarge selection of historic
where you can find my September 1985
reviews dating back to the early 1960s.
comments from HFN/RR, as well as aseries
And when aproduct has received coverof photographs Itook in the Apogee factory.
age from multiple writers, all "FollowOn abrighter note, this issue features the
Ups" arc included in the Web reprint.
100th installment of Michael Fremer's
But more significant, particularly for our
"Analog Corner" column, which preoverseas readers, is the news that, along
miered in our July 1995 issue (Vol.18
with such magazines as PC Magazine,
No.7). Here's to your mighty pen, Mikey!
Business Week, and Motor Trend, we now
"Why do you keep featuring an obsooffer adownloaclable Stereophile e-zinc. For
lete technology?" regularly grumble some
just $15.97, you can get 12 issues of the
readers, yet "Analog Corner" rates highly
Stereophile Digital Edition from Zinio.1 Each
whenever we investigate which of the
issue looks identical to the print publication, except that it's on your monitor. It's a magazine's features arc most popular. And
here's an interesting statistic unearthed by
15MB file, so you'd best have abroadband
Stereophikes webmaster, Jon Iverson, in
connection. But once you've downloaded
early July: Sales of vinyl so far in 2003 total
an issue, the free Zinio reader software
661,000 units, compared with just 234,000
(available for both PC and Mac) not only
replicates the page-turning experience of units sold by DVD-Audio and Super
Audio CD combined. Makes you think.
the paper book, but allows you to do keyFinally, a correction and an apology:
word searches.
Not only did we inadvertently misspell
Rosanne Cash's naine in our April 2003
The Passing Parade
"Recording of the Month" review of the
Iwas saddened to hear, at the end ofJune,
of the passing ofJason Bloom, founder of singer's Rules of Travel CD, we continued
misspelling it in Robert Baird's feature artispeaker manufacturer Apogee Acoustics,
cle on her in our August issue, and on that
who had apparently suffered afatal fall on
issue's cover as well. This sloppiness does
Father's Day. Jason sold Apogee to aid/s/
not reflect the high editorial standards
aimed at by this magazine. We apologize
1 wwwzinio.coni/offer?issn4)5145-2544&oPHOltk
to Stereophile readers, and particularly to
bd-=1.3a-f-ext. Downloalable Sterirphi/es begin with
Ms. Cash herself.
the March 2003 issue.

drives is not so much an attack on audiophile values as an opportunity for highend manufacturers to lead the way to new
products that exploit those properties —
which people in record numbers are
demonstrating that they value —while
establishing ahigher standard of sound
quality. As Wes Phillips noted in his daily
www.stereophile.com coverage from
HE2003, "this is acomforting thought for
atroubled industry, but whether or not it
proves aprophetic one is something only
time will tell."
Home Entertainment 2004 is scheduled
to take place May 20-23, 2004, at midtown
Manhattan's Hilton New York Hotel, site
of the successful 2001 and 2002 events.
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We See It
John Atkinson reflects on what he saw and heard at Home Entertainment 2003,
held in San Francisco in June, and notes the passiue of Apogee Acoustics founder
Jason Bloom and the appearance of the 100th "Analog Corner"
Readers regale us with tales of woe regarding our advertisers, our new surround-sound
column, and our choice of subjects for levity... among other thiugs; they also debate' the
merits of supporting, criticizing, and/or using new audio formats; applaud HE2003;
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Letters
Hidden meanings
I
The ad on p.95 of the July 2003 issue
gives new meaning to the term "boob
tube." What's next, acenterfold?
Cary Kozak
Cmankozmo@aolcom
Hidden agendas
Editor:
Irecently resubscribed and I
just wanted
to let you know that the reason Idid so
was the addition of Art Dudley to Stereophile's staff. Ihad enjoyed Listener magazine tremendously despite the fact that
there was almost nothing reviewed in its
pages that Iwould actually ever buy. I'm
glad Istill get to read what he has to say.
I'm not as pleased to see Kalman
Rubinson's surround-sound column. Has
there ever been asurvey done of Stereophiles readership to sec if there is actually
any interest at all in surround sound? Isn't
this audience being served by the hometheater magazine?
Kent Johnson (subscriber since 1985)
kwjohnson 2@charternet

companionship of my dog much more
than Iwill ever miss future issues of your
magazine.
Norman M Schwartz
musz@attmet
Right!
Editor:
Art Dudley? Art Dudley?? Art Dudley!!!
Bravi —the death spiral has been halted
yet again!
John Squillace
Denville, NJ
squilman@optonlinend

about André Previn and Anne-Sophie
Mutter...but the real reason Icontinue to
tolerate Stereophile every month is "Sam's
Space." Sam Tellig's combination of wit,
common sense, and enthusiasm is part of
what makes our hobby great. Don't ever
let him go.
Paul Randall
Cary, NC
HighCguy@aol.com

Wrong? Wrong!
Editor:
Ireally enjoyed David Patrick Stearns's
No right or wrong?
article in the July Stereophile (p.53). He's
one of the best music writers around, and
Editor:
I've always admired Anne-Sophie and
When it comes to art, there is no right or
André as performers. But did it make any
wrong, there is only opinion. While Art
sense for Stereophile to publish that article
Dudley's views on the greatness of Burt
when the magazine has devoted the past
Bacharach's "The Look of Love" may difdecade to alienating most of its readers
fer from John Atkinson's, that does not
who would even recognize the names
make him "uncharacteristically wrong,"
André Previn and Anne-Sophie Mutter?
as JA wrote in his July "As We Sec It."
Two classical reviews per issue of the most
Until the scientific method is applied to
precious, obscure works imaginable hardmusic reviews, Ibelieve journalists should
ly constitute any sort of "coverage" of the
be entitled to freely express their own
classical scene.
thoughts without fear of being labeled
While I'm at it, when Art Dudley
erroneous by their bosses (or by anyone
declared to "know" that hi-fi and music
else, for that matter).
David Caplan
New York, NY have nothing to do with one another
Hidden humor
("Listening," June p.45), he sounded like
Editor:
the suicide bomber who just "knows"
Wrong? Right!
In his review of aLinn preamplifier and
there will be 57 (or whatever) beautiful
Editor:
amplifier (June 2003, p.75), Mr. Art
virgins waiting for him in heaven. It may
Dudley believes the euthanizing of a Art Dudley is at it again ("Listening," July
come as news to Mr. Dudley that some
2003, p.35). Gershwin's Concerto in Fis
canine to be an amusing matter to be
abad piece? Wrong, Mr. Dudley! It's a music-lovers, like me, are just as thrilled
treated with lightheartedness. In the first
by the sounds of live, acoustical instruthree paragraphs of his review he finds it great piece. You just don't happen to like it.
ments as audiophiles are by their precious
Dudley criticizing Gershwin is like
necessary to deal with this matter twice.
soundstaging. And to us, live music and
George W. Bush criticizing Shakespeare.
In the first instance we have "...like the
On the plus side, Iloved July's article
hi-fi have alot to do with one another. In
veterinarian who calls to tell you how
fact, hi-fi means ahigh degree of fidelity
happy Skippy looked just before he
to an original. Without that reference,
slipped his leash..."
"fidelity" is just ameaningless buzzword.
In the lives of nearly all dog owners, we
Nobody claims that it is possible, even
Letters to the Editor should be sent
are faced with that immeasurably sad
today, to reproduce perfectly the sound of
as faxes or e-mails only (until further
moment, after having exhausted every
real music, or even that it may ever be
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
means possible, to have to resort to this
possible to do so. But our refusal to even
STletters@Primediamags.com. Undreaded measure to spare the suffering of
try has turned equipment reviewing into
less marked otherwise, all letters are
abeloved family member. It demonstrates
aritualized entertainment where writers
assumed to be for possible publicaextreme insensitivity for Art Dudley to
laud products for their euphonic distortion. In the spirit of vigorous debate
make reference to this matter in ajocular
implied by the First Amendment,
tions (richness, sweetness, and subtlety),
vein having absolutely no positive merit in
trash them for their accuracy (realistic
and unless we are requested not to,
reviewing apiece of audio equipment.
sound is always brash and offensive to the
we publish correspondents' e-mail
Since Ido not believe such an insensiaudiophile's delicate sensibilities), and
addresses. Please note: We are
tive person can be truly sensitive to whatsubstitute personal opinions for assessunable to answer requests for inforever audio event he happens to be
ments of accuracy. That's why Igot out of
mation on specific products or sysperceiving, and because Stereophile magahigh-end audio.
tems. If you have problems with
zine financially supports Mr. Dudley, and
And guess what? My system does sound
your subscription, call toll-free (800)
Isupport Stereophile magazine, in regret I
more like real music than the vast majoriwill do so no longer and therefore will not
666-3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O.
ty of audiophile systems.
J. Cordon Holt
Box 53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
renew my subscription.
Boulder, CO
One day Iwill be forced to miss the
Stereophile,

September 2003
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Letters
Back to vinyl
Editor:
Over the past several years, we have all
heard many stupid theories about the reasons behind the drop in CD sales. While
the war cry may be "Kill the Internet
download!," combined with stupidly
expensive efforts such as DVD-Audio or,
dare Isay, SACD, the industry needs to
look toward itself. As the ancient Chinese
saying "You are every event you meet" indicates, the problem is both within and
very structural in nature.
The industry embraced the beloved
CD, and in doing so created the perfect
recyclable product. Most people perceive
that used CDs arc very nearly as good as
new. Both the Internet and local retailers
provide adependable foundation for the
recycling effort. And better than most
recycling efforts, the profits arc better on
used CDs for the retailer and the consumer. That's alot better than paying your
local trash-disposal company extra to pick
up the aluminum cans and newspapers.
Consider the large soft-drink manufacturers, Coke and Pepsi. Suppose every
time you were finished drinking your can
of pop, the can suddenly refilled and sterilized-itself for the next user. How many
cans would the soda-pop industry be selling some 20 years later? As for new sales,
the only incentive to buy would be the
new flavor of the week, which, after some
20 years, would undoubtedly be increasingly hard to discover. Attempts at labeling the old flavor "new" would be
common. Some folks would probably not
care for the latest twist on kumquatcayenne-pepper lemonade.
Realistically, considering these factors,
the music industry is selling CDs at abonanza pace. My vote is to eliminate the CD
and go to all vinyl.
William G. Utz
Denver, CO
wortz@aolcom

can discern MP3s from CD about 66% of
the time — barely better than chance. At
256kbps, my ability is no better than random guessing.
At 256kpbs, I'm able to retain the apparent subjective quality of CDs while
benefiting from the space-saving advantage of MP3s. Imagine being able to fit all
of Keith Jarrett's Sun Bear Concerts onto a
single CD-1L Or, for more fun, comparing different versions of Beethoven's Symphony 5(Kleiber vs Karajan vs Bernstein)
on asingle disc.
To make awell-made MP3, Irecommend using Exact Audio Copy (www.exact
audiocopy.de), generally considered the
best digital audio extractor, in combination
with Lame (http://lame.sourceforge.net),
generally considered the best MP3 encoder. Use whatever bit rate suits your ears.
For the sake of advancing our understanding of audio quality and compression,
I'd be very interested in seeing Stereophile
conduct asimilar test. Is Stereophile up to
the challenge?
David Dennis
ddemis@operamail.com

Beating the drum
Editor:
For quite some time, Stereophile has been
covering the sad state of the music business
as it struggles with sagging sales and the
MP3 explosion. As an avid listener and
collector, Ihave more than apassing interest in the possible passing of the music
business. Stertvphile has donc and continues
to do agrave disservice to its readers in its
coverage of the music business and of
compressed audio (MP3s, for example),
and their relationship to high-end audio.
One continues to read about the downloading of music, whether from file-sharing
systems or paid subscriptions, but almost
never is any attention paid to the audio
quality of these downloads. Ihave well over
130 gigabytes of music in MP3 format,
most of it encoded at 160kbps or better,
Forward to MP3
and Istill do not believe MP3s (compressed
Lditor:
audio) sound anywhere near as good as CD
I've recently purchased an SACD player
audio (uncompressed audio), much less full
with the capability to play MP3 CD-Rs.
analog via LP playback. Don't get me
Prior to this purchase, all of my MP3 liswrong; MP3s sound great in the car and on
tening was done via computer or iPod. On
most run-of-the-mill home stereo and
these relatively lo-fi platforms, Ihad decidhome-theater systems. And they should,
ed that MP3s made with 192kbps, VIM
since DVD movie soundtracks arc nothing
and joint stereo were the best compromise
more than aslightly different compressed
between size and quality. Higher bit rates
audio format.
really didn't matter when heard through
My point is that the possible success of
portable headphones and cheap op-amps.
Apple's iTunes service is amortal blow to
However, Inow have the capability of the future of high-end audio, since it seems
listening to MP3s via the same source that
there are plenty of people out there willing
provides CI) and SACD playback. So I to spend money for inferior sound. Stowembarked on an experiment to deterphile always fails to point this out. What
mine if Icould distinguish MP3s of suffigood is SACD or DVD-Audio when, for
ciently high bit rates from CD.
most people, even CD audio is overkill?
On my system, in my room, I'm unable
Stereophile needs to start judging these
to distinguish between well-made MP3s, of online services by the sound quality of the
sufficiently high bit rate, in single-blind lisdownloadable music offered — if you plan
tening tests. Using high-quality jazz and
to ever play the music on anything other
classical recordings encoded at 224kbps, I than tinny computer speakers, 128kbps
10

MP3s are no bargains, and are not worth
downloading at any price. Start beating
the drum about compressed vs uncompressed audio, and who knows? Maybe
the music industry will learn something.
Ralph Paeans°
ralphp@optonlinemet
Future formats
Editor:
Iread with great interest Barry Willis' "As
We See It" in May 2003 (p.5). Icouldn't
agree more with what he said, and Iwould
like to thank him for shining so much light
on hi-rez recordings and the way the
industry is handling the whole matter. This
is what Ithought the industry did wrong
when they introduced the new formats:
1) It would have been wiser if the
industry had used the CD format as a
Trojan Horse and introduced hybrid
CD/SAClls right from the beginning.
By now, millions of CDISACDs would
be in every household. Sooner or later,
everyone would replace their CD players
with SACD players and enjoy the high
quality of the new format.
Releasing the same album in two versions — CD and SACD — with awarning label on the SACD saying "THIS DISC
IS DESIGNED FOR USE IN SUPER AUDIO CD
ONLY!" was totally wrong. Not
only did it scare buyers away, not many
stores would stock the new format. Even
when they did (such as Tower Records), a
few releases would be located in aseparate, isolated corner.
2) After afew years of releasing hybrid
CD/SACDs so that the format was in
every household, then and only then
should the industry have gone to the next
step of introducing multichannel recordings. Introducing a new format not
playable on CD players, and at the same
time multichannel, was overwhelming
for the consumer. It led to what we now
see: hi-rez media being ignored by the
majority of people.
Iwent for the new format right from
the beginning. Iam now on my third
SACD player, yet most of the SACDs I
own are of such poor quality that Idon't
hear any difference from the Cl) versions.
Many SACDs have been mastered from
old analog tapes from the 1960s or '70s,
and some have been artificially turned into
multichannel. The price tag of $21-$23 for
an SACD is just not justifiable.
Istart to wonder if these formats have
any future.
Cyrus Elm
Virginia
CE1m77@aoLcom
PLAYERS

Far-fetched?
Editor:
This may sound far-fetched, but I'm convinced the SACD and DVD-Audio
camps arc responsible for each other's
marketing campaigns. Pretty weird, but
how do you explain why Sony, the comStereophile, September 2003

"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Stereophile Magazine, October 2002

An offer that is
music to your ears.
$1000 of
free SACDs.

Tc celebrate the rElease
oft he dm38 stereo power
ar plifier, Halcro has this
special offer for the
onths of July, Aygust
and Septembèr.
Now you can get all the best fe/ ures of our monoblocks in a single stereo unit. No other
amplifiers on the market deliver ,
uch low levels of distortion, with clarity throughout even the
most harmonically complex pieces. Signal interference is virtually eliminated, unearthing ambient
inner de ail on your favourite recordings. A lower noise floor brings you more dynamic range and
improv4 soundstaging. Top-end, mid-range and bass are life-like and uncolored. The result is
pure mu c, completely natural and non-fatiguing. The dm38 stereo power amplifier brings you
closer tc pure stereo than ever before.
And if ycu order any dm38, 58 or 68 power amplifier between July and September, you will
receive a voucher for $1000 of SACDs of your choice redeemable at www.acousticsounds.com.
This offer is for USA and Canada retail customers only and is limited to one voucher per customer.
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Letters
report on the Mobile Fidelity website
less-fatiguing systems played at more
moderate levels. Iwould like to extend a (www.mofi.com/he2003.htm). The photos of your writers and the various other
special thanks to the folks at Wilson
industry types look like they got their
Audio and Joseph Audio, who displayed
clothes from Chevy Chase/European
systems that stirred the soul and brought
Vacation wardrobe spares. Sports jackets
us closer than ever to the music we treaand elbow pads? Jeez, man, you guys
sure.
Geome Silis, MD
wanna keep relevant? Get writers who are
Alexandria, VA
relevant to ayounger audience —someone who is not just listening to the music,
The show was ablast
but who lives the lifestyle. As they say, a
Editor:
picture tells athousand words.
Home Entertainment 2003 was ablast.
Now Iknow why Ifeel the air of elitism
San Francisco is awonderful city. Ijust
within "audiophile" publications. Actually,
wanted to say thank you for such agreat
it's sometimes alienation. Iknow what
time. I'd also like to thank afew others:
you're talking about, I
just don't get where
•Ray Kimber for being such agood sport
you're coming from.
Name withheld
and playing my Nine Inch Nails.
mkru5447@maitusyd.edu.au
•The CAV cats for letting me hear Eddy
Vedder scream. (Mr. Fremer, Itook your
Headphone geek
advice and pushed my music on them.)
Editor:
•Last but certainly not least, the Manley
About two or three years ago, IdiscovLabs crew are the best. Thanks for the
ered hi-fi. Iwas 14 or 15 at the time, so I
beer, cigarettes, and the T-shirts.
could hardly afford the incredible and
EveAnna, Baltazar, and all the rest of the
extremely expensive gear that is so prevacrew: you cats are something special. (I
lent in your pages (case in point: the dCS
don't think I've ever been called a"Betty"
equipment in the April issue). Yet in
before.)
Mark Brandon
searching the Web for information on an
mbrandon@tkinetcom
obscure pair of headphones left by my
Back to the drawing board
late grandfather, Icame across aforum
called Head-Fi (www.head-fi.org).
Editor:
Head-fi? But all hi-fi had to do with
While there was no bad sound at the respeakers! Headphones were cheap, flimsy
cent Home Entertainment 2003 show
little things that came with Walkmans and
held in June at the St. Francis Hotel here
portable CD players, fit only for crushing
in San Francisco, except for acouple of inunder ones' feet on the way to the local
ordinately loud exhibits, there was also no
sound that sounded real, in the sense of audio dealer. Or so Ithought...
A few months later, apackage arrived in
truly reproducing an original source...
the mail containing apair of Etymotic ERMy suspicion is that the problem lies
4S headphones, highly recommended by
mostly in the recordings. One exhibitor
my newfound friends on Head-Fi. I'd built
was trying to reproduce piano, the hardest
instrument to record. They were using a an amp for them, asimple one from cheap
parts Igot at RadioShack and atutorial on
new recording technique. Hey guys, it did
Head-Fi's sister site, HeadWize. Like the
not sound real! Sorry. Go back to the drawaverage 14-year-old, of course, Iwas far
ing board. But it wasn't bad. Maybe the
too impatient to set up the amp — Ijust
answer is in the microphones used...but at
plugged the headphones into my father's
least these guys had the guts to try to
McIntosh integrated amplifier.
reproduce the hardest instrument of all!
And sat down. Hard.
Hey, you other guys, try reproducing piano
I'd heard good sound before — apair of
on your stuff, not something that no one
MartinLogans and aKrell amp in alocal
has any idea what it's supposed to sound
shop. But I never thought — I never
like, or that is very easy to reproduce.
believed — Inever dreamed it was possible
Stereophile people, the quality of sound in
to even come close to that on the savings
today's industry is in large part due to your
(augmented by alittle donation from the
efforts over the years. But the extravagantly
parental units) of one my age. These
priced equipment is also due in very large
Etymotics, while lacking the soundstage
part to your efforts.
Paul C. Welz
of the MartinLogans, had everything else
pcwelz@earthlink.net
in spades; they even edged out the 'Logans
in the bass department. The sheer intimaAlien nation?
cy, the detail!
Editor:
Fantastic
Needless to say, Istill have them, in
I'm from Australia. I'm a 28-year-old
Editor:
addition to aslowly growing collection of
Iwish to thank Stereophile for sponsoring a audiophile, audio researcher, DJ, and
decidedly hi-fi pieces — and I'm looking
fantastic show in San Francisco. It was a acoustics consultant. There have been reforward to the day Ican start thinking of
cent discussions in Stereophile and The
pleasure to meet the editors of Stereophile
Stereophile as abuying guide, as opposed to
Abso!ute Sound about keeping the audioand the numerous factory representatives
aglossy piece of desire.
phile spirit alive, about how to interest the
who helped brighten Home EnterMy name is Eric Scluniedl, and I'm a
younger generation, about how to attract
tainment 2003.
headphone geek.
Erie Schmiedl
It was interesting to note that most of new audiophiles, etc.
eric343@2alpha.corn
Dude, I
just took alook at the HE2003
the audiophiles preferred the sound of the

pany that has the most to gain from the
success of SACD, released single-layer
SACDs during the first four years of the
format's existence? 'Twas abrilliant move
for the DVD-A planners — they somehow hypnotized Sony into producing
discs for only 0.0001% of music buyers!
The SACD think tank successfully
countered by totally mucking up DVDA's bass management, aconcept no one
grasps — most recording, mixing, mastering, and design engineers are still pretty
clueless about bass management. The
SACD spinmeisters were so successful
that they blocked all of the DVD-A hardware manufacturers, except Meridian,
from designing players with even rudimentary bass-management options. The
SACD fiends even got to the godfather of
DVD-Audio/MLP himself, Meridian's
chief, Bob Smart. For reasons no one understands, only the company's most expensive DVD players are endowed with
DVD-A functionality.
Oh, and at Home Entertainment
2003, the SACD crowd jinxed the DVDA press pow-wow held at nearby Dolby
Labs. Not one of the DVD-A boosters
ever got around to mentioning the one
thing that might save the format — the
hybrid CD/DVD-A disc! Not apeep.
Instead, they prattled on about how
"excited" they are about DVD-A, and
made the same tired promises about
ramping up their DVD-A release schedules. Yeah, right.
The DVD-A group retaliated by mucking around with the Rolling Stones'
hybrid SACD releases. They got ABKCO
to delete the SACD logos on the packaging, but that strategy backfired and the
discs sold millions. Turns out the general
public doesn't want to decipher which
disc plays in what machine, so going sans
logo is the best way to sell anew format.
But the DVD-A mob came back strong
and made sure the recently released Police
and Peter Gabriel SACD catalogs were
available only on single-layer SACDs.
They sold in pitifully low numbers.
And did you ever notice the rarity of
pure DSD (PCM or analog-free) SACD
titles? The DVD-A pranksters must have
something to do with that!
The end result of this guerilla-style format war is that neither side has made significant progress toward breaking through
to the MP3-happy public. Great work,
guys!
Name &address withheld by request
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perfect sound
wherever you are
With the new KHT2005.2 system, you don't have to be in a
'sweet spot' to enjoy the full benefit of the latest 3D digital
home cinema formats.

This is because KEF's patented UNI-Q technology disperses
an uncannily realistic sound image over amuch wider area
than any conventional speaker. And with the stunningly
natural new 19mm elliptical dome tweeter from our
acclaimed Q Series, the UNI -Q array in these discreet cast
aluminium enclosures handles vocals even better than its
iconic multi-award winning predecessor.

Now get an even stronger, clearer sound image from the
surround speakers, acompletely new front firing active
subwoofer pumping out 250 watts of breathtaking
distortion-free bass and achoice of new metallic silver and
soft black finishes.

If you want to be moved without moving, choose KHT2005.2

KHT

2005.2

hear it and be there

Ce
UNI-Q

KEF AND UNI -Q ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI -Q IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929 AND U.S. PAT NO S,548.657.WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT KEF AMERICA, INC. 10 TIMBER LANE, MALBORO. NEW JERSEY, 07746 USA. TELEPHONE, 732-683.2356

FAX: 732-683-2358
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US: CONNECTICUT
Jon Iverson
Hannan International announced July 1
that it will close its Madrigal facility in
Middletown on August 30 as it continues to consolidate and reorganize its
high-end brands under the Hannan
Specialty Group banner. Although the
name Madrigal was itself not used as a
brand on audio products (other than the
Madrigal IRIQ remote control a few
years back), it had been the umbrella
under which Hannan had produced
and distributed its Mark Levinson,
Revel, Audio Access, and (recently discontinued) Proceed brands.
Harman's Andrew Clark reports that
the manufacturing and management
functions carried out at the Madrigal
facility in Middletown (which predates
Harman's acquisition of Madrigal) will
be moved 120 miles north and combined with the Lexicon facility in
Bedford, Massachusetts. "The name
Madrigal was associated with the
Middletown facility," says Clark, "and
will be completely phased out."
Clark says that the Lexicon facility
was recently expanded in preparation
for the consolidation and has been renamed the Harman Specialty Group.
He notes that the pro-audio division of
Lexicon, which once shared the site
with the consumer division, has now
been separated from it and will be consolidated into the Hannan Music Group
by moving to HMG's facility in Salt

Lake City, Utah. Audio Access has been
moved to the JBL Residential division.
According to Clark, product development anti manufacturing for Revel will
continue at its Northridge, California,
facilities, while management for the
speaker brand will be joining Lexicon
and Mark Levinson in Bedford. Countering rumors that one or more of the
three companies might be shut down,
Clark mentioned that all three brands
are now developing new five-year business and product plans.
"Mark Levinson may now have the
brightest future in the group as aresult
of the new arrangement," says Clark.
All of ML's products will now be designed and produced in Bedford, and
marketed and supported from there.
Clark emphasizes that existing customers and dealers will receive exactly
the same, if not better, services and support as before.
Clark also hinted at new ML products under consideration. "First up," he
says, "will likely be aMark Levinson
source component." Pressed for details,
Clark revealed that the current thinking
is that ML should develop astate-ofthe-art
universal
SACD/DVI
Audio/CD player.
THE INTERNET
Barry Willis

Siercophile senior contributing editor
Michael Fremer's www.musicangle.com
website is now up and running.

Update
Devoted to great music well recorded,
MusicAngle delves into both the artistic
and technical backgrounds of the releases it covers. As expected, vinyl gets plenty of attention, but Freiner and crew
don't short CDs or hi-rez titles. What's
good is good, the old adage has it, and
MusicAngle tells you why.
The premier issue included in-depth
examinations of Van Dyke Parks' Soirtz
Cycle, Pink Floyd's reissued Dark Side of
the Moon, Kathleen Edwards' recent
Faller, and Classic Records' reissue of
Cannonball Adderley's timeless Somethin' Else, as well as interviews with Joan
Annatrading and producer Joe Boyd.
Under the "Info" button is a concise
explanation of what happened to The
Tracking Angle, the paper journal.
Audiophiles will find MusicAngle awelcome addition to their Web reading —
right after their weekly visit to www
stereophile.com, of course.
JAPAN
Jon Iverson
Sony announced in June that it has created anew brand intended to identify its
highest-end products: Qualia. Initially,
the new line will be launched only in
Japan, and will include audio and video
products and a small pocket camera.
Sony president Kunitake Ando had previously suggested the line would launch
by March 2003.
According to Sony, the Qualia project
began in secret in May 2001, and the

Calendar
'nose promoting audio-related seminars, shows,
and meetings should fix (do not call) the
when, where, and who to (212) 886-2809 at
least eight weeks &litre the month of the event.
The deadline Jr the November 2003 issue is
Streenber 2. Mark thefax 'Attention Stephen
Mias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fa
.
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not waive confirmation within 24 hours, please/ix us again.
Attention All Audio Societies: We
don't always have room each month to
list societies. If you'd like to have your
audio society information posted on the
Stereophile, September 2003

Stereophile website, e-mail Chris Vogel at
List@antiphon.hypermart.net and request an info-pack.
Please note that it is inappropriate for a
retailer to promote a new product line in
"Calendar" unless this is associated with a
seminar or similar event.
WASHINGTON

• October 3-5: Vacuum State of the
Art Conference 2003 takes place in
Silverdale. More than two dozen
exhibitor rooms, avintage audio room,

craftsmen's room, and seminars will
provide aunique opportunity to hear
the latest in affordable tube audio
equipment.
Exhibitors
include
Bottlehead, Cain Fic Cain, Electron
Luv, Hagerman, Wright Sound,
Welbourne Labs, Bent Audio,
Exemplar Audio, Teres Audio, and
many more. Visit the VSAC website,
www.vsac2003.com, for more details.
GERMANY

• December

4-7:

The

Fourth
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Update

organization's network of companies
planned and proposed anumber of possible products. These proposals were reviewed by the Qualia Committee,
comprising members of Sony's top
management. "The criteria for selection
will not only be functionality and specifications," says Sony, "but also the ability to create `Emotional Values.' "
Years ago, Sony created the ES brand
to distinguish its better products from
the rest of the pack. Qualia is intended
to go even further. Sony says that the
new brand "is agroup-wide movement
aiming to truly touch our customers'
hearts through all Sony's activities from
product creation to marketing to services and content creation, leading to
the creation of emotional values."
Ando and Sony CEO Nobuyuki !dei
both must sign off on Qualia products
before they move into final development and production. Sony says that
product proposals given the go-ahead
are then assigned a"Qualia number."
The company reports that there are
currently 17 Qualia products in development, and that this number will
grow as new proposals are evaluated
and approved.
Four expensive products — the
Qualia 004, 007, 015, and 016 — were
revealed in Tokyo last week. Sony
explains that products will not necessarily be introduced consecutively, by
number. "As proposals are evaluated,
there will be strict reviews of technology, usability and, most importantly,
the `Qualia'-feel aspect. For this reason,
there may be cases in which proposals
are not finally approved."
Among the first products announced
is aCD audio system that allows the
customer to drop adisc anywhere on its
playing surface. Interestingly, no details
about SACD products were revealed;

Calendar
European Triode Festival, agathering
of tube audio hobbyists and professionals,
will
take
place
in
Langenargen. Hosting participants
from all over the world, ETF.03 will
feature lectures, workshops, a flea
market, live music, and much more.
For info, visit www.triodefestival.net.
For reservations, e-mail Wolfgang
Braun at wb@braunbaustoffe.de.
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Sony had announced its latest flagship
SACD player, the $3000 SCDXA9000ES, on June 6at Home Entertainment 2003 in San Francisco.
According to Sony, products bearing
the Qualia brand will be made only
after acustomer has placed an order.
"The Qualia Project goes beyond the
boundaries of manufacturing and design excellence," says a recent press
release. "It also encompasses sales and
marketing activities." Qualia stores are
slated to open soon in Tokyo and
Osaka, and the company says that
Qualia "concierges" will be available to
visit to give on-site consultations and
after-sales service. Sony adds that it
hopes to take Qualia overseas shortly.
Explaining why Qualia needed to
happen, Idei said, "These days, we're
concerned with how many we can sell
or how much market share we can get,
and as aresult there are many products
that never got made." He hopes that,
with Qualia, customers "will delight in
just holding these products."
US: NEW YORK
Jim Austin
Just a few weeks past 50 years ago,
Edmund Hillary became the first person
to reach the summit of Mt. Everest. He
then descended to the South Col, where
he greeted a friend by saying, "Well,
George, we knocked the bastard off."
Today, it's difficult to imagine aworld
in which the tallest mountain hasn't
been climbed. Though Iwasn't yet born
in 1953, I've read about the era; it was,
apparently, a time of deep belief in
human potential coupled to an astonishing naïveté. People, it was thought,
could conquer just about anything, and
this was considered to be good. It's not
surprising that the classical musicians of
that era made recordings that were, for
better or worse, rather willful and full of
personality by today's standards. With
lots of great artists in the wings and
stereo just around the corner, 1953 was
at or near the beginning of what many
people think of as the golden age of
recorded classical music. Many 1950s
recordings seem to enshrine the era's
optimism, individualism, and belief in
human potential.
One other thing is notable about the
year Everest was first conquered: Because English and other European copyrights of the era typically lasted 50 years,
many English and European recordings
of classical music's "golden age" will
soon enter the public domain, making
them fair game for reissue by labels that
specialize in historical reissues.

Or so it would appear. Last year, in a
rearguard action, Capitol, the parent
company of EMI (which is, in turn, the
descendant of the UK-based label His
Master's Voice), sued Naxos over that
company's production and distribution
of new transfers of several European
recordings from the 1930s, featuring
performances by Yehudi Menuhin,
Edwin Fisher, and Pablo Casals.
Though Capitol acknowledged that the
original copyrights had expired, they
claimed to own all rights to distribute
the recordings in the US under New
York State common law, and complained that Naxos sold and distributed
its restorations of the original recordings throughout the US "in bad faith, at
substantially discounted prices in direct
competition with Capitol's recordings
of the same performances, often in the
same retail outlets."
Capitol lost. In late May, Judge
Robert W. Sweet, of the New York
Southern District Court, issued asummary judgment in Naxos' favor, finding
that, for avariety of reasons, EMI has no
rights to its pre-1953 recordings, and
that Naxos — and, by extension, other
companies — are free to issue new
transfers of them.
The decision presents alaundry list of
reasons that Naxos acted legally in reissuing new transfers of the old recordings, including the fact that EMI had, in
aletter to amusic professor at Yale, explicidy renounced any ownership of
these recordings and many others.
But the most important reason is also
the simplest: European copyrights from
that era lasted only 50 years. This means
that, over the next few years, alot of
1950s-era classical music, not to mention
plenty of classic jazz and a surprising
amount of American rodenioll, will be
available for reissue on bargain labels
with ahistorical bent, such as Naxos.
The great EMI La Scala production of
Puccini's 'Tosca, with Callas and Tito
Gobbi and conducted by Victor de
Sabata, was made in 1953. All the music
recorded in Europe during the decade is
gradually passing into the public domain
as you read this. And don't forget about
the Beades, in another decade or so.
Music fans are cynical about record
companies: today's conglomerates are
not known for letting little things like
the subtleties of copyright law get in
their way. If a law doesn't suit their
needs, they change it, either by lobbying
Congress or, de facto, by suing everyone
in sight. No one will be surprised to
learn that the RIAA is now lobbying
European countries to get them to
Stereophile, September 2003

Exceptional Sound.
No Exceptions.
Rotel's RSP-1066 preamplifier-processor set
a benchmark for home theater reference in
Now, Rotel's new RSP-1098 takes audio

the under $2,000 category. Robert Deutsch,
from Stereophile's Guide to Home Theater*

and video to a new performance level.
Featuring all of the latest home theater
formats, along with upgradeable

said "The RSP-1066's surround-sound
performance was comparable to any of the

software, high definition video
switching, input video sampling to
component output, multi-source, multi-

more expensive pre-pros I've had in my

system...it's another winner!"
ef.1.
*

Volume 9-No. 1

room operation, and afront panel
TFT display that lets you calibrate your
system even with the TV off, the
RSP-1098 is the perfect choice for
exceptional home theater performance.

Hear it at your authorized Rotel dealer.
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Like awall, afull orchestra is formed before you.
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pure music

change their copyright laws, and working on ways of blocking imports of these
European reissues. But—and this may
be the most significant consequence of
the Naxos suit—Judge Sweet's decision
seems to clear the way for distributing
these recordings in the US.
Mere hours after sending the foregoing text to the magazine, Ireceived a
note, and then aphone call, from Klaus
Heymann, founder and CEO of Naxos.
We spoke about the outcome of the
lawsuit and what the decision means to
Naxos and the future of the historical
reissues industry. Later, Ispoke with
Naxos' lead attorney in the case, Mac
Waldbaum, the New York-based chair
of Salans, an international firm with
about 100 attorneys working on intellectual property law.
Common law is atangled web of tradition and previous adjudication, with
substantial variations from state to state,
even from judge to judge. Predicting
how acourt will rule can be difficult.
And when it comes to historical recordings, the law hasn't been tested much,
because most of the companies specializing in historical reissues arc small boutique
labels — mere
gnats
that
mega-companies such as EMI usually
don't even bother to swat. In those rare
cases in which alarger company does
file suit, the smaller firm usually can't
afford to take the case to trial, even if
they know they're in the right. Rather
than risk acourt battle, which could cost
hundreds of thousands of dollars, smaller labels have little choice but to turn
tail and run. Consequently, there's not
much case law to guide companies that
enter the historical-reissues business —
or wasn't, until EMI vs Naxos.
Naxos is no gnat, but amajor player,
and with European copyrights on some
very valuable intellectual property set to
expire in the coming years, EMI apparently felt that they had to stick afinger
in the Naxos Historical dike. In
Heymantes view, EMI expected — or at
least hoped — that Naxos would give in
as soon as they were challenged, just as
smaller labels have.
But Naxos stuck it out and won.
Even if, as Heymann thinks is likely, the
lawsuit will end up consuming awhole
year's profits for Naxos' historical
recordings division, the fight will likely
prove worth it because it sets avaluable
precedent. The court's judgment is a
laundry list of ways that EMI fell short
of making the case that, by issuing new,
improved transfers of the recordings in
question, working from 2riginal shellacs, Naxos was competing unfairly
Stereophile, September 2003

under New York state common law.
Looked at another way, the decision lays
out aseries of specific conditions that a
recording must meet in order to be
legally reissued and distributed in the
US by acompany other than the original copyright holder.
Those conditions are not narrow, and
Judge Sweet's decision emphasizes
three: that EMI's agreements with the
artists are not, in at least two of the cases,
still in force; that EMI has disclaimed
any interest in the recordings, both
explicitly (in aletter to aYale professor)
and by abandonment; and that the
British copyrights have expired. According to Waldbaum, this last condition is the most important. (Another
intellectual-property attorney, interviewed "on background," agreed.)
Heymann chose not to comment, on
the record, on the implications of the
decision, deferring to Waldbaum on all
the legal issues. Iasked the attorney: In
the aftermath of this decision, are EMI's
historical recordings the only ones that
are vulnerable to reissue, or are all
European recordings more than 50 years
old subject to reissue by other labels?
"I think they are," said Waldbaum. "I
think this case means that if you have
only aperformance right, and 50 years
have expired ...then it is a publicdomain product." If Waldbaum is right
and the decision is upheld on appeal,
there's cause for celebration: a large
swath of recordings from classical
music's "golden age" are likely to be reissued in the coming years on budget
labels such as Naxos. As Waldbaum's
firm, Salans, wrote in arecent press release, the decision "helps companies
looking to compete with the majors by
releasing restorations of old recordings."
Will the decision be upheld on
appeal? EMI, which has already labeled
Sweet a"renegade judge," doesn't think
so. Waldbaum, of course, disagrees. "I
think they're wrong on many counts.
We've checked his reversal rate, and he
is in the average or above average."
In the war between corporate control
and cultural richness, it would appear
that culture has won amajor skirmish.
UNITED KINGDOM
Barry Willis
The music world is mourning the passing of British record producer Mickie
Most, who died of lung cancer in
London on May 30. He was 64.
Moses lung cancer was mesothelioma, avirulent variety caused by inhaling asbestos dust. The Guardian
Unlitniteds Paul Foot speculates, "Most
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probably came into contact with
asbestos in recording studios soundproofed with vinyl tiles impregnated
with asbestos." Despite prolonged
efforts to remove asbestos from commercial and residential buildings, it is still
widespread. Foot quotes arising death
rate through the 1990s for workers with
prolonged exposure to asbestos.
Asbestos-related lawsuits arc still being
contested in the US, the UK, and elsewhere in the world.
Mickie Most was the first independent British producer to own his recordings, and his prolific output spanned
three decades. He was said to be responsible for more No.1 recordings than
anyone else in the field. Famed for
matching songs and arrangements to
performers, he discovered and/or produced aphenomenal number of UK
pop acts, including the Animals, Bad
Company, Jeff Beck, the Dave Clark
Five, Donovan, Herman's Hermits, Hot
Chocolate, Johnny Hates Jazz, Led
Zeppelin, Lulu, Suzi Quatro, the
Nashville Teens, Kim Wilde, and the
Yardbirds. Sometimes criticized for
focusing too narrowly on "bubblegum,"
Most was known for his unerring instinct for spotting apotential pop hit.
Born Michael Hayes, Most began his
career in the music industry at 15 as a
member of the Most Brothers, arock
band that had abrief career in the UK.
He moved to South Africa with his wife,
Christine, in 1959, where he fronted his
own band, the Playboys, who enjoyed
success covering American pop songs, a
formula that earned the band 11 consecutive No.1 hits in South Africa.
Most returned to England in 1962, but
his performing career sputtered. He
turned to marketing records in display
racks in supermarkets and gas stations,
then branched out into producing. His
companies, RAK Records, RAK Studios,
and RAK Music Publishing, were named
after his first business venture. He was
incredibly fruitful as aproducer, discovering and signing developing
artists and massaging their sounds into
commercial gold. Most won a
Grammy for the Animals' monster hit
"House of the Rising Sun," which
swept the pop charts on both sides of
the Atlantic in 1964 and '65. Groups
under his guidance constituted a
dominant force in the British Invasion
of American pop music in the mid'60s. In 1965, Herman's Hermits sold
more than 10 million singles and
albums, "all produced by Most,"
according to the Guardian Unlimiteds
Garth Cartwright.
Stereophlle, September 2003

In the late 1960s and early '70s, rock
music took a heavier, darker turn, a
trend that was not to Moses liking. He
stuck with producing lightweight,
danceable pop hits, and continued to
enjoy success with such acts as Hot
Chocolate. In the late 1980s, he sold
RAK enterprises to EMI. In 2002,
London's Sunday Times estimated Moses
fortune at £50 million ($75 million).
"His contribution to production and the
music industry was legendary, and he
leaves us with along list of hits, many of
which are now considered `classics,' as
his legacy," wrote Leslie Lewis, director
of the Producers & Engineers Wing of
the UK's Music Producers Guild.
US: YOUR LOCAL MEDIA OUTLET
Jon Iverson
1)VI )-Audio has been struggling to find
its footing for three years now; the average consumer on the street has still likely not even heard of it. Watermarked
discs, confusing playback menus, competition from SAC), and adearth of
titles haven't helped, but perhaps the
biggest problem DVD-A faces is simply
getting the word out.
In an effort to make a little more
noise, Warner Music Group, Silverline
Records, BMG, EMI Recorded Music,
5.1 Entertainment Group, Meridian
Audio, Dolby Laboratories, and Panasonic have formed the DVD-Audio
Marketing Council.
According to the group, the DVD-A
Marketing Council "will serve as acomplete resource for all technical, press and
marketing information related to the
DVD-Audio format in the United
States and Europe." The council says it
will also function to educate hardware
and software retailers "to the benefits
and features of DVD-Audio while
simultaneously promoting consumer
awareness of this exciting new format."
When the DVD-Video format was
launched, Warner Bros.' Warren
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Liebertart) stated, "It you want to lead
the parade, you've got to blow the
bugle." Reporters at the time were inundated with materials about DVD-V
title releases, future plans, and format
benefits. Lieberfarb himself was seen
vocally extolling DVD's virtues anywhere there was aconsumer-electronics
or video event.
While precious little of that has happened with DVD-A so far —it was virtually ano-show at the 2003 Consumer
Electronics Show —the Council is clearly optimistic, stating that DVD-A is
"poised to become the next dominant
packaged music format and the future
successor to compact disc." What was
presumably the first fruit of their efforts
was the Dolby-sponsored DVD-A
demo room at Home Entertainment
2003 which produced excellent sound
using an all-Meridian surround system.

US: ANN ARBOR
Barry Willis
There may be hope for the most common type of hearing loss. Researchers at
the University of Michigan have succeeded in growing new hair cells in the
inner ears of laboratory animals, the first
time that such cells have been regenerated in mammals.
The hair cells arc microscopic, reedlike structures within the cochlea of the
inner ear. They translate hydraulic pressure waves into nerve impulses, which
are carried by auditory nerves into the
brain. Mammals are born with afixed
number of hair cells, which do not regrow once they have been damaged by
loud noises, infections, or by some
drugs. Approximately 90% of the 30
million Americans with hearing loss
suffer from hair-cell damage.

where they don't usually occur. They
also found nerve fibers outside the
organ, extending toward the new hair
cells —suggesting that the appearance of
new hair cells might trigger an integrative response from the auditory system.
Of course, it's along way from initial
experiments with rodents to creating reliable therapies for humans; often,
promising results in the laboratory go
nowhere. But Genetech's Gao describes
the work donc so far as "another major
step toward hair cell regeneration in the
human car." The work of Raphael's
team was reported in the June 1issue of
the Journal of Neuroscience. A report on
Gao's and Raphael's work appeared in
the June 7edition of Science News.

GERMANY: FRANKFURT
Paul Messenger
It's perhaps unfortunate that less than a
week separated the German High End
Society's show in Frankfurt from StereoUNITED KINGDOM
The Frankfurt show
phile's own Home Entertainment 2003
Paul Messenger
seemed an affirmation
in San Francisco. It certainly made life
Using "EQ" as an initialism for Emodifficult for anyone trying to attend
tional Quotient, leading UK speaker
that Europe has evolved
both —though it's going to be harder in
brand B&W is launching an unusual
2004, when the two shows will actually
new marketing campaign that combines
its own "high-end"
coincide. But it did ensure that there
an interesting compilation CD, a
wasn't
ahuge overlap between the two
brochure, and an interactive websitc.
identity, quite distinct
events, and that the German event had a
The CD, EQ takes full advantage of
strong European flavor.
B&W's relationship with Abbey Road
from the US stereotype.
Still, there was agood sprinkling of
studios, where all the music was remasUS visitors and products — Transtered using Nautilus 800-series speakparent Audio used Frankfurt to roll
ers. The disc consists of 16 tracks in four
It has long been known that birds and
out a large range of new cables. But
groups of four. (Go to www.listenand
although more than 40% of the trade
sharks re-grow hair cells, but until Weiyoullhear.com for acomplete track listQiang Gao, at Genetech's Department visitors came from outside Germany,
ing.) k's athoroughly entertaining and
exceedingly eclectic selection, full of of Molecular Oncology in South San
the Iraq war and the SARS outbreak
Francisco, California, grew rat hair cells
were suppressing transatlantic travel, so
nice surprises. All tracks are linked to
it wasn't surprising that most attendees
the key words absorbed, cleansed, released,
in vitro, no one had successfully done so
with mammalian tissue. In an experi- were European. The show as awhole
and intoxicated, inflected verbs that describe different emotional reactions to
ment based on studies showing that a somehow seemed an affirmation that
enjoying music, and form the basis of gene called Math 1could trigger imma- Europe has evolved its own "high-end"
identity, quite distinct from the US
B&W's current advertising campaign.
ture inner-car cells to become hair cells,
Gao infected tissue taken from newstereotype, albeit with quite large variaThe websitc, www.listenandyoull
tions between one country and the next.
hear.com, is very entertaining. It not born rats with avirus carrying the Math
1gene. In 2000, in concert with his colThis year's event was by no means
only allows you to find out about the
CD and hear tracks, but also suggests a leagues, Gao reported that the tissue
immune, either from the specific ills
that stereo hi-fi is currently suffering —
wide selection of films and other music
had grown what appeared to be new
European hi-fi sales arc reportedly
to stimulate those same emotional rehair cells.
sponses. The best bit is that you can join
Would the technique work on adult
down 15-20% for the past year — or
in and make your own suggestions for animals? Extrapolating from these
the economic malaise that seems to be
results, Ychoash Raphael and colleagues
afflicting most of the world's major
albums or films to add to the lists; the
best suggestions will win free CDs.
at the Kresge Hearing Research Ineconomies. The show's organizers
Some might regard the whole thing
stitute, in the Department of Otolarynclaimed a9% increase in first-day trade
as a mere marketing exercise, and of gology at the University of Michigan in
visitors over 2002, offset by a6% fall in
course there arc links to the B&W web- Ann Arbor, injected avirus carrying the
public attendance over the following
three days — a pretty good result,
site and "Find your local dealer." But I gene into the inner-ear fluid of guinea
under the circumstances. Although the
think it can also be seen as abrave at- pigs. Weeks later, the scientists extracted
tempt to address the real reason our tissue slices from the animals' ears and
show seemed abit quieter than two
saw what looked like hair cells sprouting years ago, when I last attended, it
industry exists, and explore alittle more
deeply the essential relationship bewithin the organ of Corti (the soundremains Europe's premier event of its
type, and firm evidence of the retween music and our emotions.
sensing part of the cochlea), in places
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silience that the high-end sector has
shown over many years.
The Germans are especially fond of
horn loudspeakers in all shapes and
sizes, from the hybrid to the full-range,
from the bizarre to the enormous, and a
"mine's bigger than yours" duel seems
to be developing between keen rivals
Acapella and Avantgarde. Iloved the
realistic sound of agrand piano through
Acapella's enormous hybrid Triolon
Excaliburs in avery large room, but
somehow missed Avantgarde's suite
completely. This was a shame —
Avantgarde went "full-range" this
year, with astack of massive new, modular, active bass horns underpinning a
pair of three-way Trios and delivering a
sound that at least two fellow journalists
reckoned was among the show's best.
One bonus of horns is their high sensitivity; another is the control they exert
over directivity, which is no less important in managing crossover transitions.
This was seen in such hybrid designs as
the Amphion two-ways and the
Odeon Elektra, avery attractive new
three-way. It's my suspicion that recent
computer-modeling techniques may
have considerably aided the performance and manufacture of modern
horn designs.
Karl Heinz Fink, Germany's leading
speaker designer, is closely associated
with AudioPlus but also consults for a
number of other brands. When we
chatted, he pointed out that the whole
"supertweeter" concept is flawed: the
laws of wave propagation from aconventional diaphragm dictate that ultrasonic frequencies will be delivered only
in avery narrow beam. His very neat
solution is to use an NXT-type supertweeter instead of a regular phasecoherent driver, so that the ultrasonics
arc much more widely distributed.
Along with the long-playing vinyl
record, anumber of today's best-known
hi-fi brand names were born in the
years just following World War II, so
we've been seeing some golden anniversaries recently. Marantz celebrates its 50th year in 2003, and while
the firm's current incarnation is very
different from the original, it's good to
find it making components that reaffirm Marantz's commitment to afuture
that includes both two-channel stereo
and multichannel.
However, if old equals good, Iwas
intrigued to find one hi-fi brand
sporting the extraordinary claim
"Founded in 18281 While Austrian
firm Benendorfer didn't start out as
an audio marque, and remains better24

Acapella's monstrous Triolon Excalibur.

Odeon's attractive Elektra horn hybrid.

Karl Heinz Fink's latest creation cleverly uses an
NXT supertweeter for wide dispersion.

Clearaudio's affordable Emotion.

known as a maker of some of the
world's finest pianos, you can now
buy electronics and loudspeakers that
bear its prestigious label, the latter
incorporating the sort of panel resonators that are an integral part of a
piano's operation.
Costly turntables are another German
favorite, and Iwondered about the identity of "Fat Bob," whose name is found
on several of Transrotor's more expensive models. Rather more affordable,
and very elegant in mostly solid acrylic,
Clearaudio's new "entry-level" turntable-tonearm combo, the Emotion, sells
for arelatively modest €690.
The Italians have always been styleoriented, and adventurous with color,
shape, and finish. It was hard not to like
both the look and the sound of the
ovoid U-Vola speakers, which come in
avariety of colors and are seriously engineered —as is the company's clever
"floating" subwoofer, intended to excite
the air rather than the floor. (The Italian
words for tgg and ovum are, respectively,
moo and ovu/o.)
Triangle is a peculiarly French
speaker brand for which I've long had a
soft spot. Iwas interested to hear its exceedingly tall flagship model, the
Magellan, for the first time, and very
enjoyable it was too — though the
brand-new Stratos range, which uses a
similar driver technology in much
more compact and affordable packages,
will no doubt have far more commercial significance.
While France might develop new
technologies such as JMlab's Be (for
beryllium) tweeter, no country shows
greater respect for hi-fi's roots and heritage. Iwas surprised and fascinated to
discover that one of France's oldest
speaker brands, Supravox, still offers
some drive-units with the option of ferrite or alnico permanent magnets —and
even electromagnetic field-coils, which
Ithought had died out 60 years ago.
Coincidentally, I'd recently been talking
with certain UK designers about
whether someone should reinvestigate
potentially interesting properties of
field-coil drive-units, where an electromagnet rather than apermanent magnet provides the motive force.
Another surprise was the discovery
that, back in the late 1950s, German
brand Braun had licensed and built
their own version of the original Quad
Electrostatic loudspeaker, in a styling
package totally different from Quad's —
altogether more contemporary, àla Mies
van der Rohe and Bauhaus. QuadMusikwiedergabe, of Koblenz, now
Stereophile, September 2003
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services these ancient classics, and produces asimilarly styled variation on the
theme of the current Quad model, the
ESL-988.
One could hardly call them "highend," but KEF has enjoyed enormous
success in the last few years with its
cast-alloy ICIvIS/KHT-series satellites,
based on a4" Uni-Q driver. KEF has
now developed a3" Uni-Q, which fits
into an even more compact (and cute)
alloy enclosure.
Perreaux has a new miniaturized
series of amplification components that
presumably take advantage of the tiny
surface-mount components developed
for cell-phone use. Also shown off were
facelifts for two leading Scandinavian
firms: Electrocompaniet's new silver
component faceplates are likely to win
more friends than its rather idiosyncratic acrylic predecessors, and Densen has
added the attractive Albino line to its
jet-black standard models.
It was good to find the esoteric
Japanese brand 47 Laboratory making
fine music with its new and more
affordable Shigaraki electronics, which
are housed in small ceramic cases. This
system had one of the wackiest tonearms I've ever seen: freestanding (ie, unfixed), with apivot some inches above
the disc surface and an articulated headshell. Simple, "full-range" speakers
using Jordan drivers provided asound
that was engrossing and articulate, if
of limited bandwidth.
Several dozen booths were doing
busy trade, mostly in new and used
vinyl and accessories. Among the
more elaborate devices were acostly
but effective-looking vinyl cleaner
from Blue Danube Records, and a
high-pressure washing system for
CDs (or other 5" optical discs) from
Audiodesksysteme Glass, the latter finn also responsible for the CD
"lathe" that trims the outside edge of
your discs to ensure that they're properly centered and balanced. The
Disc Cleaner puts the CD through a
complex spin cycle with warm water
and aspecially formulated detergent.
A main attraction of Frankfurt
has always been its venue, the
Kempinski Hotel — amature building situated lakeside in attractive
woodlands well outside the city, and
with an unusually good selection of
decent-size demo rooms. les agreat
setting for a hi-fi show, but has
become the victim of its own success — exhibitor space has been
oversubscribed for years. Next year,
the Gentian High End Society show
Stereophile, September 2003
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moves to Munich, where it will (cross
fingers) continue to provide the most
important shop window for adistinctively European High End.

Triangles new Stratos borrows from the
Magellan flagship.

Braun's stylish variation on the original Quad
Electrostatic.

KEFs new satellite speaker has

d

3- Uni -Q driver.

The Glass Disc Cleaner.

US: SEATTLE
ion Iverson
As any major college dude will tell you,
the file-sharing genie can never be
crammed back into the digital audio
bottle. But that hasn't stopped the
music business from pursuing its
scorched-market policy while simultaneously applying various use-restriction
technologies to every digital audio format in sight.
Quit while you're only slightly behind, say four researchers from Microsoft who recently weighed in with
their provocative analysis, "The Darknet and the Future of Content
Distribution" (http://crypto.stanford.
edu/DRM2002/darknet5.doc). The
paper defines the "darknet" as acollection of networks and technologies used
to share digital content, such as peerto-peer file sharing, CD and DVD
copying, and key or password sharing
on e-mail and newsgroups.
Pointing out that "people have always
copied things," the researchers are particularly critical of watermarking, stating that "watermarking approaches are
technically flawed and unlikely to have
any material impact on the darknet."
Watermarking and its audible (even
if subtle) and restrictive effects have
become central to audiophile concerns about the SACD and DVDAudio formats. However, the paper
asserts, "There are several reasons
why it appears unlikely that such
systems will ever become an effective antipiracy technology."
For one thing, say the authors, if
watermarking is not deployed
everywhere, then consumers are
likely to shun devices and formats
that include it. But even if watermarking becomes widespread (à la
the Hollings Bill), "this approach is
likely to fail duc to avariety of
technical inadequacies." First, say
the researchers, "We are not aware
of systems for which simple data
transformations cannot strip the
mark or make it unreadable."
Marks can be made more robust,
says the paper, "but in order to recover marks after adversarial manipulation, the reader must typically
search alarge phase space, and this
quickly becomes untenable. In
spite of the proliferation of proposed watermarking schemes, it
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remains doubtful whether robust
embedding layers for the relevant
content types can be found."
The report finds that watemlarking's
second problem is "unrealistic" assumptions about key management. "Most
watermarking schemes require widely
deployed cryptographic keys. Standard
watermarking schemes arc based on the
normal cryptographic principles of a
public algorithm and secret keys. Most
schemes use a shared key between
marker and detector. In practice, this
means that all detectors need aprivate
key, and, typically, share asingle private
key. It would be naïve to assume that
these keys will remain secret for long in
an adversarial environment."
As the researchers note, once the key
or keys are compromised, the darknet
will propagate them efficiently and the
scheme will collapse. "In summary,
attempts to mandate content protection
systems based on watermark detection
at the consumer's machine suffer from
commercial drawbacks and severe technical deficiencies. These schemes,
which aim to provide content protection beyond digital rights management
by attacking the darknet, arc rendered
entirely ineffective by the presence of
even amoderately functional darknet."

(www.eslab.co.uk). The DXS4 stereo
amp offers 180Wpc into 8ohms, is fully
CE approved, and sells in the UK dealers for £2495 ($4000).
Then Ispoke to Max Townshend,
one of the most experienced and creative operators on the UK scene
(http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/towns
hend.audio/). He's been very busy supplying the world with isolating equipment stands and speaker platforms, but
has found time to get seriously enthusiastic about the new high-resolution formats and their reproduction via his
prototype digital amplifier and Glastonbury loudspeakers, plus a brand-new

The Tripath approach
provides an opportunity
for the smallest brands
to get involved in "digital"
amplifier technology.

ribbon supertweeter he's just finished
developing. Townshend hasn't been
involved in amplification for 20 years,
but describes his implementation of the
UNITED KINGDOM
Tripath architecture as combining some
Paul Messenger
of the clarity and cleanness of atriode
So-called "digital" amplifiers aimed at
tube design with solid-state—style bass
the audiophile community are springand power delivery.
ing up everywhere. The TacT MillenThe world of digital amps is complex,
with many variations on several themes
nium and Sharp models have been
around for ayear or three, but now a and techniques. Abbreviations like
PWM (pulse-width modulation) and
number of other brands have introPDM (pulse-density modulation) are
duced power amps based on Tripath
Technologies chip sets. One such US just the tip of the iceberg of digital signalprocessing jargon. The core theoretical
device is the Bel Canto eVo 2002,
advantage of high conversion efficiency
reviewed in Stereophile in March 2001. In
and resulting low heat dissipation might
the UK, at least three variations on this
theme have appeared.
not be an audiophile priority, but it's
Veritas (www.veritashifi.co.uk), based
bound to have strong appeal across the
broader audio spectrum, especially for
in Norfolk, England, was the first. They
started shipping their 240Wpc P400
custom installers.
amplifier (£3000, $4500) at the end of
Ihaven't tried any of the digital amps
myself, but for every protagonist Ispoke
2000. Prototypes were based on Tripath
to Ifound acritic. One of the latter quesevaluation boards, but designer Dave
tioned the relevance of digital architecAlner (whose experience goes all the way
back to Radford days) has now developed
ture in an amplifier that accepts only
analog inputs. That seems afair point,
his own main board, claimed to have sigbut it doesn't seem to be an option with
nificantly improved performance.
the Tripath approach. However, it's pretAnother Tripath protagonist is Steve
ty clear that Tripath-based amps appeal
Crampton, alongtime hi-fi enthusiast
who works as adirector of Control Q strongly to some listeners. The Tripath
approach also provides an opportunity
electronic design consultants. He was so
for even the smallest brands to get
impressed by the results of his experiinvolved in "digital" amplifier technoloments with the Tripath chips that he degy, tuning the ancillary elements to
cided to produce his own amplifier,
achieve individually desired results.
CI
marketed under the ESLab brand name
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www.legacy-audio.com

Legacy Audio, PA. USA 610 965-0494
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They La u9heci when

Dennis Had introduced
the Cary CAD-805
in 1993
EQUIPMENT REVIEWS:
KRELL, CARY, HEADROOM
FORSELL, MEA, NUT, YBA

STEELY DAN REBORN
IS THE HIGH-END DOOMED?
MUSICIANS rs THE MUSIC INDUSTRY

"If either of these amplifiers is RIGHT...the
other must be WRONG."
Stereophile, January 1994

"One of the `most important' audio
products since 1.926.-Stereophile, November 2002

When Dennis Had introduced the Cary Audio CAD-805 in 1993, some hi-fi writers puzzled...scoffed...measured...and laughed. But
those who listened, loved it—like Sam Tellig in his March 1998 Stereophile column:
"The palpable presence of the musicians. The exquisite low-level detail. The perfect timing of the attack and decay of each note.
The truth of timbre and sheer beauty of the music."
In a1994 cover story, Stereophile put the CAD-805 up against ahighly regarded, solid-state amplifier. "These are very fine test-bench
results," wrote Thomas J. Norton—not about us, but the other amp.
Fast-forward to November 2002, John Atkinson chose the CAD-805 (now the Cary CAD-805C Anniversary Edition) as one of the 100
products he feels to have been "the most important since 1962." He called the amplifier "gorgeous-looking and sounding."
Who has the last laugh? Maybe you! Audition the Cary Audio CAD-805C Anniversary Edition at your Cary dealer now. Bring your
favorite recordings and your own ears.
By the way, how many amplifier models are still in production after ten years? How many may still be in production ten years from
now? Count on aCary Audio Design!

1020 Goodworth Drive •Apex, NC 27539 •Phone: 919-355-0010 •Fax: 919-355-0013 •www.caryaudio.com
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et your wallet out. Focal-JMlab
has introduced anew flagship
loudspeaker.
A pair of Grande Utopia Bes —the
Be stands for the beryllium foil used as
the tweeter diaphragm — sells for
$80,000 and weighs 9001bs. 1(All prices
per pair.) John Bevier, of Audio Plus
Services, the Focal-JMlab distributor,
was filling me in.
"I'm not sure your living-room floor
would support the weight," John said.
"The floor supports nie Ceiling
height might be aproblem, though."
"Relax —I had another product in
mind for you to review. Something
more down-to-earth."
Drat! Iusually get the trickle-down
stuff.
The original Utopia series is being
discontinued and replaced, although not exactly model-formodel, with the Utopia Be line.
Ta-ta, titanium — beryllium's the
thing now, at least for those who
can pay. JMlab says it's five times
more rigid than titanium. And
the new Be tweeter is claimed to
be flat for five octaves, from
lkHz to 40kHz.
Actually, now might be agood
time to buy aused Utopia model.
You wouldn't hesitate to buy a
used Mercedes, would you — offlease, late model, low miles? Like
a Mercedes owner, a Utopia
owner is likely to have taken good
care. Iespecially liked the Micro
Utopia see the January 2001
Stereophi/e, which was last seen selling
for $5000 plus $1000 for the almost
obligatory stands. Look for a secondhand, demo, or close-out model.
JMlab — based in Saint-Etienne,
France — is France's largest speaker
manufacturer. The company started out
as Focal and at first produced only
speaker drivers. Focal drivers —especially tweeters—found their way into some
of the world's finest loudspeakers. Then
Focal launched the JMlab line, named
for the firm's. founder, Jacques Mahul.
The Utopia Be series is the top of the
1See Paul Messenger's R`VieW elschwere in this issue.
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JMlab line; then
come the Electra,
Cobalt, and Cobalt
Signature series.
This reminds me
of French wines.
The Utopia line is
the $80-$100 bottle
that only rich people
drink regularly —
and that you and I
might consume on
special
occasions.
The Electra series is
the $40-$50 bottle
you might serve to
special guests. (Last
year, in the June
2002 issue, Icaught

5tweeter we met last year
in the Electra 926. The
inverted titanium dome is
anodized with amere 5t.un
of black oxide. The 6.5"
bass/midrange driver derives from the Utopia
series. The cone membrane is described as a
"W" sandwich.
Ilike this trickle-down
stuff, though the French
don't have the same expression. (The closest
seems to be la retombée technique, or technology spinoff. The term lacks
liquidity.) Fat-cat audiophiles pay for the latest,
state-of-the-art driver and
speaker technology, which
eventually flows down to
us. Iknow enough about
the economics of speaker
manufacturing to know
that you wouldn't get such
drivers in the Cobalt S
series unless much of the
R&D cost had already
been written off.
My liking for French
loudspeakers hasn't made
mé popular among some
readers of late. That's just too
bad. And "freedom fries" are
beginning to look alittle foolish,
aren't they? Many of today's most
Focal-JMlab Cobalt 806 S(I) and Cobalt 816 S(r).
interesting and innovative loudspeakers emanate from France —more so, I
think, than from any other European
up with the Electra 926, which retails
country. (I know —there's Angleterre.)
for $3995/pair. Iwas surprised by how
"French speakers are too bright, too
much of the Utopia technology —and
lean, too tipped-up on top. Too nasal."
sound — had trickled down.) The
Cobalt series is the $9-$14 bottle that That was the Anglophone take on
you might enjoy two or three times a French loudspeakers, and to some extent still is. (John Atkinson once
week. Sometimes these reasonable bottles of wine give you more than just a pinched his nose for effect.) There may
have been truth in this. Perhaps French
taste of greatness.
This is what Monsieur Bevier had in
speakers were a little lean and atrifle
mind for Sam. He sent me two Cobalt
tipped-up on top. Less so today, though.
French loudspeakers still don't like
Signature models: the 806 S, which rebright- or hard-sounding amplifiers.
tails for $1095 (stands necessary), and
But until a few years ago, French
the 816 S, which sells for $1895.
speaker-makers sold mainly to avery
The Utopia technology has trickled
down —or dribbled, as it were. The
loyal but frugal home market — it
would have been surprising if French
Cobalt Sseries uses the same 1" 'Tioxid
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25 YEARS IN THE MAKING

Introducing the
THIEL CS2.4
THE NEW

CS2.4 IS

THE RESULT OF TFilEL'S

25

YEARS OF

EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN DESIGNING HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS
FOR HOME MUSIC AND VIDEO SOUND SYSTEMS.

Since

1977, THIEL has

pioneered phase and time coherence, anti-diffraction baffle design,
low-distortion, short coil motor designs, single coil coincident
drivers and other innovations that reflect our dedication to the
highest quality sound reproduction. The result is significant sonic
improvement in each new model, including 16 "Product" or
"Speaker of the Year" Awards, and 19 Innovations Design and
Engineering Awards. The new 3-way CS2.4 is part of the next

•

generation of great THIEL loudspeakers, making it an ideal choice
for both your music and movie needs.

CS2.4 PERFORMANCE FEATURES:
•Specially designed coincident tweeter/midrange array provides
3-way performance without the need for ahigh-frequency
electrical crossover network
•
o
o

•Fully realistic, 3-dimensional imaging, unconstrained by speaker
placement, provided by trademark time and phase coherence
•Extraordinary clarity and detail provided by ultra-low distortion
short-coil, long gap, copper-stabilized driver motor systems
•Dynamics improved by uniform, resistive load and high efficiency,
especially when used with lower power amplifiers
•Exceptionally natural tonal response provided by extremely rigid
aluminum driver diaphragms and sophisticated crossover design

11-11EL
Celebrating 25 Years of
Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers

Contact us for afree 44 page brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL clealei
IHIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511, USA
Telephone: 859-254-9427 •Email: mail@thielaudio.com
Web: www.thielaudio.com. Visit the new Spanish language section.
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speaker-makers hadn't voiced their
speakers to appeal to their domestic
customers. (Most expensive French
wine is exported, and Ithink that's true
of very expensive French speakers, too.)
There seem to be different national
preferences in speakers, rather like the
situation that once prevailed with symphony orchestras.
As with symphony orchestras, the
world is now much more international.
French loudspeaker manufacturers now
sell all over the world, and arc especially strong in Asia.
The French sound still prevails,
though. Every French loudspeaker
maker I've talked with admits that it
exists, while, of course, insisting that not
all French loudspeakers sound alike.
I like French speakers because, it
seems to Inc, French manufacturers arc
especially attentive to capturing the energy, speed, and emotion of the music —
the way music happens.
Iheard an interview with classical
pianist Leon Fleisher on NPR awhile
ago (the Dianne Relun show dime 16,
2003, Ithink, though Ican't find it archived). Fleisher pointed out that music,
and no other art form, happens in time.
He said that piano playing, for him, was
all about how you start the note, how
you sustain the note, and how you end
the note. Timing, if you will.
If there is one thing most French
speakers do very well, it's this business
with the notes. In French, speed is la
vitesse. The very word suggests life — la
vie—or, in English, your vital parts.
My late friend Howie Hyperfy coined
the memorable riff "Tons of bass, tons of
bass, bass all over the place." Howie was
serious. The speaker we were listening to
at the time was far too bloated, mining
resolution and obscuring detail. The bass
was amess. That's what you DON'T get
with French loudspeakers.
In recent years, French speaker designers seem to have focused a little
more attention on smoothing out the

Contacts
Audio Plus Services P.O. Box
3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901. Tel:
(800) 663-9352. Fax: (450) 5855862.
Web:
www.audioplus
services.com.
Focal-JMlab, 15 rue Jean Claude
Verpillewc, B.P. 201-42013, SaintEtienne, Cedex 2, France. Tel: (33)
04 77 43 16 16. Fax: (33) 04 77 37
65 87. Web: www.focal.tm.fr.
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high-frequency response without closing in the frequency expansion or losing
the distinctive character of their sound.
In other words, designers have tamed
the treble—with alittle adjustment to
the crossover, perhaps, or adifferent approach to tweeter technology, such as
JMIab's inverted metal dome, whether
of titanium or beryllium.
Ilike French loudspeakers because
they tend not to sound bland —or overly polite.
Take JA's favorite composer of all time,
Hector Berlioz. (Funny how the greatest
living Berlioz conductor, Sir Colin Davis,
is aBrit. Eh, wot, JA?) The Spiphonie
Fantastique should roar, bark, blare, turn
downright raucous. Antony Michaelson,
of Musical Fidelity and an accomplished
amateur clarinetist, has aphrase for this —
it's something like "Music, red in tooth
and claw," after Tennyson's famous
phrase, "Nature, red in tooth and claw"
(In Menuniain 56, stanza 4).
Take other composers. Bartók
should sound percussive and wiry, even
shrill. Stravinsky, savage. Prokofiev,
edgy. (He had reason to be, moving
back to Stalin's Russia.)
French loudspeakers, on the whole,
seem to do an excellent job of capturing the right tonal color. French hi-fi
critics even have aterm that places emphasis on harmonic presentation: la restitution sonore.
Another plus of most French loudspeakers is highish sensitivity. Thirty
years ago, when tubes were going out
and solid-state was coming in, some
speaker manufacturers heralded the
availability of cheap power. Power was a
commodity, anyway, the argument
went. All amps sounded more or less
alike. The idea was to have as much
power as cheaply as possible, and to
heck with speaker sensitivity. What's
the loss of afew dB anyway?
But sensitivity does matter. Every dB
of sensitivity lost tends to force customers into more powerful, and possibly inferior-sounding, power amplifiers.
Most French loudspeakers are rated
at 90dB or better—often 91dB or
92d.B. Their impedances tend more toward 8 than 4ohms, and without the
cruel and unusual dips to below 3ohms
that can drain an amp of current. Take
those two Cobalt Sspeakers, which I'll
eventually get to here. The 806 Sand
816 S are rated at 90dB/W/in and
91.5dB/W/m, respectively.
Even adifference of 1or 2dB can
make adifference. Let's say you're choosing between an 89dB-sensitive speaker
and another rated at 92dB. That 92cIB
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speaker will effectively double your
amplifier wattage. Your 50Wpc amp
turns into a100Wpc amp, your 100Wpc
amp morphs into a200Wpc amp.
Irecall driving apair of 94dB Cabasse
Farda speakers with apair of McIntosh
MC 1000 solid-state monoblocks (see
my August 1997 column, Vo120 No.8),
aclear case of amplifier overkill: 1000W.
Or was it? Larry Fish, who was visiting
from McIntosh, didn't think so. (Larry
recently retired as Mac's VP of product
planning.) With piano recordings, in particular, the rnacrodynamics practically
lifted me out of my listening chair. Notes
were struck with lifelike immediacy and
almost performance-level force. That's
what can happen when you put avery
powerful amplifier on a speaker such
as...say, the Grande Utopia Be.
JMIab doesn't recommend anything
like that much power with the two
Cobalt Smodels: 20-60W for the 806
S, and 25-100W for the 816 S. Isuppose they don't want customers blowing up the speakers. But hell, they were
review samples. Iwanted to see how
loud they could really play.
Ididn't do this with the stand-mounted 806 S, but Itried some serious firepower with the 816 Sfloorstanders. Itried
the Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista 300 integrated (350Wpc), the Parasound Halo JC
1monoblocks (400Wpc), and the justarrived Conrad-Johnson Premier 140
stereo tube amp (140Wpc). Our Russian
dinner guests were just arriving, so Iput
on my prized, out-of-print Melodiya CD
of the Soviet National Anthem. (This was
with the C-J amp.)
Iauditioned the 806 Sspeakers in the
listening room, with Conrad-Johnson's
MV6OSE amplifier and Premier 16LS
Series 2 line stage. Digital was Musical
Fidelity's Nu-Vista 3D or Tri-Vista SACD.
Ialso tried the Unison Research Unico
integrated — a $1295 tube/solid-state
hybrid that matched the JMIabs very well.
Both Cobalt Smodels come in the
same choice of finishes. My review
pairs came in Signature cabinets — an
aluminum-colored vinyl wrap with
handsome side cheeks of real wood
stained adeep, dark cherry. Instead of
grillecloths, silver-colored perforated
metal grilles decouple from the front
baffles by means of rubber grommets.
Inoted no loss of sound quality with
the grilles in place. Other finishes are
available, with vinyl-clad cheeks. Go
with the Signature cabinets; there's
no upcharge.
The 806 Sis 15" high by 8.5" wide by
10.8" deep; the 816 Sis 38" by 85" by 12".
Iused the 20"-tall Boomerang stands
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IL-3 E3 ON

TWEETER

HIGH GLOSS BLACK FINISH

CARBON PULP MIDRANGE

ROSEWOOD FINISH

TWO 9" HIGH POWER WOOFERS

NDEPENDENT CABINETS

DUAL CROSSOVERS

UCTION

GOLD PLATED CONNECT

S AND PROTECTORS

Model 20T

Exceptional Performance
Incredible transparency, top-to-bottom coherence, detail, imaging, speed, and dynamics at all levels.
28Hz-30kHz ±2dB. 89 dB Sensitivity. Continuous grain -matched, mirror imaged pairs. 230 Lbs. each.
46 H x12.5 W x22 D. Black Ash, Cherry, Rosewood, Gloss Black, Gloss Silver, and other premium
finishes. Includes stands, spikes, floor protectors and casters. Available now at authorized Aerial Dealers.
IAcoustics

P.O.Box 81248 Wellesley Hills MA 02481 USA Tel/Fax 781-235-7715

www.aerialacousti
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from my pair of Triangle Titus speakers —
the combination was visually striking.
Speaker cable was Triangle Silver Ghost,
my souvenir from the Triangle Magellan
speakers Iraved about in June.
"I wonder how jMlab will like this,"
said Richard Kohlruss, the Triangle distributor. "Triangle stands, Triangle speaker
cable... Actually, let nie help you set up
the speakers, both pairs. I'd like to have a
listen." Richard had arrived to pack up
the Magellans, definitely atwo-man task.
"When you write up your column, be
sure you say who helped set them up."
Richard then laughed his evil laugh,
but it was all in good spirit. He has high
regard for JMIab, which was why he
wanted to listen.
The two Cobalt Smodels share the
same driver models. As mentioned earlier, the 1" Tioidd 5tweeter is an inverted titanium dome — that is, the tweeter
is concave rather than convex. According to jMlab, a convex dome is
problematic in that energy from the
voice-coil is lost into the tweeter's suspension, where it is dissipated as heat. In
the Tioxid 5 inverted dome, all the
voice-coil's energy is said to be transmitted into the dome and radiated as
sound. A rear cavity deadens the soundwave from the back of the dome.
The 6.5" driver is described as a"W"
cone, or W sandwich. In French, the letter W is double V, and the word for .glass
is verre. The W cone consists of two fine
tissues of woven glass —double V— separated by amiddle layer of avery stiff
foam originally developed for the
French aerospace industry.
In both speakers, the midrange crosses over to the treble at 22kHz. According to JMIab, this eliminates
beaming — the phenomenon wherein
sound becomes increasingly directional
at higher frequencies. For a6.5" driver,
beaming would begin at 2.8kHz.
The stand-mounted 806 S has one
6.5" W-cone driver, which handles the
midrange and bass. (The speaker's overall frequency response is given as
50Hz-22kHz.) The floorstanding 816 S
has two identical 6.5" W-cone drivers.
One handles most of the midrange, the
other does honors for the bass. The
crossover is at 400Hz. (Frequency response for the 816 S is stated as
43Hz-22kHz.) Speaking of crossovers,
the crossover is on display in both models, behind aclear plastic window on the
back. Each model has afront port and
two sets of high-quality binding posts.
The Triangle distributor (heh-heh) and
Iset up the 806 Sspeakers in the listening
room, the 816 S's in the living room.
Stereophile, September 2003

Whenever possible, Ilike to listen
nearfield in the listening room, with my
chair about 6' from the speakers and the
speakers spread wide —about 8' apart. I
used some toe-in with the 806 S's and
was able to achieve an exceptionally
wide and deep soundstage, with precise
imaging and excellent centerfill. The
speakers took about 100 hours to run in.
Deep bass, of course, was missing,
but the bass that was present was quick
and precise, very well-defined. I'm not
sure that toe-tappers would be pleased,
however. There was no bumping up of
the bass, which gave the speakers a
slightly lean tonal balance — what Iexpect from a pair of French speakers.
And what Ilike.

The WIlabs' midrange
and treble
were exceptional,
especially considering
the price.
The midrange and treble were
exceptional, especially considering the
price. The sound was delicate and detailed and very, very smooth. With
voices, the Cobalt 806 Sreally sang. It
was thoroughly delightful with good
opera recordings.
What Iappreciated most of all, as I
have in other good French speakers, was
the 806 S's electrostatic-like speed. The
sound was bracing without ever turning
harsh. The treble sounded exceptionally
smooth. Then again, Ihad what Iregard
as very fine amplification.
Drawbacks? There was the inevitable lack of deep bass. Also, Ifound
that there was alimit to how loud this
speaker liked to play. Okay, there's a
limit to how loud any loudspeaker likes
to play. But Idon't suggest the 806 Sfor
heavy rockers.
For classical music and jazz, especially in asmaller room such as alibrary or den, or in asmall apartment,
the 806 S was exceptional — like a
budget bottle of wine that gives you a
taste of the very best.
Richard Kohlruss and Iset up the 816
Sfloorstanders in my living room, about
3' from the back wall and 2' from the
sidewalls. My living room is shoeboxshaped — about 13' by 26' —and we set
up the speakers on the room's narrow
side. Furniture placement permits no
other choice.
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My first reaction was that the Cobalts
were small — which, compared to the
mighty, 7'-tall Magellans, of course they
were. It took nie some days to get over
the loss of the big speakers.
Then Irealized that the 816 Ssounded pretty big, after all, considering its
size and price. Of course, Iused those
three very powerful amps: the Musical
Fidelity Tri-Vista 300, the Parasound
Halo JC 1 monos, and the ConradJohnson Premier 140.
Iheard the same set of virtues that I'd
noted with the 806 Sspeakers in the listening room, along with some welcome
bass extension. But Ididn't hear quite
the holographic image that Igot from
the stand-mounted monitors. Hardly
surprising —people buy monitors because they're champs at soundstaging
and imaging.
The difference in price between the
806 Sand 816 Sis $800. But apair of
good 20" stands will likely set you
back $300 or so, reducing the difference to around $500. For nearfield listening in asmaller room, I'd give first
consideration to the 806 S. For listening in alarger room, and farther away
from the speakers, Imight give the
nod to the 816 S.
As for amplification, you probably
don't need all that firepower. In fact, it's
not recommended by the manufacturer.
I'd go for quality over quantity. Since
jMlab and YBA share the same North
American distributor, you might consider aYBA Integré Delta integrated amp
($2500). Other possibilities come to
mind, including the aforementioned
Unison Unico ($1295) and the LFD
Mistral LE ($1495). A pair of small
Quicksilver tube amps might be the
cat's meow, too. Neither speaker should
present adifficult load — their nominal
impedance is given as 8ohms. The 806
Sdrops to 3ohms, while the 816 Sis
said to dip to 3.3 ohms. If you use atube
amp, try the 4ohm tap first.
I am impressed by both Cobalt
Signature speakers — their finesse, their
agility, their way of resolving great detail
without turning too edgy, excessively
bright, or hyper-analytical. Many audiophiles may want speakers that go lower,
play louder, and provide more visceral
excitement. If you have the money, you
might audition models in the Electra
line.. or see if you can snag a used
Utopia model.
But if you're looking for new speakers
in the range of $1000—$2000, give these
JMIab Cobalt Signatures alisten. And be
grateful to those fat-cat audiophiles, who
help bankroll all that R&D.
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In the past 100 years, 30 billion records were
sold. They were played mechanically with
avery, very sharp needle!

Introducing the AMAZING Laserturntable!
No Needle, No WearTM
Absolutely contact free optical pickup system. Play arecord 1000
times and the 1000th play is as sparkling as the first. There is no
damage to the record. The LT is the only player of its type in the
world. The patented design took 14 years and 20 million dollars to
develop.
•Plays records like aCD player. Put the record in the front loading
tray, sit back, and enjoy the sterling performance. Skip from track to
track, fast scan back and ahead, and pause (when the phone rings).
•Three new models with full remote control and advanced playback quality. Independent left and right lasers produce superior
stereo separation. Greater than the capability of the cutter.
•No sound coloration. The LT reads only what the cutter put on the
record. The reproduction is the closest thing to the master tape.

•Analog reproduction. The LT requires
an external stereo preamplifier with an
RIAA equalizer. Output levels similar
to amoving magnet phono cartridge.
•Belt-driven turntable. Since there is
no mechanical cartridge to pick up
vibration from the bearings and motor,
any rumble you may hear is likely from
the cutter turntable. Microprocessor
controlled for absolute speed accuracy.
The speed is variable in 0.1 rpm steps.

Please visit our website to learn
the full story. It's unbelievable!
www.smartdev.com/smartht.html
L_ _J

Contact us for your FREE Demo CD and Deluxe Brochure!

5495 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, GA 30071
(800) 45-SMART or (770) 449-6698
ernail:FITinfo@smartdev.com
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very
edition
of
Pri media's
annual
Home Entertainment
show (formerly known as
Stereophile's Hi-Fi Show)
takes on a life of its own,
even if the venue, the participants, and the products
arc mostly familiar. It has to
do with aconfluence of factors — the paying customers, the weather, current
events, whatever seems to
be the hot industry trend,
and just "the ether."
Home
Entertainment
2003, held this past June at
San Francisco's venerable
Westin-St. Francis Hotel,
was no exception. The contours of this
show's personality were drawn in
greater relief for those of us who had
attended the previous show at this
venue, hack in 1997.
So much has changed in those six
years, beginning with the ownership of
this magazine. Back then, both the show
and Stereophile were family affairs with
more of the feel of asmall, extended family. HE2003 was more "corporate," and
sponsored by an entire group of magazines. But the corporate feel would have
been present even had Stereophik
remained in private hands: the business
has changed, and, with home theater and
multichannel sound now being larger
parts of the audio/video scene, more corporations are involved.
Six years ago, the show was almost
exclusively about two-channel digital
audio. Analog was at its nadir, or just beginning its remarkable resurgence. DVD
was in its infancy, as were Dolby Digital
and DTS 5.1-channel surround sound.
SACD didn't exist. HDTV was adream,
digital televisions didn't exist, and front
projectors were only for ultra-rich customers who were willing to constantly
tweak them to get agood picture. Now,
what was once acuriosity and a"lifestyle" item for the rich and famous is
within the grasp of the rest of us.
The crowds at HE2003 were
healthy — more than 15,000 attended
over the Show's three days —and if
home theater was the bait, high-quality
Stereophtle. September 2003

Fremer
succeeded with any of them.
Itried.

The Old Grind
Press day, Thursday, was insane. Ispent most of it escorting journalists and TV
crews around the show, but I
did run into LP pressing
plant RITs Don MacInnis
near the ballroom-based
vinyl vendors. Iasked him a
question that had been nagging me for some time.
Cynics have e-mailed me
over the past year complaining that they didn't believe
LP buyers lined up early and often.
that
Classic Records'
Quiex SV-P vinyl formulation was, as advertised, exclusive. "I've
The crowds at HE2003
been to pressing plants, Iknow the vinyl
pellets arc stored in an enormous conwere healthy—more than
tainer that feeds all of the presses. You
mean to tell me Classic has its own con15,000 attended over the
tainer? Idon't believe it." So the e-mails
went. Iasked Machmis.
Show's three days.
Turns out Classic does have aseparate
vat, and while their pellets' formulation
audio was the trap —particularly among
is identical to what's used elsewhere in
the more than 400 journalists from
the plant, they are different. During a
around the world who attended. As the
visit to RTI, Classic's Mike Hobson
show's official spokesperson, Igot to
noticed someone using amachine called
aPelletron, which RTI uses to treat "reescort many of them around, and while
they mostly asked about home theater, I grind" and "flash" for those customers
who don't want to spend extra for premade sure to take them into some of the
better two-channel demos —such as the
mium virgin vinyl. Regrind is the vinyl
Wilson Audio-VTL and Joseph
from rejected LPs. After the central
Audio-Manley rooms, conveniently lolabel area is punched out, what remains
cated next to each other on one of the
is ground up for re-use. Flash is the exmore accessible lower floors.
cess vinyl automatically trimmed from
While many of the large-screen
the outer edge of ajust-pressed record.
video displays impressed the journalists,
The problem with raw regrind is that
not surprisingly, their first exposure to
some of it exists in the form of powder.
ultra-high-quality two-channel sound is
When the regrind is heated to 300°F in
what had them reeling. Getting some of the press, the powder burns and turns
into carbon before the bigger particles
these mainstream consumer-electronics
melt. The carbonized vinyl means surwriters in front of agood, preferably
analog-based, two-channel system was a face noise. The Pelletron is used on the
regrind to remove the static charge,
goal of mine at the show. When Isucwhich allows the powder to be easily
ceeded, the amazed looks on their faces,
accompanied by the inevitable "I didn't
separated from the larger pieces of
regrind. So treated, MacInnis avers,
know... Why didn't Iknow... Ihad no
regrind is as good as virgin vinyl. Inidea... Oh my God..." were priceless.
Weaning them off of trite, annoying evitably, static causes some vinyl powder to cling to even the finest virgin
gadgets-and-doodads coverage, however, was more difficult. I'm not sum I vinyl stored in the bins. Hobson asked
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solid-state electronics, Boulder,
Colorado-based InnerSound also
makes atube amp and electrostatic loudspeakers.
Iran into my old friend Victor
Goldstein,
of
Fanfare
International, who told me I
must hear the battery-powered
ASR Basis Exclusive phono preamp ($4950), imported from
Germany
and
featuring
400,000g of capacitance. Battery power offers very effective
Clearaudio's new entry level Emotion 'table and Satisfy arm.
AC powerline isolation. It's actually two! two! two phono preamps in one! — it can be used
with two turntables, or two cartridges mounted on atwo-armed
'table. Each phono section can be
independently configured, and
both offer balanced and unbalanced inputs and outputs.
Audiophiles allergic to op-amps
The New Grind
There wasn't agreat deal of new
need not apply — the Basis Exclusive uses Analog Devices' AD
analog gear introduced at the
show, but there was some: In
843SQ MIL-spec chip, which is
a microphone preamp. Ihave no
the Musical Surroundings
lnnersound's iPhono
room, Garth Leerer showed me
such allergy. A review sample of
two new Clearaudio products.
the ASR is what l'in listening to
One was a Master Reference
as Iwrite this.
turntable with an aluminumAnother
battery-powered
phono preamp made its debut at
magnesium sandwich over and
under the standard acrylic
the show: Acoustic Sound's
PhD,
designed
by
Ron
plinth. Experience, not prejuSutherland. Powered by 18 alkadice, has told me that I'm not a
line D-cells said to last for 800
big fan of the "sound" of acrylic,
so this development might be
listening hours, the PhD's perenticing. If you like acrylic,
formance is said to not decrease
as the batteries age, due to its
don't let my tastes interfere with
yours. When it comes to plathigh-value storage capacitance.
ters, especially on pricey 'tables,
The cost is $3000 ($2750 through
Iprefer heavy metal.
September).
ASR Basis Exclusive battery-powered phono section.
Another intriguing entry from
I missed Bruce Moore
Clearaudio was the new combo
Audio Design's room, so Idid
of Emotion turntable and Satisfy
not get achance to see or hear
tonearrn ($899), available in Septthe company's new tubed phono
ember. I/we reviewing undersection. It uses octal-based tubes
$1000 turntables. They can sound
and features point-to-point
really great, and help put analog
wiring and extremely wide bandwidth: aclaimed 3Hz-200kHz,
in the hands of large numbers of
people. (Hear me, Garth?) Scott
±1dB! The gain is only 44dB, so
Frankland's Wavestreatn Audio
it's probably not suitable for the
introduced a$4000 phono prelowest-output MC cartridges.
amp with 64dB of gain, solidMoore's work may be better
state regulation, and atube signal
known than his name. He depath featuring three 12AX7s and
signed the Paragon 10 phono
one 6DJ8.
stage in 1975, the Dual Cascode
Sutherland's PhD battery-powered phono preamp.
In the InnerSound room I
preamp for Precision Fidelity
made the acquaintance of the compaoutput moving-coil cartridges in either
(1978), the Dual Mono and the classic
ny's impressively built, fully balanced,
balanced or unbalanced mode. The gain
Modulus preamplifier for Audible
solid-state iPhono preamp (both "in"
is 37dB unbalanced, 46dB balanced,
Illusions (both in 1982), and the legand "out," plus single-ended operation,
with 20dB more gain available at the
endary twin-triode MFA Luminescence
$2495). The J-FET-based design,
flick of an internally mounted switch.
preamplifier (1983). Iwas unable to get
which uses neither transformer nor
Resistive and capacitive loading arc also
more information about the new phono
headamp, is said to be friendly to lowuser-adjustable. Along with afull line of section by deadline time.

MacInnis to use the Pelletron on
some virgin vinyl and press some
records using it, and some using
untreated virgin vinyl. Hobson
listened and decided the treated
vinyl was considerably quieter. It
costs more to pre-treat the virgin
vinyl, and that cost is passed on
to the consumer.
Speaking of consumers and
vinyl, the buying frenzy Iwitnessed all four days of HE2003
(one day was for only the press
and the industry) was amazing,
as were the dizzying choices.
There is more new and worthwhile vinyl available today than
almost anyone could afford to
buy. In quality and quantity,
SACD and DVD-Audio combined can't compete.
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SHEER VA-VOOM
PSB subwoofers deliver thrills beyond their price tag. They continue to
win accolades for bass that is not only deep and palpable, but musical and
accurate. We design everything from the ground up and refine the results
in real-world music and home theater systems. Whatever your needs or
budget, five-star performance awaits you at your nearest PSB audio/video
specialist.

The SubSonic 5i's sonic signature is amix of speed, warmth, and
sheer va-va-voom, with an unflustered ability to play at levels that
could peel wallpaper...perfect for misers with Champagne taste.
The Perfect Vision -May/June 2003

The SubZero iis one of those subs that raises the bar...the best value
under $500.

DVD ETC -April 2003

Sub Zero i

1888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.comF
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The Rega boys flew over from
the UK to present their new
importer — Dallas, Texas-based
Steve Daniels —with astars-andstripes-bedecked P3 turntable. It
was the first show —consumer or
trade — for Cogent Inc., the
company Daniels has set up with
Toffco's Mike Pranka (Dynavector) to import the Rega line.
Music Hall showed off the new
MMF-9 turntable, which Ireviewed last month. Roy Hall had
Amazon Model 2
not been thrilled with my less
than gushing writeup, but he took
it in stride. Isoftened the blow by
getting an MMF-5 on KRONTV Saturday morning. The
MM F-9 is abeautiful thing, and,
considering what you get, abargain. But it's like comparing Project's $1600 li/v1-9 to their $1000
Perspective — the MMF line's
"sweet spot" is the MMF-7. Some
of you may find the extra cost for
the MMF-9 worth the difference.
The show ended on abright spot
for Music Hall and for analog: a
representative of the Good Guys,
Nordic Concept Reference
amajor West Coast chain, walked
with Airtangent 2002 arm
into Hall's room and placed an
(top) 8, Rega P3: "P" for
Patriotic (right).
order for "hundreds" of Music Hall
turntables. "It's time for a
turntable," the Good Guy said.
Amazing. I've heard it from many
retailers: Kids are coming in asking for
Reference
turntables. Inexpensive ones, to be sure,
($8995 withbut from there it's onward and upward.
out arm). Each
features an inverted
A few weeks ago, we were in the supermarket on aSaturday night (my life is so
bearing of hardened
exciting), and at the checkout counter
steel with aceramic ball
my wife asked if Iwas going to rent a and a Teflon thrust plate.
DVD. "Nah," Isaid, "I'll go downstairs
While such aconfiguration is
and listen to music."
now commonplace, Amazon has
"Good choice! That's what I'd do,"
been using it for years. All four 'tables
piped up the carrot-topped checkout
have electronically adjustable DC
kid, who couldn't have been more than
motor drive; the more expensive mod16 or 17. "But, Igotta ask you," he
els are driven outboard. Plinth and platadded, awistful look in his eyes. "Do
ter weight increase with price, and all
models use sandwich plinth construcyou listen to CDs or LPs?"
"Vinyl!" Ianswered.
tion with integral, low-resilience polyIcould see the relief on his face. "Mc
mer damping. While I'm no big &n of
too! Ilove records! I've been collecting
acrylic plinths and platters, I'm always
for afew years now!" He then went into
open to being proved wrong. Fans of
a"need it/got it" thing usually associatacrylic platters suggest that they have an
ed with kids and baseball cards. How
openness, clarity, and freedom from
cool is that?
"overhang" lacking in other materials,
Back to HE2003: California-based
especially metal. Experience tells me
OS Services Audio is now importing
otherwise, but I'll keep an open ear.
Amazon turntables from Germany.
American importer Donald North
When I've seen the Amazon line in
Audio displayed the two-piece Nordic
Germany, I've always admired its good
Concepts Reference turntable, with
looks and high build quality. There are
wood laminate plinths. One piece
four models: the Three ($1895), the
includes the battery-powered motor
Two ($3095), the One ($4595), and the
drive system, the other the acrylic plat38

ter and arm assembly, in this case
an Airtangent 2002. The 'table,
without toncarm or integral
phono section, now costs $8900,
or $11,600 with phono; add
$9000 for the arm. Other familiar turntables I spotted at the
show included aVP! HR-X, a
Spotheim SpJ, a Teres, an
Audiomeca Pierre Lurné
Romance, and the finished
Thorens TD 850, which I'd
seen in prototype form at the
Consumer Electronics Show in
January. The TD 850's plinth is a
15mm steel plate sandwiched
between slabs of high-density
wood. A fully electronically regulated AC synchronous motor
drives the almost 9-lb platter of
damped aluminum via a thin
belt. The toneann is an OEM
Rega RB 300 with integral VTA
adjuster. The TD 850 has nothing to do with the classic Thorens
'tables of the 1960s, but it appears
to be asleek, well-made, no-nonsense design.
Idon't think Imissed anything analog, but Iwas so
busy being show
spokesperson and
ushering reporters around that I
didn't
get
much
chance to go exploring. If
you're getting the idea that
this wasn't the most exciting
show for analog, you're correct. It
wasn't the most exciting show for
digital transports, either. It seems that
the days of "excitement" generated by
CD transports based on laserdisc players,
exotic glass fiber-optic cables, and other
vain attempts to improve CD sound
with complexity, are over (upsampling
has replaced the hardware fixes).
In fact, David Hyman, one of the two
keynote speakers at Thursday's press
luncheon — the other was Head
Monster Noel Lee, in rabble-rousing
mood — said to the approximately 500
journalists assembled that he thought
exotic CD transports were going away,
to be replaced by "high-end" harddisk-based storage systems that would
rip discs at full resolution. Hyman has
an economic stake in this: His company,
Gracenote, licenses its Compact Disc
Data Base (CDDB) technology to server manufacturers and to computer companies such as Apple, whose iTunes
program automatically goes online
when you insert aCD in the drive, then
downloads all of the song titles and
Stereophile, September 2003

"The JVC RX-DP20
provides me with the
standard of excellence and
superior sound quality..."

As aproducer.
guitarist, and
composer, it has
always been my
goal to create an
record the

highest quality audio possible. Iuse the audio equipment in my
home, not only for enjoyment. but also as the tools of my trade.
At home. Iwant to hear music with the same quality, separation.
and richness as when it was recorded. JVC's RX-DP20 provides
me with the standard of excellence and superior sound quality
that allows me to do just that."

Jeff "Skunk" Baxter
Guitarist, Producer,
former Doobie Brother
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TECHNOLOGY
MSB Reference CD Station II
with MSB Platinum DAC
"Class A Recommended Component 2003"
STEREOPHILE M AGAZINE

OUR CD PLAYER
HAS A HEART OFGOLD
E
Finding agreat I
or our CD
was tough. We looked everywhere an
couldn't find one. So, we built our own.
In the process, we ended up building the
best DAC in the world —the MSB
Platinum DAC. True to form, we struck
gold. For 16 years, we've been designing
and building great components for audio
manufacturers around the world.
Our Platinum Reference CD Station II
combines our Platinum DAC with a
reference CD transport and the ultimate
passive preamp. People tell us it's the best

LATINUM
sounding CD player they have ever heard.
And most flexible. We agree.
You can plug our Platinum CD player
directly into your amplifier or use it with
an existing preamp as just aplayer and
DAC. You can also buy our Platinum
DAC as aseparate unit. Either way, you
get gold.
We have dedicated support personnel, a
plug-in architecture for upgrades —even a
trade-in program! And with pricing that
follows the golden rule, we've made the
best, affordable.

GLACIER AUDIO IS THE EXCLUSIVE USA DISTRIBUTOR
OF MSB COMPONENTS, WHICH WE SELL Direct to You.

We are also adealer of "Best of Class" systems
and components. Our showroom, affectionately
known as The Barn, is in Kalispell, Montana.
Buy from us and we'll pay for your visit for two.
Enjoy an unforgettable listening and scenic
experience. And we make house calls. We install
the systems we sell, anywhere in the USA.

jIaciej u
Elegant Systems For Audiophiles

www.g/acieraudio.com •888 291-8501

Analog
other information. It's the world's
largest CD database, and it's what
makes the whole server system (and
Apple's iPod) feasible. If you had to sit
there and type in every album and song
title, you'd probably never do it.
Gracenote uses sophisticated filtering
technology —not, as some believe, a
code embedded in the disc —to identify the disc you're trying to download information for. Rather, it searches the
ToC and matches the number of songs
and their lengths to the database. The
database is actually created by fans, who,
when they find that their favorite CD is
not included, take the time to upload
the info. If more than one disc has the
same number of songs and lengths,
CDDB gives you achoice — you pick
the one you want.
Ionce made aCD-R of aRoxy Music
LP for afriend and stuck it in my computer just to hear it. The computer went
online and started searching the CDDB,
which made me laugh —until my computer downloaded all of the titles and
running lengths of the songs on For Your
Pleasure! Ithought my computer was
haunted —at the time, Ididn't know
how CDDB worked. Hyman, who is
about as fanatical an audiophile as I've
met, displayed apicture of the Rockport

In Heavy Rotation
1) Palo Alto, Heroes and Villains,
American Recordings CD
2) Lightnin' Hopkins, Broken
Hearted Blues, Audio Fidelity
180gm LP
3) Lucinda Williams, World
Without Tears, Lost Highway
LPs (2)
4) Daniel Lanois, Shine, An LP
5) Antonio Forcione & Sabina
Sciubba: Meet Me in London,
Naim 180gm LP
6) Aimee Mann, Lost in Space,
Mobile
Fidelity
180gm
LP/SACD
7) The Who, Who's Next, Special
Edition import LPs (3)
8) Art Pepper, Meets the Rhythm
Section, Analogue Productions
45rpm 180gm LP (2)
9) Procol Harum, Procol Harum,
Classic Records 200gm LP
with bonus 12"
10) Ben Folds, Live, Sundazed
180gm LPs (2)
Visit www.musicangle.com for full
reviews.
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System III Sirius during his speech and
said something like, "These are not
going away, Michael Fremer" — which,
of course, Iknew. I've made some CDRs from vinyl for David, and he's heard
them. Iwalked around the show with
him and askeptical audiophile friend of
his, and through the Calix Phoenix
Grand Signatures we listened to
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit" on a
CD-R recorded using the Rockport. His
friend, to put it mildly, had his world
rocked. But good.

(despite my V.Y.G.E.R. review in July),
Meadowlark-Rogue Audio, Music
Hall, and Outlaw Audio (home theater). However, looking at the show
guide, it's obvious that Imissed many
rooms Iwanted to visit, so this "good
sound" list is incomplete.
As for bad sound, I'll avoid mentioning names to protect both the guilty
(bad-sounding gear, poor choice of
music) and the innocent (bad rooms).
However, some people's idea of what
sounds like real music is bizarre: hooded, rolled-off, soft, dynamically
Another Show, Another Seminar
squashed, and overly romantic. Iheard a
On Sunday afternoon, as HE2003 was
$60,000 pair of speakers that sounded
that way playing aCD-R made with the
winding down, Iconducted yet another
rambling analog seminar, without beneRockport turntable and the van den
fit of the overhead opaque projector I'd
Hul Colibri cartridge, and which
been promised. This is like performing a should have sounded sharp, wellmicrosurgery demo for agroup of docdefined, dynamic, and, if anything, abit
tors, none of whom can see what the hell
bright. The speaker designer thought the
you're doing. Ihad all of the Wally sound was swell.
Tools tools assembled, along with aspeIn another room, featuring awellcial mock turntable Wally Malewiecz
known single-driver speaker powered
had made up, so Icould do acomplete
by atiny 2A3-powered tube amplifier,
cartridge alignment on the spot. Ialso
they decided to play the orchestral verhad charts and graphs and diagrams Iwas
sion of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
hoping to show everyone, explaining
Exhibition
(Reiner/C SO,
Classic
Records reissue LP), with predictably
how the Westrex 45/45 system worked,
the basics of toneann geometry,
dismal results on large dynamic peaks.
VTA/SRA, and all of the other aspects of What were they thinking? Solo guitar?
Solo voice? Yes. But 110 or so instruproper vinyl playback. Iwas left with
hand gestures and painting word pictures
ments sawing away at full throttle?
Nope. Overall, the music played at
of concepts that, even with visuals, are
not easy to deliver or to grasp. But overHE2003 was the least inspired I've
all, judging by the reaction, the crowd felt
heard in years. Idon't know why.
the 90 minutes were worthwhile.
Happy 100th to Me!
And there was acrowd. In fact, the
analog seminar was at least as big a This is the 100th "Analog Corner" I've
draw as the talk on "Flat Panel
written for Stereophile. Thanks to all for
Displays" that preceded it. Idid get
reading the column, and for taking the
time to send me and the magazine so
some feedback afterward — afew peomany letters, complimentary and otherple complained that what I'd said
sounded like a sales pitch for Wally
wise, over the eight years and four
M.'s setup tools. Well, what can Isay? I months it's taken to reach 100 installments. In that time we've witnessed one
find the Wally Tools the best currently
available: his arm-specific, laser-cut of the greatest resurrections since...
well, Idon't want to get into John
WallyTractor gauge is the most precise
Lennon's trap, so let's just say the
and easy-to-use device for setting overunlikely survival and rebirth of analog
hang and zenith I've found. Ditto most
in the age of digital everythirrz has been
of his other tools. Yet, where possible
(such as with azimuth) Wally is happy one of the most gratifying phenomena
I've witnessed in my life as an audioto tell you how to perform the setup
without using his tools. If this, too,
phile. If I've played some small part in
sounds like asales pitch, so be it.
that, all of the hard work has been
worthwhile. Iespecially want to thank
Good and Bad Sound
Larry Archibald and John Atkinson for
Although Ididn't get to visit as many
hiring me in the first place, and for giving me valuable space in their magazine
rooms as Iwould have liked, my votes
for best sound go to (in no particular to write about what most people in the
industry considered to be adying fororder) VTL-Wilson, Joseph-Manley,
mat. They have been true gentlemen
Wilson-Benesch-Naim (home theand friends throughout.
ater), various rooms with JMlab speakOn to "Analog Corner" No.101!
ers, Lumenwhite-V.Y.G.E.R.-Ayon
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Compass X series
Harderait solid asad

',ilk

panels

Solid aluminum phase correct cone

The Compass 777
Form Follows Function
hree dris et -,on he same plane Mr correct time/phase alignmen

The lowest distortion drivers available today
Designed and tested by Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

Form Follows Form
Solid mood constructio and e‘clusis chand-rubbed finish.

CLASSA
•Super cascade design structure
•Super low odd hamonic distortion
•Precise instrument grade component
•High-power transistors output stage
•Gold-plated large speaker connectors
•Bridge mono output function

The F,1

R-1.5

Dancer

150W x2/8Ohm

•

R-6

I25W x6/8 Ohm

Behind the Scene
Dr. Joseph D'Appolito aworld renown authority in audio and acoustics.

?T..3 67 Kai-Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan

Designs the crossover and performs prototype testing final fine tuning for
Usher Audio. Consulting to acouple of famous audio companies. Joe
always finds the tremendous salue Usher Audio products represent a
delightful surprise in today's high end audio world.

—

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
fr

Tel: 886-2-23816299 Fax: 886-2-23711053
Web site: www.usheraudio.com

ili100 111114th —1167U E-mail: ushcr@msll.hinet.net

Listening
Art

I

nthe town where Igrew up
there were two places to buy
records: afamily-owned department store and the local
Woolworth's, both long gone.
The first record Iever bought,
the 45rpm single of Roger
Miller's "King of the Road,"
came from the former in 1965. I
was 11 years old.
Those stores and the 7" records
they sold got a lot of attention
from me and my friends, but we
didn't start buying LPs until afew
years later. For one thing, we
couldn't afford albums, which cost
three dollars and change —a little
less for mono when the choice
existed —as opposed to 990 for
singles. For another, we generally
didn't want LPs —up to acertain point in
time, most pop albums comprised little
more than the artist's most recent hit or
two, packaged with alot of filler: weak
B-sides, spiritless performances of hit
songs by competing artists, those sorts of
things. Chuck Berry's 1965 album Fresh
Berry's (sic, Chess LP-1498) is typical: It
combines his latest single, the fine "It
Wasn't Me," with such Berry throwaways as "Every Day We Rock & Roll"
and "Merrily We Rock & Roll" (yes,
they're virtually the same song), and wigflippingly bad renditions of "One for My
Baby" and "Vaya con Dios." Even the
liner notes are awful: You can feel the
writer's pain as he scratches, desperately,
for something good to say.
The idea of apop album as aconsistent
collection of good songs, let alone the
idea of apop album as acomplete artistic statement, was in the future — defined, for our purposes, as 1967. That
was ayear of transition, when retail sales
of 7" records began to soften and young
consumers began buying LPs in increasing numbers. That was also atime when
two records in particular seemed to be
on everyone's turntable: anew album
by the Beatles, Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band, and the debut single by another English group, Procol Harum.
Oceans of ink have been spilled on
the former, but the latter remains underexposed, in spite of Procol having
just released their 11th album of new
Stereophile, September 2003

Dudley

line fashioned by the group's
Matthew Fisher from another1S.
Bach piece ("Wachet auf," from
Cantata 140), the song became
the biggest international hit of
June 1967, and the fastest-selling
single in Decca history.
Instant success was not in anyone's plans, however; and chaos
ensued. In June, new management was brought in. In July, guitarist Ray Royer and drummer
Bobby Harrison were sacked —
the latter hadn't even played on
their hit, but was in fact passed
over during the session in favor of
Bill Eyden, who was Georgie
Fame's drummer at the time —
and when the pair threatened to
sue, lawyers stepped in and began
to grab all the money in sight. Two of
material in March of this year (The Well's
Brooker's old mates from the ParaOn Fire, Eagle ER20006-2). From the
mounts were recruited, raising both the
other end of the timeline, their debut
level of musicianship and the sense of
album, Procol Hamm, has now been reissued on vinyl by those saints at Classic
Procol as areal band rather than asession
group, but the latter was the impression
Records, in glorious mono.
the UK music press took hold of, and
Procol Harum started life as asongthey stayed with it, souring on Brooker
writing team: lyricist Keith Reid, aflamand company from the start.
boyantly bookish young man with an
There was an even more pressing
interest in the music business, and Gary
Brooker, acomposer, singer, and pianist matter at hand: How do you follow up
asingle like "A Whiter Shade of Pale"?
with adistinctive, Ray Charles-inspired
It wasn't the first song Brooker and
vocal style, which he honed during his
Reid had written together; in fact, by
years in an R&B band called the
Paramounts, who were very popular on June 1967 they had more than two
dozen fine originals in their repertoire,
their native Southend turf, and even
snagged alocal hit with their recording
some of which, like their 1976 single
of Leiber and Stoller's "Poison Ivy." (An
"Pandora's Box," wouldn't see the light
of day for years. A number of those
intersting bit of trivia: The young John
songs had already been recorded by the
Atkinson was sometimes in their audioriginal version of the group — includence.) Within weeks of their meeting,
ing the magnificent "Homburg," which
Brooker turned a packetful of Reid's
would be the follow-up single — but
lyrics into a couple dozen distinctive
not enough for awhole album. So the
rock songs — uniquely catchy things,
reconstituted Procol Harum entered
some with unexpected melodic twists
London's Olympic Sound Studios in
and chord sequences not generally heard
in rock —and one of the songs made an
late July and quickly recorded the bulk
impression at Derain Records, a sub- of their debut album, with producer
Denny Cordell opting for alive-in-thesidiary of Decca. That song, with its four
verses of Dylanesque whimsy and a studio feel, with little overdubbing and
nothing in the way of strings, effects, or
musical framework that recalled both
exotic instrumentation.
Bach's Air on a G String and Percy
That first, eponymous album was a
Sledge's "When a Man Loves a
stunner, but no one heard it until early
Woman," was "A Whiter Shade of Pale."
1968: Procol Harum's new manageWhacked down from its original four
ment wanted it held back, at least partly
verses to two and framed with an organ
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Audiophile Systems News Update
Having been one of the leading distributors of high-performance components for over 30 years, it takes alot to impress
us. And we have to say that going into this fall season, we've never seen amore exciting selection of new products both in terms of absolute performance and performance per dollar.

ARCAM
Already

delivering

the

most

complete range of specialist-built
high-performance DVD players in
the world, Arcam introduces their
first "under agrand" offering. And,
unlike others, it's not an OEM
player from the Far East. The new
DV78 is built by Arcam in the UK
to the same high standards as their

dCS

With all the great press the Verdi
Transport / Purcell Upsamper /
Elgar DAC has received, people
keeping thinking of dCS as a
$34,000 stack of equipment. Wrong!
Wrong! Wrong! dCS performance
now starts at well under twenty
grand. For the latest information go
to wweaudiophilesystems.comidcs.

more expensive players. Before the
end of the year you'll also see the
new AVR300 receiver fill the gap
between their standard-setting AV8
surround processor and entry-level
AVR200. As this goes to press,
we've just begun our evaluations of
both the DV78 and AVR300. Go to

www.audiophilesystems.comlarcam for the
latest info on our tests and delivery
dates.

The problem with surround systems
is that there are just so many
damned cables! Who can afford to
outfit the entire system with $1000
interconnects? eXpress to the rescue.
At $100 apair, the eXpress interconnects are fitted with their famous
performance-enhancing Bullet-Plug
RCA connectors. (Which, by the way,
are available separately so you can
upgrade your existing cables.) For a
comprehensive list of eXpress items
visit wviw.audiophilesystems.com/eXpress.

HAMA
Best known in Hollywood for their
tape recorders, and among audiophiles for their VPA tube power
amp and PL series preamps, Nagra
shows off their high-tech capabilities with the new DAC (stereo) &
DAP (5.1 or 7.1) digital converters.
These 24 bit processors include
I92k upsampling. More information
at www.audiophilesystems.cominagra.
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ACOUSTIC EI'JERGV

Best known for their standardsetting AEI studio mini-monitor,
Acoustic Energy pushes the limits on
small box performance with the AE1
Mk III. Using drive units of such
high-performance that the front
baffle had to be machined from solid
aluminum to act as aheat sink, the
new AEI MkIII offers stunning
performance with looks to match.
See it at vnveaudiophilesystemslae.
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Finally asurround speaker package
that's built for us audiophiles! The
Verity Audio Tamino package
features acenter channel that uses
exactly the same driver complement and cabinet volume as the
left & right front speakers. The
Rocco sub is amonster. This is the
first system we've heard that has
both the resolution required for
SACD & DVD-A and the impact
needed for moves. Read all about it
at vnwaudiophileysystems.comlverity.

Nottingham
Analogue
Earlier this year Nottingham, known
for making ultra-high-performance
(and ultra-expensive) turntables,
blew away the mid-priced competition with their $1,000 Horizon.
Now a new Horizon SE joins the
line-up. Get more information at
www.audiophilesystems.cominottingham.

SOLI» TECH
Saving possibly the most impressive product for last, the Solid Tech
Rack of Silence surprised us all.
Making abigger difference in system
performance than most component
upgrades, Solid Tech products begin
at under $200 for single-component
suspensions and top out at over
$2,000 for a fully-loaded rack.
Take our Solid Tech tour on-line at
mw.audiophilesystems.comisolidtech.

See us at CEDIA - Booth 1212, in the dome.

Audiophile
Systems

U.S. Importers & Distributors for
Arcam, Acoustic Energy, dCS, Nagra, Verity Audio, Nottingham, eXpress & Solid Tech
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658 •www.audiophilesystems.com
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Listening
1967, and are presumed forever lost —
but along the way someone turned up a
box from Advision Sound Studios in
London, dated "April 1967" and marked,
simply, "Whiter Shade of Pale plus
takes." (Charmingly, the label on the
box credits someone named Procol
Harrian.) Rather than amixed and EQ'd
production master, the box contained an
original four-track tape. Caret-ill playback revealed the contents to be three
different, unmixed recordings of the
song, each slightly different from one
another and from the "official" single.
Knowing he had sonic special tracks
in his possession, Hobson looked for an
equally special setting in which to mix
them. He found it just southwest of
London, moored on the Thames: an
opulent Edwardian houseboat named
The Astoria—or, as present owner David
Gilmour, of Pink Floyd, has rechristened
it, Astoria Sound Studios. It's quite possibly
the finest floating recording studio in the
world, and reportedly one of the most
well-run studios anywhere, regardless of
where it sits. Gilmour's magnificent
Neve console is supplemented by such
esoteric audiophile gear as ATC monitor
loudspeakers, special-built equipment
stands from Mana Acoustics, and anumber of custom bits designed and installed
by UK design genius and all-around
tube guru Tim de Paravicini.
In fact, it was Mr. de Pwhom Mike
Hobson asked to cut all the Proiol Hamm
lacquers, at the Exchange, the wellknown London mastering house. And
when Hobson secured aday at Astoria,
he had de Paravicini there with him and
producer John Leckie to create something that most people have never
heard: atrue stereo mix of one of rock's
greatest singles.
Everyone who buys the Classic Records reissue of Proud Hanun will get two
12" vinyl records: Tim de Paravicini's
remastering of the original debut album
and his remastering of the original single
release of"A Whiter Shade of Pale," both
in mono, the latter with a33rpm side
and a45rpm side. The first 1000 buyers
will also get abonus: a7" 45rpm single
containing Jolui Leckie's remix of the
alternate version of the famous single
and its flip side — the snappy, R&Btinged "Lime Street Blues," also discovered on the four-track tape —in full
stereo. (After that, Ihope that Classic will
consider offering the single for sale as a
standalone record.)
The Classic package uses the same
cover art as the original album — a
woodcut by Keith Reid's then-girlfriend,
Dickinson, who would design two more
Stereophile,
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covers for the group — but since the
new one will contain two and sometimes three records, agatefold sleeve was
chosen; Classic's art depamnent took
advantage of this opportunity to include
two photos of the group, one showing
the lineup that made the single, the
other showing the album-track personnel — anice touch. Ionly wish they'd
gone whole-hog and included aposter
version of the cover art, as did the first
few thousand copies of the original LP
(I still have mine, but then, I'm acollector —which is to say, I'm sad.)
How does it all sound? Nothing short
of glorious.
The orinal "A Whiter Shade of Pale"
sounds great here: both chunkier and
more "open" than any mastering I've
heard, with an especially clear view of the
electric bass line. But where the original is
great, the stereo mix of the alternate version is superb. I'd never heard this recording of "AWSOP" before, and while true
stereo mixes of the song have surfaced
over the past five or six years, Ibelieve
those have mostly been from multitrack
recordings of live-in-the-studio performances, intended for broadcast. By contrast, the Classic stereo version is amore
"committed" performance, and although
the group's inexperience shows —there
are some slips in the bass line, and the
dnun part, by original drummer Harrison
and not one of his more accomplished
replacements, is overly deliberate and
heavy-handed —the song sounds utterly
fresh. And the extraordinarily good mastering job lets us really hear, for the first
time, what original guitarist Ray Royer,
the man with the most ahead-of-his-time
hairdo in rock history, was doing in this
song: mostly arpeggiated chords, but with
some Cropper-esque touches of his own.
Cool, cool, and cool.
As for the album itself, it's hard to
imagine amore compelling reason to
run right out and buy one of the new
high-quality monophonic phono cartridges. (God knows Ilove my Lyra
Helikon Mono.) Like the remastering
of the original single, the album has the
same combination of substance and
color that Ihear in all the best mono
records, and while nothing can be done
to correct some aspects of it — what a
horrible-sounding room that must have
been! — Tim de Paravicini's remastering
is by far the least grainy I've heard. In
short, it's agreat success.
And now that I've listened to it,
surer than ever that the song selection on
Classic's reissue — with "Homburg" as the
first song —is the way the album was
intended to be heard. In particular, the

version of "Conquistador- here is not the
one that came out on the UK and US
albums, but is an earlier Like (Take 1, in
fact) that was intended for release but was
pulled in early December 1967 in favor of
aperformance with aslightly smoother
solo by Fisher. (Take 1is arare bird, having surfaced on acollector's compilation
only three years ago—and it, too, is often
heard in atrue stereo mix.) A few other
changes were made to the running order
at the same time the earlier "Conquistador" was pulled —these arc noted
on the box used for the UK album's master tape—which, again, probably reflect
the "luxury" of having an extra six months
added to the album's production schedule.
Don't sweat the small stuff: If, like
me, you're acollector, this reissue will
have you ooh-ing and ahh-ing for
months. But the real appeal is to the
many thousands of folks who appreciate great sound and truly classic rock- and who, of course, are into
vinyl. Isaid it when Classic Records
reissued the live Dylan at Albert Hall, I
said it when they did the Led Zeppelin
BBC Sessions box, Isaid it when they
started their wonderful Heifetz series,
and Isay it again here: These guys just
get better and better.

'Perfect Pair
power tubes at
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Time to sit up and listen!
When DALI introduces anew, stat

e-art reference loudspeaker series, its time to sit

and listen. Euphonia reaches neW .
heights of performance and style, graced with innovative
features that set it apart from all other loudspeaker designs. 20 years of devoted R&D by worldrenowned Danish engineers are distilled into the Euphonia series design. Euphonia captures the
smooth elegant lines of Danish styling, hand-crafted by world famous Danish cabinetmakers.
Quality, care and precision are reflected in every aspect of Euphonia's construction.
The pinnacle of the Euphonia series is the MS5. Impressive appearance and stunning sound!
Equipped with two 8" custom woofers in adual chamber enclosure, a6.5" midrange unit and
the unique combination of the fabulous DALI Super ribbon tweeter and a1" soft dome tweeter,
MS5 achieves sparkling musical performance.
Created for both high-end stereo and home theater use, the MS5 employs asymphony of
technical solutions, fine-tuned to surpass the demands of the world's most critical listeners.
Atechnological tour de force. Hear it now!

Dalle Euphonia series -New Dalikli super ribbon tweeter module -Low Loss woofer and midrange technology •Wood and paper fibre composite cones
-Real wood composite laminate technology cabinets •Resonance dispersing cabinets walls -Gold plated multi function vice grip terminals -Absolute
zero mechanical grounded polymer granite base with integrated adjustable spikes -Linear directivity driver and crossover technology •Detachable Low
resonance metal and polymer laminated grille -Low resonance all-metal bass reflex tubes -True Hard Wired crossover with mechanically secured highgrade audio components

For nearest dealer contact:

DALI LOUDSPEAKERS •2429 East Camino Way •Salt Lake City, UT 84121
Telephone 801 -733 -6373 •Telefax 801 -733 -6374 •beg@dali.dk

Visit www.dali-usa.com today and enjoy true Danish craftmanship
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ees start with some music —three
discs Irecently have been using to
evaluate equipment as well as listen to for enjoyment. They arc as contrasting in style as one could hope for, but
all on an enviably high musical plane.
(Space considerations compel brevity approaching that necessary to sell screenplays to producers at cocktail parties.) 1
Ensemble Arnarcord: And So It
Goes (Apollon Classics apc 10102):
Former choristers from Bach's own
church make up this German version of
The King's Singers. This contemporary acappella program ranges
from Billy Joel to Supertramp
,--to aCuban love song, but it
,
was Amarcord's cover of
Sinéad O'Connor's "In
This Heart" that raised
the hairs on the back of
my neck when Iheard
them live. The CD isn't
shabby either. Indeed, And
So It Goes totally wowed
everyone who heard it at
Home
Entertainment
2003 in San Francisco—
John Atkinson quickly
scribbled the particulars on
his Palm Pilot. If you liked
Cantus' Let Your Voice Be Heard, you're
sure to like this. just add it to your demodisc pile. Well worth the trouble to get
from Amarcord's US tour management,
www.concertartists.com/Amarcord.
html or (860) 560-7800. (If your church
or school has aperforming-arts series,
book them. Right away. I guarantee
goosebumps.)
John Mayer: Roomfor Squares (Sony
CK 85293): Rock singer-songwriterguitarist Mayer is often compared to
Dave Matthews, but for me his combination of bedevilment over the fair sex,
wry wordplay, smooth arrangements,
and low-key vocal delivery strongly calls
to mind Michael Franks' early work.
Mayer's "St. Patrick's Day" (which is
not about St. Patrick's Day at all, but
instead observes that nobody wants to

be alone at Christmas) is in feelingtone emotionally vulnerable and wistful, yet hopeful. Michael Franks would
be proud to claim it, and its knowing
embrace of what just might be selfdeception comes within striking distance of Cole Porter's. If you like Dave
Matthews, you'll like this. More to the
point — assuming you want to expand
your horizons — if you like this, you
should also like Michael Franks' four
earliest Warner/Reprise efforts: Time
Art of Tea (2230-2), Sleeping Gypsy

1My favorites in that genre arc the pitches for Joan
Didion's 71e Panic in Neale Park ("Romeo and Juliet on
smack") and D. Keith Mano's Tinders ("Episcopal priest
inherits topless bar"). Selling your script in five words
or fewer is indispensable for highest honors.

2Appearing on your local cable channel in Nigella Bite,
the house-wrecking little hussy. Memo to Nigella's publicist: When Irefer to your cheat as ahome-wrecking
little hussy Imean it in the most complimentary manner imaginable. Please let nie know about the interview.
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darTZeel NI-18-108 model one power amplifier

(3004-2), Burcllield Nines (3167-2), and
Tiger in the Rain (3294-2). Go for it!
Ihave been reading overweight pontificator Harold Bloom's Genius, and, to
its credit, underneath the contrived
Kabalistic trappings lies the first reasoned argument that can make me, even
for amoment, consider Shakespeare as a
genius equal to J.S. Bach. But then,
when Ionce again single-mindedly listen to Bach, so much for that.
Of late, my minimum daily Bach requirement has been met by Bradley
Brookshire's recording of The French
Suites (Purchase PC 1575, www.bach
harpsichord.com). While Iam not ready
by along shot to declare it perfect or definitive, Iam certainly ready to say "You
must hear this." Brookshire plays the
harpsichord the way Nigella Lawson2eats

Marks

chocolate: with enraptured absorption.
The recording's vantage point is abit
too close, so you have afront-row perspective on the harpsichord's mechanical workings, even to the extent that at
times you can hear its soundboard resonating with the registration changes.
But, having made recordings in the
same room where this CD was made, I
can say that this disc seems to be afaithful document.
What lifts Brookshire's performances out of the usual audiophile (or
academic Baroque) dead end is his
unusual leavening of
drama with humor, and
perhaps even a light
touch of self-deprecation. I sense that,
when he waits just a
tad too long for a
cadential or falsecadential chord, he is
having abit of fun at
his own expense
rather than saying,
"See how profound I
am!" Great late-night
listening — this
is
why they make Cockburn's Special Reserve
Port, is it not?
Luscious Watts
Last nine out Imentioned darTZeers
NHB-108 model one from Switzerland
as the sweetest-sounding solid-state
power amplifier Ihave ever heard. NHB
stands for "Never Heard Before," and I
surmise it is also anose-tweak aimed at
the familiar abbreviation NFB, for "negative feedback." The (temporary) return
of Stereovox's interconnects and speaker
cables, and the arrival of Custom Power
Cord Company's Series Two Top Gun
AC cords (gloriosky, they're great!), only
reinforce that impression.
Visually and sonically, what agorgeous
machine! The last time Iwas as excited by
an amplifier, its nameplate said "1-hilero."
The good news is that the darTZeel costs
less than half of what apair of Halcro
dm58s do. In my medium-size room,
darTZ,eel's 100Wpc coped with all the
dynamic demands Ithrew at it. In my
friend, retailer Bob Saglio's larger room,
49
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The
Reference
for a new
generation
What you see here is an approach to pure sound using
technologies found nowhere else.
At the heart of the new Reference Series are completel
new Uni-Q

drivers -the ultimate refinement of KEF's

most acclaimed innovation, providing the perfect point
source to which all speakers aspire.
With super -light double neodymium magnet assemblies
concentrating exceptional power -,they comfortably outperform even their illustrious predecessors.
A metal dome Uni -Q tweeter? You bet -one whose elliptical profile has been perfected by Finite Element Analysis.
Check
out the filled polypropylene cone of the first ever Uni -Q
driver dedicated solely to the midrange.
The limited movement required at these frequencies
allows
a perfectly flat new surround that virtually eliminates
intermodulation effects, as well as any discontinuities that
might impair the incredibly smooth HF response.
There's lots more to tell, of course.To get the full picture.
please call the number below and we'll send you an information pack.
The Reference for anew generation. Created by KEF
because only KEF can.
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The
playing the loudest parts of Verdi's
Requiem on his Duntech Sovereign 2001s
louder than Iwould care to hear, the
darTael's indicator lights briefly glowed
brightly, indicating that we had gotten
within ldB of the amp's dynamic headroom limit, but the protection circuit did
not kick in.
The NHB-108 model one is the first
amplifier in my experience to combine
the pristine purity of minimalist solidstate designs with power reserves more
than adequate for most non-home-theater listening situations. By "minimalist"
Imean that the signal passes through
only six bipolar devices from input to
output, including the single bipolartransistor output pair. To say the least, I
was puzzled by this choice: aren't bipolars, well, bipolar? As in, so 1970s?
darTZeel designer and erstwhile
Stereophile contributors Hervé Delétraz
makes compelling cases for all his idiosyncratic engineering choices in his two
lengthy owner's-manuals-c-um-apohyinepro-vita-sua, both available for free downloading at www.dartzeel.com and both
fascinating reading. Time and again I
was reminded of the Firesign Theatre's
"Everything you know is wrong."
To take one example, Delétraz makes
amathematical case for his claim that an
extraordinarily high output current is
not as important as one might think. He
also makes plausible arguments that
noise and harmonic and intermodulation distortion are not really relevant
unless they are audible.
His central claim is that achieving
low noise and distortion numbers arc
Pyrrhic victories. He claims that timing
errors are introduced by having the
music go through more than one silicon junction at once, those varying signal paths often being of varying length,
and through multiple transistors that
are very difficult to match. For M.
Delétraz, it is nearly all about preserving the purity of the musical timing,
and to that end he is cheerfully willing,
after more than two decades of wandering in the wilderness of trial and
error, to write off alot of factors other
companies obsess about.
That M. Delétraz may be on to
something is suggested by the continuing esteem many cognoscenti feel for
Plinius' SA-50 and ICrell's original KSA50 amps (both discontinued), each of
which had an output topology similar to
darTZeds, but half the power. JA still
3Ilis online-only series of articles about the N118-108
model one's genesis begins at www.sterembile.com/
shownews.cgi?825.
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owns his Krell "purist" amp, and Sam
Tellig for quite some time owned the
Plinius version.
Delétraz claims that the NHB-108
has no switch, contact, fuse, or relay in
its entire signal path, the only fuses
being the mains fuses (one per channel).
Neither is there any global feedback,
DC servo compensation circuitry, or
current limitation of any kind.
To avoid catastrophic failure in case
of an output short, aHall-effect sensor
shorts the power supply by means of an

driver and suction cups. Special extralong-nose pliers are required to reach
the power fuses, which are situated
where they do the least sonic harm,
rather than in the locations most convenient for replacing them.
The glass cover, once installed,
serves three purposes: It lets you
admire the extraordinary build quality,
the equal ofJeff Rowland's or Nagra's;
it provides an airtight seal to keep the
inside dust-free; and it is claimed to
reduce the antimusical effects of electromagnetic forces' being reflected
back
into the signal circuitry by the
The NHB-108 model one
usual metal cover.
This third factor brings into play one
is the first amplifier
of my few caveats about the otherwise
to combine the pristine
easy-to-set-up darTZeel. The transparency of the glass to EMF is atwopurity of minimalist
way street. Some degree of care is
required to prevent the induction of
solid-state designs
hum by having apreamplifier's or CD
player's power transformer too close to
with power reserves more
the darTZeel.
The darTZeel's visual design is firmthan adequate for most
ly in the land of love it or hate it. The
non-home-theater
main case is meticulously anodized a
warm yellow with an eggshell-gloss finlistening situations.
ish, very reminiscent of Jeff Rowland's
early work although slightly more
industrial thyristor, the "crowbar" aclemony in tone. The front panel sports a
tion of which is claimed to vaporize the
gold-plated plaque the size of abusiness
fuse elements with 350 amps of current card, on which are engraved the owner's
in 6.5ms, before the output transistors
name and the serial number. The
can go into thermal runaway. For this
heatsinks are of the red usually found in
reason, the dar'TZeel absolutely must
aglass of Campari with just asplash of
never be plugged into the wall unless
tonic. The crescent-shaped bus bars for
speakers have already been connected
the power supply are gold, with the
to its outputs. Both the owner's manu- powder-blue capacitor tops showing
als — and a separate warning card —
between. The two gumdrop-sized
drive this point home.
power-indicator lights are pumpkin
A wag once conunented that it took
orange in most of their states.
an awful lot of money to maintain
To power down the unit entirely, you
Gandhi in his life of poverty. In much
must pull the line cord out of the wall.
the saine way, darTZ,cel's extreme engi- This is because the darTZeel is designed
neering simplicity comes at the cost of to provide atrickle of current to the cirsome very stuffed (but elegantly stuffed)
cuits even when power is switched "off,"
circuit boards, and lots of weight: 65lbs,
to help the capacitors reach their anticinot counting its very Swiss shipping carpated lifespan of more than 25 years.
ton with CNC-cut foam inserts holding
About the lights: "Powering up"
acomplete set of Swiss-made tools.
makes them glow softly; playing music
Some of the weight comes from the
above acertain threshold makes them
unusual design of the casework's
light up brightly but not intensely; while
"floor": between the amp's outer and
with the approach of clipping and proinner bases is a25mm air space, through
tection they shine forth with unmistakwhich much of the wiring is routed.
able urgency.
Much of the rest of the weight seems to
The questionable aspect is that, if you
be in the power supply, which is quite
are listening to string quartets quietly
large for an amp of 100Wpc.
with relatively efficient speakers, the
The provided hand tools are necespower lights for the two channels will
sary: the darTZeel is shipped with a toggle dimmer and brighter indepenmarine-grade plywood board substitutdently as the music ebbs and flows,
because the amp thinks it is coming in
ing for its smoked-glass cover, the
and out of its quiescent state. (The lights
changeover of which requires ascrew51
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ESERIES IN EAR EARPHONES
E5c earphones
feature separate
high- and lowfrequency duvets
and an inline
crossover.

It's Your Sound'
2003 Shure Inc

www.shure.com/earphones

The
also blink for certain warning functions.) But the effect is only visual —
Iheard no audible glitches.
When you add up the Playskool
primary-color industrial design, the
fey naming of the power button and
indicators "Nose" and "Eyes," and
the occasional late-night "Ballet of
the Indicator Lights," you get a
strongly idiosyncratic product that
some people will love and others
will simply not get — but on
grounds entirely apart from how it
plays music.
For lowest hum and noise in
most
applications
(excluding
darTZ,eel's own 50 ohm output preamplifier, not yet released), it is necessary to tie the negative speaker
terminals together with ajumper
wire. The provided plain wire was a
pain to use with speaker cables terminated by spade lugs, to the extent
that I asked Stereovox's Chris
Sommovigo to fabricate a single
banana-to-banana jumper out of
Stereovox wire. Iunreservedly recommend such a wire (or the spade
equivalent, if your speaker cables use
bananas). At some risk to my reputation
for being well-oriented in space and
time, Imust say it made an audible improvement over the stock one. But in
all the listening situations Itried, some
kind of negative jumper was necessary.
Due to its output configuration, the
darTZeel will not double its power
output as the speaker impedance drops
to 4 ohms, and speakers of 2 ohms
nominal impedance will present some
difficulty. The solution for this is
found in internal switches that can be
set for lower-impedance speakers.
Delétraz builds his amplifiers by
hand (some assemblies and components
are obviously subcontracted out), and at
present is selling all he can make. He
offers amoney-back guarantee that so
far has been relied on by not asingle
customer. Despite large fluctuations in
currency exchange rate disfavoring
American customers, Delétraz will
maintain last year's price of approximately $10,000 for the rest of this production run, after which the price will
go up to about $11,000 for the next run,
and $12,000 thereafter. If you are in the
market for a unique and sweet amp,
contact the factory through its website
or call (41) 22-784-3393.
Awesome Two-Way Loudspeaker
Last time out, I mentioned Peak
Consult's
InCognito
(www.tmh
audio.com) as perhaps the apotheosis4
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tion) to the high-quality drivers and
other components. The woodwork
is excellent, the visual design slightly edgy but not really controversial.
If your listening tastes do not
include pipe organ or deep orchestral bass, the ultra-high-quality
InCognito may be just the ticket for
you. Certainly it should go on your
shopping list if you are in the market
for a speaker in the range of
$10,000-$15,000/pair. Depending
on associated equipment, room
acoustics, and personal tastes, Ican
easily imagine some people, in some
specific situations, preferring the
InCognito to the also-excellent
Wilson Audio Specialties Sophia.
So what is my quibble? Two sides
of the same coin, perhaps. The
InCognito does so many things so
well that its lack of deep bass can,
paradoxically, seem more apparent
than it might with lesser speakers. I
found myself listening so intently,
Peak Consult InCognito loudspeakers
and hearing so much, that the
absent fundamentals were more
of the two-way loudspeaker. At 95Ibs
sorely missed than otherwise. Perhaps
each and $13,000/pair, it is safe to
related to this is my impression that the
conclude that some outer limits are
InCognito really "came alive" only at
being tested. A few months of careful
volume levels to some extent (but not
listening indicate that among these
hugely) above my usual ones. But be
limits is musical performance for this
assured—when it did come alive, it
product class.
was rich and full and coherent, not janThe Dynaudio 25th Anniversary
gly or jumpy.
loudspeaker, which Iwrote up in the
John Atkinson was discussing this
January 2003 issue (www.stereophile.
precise point at one of the panel discuscom/showarchives.cgi?762), was wonsions at HE2003 in June. Due to the
derful. Iimagined that the Dynaudio
human car-brain system's varying sensitivity to bass at differing loudnesses, it is
could be the ticket off the upgrade
somewhat important to know the refermerry-go-round for some, and it does
appear that it has found many happy
ence level a reviewer uses. JA forthcustomers. The Peak Consult, however,
rightly advised aquestioner that if he
handily bested it in every area but one.
listened 20dB more quietly than did
This should be the case, after all —at John, he might very well find the saine
speaker to sound thin in the bass.
more than twice the price, you should
expect clear performance gains. 5
Peak Consult does make a larger,
The InCognito excels at bass
three-way speaker, the Grande, which
has an 11" AudioTecluiologyInc. (ATI)
(though not deep bass), midrange
sweetness, and coherence, and has a driver. Again, paradoxically: for some
very warm and nonfatiguing treble.
people its assumedly more robust bass
Imaging and soundstaging arc firstperformance at lower volumes (I have
rate. None of this should surprise,
not heard it), might make its
$27,000/pair price a better value for
either — extreme care (and little worry
money than the two-way. In any case,
about cost) went into the entire design,
from the dedicated and nonremovable
the InCognito is an impressive debut
from acompany that might turn out to
stand (which houses the crossover, for
better mechanical and electrical isola- be one of those overnight successes that
were 25 years in the making—Peak
Consult's drivers are made by Per
4 Raising to godlike stature, aservice many Roman
Skaaning, whose father was afounder of
Emperors claimed to have performed for themselves.
both Dynaudio and ScanSpeak.
5With all due respect to those who disagreed with the
Class B ranking of the Dvnaudio in "Recommended
Expostulations, reconsiderations, or
Components," the Peak Consult does show rather
trysts with Nigella: jmrcds@jmrcds.
markedly the differences between aClass B speaker
com.
CI
and aClass A one.
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Where's the bass?

Wondering where the bass
went while listening to your
DVD-Audio or SACD discs?
Today's Dolby Digital receivers and pre-amp processors use special
bass management circuitry to direct low frequencies to the
appropriate speaker's in your system. However, most DVD-Audio
and SACD players can't take advantage of this circuitry since
they're connected to special "analog bypass inputs." The result?
All speakers are sent full range signals (including the deep bass),
with only asmall portion (the ".1" channel) going directly to the
subwoofer. So the main speakers may be getting more bass than
they can reproduce while the subwoofer isn't getting enough.
Enter the Outlaw Audio ICBM-1. Connect it between your
DVD-Audio/SACD player and your receiver, and the ICBM will bring
your soundtracks to life. If you have small satellite speakers and a
subwoofer, it will redirect the bass away from the small speakers
and send it to the subwoofer. If you have large tower speakers
and no subwoofer, the ICBM will route the ".1" bass from the
subwoofer track over to the tower speakers. Even if your DVDAudio or SACD player provides rudimentary bass management, the
ICBM's circuitry is more advanced and versatile, ensuring that you'll
hear the soundtrack the way it was intended to be heard.
What if you don't have aDVD-Audio or SACD player? Or you're
using asubwoofer in astereo system. The ICBM provides far more
adjustability than the crossovers built into your pre-amp processor
or subwoofer, enabling you to fine tune your bass response for
perfect system integration. To see what the ICBM can do for
your system, download the user's manual from our web site at
www.outlawaudio.com.
And don't forget: Outlaw Aucfio also offers
line of affordable, high performance audio
and video cables, guarantee-

.7r 00
t

ing your components won't be
shortchanged with noisy signals!

ACCESSO
Of, YEA

ICBM-1 Integrated Controlled Bass Manager

Precision, audiophile-grade bass management for use with multi-channel DVD-Audio and
SACD players or any situation requiring sophisticated control over low frequency output

The best values in home theater are just amouse-click away.

4Outlaw
outlawaudio.com
866-OUTLAWS
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rmed with my new responsibilities for this column on multichannel sound, I approached
Home Entertainment 2003, held in San
Francsico in June, with great hope but
found few multichannel setups that
were not dominated and, apparently,
justified by the presence of alarge video
display. In other words, there was some
home theater hardware, but not much
new, dedicated multichannel audio gear.
The good news for us music generalists
is that stereo music systems were the
order of the day.
The new Lexicon RT-10 universal
player, and the prototypes of Bel
Canto's universal "PLayer" — both previously seen at the 2003 Consumer
Electronics Show in January —were at
play in many of the Westin-St. Francis'
rooms that lacked ahouse-brand discspinner. Tannoy premiered a multichannel speaker system, the Eyris
iDP (ca $25,000), consisting of
the DC3 towers, DCC centerchannel, and a subwoofer — all
self-powered, DSP-equalized,
and networked with CAT-5
cable. While the music demo
was less than completely successful, the home-theater demo and
the ability to configure, balance,
and switch EQ from acommon
remote to suit specific requirements (stereo, multichannel,
and/or home theater) were very
provocative.
M&K demoed their very neat t
Tripole column speaker, the CS35 ($1199/pair), which can be used as a
main, center, surround, or rear speaker,
flush up against awall without the cost
and bother of wall-mounting. Integra
had anice new 120Wx7 power amp,
the DTS-9.4 ($3000), which was barely
loafing while driving small Morel satellite speakers, whose sound nonetheless
filled the room. Finally, Bryston
showed a low-profile multichannel
amp, the 875 ($4500), rated at
75Wpcx8, any two channels bridgeable
to 250W. Beyond this was lots of new
multichannel software; those releases
drove, figuratively and literally, the few
memorable multichannel demos.
Sony snatched our attention on
Stereophile, September 2003
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HE2003's Press Day by unveiling their
new flagship, the SCD-XA9000ES
Reference Standard SACD player. This
$3000 model is intended to succeed
Sony's XA777ES by offering striking
new styling, even more DACs (18!) for
superior multichannel sound from its
analog jacks, improved flexibility in bass
management, and
this —a multichannel digital output via iLink
(IFEF1394), while supporting the copyprotection so dear to the recording
industry.' This should open the floodgates to third-party external DACs and
digital post-processors to implement
speaker/room correction and bass/
channel management.
An example of the latter was shown
in Sony's STR-DA9000ES receiver
The Tannoy Eyris ¡DP D
($4500), which is able to appropriately
tower speaker looks
route sources of 4.0, 5.0, 5.1, and 6.0
normal but its networked
and EQ'ed with digital
channels (and other configurations) to
and analog inputs
almost any speaker arrangement
from 2.0 stereo to 7.1 — even
simulated 9.1. The 170Wpc receiver can also handle avariety of
other analog and digital inputs.
The two new models looked
impressive, and Sony had
enough confidence in them to
use them in their SACD demo
;•
system with five Wilson Audio
WATT-Puppys...but I ain't so
sure they pulled it off. Still, lis,
tening to unfamiliar music
1.w19
-lee"eifle
through an unfamiliar system
orind re
iews of Bryston's compact 7WA448
means I'm not sure where to
amp named, appropriately, the 875.
point an accusing finger.
Things weren't much rosier on
the other side of the SACD/DVDAudio fence. Meridian and Dolby
Labs teamed up to sponsor aDVD-A
demo using Meridian's formidable
Reference 800 player, Reference 861
processor, and five Meridian DSP8000
loudspeakers — with, of course, the
obligatory and distracting video screen.
Ivisited this room at least once daily and
found that the quality of sound ranged
from wonderful to woolly, depending
on the DVD-A source material. At

Up against the wall!
fiA&K's easy-to-place
CS-35 speaker
makes for easier
surround installations.

1Sony's 1EEE1394 data tonnai is said to be compatible
with the two-channel dCS Elgar DSD-capable DAC
reviewed by Michael Freiner in the April 2003
Stereophile and other DACDs, like the EMM from Ed
Meitner.
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consisting of six hybrid SACDs (only
five to be issued in the US), including a
5.1-channel version of Sam Cooke at the
Copa and aDVD of Sam Cooke: Ligend,
the documentary that inspired this
series. Columbia/Legacy announced
the release of 15 classic Bob Dylan
albums, all hybrid SACDs, five of them
in multichannel as well. More important to me are the first releases from
Harmonia Mundi, including such
artists as Andrew Manze, the Anonymous 4, and Paul Hillier.
Equally interesting were new SACDs
Left and center portions of Ales sweet-sounding arid
room-friendly
system
from the renascent Mobile
Fidelity Sound Lab, including
Miles Davis' Steamin', the Kinks'
times Iwas rewarded with great
music realistically and powerfulEverybody's in Show-Biz, and
ly presented; cg, the Teldec
Aimee Mann's Lost in Space.
MoFi's John Woods and Colie
recording of J.S. Bach's St.
Matthew Passion. At other times, I
Brice arranged for groups of two
or three journalists at atime to
sensed that the concerted effort
visit Paul Stubblebine's masterto feature al/ labels issuing DVDing studio for asampling of the
As forced the exhibitors to shoot
preproduction masters of the
themselves in the foot. One
label's first multichannel release.
example: a small jazz combo
with an amorphous and comFor those lucky enough to get an
invitation, the side trip was the
pletely unlocatable double bass.
audio highlight of HE2003.
But all was not lost; there were
MoFi has obtained the original
exciting announcements of
impending releases of multiAubort-Nickrenz master tapes of
channel recordings from both
the Skrowaczewski/Minnesota
camps. As it turned out, these
Ravel series, originally released
on Nonesuch and since reissued
were associated with good
demonstrations. Dolby Labs
in many forms, including the
hosted a press event at their
DVD-V-based DAD (Classic
offices that included aparade of
DAD-1025).
hardware and music releases.
Stubblebine has been masterRepresentatives of Warner
ing the original six-mike, fourPaul Stubblebine cues up aRavel mastertape on the
multichannel Studer, modified for MFSL by Tim di Paravicini.
Music Group, Silverline Recchannel tapes into four-channel
ords, AIX, BMG, and EMI reDSD. A power failure had incagaled us with samples of many new and
mixes to his "audience" mixes. Perhaps pacitated his Meitner DAC the night
mainstream releases, many of which will
before our visit, so we were instead
because of the consistency of source
have hit the streets by the time you read
and system, only afew of the larger treated to ademo of the original master
tapes. If the SACD release even apthis report. Meridian's Bob Stuart
demos could compete with this little
emphasized that some consumer and
room for sheer musicality.
proaches the transparency of the master,
press confusion about using DVD-A was
The SACD camp offered an
this will be areference-quality SACD.
not due to flaws in the system but in fact onslaught of software, both new and
Although the rear channels are used
indicated the format's wide range of reissued. There will be SACD releases
almost exclusively for ambience, the
application. 5.1 Entertainment teased us
of new and classic material from
wordless chorus at the conclusion of the
with the promise of a30-disc classical
Fantasy (Brubeck, Creedence Clear- Danse Infernale of Ravel's Daphnis et Chloé
reissue series. The provenance wasn't water Revival, Bill Evans, Wes
suite comes unexpectedly and thrillingly
revealed, but it was leaked that the late
Montgomery; www.fantas)jazz.com/ from behind. As aresult, the orchestra
Seymour Solomon, best known for his
html/upcoming.html), Groove Note
up front remains clearly and powerfully
Vanguard Classics productions, had been
(Rosemary Clooney, Gene Harris,
present. I'd pre-order this one.
involved in the originals.
Jacintha; www.groovenote.com/htmAfter all that talk, and some fairly
news1.htm), Concord (30 discs in Whither multichannel preamps?
raucous demos courtesy of the Dolby 2003, including Chick Corea, Carmen
It doesn't take much to read between
McRae, Mel Tormé, Art Blakey; www.
the lines of Sony's discontinuation of
Theater system, it was adelight, and
more than alittle reassuring, to spend
concordreconis.cornInew_releases.asp),
the TA-P9000ES analog preamplifier
some time with the guys from AIX and
and their introduction of the SCDFIM (The New "Take Five"!), and Blue
Hi-Res Music talking about how to
Note (John Coltrane, Nora Jones, XA9000ES SACD player with
offer the most enjoyable presentation
Dianne Reeves, others). ABKCO is
IEEE1394 digital output. (A similar feaon DVD-A in two or more channels.
following up its Rolling Stones series
ture from the DVD-Audio camp has
Mark Waldrep's little demo room, se- with The Sam Cooke Restoration program,
been promised.) Surely, we will at long
questered in adistant tower
of the Westin-St. Francis,
was an oasis of pleasure.
Sure, there was a video
screen, but the room-reasonable, Cardas-cabled system
of Meridian
800/681
DVD-A/V transport-processor, Buder 5150 five-channel power amplifier, and
Piega C-8 speakers and P
Sub I subwoofer made it
easy to appreciate why AIX's
Waldrep prefers his "stage"
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...incredibly simple
Batteries on aCable?

The world of audio/video cables has long
been famous for hype and mystique ... and for sometimes profound
and important variations in performance. Into this clutter of both
reason and irrationality, AudioQuest introduces an astonishingly
simple solution to auniversally acknowledged problem.
From the occasional "flat earth" engineer to listen-inthe-dark music enthusiasts, the effect of insulation
on performance is universally acknowledged.
The technical term "dielectric" exists because
no insulation (other than a vacuum) is
perfect. All insulation is adielectric
when in the presence of an
electric field. The difference
between an ideal, perfect
insulator and adielectric
is distortion and loss.
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The grossest
errors caused by
"dielectric
involvement" are caused when
the dielectric has not been
given sufficient time and voltage to stabilize. The incorrect
term "break-in" is often used to
describe why electronics and cables
need to be turned on continuously for two
weeks before reaching maximum performance. "Break-in" properly applies to mechanical phenomena, such as a motor or a loudspeaker surround. Cables and capacitors do not
break-in, rather, their "dielectric forms," meaning that
it takes time for the dielectric material to adapt to a
charged state.
AudioQuest's patent pending Dielectric-Bias System (DBS) puts
all of acable's dielectric into acomparatively high voltage DC field
... continuously from the time the cable is terminated. The exceptionally
simple design puts awire down the middle of the cable which is simply an
extension of abattery's anode. This wire is attached to positive (+) at the
DBS battery pack, and not to anything else. It is not in the signal path and has
no interaction with the signal.

Depending on the model of interconnect (analog or digital) or speaker cable, an
existing shield or outer spiral of conductors is used as the DBS cathode by connecting
it to negative (-) at the DBS battery pack. In some models there is no preexisting outer
conductive layer, so ashield-like conductor is added solely for use as the ground plane of the
DBS system. For all the models which have dual purpose outer conductors, it is mere coincidence
and cost-saving that these conductors are able to serve simultaneously as DBS cathode, and in their
normal function as shield or negative conductors. The negative side of abattery is nothing; it's just an
empty reservoir. Again, there is no interaction with signal flow and no extra connections are introduced to the
signal path. The battery(s) are doing no work and last as long as the ones on astorage shelf, though the DBS pack
includes abutton and LED so that one can confirm battery status.

The benefit of maintaining abias on the dielectric at asubstantially higher voltage than is ever maintained through normal
use is dramatic. Even acable which has the loudest music or pink noise continually traveling through it, never has fully formed
dielectric. If you have ever experienced the significant performance difference between aproduct when it was new or not used for
acouple of weeks, compared to two weeks later ... simply imagine the same improvement doubled or tripled!
There is no new language to this phenomenon. It is simply more of the same. Ihope when you have the opportunity to experience
AudioQuest DBS cables your response will be the same as mine when Iput the first prototype in my system; "Ahhh, thank you!"
DBS audio interconnect from $300/1m pair

CinemaQuest

DBS speaker cable from $400/8ft pair

...

Sincerely,

incredibly etietive
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last be able to have external digital processing and DACs in our preamp or
control units. In addition to the freedom to mix and match components,
this opens the door to having asingle
digital component manage bass and
channel balance for all sources, and
room/speaker correction without redundant redigitization.
But while this would also make it
possible for us to avoid the mess of
multiple links of six-channel analog
interconnects, it may not entirely eliminate the need for an analog preamp, or
the equivalent, somewhere along the
line. Unless or until all of high-end
audio goes the way of Meridian and
Tannoy (see above), distributing digital
signals via network cables directly to the
speakers, or we're willing to give up or
redigitize our analog sources, most
power amps and speakers will require
analog input. For now, an analog preamp remains the simplest, most convenient way to integrate the digital and
analog portions of our audio systems,
especially for those of us with both
stereo and multichannel components.
There are several components that do
the job. Most are more generally useful
than the Sony TA-P9000ES, which was
designed to compensate for the lack of a
multichannel analog signal path that
could handle the output of an SACD
player in any of Sony's other digital
components. In addition to its 5.1- and
2-channel bypasses, the TA-P9000ES
has only the two 5.1-channel inputs fed
through its controls. You can use the
two-channel bypass for your stereo preamp so that all sources can access a
common power amp —but why have
two preamps, anyway?

tons are Standby, Balance
L/R,
Level
Up/Down,
Mute,
Setup, ARM, and
Input Select. The remote control duplicates all these except
for Standby (why?),
and offers direct input access, an alternative to the
sequential access
from the single
front-panel button. All the
controls are self-descriptive, except for
Setup and ARM.

McCormack's Ambience
Recovery Mode (ARM)
derives center, sub,
and surround signals
from stereo inputs only,
to simulate atrue
six-channel source.

McCormack's Ambience Recovery
Mode (ARM) derives center, sub, and
surround signals from stereo inputs
only, to simulate a true six-channel
source. The Setup mode sets channel
offsets for each channel relative to the
LF channel, and can store two sets of
balance and offset information: one
each for the multichannel inputs and
the ARM mode. Ifound this very useful, as the needs of these two modes
were very different. With agood multichannel source having its own bass and
McCormack MAP-1 multichannel
channel management, no offsets are
analog preamplifier
needed in the MAP-I, but the default
Mc-Connack Audio's MAP-1 is aremoteARM settings put too much informacontrolled, line-level analog preamplifier
tion into the center and surround chanwith two six-channel and three two- nels. The MAP-I manual recommends
channel inputs labeled, respectively,
setting ARM so that the rear channels
DVD/MCI, MC2, Aux1, Phono/Aux2,
are barely audible. Ifound that, with my
and CD (www.mccormacicaudio.com/ fairly well-balanced speakers, Ineeded
mapl.html). In addition to its single sixto knock down the rear channels by
channel, single-ended output, the MAP-I
6-8dB and the center by 3-5dB or they
also has atwo-channel tape output. There
would be much too prominent, creatis no power switch; when plugged in, the
MAP-I is always in
either operation or
Standby mode. The
front panel is deceptively simple, with
only nine buttons for
controls, a dual 3.1 digit display, and a few
indicator LEDs. The but-
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ing aconfusing miasma of sound.
5In
With the levels ree Tunvicif
balanced, the ARM
mode was not only
musically pleasant with
many sources, it greatly
helped with voice intelligibility from stereo TV
and video sources. Unlike
Dolby Pro Logic, it didn't
collapse all voices and
solos into the center channel. ARM was nowhere
near as impressive or as useful in simulating ambience as Meridian's
TriField (which also requires a little
tweaking to get right); ARM helped
only with congested source material,
while TriField was enjoyable with
almost all two-channel recordings. I
guess this is due to the limited sophistication of signal processing in the analog
domain. Nonetheless, ARM was often a
welcome adjunct.
Feeding either the Bryston 9B-ST or
the new Bel Canto eVo6, the MAP-I
was absolutely dead quiet, clean, and
easy to use — except for one thing.
McCormack says that the volume/balance increments are 0.5dB, and yet I
saw only whole numbers on the display.
Well, adot on the readout (the ".I" in
the 3.1) means that the volume is 0.5dB
more than the number displayed.
The MAP-1 was as transparent as
the Sony TA-P9000ES, but seemed
lighter in weight, with amuch more
taut, defined bass. The treble was
notably open, although the general
tonal balance, whether in multichannel
or stereo, was more than acceptably
neutral. In fact, there seemed to be less
congestion in complex and heavy
multichannel mixes than with the
Sony. Playing an absolutely delightful
new DVD-A of Shostakovich's Jazz
Suites 1and 2, The Bolt Suite, and Tahiti
Trot (Yablonsky/Russian State SO,
Naxos 5.110006), the MAP-1 conveyed
remarkable clarity, dynamics, and subtlety. From the opening snare-drum
salvos of The Bolt to the suave and sinuous waltzes in both Jazz Suites (you'll
recognize one from the soundtrack of
Eyes Wide Shut), this was realistic
instrumental sound, with
excellent depth and
definition for astudio
•
recording. Front/rear
balances were nigh
ideal.
•
While the MAP-I
is, at $2395, about
three times as expensive as
retirv

No nonesense, does everything: McCormack's MAP-1

multichannel/stereo analog preamp.
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your speakers
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which all others are judged... .but you haven't seen anything
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model 7 and model 9.

Coming soon to an authorized dealer
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the TA-P9000ES was, it scores over
the Sony in anumber of ways. First, it
has more inputs, eliminating the need
for aseparate stereo preamp, especially
since McCormack makes a phono
stage plug-in for it. Second, the MAP1has abuilt-in setup procedure that,
unlike with the Sony, makes channel
offset/balance easy using only the
remote control. Third, the McCormack's sound was marginally quieter, more open, and tighter than the
Sony's with all sources. Fourth, the
McCormack is available. Overall, the
MAP-1 deserves astrong recommendation as abasic analog preamp that
serves both two-channel and multichannel needs.
Bel Canto eVo6 power amplifier
I've mouthed off so much about Bel
Canto's second-generation eVo power
amps that there's little to add here
except to describe the eVo6 and comment on its performance when used as
intended (www.belcantodesign.com/
index2.html).
The $4900 eVo6 is a six-channel
power amp created with three of the
two-channel modules from Bel Canto's
eVo2, along with the bigger beefy
power supply that's suitable for running
all six channels at 120W. The subwoofer
in my 5.1 system is self-powered, so I
used only five channels (I only assume
that the sixth channel works). The only
external evidence of these changes are
the additional connectors on the rear
and the amp's greater depth (18.5"). The
eVo6 weighs 421bs.
Replacing
my
long-resident
Bryston 9B-ST with the Bel Canto, I
found the eVo6 equally dynamic and
powerful, but with asomewhat different signature. The eVo6 initially
seemed to have less treble energy, but
extended listening found nothing
missing in terms of balance or detail.
It offered akind of laid-back presentation in stereo but not in multichannel, where the presentation is greatly
under the control of the mixing engineer. The bass was full and extended,
and particularly enjoyable in those
Chesky recordings that lack adedicated LFE track. Amazing what
those little woofers in the Paradigm
Studio/60s could do with the eVo6
doing the driving! The depth of image,
in all dimensions, was excellent.
With the McCormack MAP-1's tonal
balance complementing that of the eVo6,
Ispent two days listening to Stermphilès
"Recording of the Month" for July:
Rachel Podger's new SACD of Vivaldi's
Stereophile, September 2003

La Stravaganza concertos (Channel
Classics CCA SA 19503). After the first
playing, Ire-read Robert Levine's review.
While Iagree with everything he said, if
he hasn't heard this performance in
multichannel, he ain't heard nothin' yet.
Not only is the balance surprisingly rich
and mellow for abaroque perfonnance,
but the details arc much more apparent
and enjoyable in
multichannel. Podger is sitting in with
the ensemble rather
than standing on a
podium in front, if I
can believe the session photos and my
ears, but Ihad no
difficulty distinguishBel Canto eVo6:
ing her fiddle from the
performance
rest —its tone was redolent of pineapple, strongly sweet
and rich, with arefreshing tartness. Nor

Overall, Bel Canto's eVo6
was quite forgiving
of "hot" recordings.

do the plucked instruments (archlute,
guitar, theorbo) melt into the ensemble.
At one point, Iapproached the left speaker and could still hear the archlute and
theorbo coming clearly from the right
side of the acoustic space.
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Overall,
the
eVo6 was quite
forgiving
of
"hot" recordings
and those that
might have a
more intimidating presence
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than Ifind comfortable. For example,
I've generally preferred the "audience"
to the "stage" mixes on those AIX
DVD-Audio discs that offer the choice.
Well, maybe it was the eVo6 and
maybe it was the infectious music, or
maybe Iwas seduced, but Ipreferred
the stage mix on Dorian Michael's
Acoustic Blues (AIX 80016). Compared

AI
20Wpcx6 amp that's adead-ringer in
and appearance to the Class-A eVo2.

to the audience mix, there was more
detail and, thus, greater ease in audibly
distinguishing among the guitarists, to
say nothing of the other instruments.
More significant, there was athrilling
intensity to the performance that was
just noticeably diluted in the audience
mix, even when Iopted for the live
video. When apparently surrounded by
musicians, it's nearly impossible to read
or be distracted—but atruly musical
event should be engrossing. Moreover,
the very close mitring (visible in the
video) makes each guitar avery powerful instrument. Thanks to the eVo6, the
guitars and supporting instruments
were strong, punchy, and distinct, with
no unnatural edge —short of smelling
the beer and sweat, it was just like being
at the session.
At $4900 and 421bs, the eVo6 is hefty
but svelte. If your rack, like mine, has
standard dimensions but an open back,
the eVo6 and associated cables will slip
right in, and its efficiency means that it
will need no special treatment for heat
dissipation. If you need more power,
you can add another eVo6, bridge the
channels, get 360Wpc, and still not
steam up the windows.
With both RCA and balanced inputs, the eVo6 is a
no-brainer solution to all
the obvious demands of
multichannel.

$
'4

Coming attractions
hi the next installment, I
plan to take alook at the Bel
Canto Pre6 preamplifier, the
Outlaw Audio ICBM, and
lots of multichannel recordings.
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San Francisco, host of Home Entertainment 2003
From left, Jeff Joseph of Joseph Audio, Wilson
Spectral sound, Joseph Manley room, .1Mlab/Bel
Canto system, Hovland/Triangle, Luke from VIL.

1
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Joseph Audio

PERCENTAGE OF

OTHER BRANDS SHOWN

VOTES CAST

Manley Laboratories, Cardas Audio, La Luce,
Globe Audio Marketing, Orpheus,
Grand Prix Audio, Equech

13.0%

Wilson Audio

VTL, Transparent Audio

10.5%

Music Lovers Audio & Video,
* Wilson Audio

Spectral, MIT, Grand Prix Audio

6.1%

Avantgarde-USA,
Balanced Audio Technology

Cardas Audio, RTI Electronics,
Running Springs Audio

5.7%

Silverline Audio

4.6%

San Francisco Stereo & Theater

Dynaudio, Musical Fidelity, TARA Labs

3.7%

Cabasse North America

Butler Audio, Luis del Castillo

2.7%

Von Gaylord Audio
(formerly Legend Audio)

2.5%

HT Electronics

Bel Canto, JMIab, Quad, Wharfedale, Zenith

2.5%

Nearfield Acoustics

VAIC Audio

22%

Sony Electronics

Sony SACD, Wilson Audio

22%

Tailored Technology,
Vandersteen Audio
Kimber !Cable

2.1%
Diaural, Isomike, Tascam DSD

McIntosh

1.8%
1.6%

Musical Surroundings

Aesthetix, Benz, Basis, Graham,
Avalon Acoustics, Clearaudio

1.6%

TAD Home Audio

Pioneer

1.5%

Pureaudio, Rives Audio

1.5%

Totem Acoustic

1.5%

Damoka, Lamm Industries

1.5%

Simaudio

Harmonic Resolution Systems, Talon Audio

13%

Silent Lucidity

Audio Plus Services, JMIab, YBA,
Elrod Power Systems, Shunyata Research

13%

Faroudja Labs, MartinLogan
Sound Organisation, Wilson Benesch

13%
Naim

Tenor Audio
Acoustic Dreams
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13%
12%

Alón by Acarian, Experience Music,
Lowther America

12%
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ENTERTAINMENT 2003
DVD-Audio Presentation

Dolby Laboratories, Meridian America

12%

Globe Audio Marketing

Audio Aero, Audio Analogue, Hovland,
Opera Loudspeakers, Triangle

.
12%

GTT Audio

Khanna Speakers

1.0%

All other exhibitors each scored less than 1% of the votes cast.

—Stephen Mejias

* When an exhibitor had 1110re thin one room, it thd not prove possible to distinguish between the votes caxt.

One of today's most pre-eminent musicians plays two
of the most popular works in the violin repertoire.
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"...glorious ...mature artistry..."
- Gramophone

"Her virtuosity is entirely at the
service of the music; her tone is
lovely, pure, intense, and expressive...
- amazon com
8034.y
www.sonyciassical.com
•antl-SONY CLASSICAL - Reg U.S. Pat. & Tie
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www.midoriviolin.com
Off. Marca Registrada.

0 2003 Sony Music Entertainment Inc.
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Priceless

'

100-0

Performance

he new 1010 Preamplifier continues
_ the design philosophy of the legendary

2000 Series. Boulder's clarity, neutrality and
detail will simply astonish you.
•Boulder 983 surface-mount gain stage
combines the best of discrete and
micro-circuitry
•Ultra-quiet, multi-stage, hi-gain phono
section
•All balanced inputs and outputs
•Precision machined chassis for an
unmatched look and feel of craftsmanship.
The 1010 represents a breakthrough in
Top: 2010 Line Preamplifier
Bottom: 2008 Phono Preamplifier

affordable luxury. To arrange your own
demonstration, contact Boulder, or see
your local dealer.

Boulder Amplifiers, Inc. • 3235 Prairie Avenue • Boulder, CO 80301 •Tel: 303-449-8220 •www.boulderamp.com

FIRST FAMOUS
AS THE EERIE ECHO
OF DUANE ALLMAN,
GUITARIST WARREN HAYNES

Re-Birth

HAS RE-IMAGINED
GOV'T MULE
AS A POWER DUO.

by Fred Mills

A

SHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA:
It's still four days before Santa slips
down the chimney, but Warren
Haynes is getting a very special
Christmas present.
Haynes — the gifted guitarist who fronts Gov't
Mule, is amember of both the Allman Brothers
Band and Phil Lesh & Friends, and is anative of this
artsy-touristy mountain town — stands next to Mayor
Charles Worley before 7200 music fans, on the stage of the
Asheville Civic Center. It's 7:30pm, and, in afew minutes,
the 15th annual Warren Haynes Christmas Jam will kick off,
featuring Gov't Mule and an impressive lineup of guests.
Stereophite, September 2003

The show will end up running to
nearly 3:30 the next morning.
Translation: There's gonna be alot
of jammin' in the ol' town tonight,
with Haynes sitting in on most of
those jams. But right now, Mayor
Worley is smiling broadly as he presents Haynes with the key to the
city. It's Asheville's way of thanking its prodigal son, an unlikely celebrity benefactor who, each holiday season, returns
home to host a benefit concert for the local chapter of
Habitat for Humanity. (Earlier in the week, the daily Asheville
Citizen-Thnes named Haynes one of its "Hometown Heroes";
65

this year's sold-out Jam reportedly netted
over $50,000 for Habitat.)
Staring at the oversize key, Haynes
flashes awicked grin and cracks, "I wonder if it fits the jail..."
%.)
Time was, alonghaired hippie boy from a
small Southern town could look forward
to, at most, alife spent in one of the area's
textile mills—weekend trips to the local
slammer for drinking moonshine, smoking dope, racing cars, and raising hell
optional. Though Asheville is now one of
the most progressive, livable burgs in the
South —think Portland, Oregon, crossed
with Austin, Texas, but smaller—in the
1970s, when Haynes grew up here, it was
aplace where you checked career aspirations at the city limits.
As Haynes himself puts it to me afew
days before the Christmas Jam, "I actually
have fond memories —
Asheville was awonderful
place to grow up, and one
of the things Ilike about it
now is that there's more
art, alot more music, than
there used to be —just a
cool vibe. But I'm sure, like
a lot of people in small
towns, I
just had cravings to
be someplace where things
were more exciting. Even
the longtime musicians
with families and jobs were constantly telling me, 'You gotta
get out of here. If you ever want to do anything, you gotta go
to Atlanta, Nashville, New York, California. Otherwise, it'll
just pass you by so quickly.'"
I'm interviewing Haynes in his suite in the Haywood Park
Hotel, a setting that seems a tad incongruous: We're at
Asheville's most elegant downtown hotel, just aplectrum's
flick from the Civic Center, and here's the burly, hirsute
Haynes, distinctly bikerish in old jeans, black T-shirt, and
leather jacket. Despite living in Manhattan for the past
decade or so, he's shed none of his deep Tarheel drawl, which
makes him probably the least continental-sounding guest
right now at the Haywood. The dude must have juice,
though. While standing in the hotel corridor, Inoticed that
his door didn't have a"NO SMOKING" sign, though the doors
to either side did. When Haynes ushered me into his room,
afamiliar fragrance greeted my nostrils.
Like Haynes, Iwas raised up in North Carolina; as we
compare notes, it turns out we attended many of the same
shows as teenagers: Steppenwolf, Mountain, Led Zeppelin,
Allman Brothers, Jethro Tull. Unlike Haynes, however, Iwas
not the beneficiary of two brothers who would turn their
younger sibling on to vintage soul and blues platters, even the
occasional folk and bluegrass side, and thus fuel alifelong
passion for music.
Haynes appropriated one of his brothers' acoustic guitars,
and graduated to his first electric at age 12. An early flair for
poetry translated into lyric-writing-, by the time he'd formed
his first band, he was already playing original tunes. "They
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weren't very good," Haynes
admits, "but I was writing
songs and knew that was
important —to find my voice
as asongwriter." Before he'd
finished high school he was
playing regularly in local clubs,
and after graduation he signed
on with the regionally popular
band
Ricochet — despite
being offered amusical scholarship to nearby Mars Hill
College. Haynes recalls the
decision as being a difficult
one to announce to his folks.
"But my dad was very understanding. He said, 'If you want
to go on the road and play
music, that's what you should
do. You have to do what's in
your heart.' "
Haynes' first big break came
e in 1980, when, out of the blue,
e outlaw country rocker David
Allan Coe telephoned from
Nashville. Coe's bassist had
spotted Haynes playing in
JOINING A
clubs. "He says, 'Can you be
here tomorrow?' Wow — uh,
LEGENDARY BAND
yeah, Iguess Ican!' "Haynes
WAS DAUNTING
chuckles at the memory. "That
ENOUGH; BEING
was an opportunity to tour on
a national level and make
EXPECTED TO
records for a major record
FILL THE LATE
company, and both were astep
up for me."
DUANE ALLMAN'S
The gig with Coe lasted for
IMPOSSIBLY DEEP
four years, nine albums, and
BOOTS WAS
numerous tours of the US and
Europe. It also led to Haynes'
ANOTHER MATTER
second big break: When the
ALTOGETHER.
Coe band found itself recording in Nashville at the same
time as the Allman Brothers Band, Coe invited the southern
rockers over. "Gregg, Dickey Betts, Don Johnson (pre-Miami
Vice) — at the time, he wasn't famous —and acouple of other
people were hanging out. Guy Clark came by too. Iremember me and Dickey and Guy by ourselves, in aroom with
three guitars, swapping songs. Here Iam, unestablished songwriter, 19 or 20 years old —I wasn't even volunteering anything at first, and then, finally, Igo, `Uhh, hey, um, Igot a
song ... "You do? You got asong?!?'"
Betts would remember the young guitarist when he ran
into him afew years later, in Nashville, after Haynes had left
Coe to work as asession player. Betts tapped Haynes for his
own Dickey Betts Band, and when the Allman Brothers
reassembled in 1989, Haynes was the logical and —as the
reunion tour and five subsequent albums would prove — the
perfect choice as Betts' slide-guitar-playing foil.
Joining a legendary band was daunting enough; being
expected to fill the late Duane Allman's impossibly deep
boots was another matter altogether. "It was very intimidating," nods Haynes, answering aquestion he's been asked a
million times. "But not as much as it would have been had I
not played with Dickey for
years prior to that and had all
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that time to forge our relationship. Of course, what that
means is that, with Allen Woody [formerly of the Animus
Pyle Band], who'd just joined the band — he'd auditioned
with about 20 other bassists, and they said, 'You're the guy.'
Then we rehearsed and went straight out on tour. That had
to be awhole lot more pressure than it was for me!"

As powerful as the reconstituted Allmans were,
there was something even more special brewing
in the chemistry between their new guitarist and
bassist. The seeds of Gov't Mule were sown during alate-night tour-bus conversation between
Haynes and Woody.
"We [were listening] to Cream or Hendrix or
something, and Woody said, `You know, there's
nobody doing that anymore. Nobody doing the
adventurous improvisational trio anymore. Me
and you and the right drummer could pull that
off!' Iimmediately thought of
Matt Abts [drummer in the
"TO THINK THAT
Dickey Betts band with
Haynes], so we called Matt.
ALL BANDS FROM
And the first time we jammed
THE SOUTH
together, it just really fell into
place! So the whole Gov't
SOUND THE SAME,
Mule thing was born then. It
THEN KURT COBAIN
was meant to be aproject; it
AND JIMI HENDRIX
wasn't to be abona fide band
that would do 200 shows a
MUST SOUND
year. It was more, 'Let's make a
THE SAME,
record and have some fun and
explore this new territory.' But
BECAUSE THEY'RE
it kind of sprouted wings and
BOTH FROM
took off in its own way."
SEATTLE!"
An understatement. During a break in his Allmans
schedule, Haynes had recorded asolo album, 1993's R&B/jazzflavored Tales of Ordittaty Madness.
When he started jamming with
Woody and Abts, however, the
creative floodgates opened. In the
wake of positive receptions for
the trio's 1995 eponymous debut
album and 1996's Live at Roseland
Ballroom, Haynes and Woody
decided to give the Allmans
their notice and make Gov't
Mule their priority.
Between 1997 and 2000, the
Mule toured relentlessly, issued
two superb studio albums, Dose and Li.ji• &jive
Insanity, and asprawling four-CD live set: the guest-star—studded
Live. ..With aLittle Help fium Our Ftiends, which ranks alongside
such concert documents as the Stones' Get Yet- Ya-Yas Out, the
Who's LiVe at Leeds, and the Band's Rode q"Ages. Nominally a
brawny, blues-based power trio but with distinctive elements of
Hendrixian psychedelia and John Coltrane—inspired jazz, Gov't
Mule was abig hit on the jam-band touring circuit, whose ticdyed masses embraced the band's blend of equal parts interstellar improvisation, full-tilt boogie, and wide-ranging covers —
anything from Robert Johnson, Steppenwolf, and Led Zep to
Beatles, Traffic, and Prince.
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Haynes is appreciative of the jam-band scene. "It's probably the most open-minded music scene there is today." But
he's quick to point out that he's uncomfortable being pigeonholed as a"jam band," rightly noting that some younger
groups value jamming for jamming's sake more than they do
innovation and songcraft, "and that's not what we are. We do
have acertain percentage that informs us. There's my obvious association with Phil Lesh and the Grateful Dead and
Allmans, of course. The term 'Southern rock' is somewhat
limiting, too. We're definitely proud of
where we're from. But I've always said
that, to think that all bands from the
South sound the same, then Kurt
Cobain and Jimi Hendrix must sound
the same, because they're both from
Seattle! It comes back down to the song
anyway. Ilike to think of folks like Neil
Young — he is the guy who's kept alive
the integrity of what great songwriting
and what great music is."

By 2000, the Gov't Mule world was expanding, not only in the
sizes of the audiences but also in the trio's musical sophistication. They'd begun adding instruments and becoming, with
the aid of longtime producer Michael Barbiero, studio perfectionists. "But the performance is ultimately the most important
thing," Haynes is quick to point out, "and we've left first takes
and mistakes on our albums, too." Then, that August, that
world abruptly crumbled: Allen Woody died of aheart attack.
Haynes and Abts put everything on indefinite hold.
Some people deal with grief by turning to drink and drugs;
others become paralyzed and do nothing. Haynes reckons he
handled his by diving full-tilt into outside projects. "I didn't
really want to wallow in the mire of my own misery, and one
of the things Isoon discovered, shortly after Woody died, was
that when Iwas sitting at home Iwas very unhappy."
The first offer Haynes accepted was from
Phil Lesh, to go on the road. Then, when the
Allman Brothers experienced alineup crisis
following Dickey Betts' acrimonious expulsion,
he rejoined them. He also guested on anumber
of other artists' projects, including albums by
Kenny Wayne Shepherd, Everlast, and Robert
Bradley's Blackwater Surprise. The workaholic
schedule ultimately proved therapeutic.
"Part of the healing process, Isuppose, is
learning that life goes on, with or without you.
It helped me realize that, A, I've gotta confront
Woody's death, and B, Igotta get past it, and C,
you gotta live your life. All those letters, faxes,
phone calls, too—a lot from fellow musicians
who've also lost bandmembers, guys like James
Hetfield, Dave Grohl, members of Blues
Traveler — you realize that what [you're] feeling is not
unique; other people have felt this and lived their lives. The
most important thing that they were all saying is that it may
feel like you can't go on right now, but time will change that.
With the band, they're saying, 'Right now you feel like you
can't keep Gov't Mule together, but you can — and you
should. The legacy is more important.'"
Out of that realization came the two volumes of The Dap
End, recorded simultaneously but issued separately, in 2001
and 2002. The discs are the band's heartfelt tribute to their
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late bass player, as well as an ambitious push into new Mule
territory. Haynes and Abts rounded up an outrageous roster
of some 24 bassists —everyone from old-schoolers Jack
Bruce, John Entwistle, and Chris Squire to new-rock linchpins Flea, Les Claypool, and Widespread Panic's Dave
Schools (see p125). And in the process of kicking the Mule's
stall door wide open, something happened.
"That's true," says Haynes. "Even before Woody died,
there were times we'd be thinking it would be nice to have a
harmonica or akeyboard on this or
that song. All power trios — Cream,
Hendrix, Mountain, even the Who,
basically atrio with avocalist —eventually discover they arc constantly
fighting that battle of how to get more
textures and colors into their music.
The reason we started the trio in the
first place was, we had this chemistry
that allowed us to fill avoid, and we
loved it! But we'd also always try to
jam with our friends, so we'd have the
best of both worlds. Then, after
Woody died, Matt and Iboth kind of felt, well, it's time to
open up anew chapter. Idefinitely changed the way Ithink
about songwriting. Some songs I'd written couldn't be interpreted by atrio, so in the past we just opted not to record
those. But now, if it needs keyboards or two guitars, Ilet the
song dictate what it needs."
To that end, Gov't Mule has recently been astudy in shapcshifting priorities, Haynes and Abts touring in 2001-02 with
assorted The Dap End alumni. While no permanent replacement for Woody had been named at the time of our interview (Dave Schools has held down the spot most frequently),
Haynes has announced that keyboardist Danny Louis, who
spent most of 2002 with them, is now afull-time Mule. And,
the band having often toured with asecond guitarist, expanding to afive-piece isn't out of the question. It would seem that,
despite the irrevocable loss of Woody, the Mule has discovered the key to its own longevity.
"Before he died, Woody and Ihad aconversation about
how things were already growing in areally positive way,"
reflects Haynes. "It's such ashame he missed alot
of that, because it's happening now. If you've seen
the documentary about the making of The Dap
End [Rising Low, directed by Phish bassist Mike
Gordon], one of the things Dave Schools says in it
is that the music was too important to let it die with
Woody's death.
"So now we're just trying to do more and more,
stretching it out and breaking it up. It's interesting
how, with Woody, we
knew so many songs
that we could really just
change it up drastically
every night. Then, when
we had to start working
with replacement bass
players, we had to pare it
back down again. But one of
the cool things turned out to
be, this bass player learned this
batch of songs, that bass player
• hem by mace qurdon
that batch, and then, whoever
we got, we were able to play
different songs. And if we took
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two or three people out at once, they all knew different
material, and it added up to abig repertoire anyway!"
Haynes fills me in on what's in the pipeline. There's Hittite
the Note, the first Allman Brothers Band studio album in nine
years, co-produced by Haynes and Barbiero; and atwo-CD
solo acoustic set from Haynes. Then there's alive album of
instrumental music by Gov't Mule and jazz guitarist John
Scofield, who appeared on The Dap End VIAL (The 45th
Grammy nominations, announced afew weeks after Ispoke
with Haynes, included the Scofield-Mule "ScoMule," for Best Rock Instrumental.) There's asecond volume of Wintertime Blues, featuring artists
recorded live at the 2000 Warren Haynes Christmas
Jam (Vol.1 highlighted the '99 Jam), the proceeds
again going to Habitat for Humanity. Plans are also
afoot for aDick's Picks-like archival series of Gov't
Mule concert albums.
"We actually have alot of live stuff recorded,"
deadpans Haynes. Then asly smile gives the game
away. "Could do ahuge boxed set..."
Haynes is far more animated when talking about
other musicians than when
touting his own accomplish"ALL POWER TRIOS—
ments. Imention to him that
CREAM, HENDRIX,
in my notes I'd written,
MOUNTAIN, EVEN
"Warren Haynes — a man
who never met acollaboraTHE WHO,
tion he didn't like."
BASICALLY A TRIO
He laughs and lets me in
on asecret: "I've allowed my
WITH A VOCALIST—
nervousness or shyness to
EVENTUALLY DISCOVER
keep me out of certain expeTHEY ARE
riences Ishould have been
CONSTANTLY FIGHTING involved in. One that leaps to
mind: playing with B.B.
THAT BATTLE OF
King. The Allman Brothers
did ashow [with him] one
HOW TO GET MORE
time, and he said, 'I'd like to
TEXTURES AND COLORS
call Gregg Allman out —any
INTO THEIR MUSIC
of the other Brothers want to
come out and play, come onr
At the time I'd never even
met B.B., and I
just felt too shy
to just walk out and plug in. I
really regret that now, and
here it is 10 years later. What
if, God forbid, time goes by
and Inever get the opportunity to play with B.B.?
"Another
time,
at
Madison Square Garden in
1990, there was atribute
to John Lee Hooker.
Everybody was there —
Ry Cooder, Bo Diddley,
Willie Dixon, Little Feat,
Joe Cocker, Mick Fleetwood — the list
just went on and on and on. The finale was John Lee doing
'Boogie Chillun', and me, Bonnie Rain, Johnny Winter, Paul
Barrère, Ronnie Earl, Roy Rogers — six guitar players up
there —and nobody would play asolo! Everybody was just
looking at each other like, 'Oh, I'm not doing it!' [laughs]
Because it was all about John Lee, respect for him, and not
about one of us playing some blistering solo. So all six of us
are up there just playing an A chord!"
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The Quad L Series
Since 1936, every Quad product has
followed an underlying philosophy -to
bring you 'the closest approach to the
original sound'. This philosophy has
earned Quad the respect of acoustic
engineers, musicians, recording artists
and music-lovers the world over and
remains undiluted today.

Our all new 12 Series is an accurate
reflection of this philosophy. An even
and extended frequency response,
which is capable of incredible detail and
resolution, creates areal 'window' on
the recording. The sound stage is so
vivid and expansive, you can virtually
see the musicians in front of you.
The 1' series are all finished in high
gloss piano lacquers, either in pure
black, maple, bird's eye maple or
rosewood veneer.
IAG America,
Walpole,
15 Walpole Park South,
2

MA 02081 USA
Tel: (508)-850-3950
Fax: (508)-850-3905
Email: info@iagamerica.com
www.quad-hifi.co.uk
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Band of brothers: The Allmans with
(far right)

Haynes spins afew more
"I'M DISAPPOINTED
war stories, then it's time to
IN A LOT OF
wind things down. Talk
TODAY'S
MUSIC
about a work ethic: The
man's due shortly at alocal
BECAUSE IT'S NOT
club where, before an invited
CHALLENGING
crowd,
he'll
host
a
Pre-Christmas Jam Jam feaANYONE. IT'S TIME
turing many of the same
FOR SOME SORT OF
players who'll appear at the
Christmas Jam proper. He'll MUSICAL REVOLUTION.
end up playing for the better
SOME SORT OF
part of five hours.
AWAKENING AMONG
Bringing up a point I'd
raised earlier, when we were
THE MASSES'
talking about all the musical
options — concerts, free-form
radio, and the like — we'd both enjoyed
as kids, Haynes closes the conversation
with an observation and awish.
"I'm disappointed in alot of today's
music because [it's] not challenging anyone. It's time for some sort of musical revolution. Some sort of awakening among
the masses, which is happening in the jamband community already. There has to be
this backlash of kids going,
is bullshit.
Why am Ibuying into this radio stuff?
There's awhole generation of kids that
feel like they got ripped off because the music that represents
their generation sucks compared to other generations. And you
know, anybody will say, 'I love Hendrix. Ilove Coltrane. Ilove
the Beatles.' But it's easy to love something. To keep it alive, to
maintain that kind of integrity — that's hard to do. So what we
have to learn is, let's take the influence from the greatest musics
ever — and then reinvent things."

Back at the Asheville Civic Center, I'm wandering around
downstairs in the artists' catering section. Ispot avery dapper
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Bob Weir, signing autographs and surrounded by abevy of
young ladies. Across the way are Kevn Kinney, Edwin
McCain, and Dave Schools, convulsing with laughter as the
legendary Col. Bruce Hampton regales them with ahilariously convoluted baseball yarn. Haynes is here too, greeting
well-wishers and fellow musicians. It's just afew minutes
before John Hiatt and The Goners are due onstage —per
Christmas Jam protocol, Haynes will join them for atune, an
incendiary "Memphis in the Meantime" featuring Haynes
and Sonny Landreth in aferocious slide duel — so Haynes
excuses himself to head up to the arena's main floor.
Spotting the lurking journalist, Haynes turns and walks
over to shake my hand. Icongratulate him on the concert
having unfolded thus far without ahitch. "Hope you're gettin' off on the music, man," he says, through asmile wider
than Texas. Are you kidding? Ithink to myself,
and grin right back at him.
Upstairs, the packed venue is, not to put too
fine apoint on it, rockin' after midnight with
the Hiatt band. So far we've gotten everything
from bluegrass and rockabilly-flavored garage
rock to gospel-blues boogie and jam-band psychedelia. Still to come are the hip-hop turntablism breakdowns of D.J. Logic, the
post-Grateful Dead shakedowns of the Weir
band, and the anything-goes-downs of Gov't
Mule. If anything, Haynes' annual bash —
which has grown from humble rock-club origins featuring Haynes' regional musician
friends to become an arena-sized hot ticket with some of the
hippest acts in the biz — represents an exuberant celebration
of American rock'n'roll and all its varied kin. In my mind, the
Christmas Jam is also acelebration of Haynes' still-growing
legacy, and an accurate measure of the respect he's earned
from his fans, peers, and home town.
Thomas Wolfe, Asheville's most famous son, once wrote
of returning to the town you grew up in only to discover that
"you can't go home again." Had Wolfe known Asheville's
second most famous son, Warren Haynes, he might have
written adifferent novel. Tonight, this longhaired hippie bori
is home.
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was riding BART home from
Home Entertainment 2003, thinking about the day — the new products, the old friends, the rooms with
really great sound. It's along ride from
downtown San Francisco to Livermore,
so Inext got to thinking about all of the
hi-fi shows I've attended over the years
and which companies, year after year,
always seem to have good sound. At the
top of the list were Audio Physic and its
US importer, Allen Perkins' Immedia.
My BART ride wasn't the first time my
mind had followed this particular track,
howevez In &a, Ihad just these thoughts
last summet, when Irequested apair of
Audio Physic Virgo Ills to replace my

Description: Three-way floorstanding loudspeaker. Drivers:
1"
(25mm) ring-radiator tweeter, 4.5"
(114mm) aluminum-cone midrange, two 6.5" (165mm) Nomexcone woofers, two 6.5" Nomex
inverted-cone passive radiators.
Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Input
sensitivity: 90dB/W/m. Frequency
response: 34Hz-40kHz, +0/-3dB.
Recommended
input
power:
25-150W. Recommended room
size: 210-420ft 2.Connections: rear
panel, single-wire terminals, 5-way
binding posts.
Dimensions: 40" (1010mm) H by
6" (150mm) W by 16" (410mm) D.
Weight: 66Ibs (30kg).
Finishes: Black ash; add $500/pair
for cherry, light maple, or rosenut.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
3081A/B.
Price: $6995/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 25. Warranty: 5
years, transferable.
Manufacturer: Audio Physic J
Gerhard GmbH, 59929 Brilon,
Germany. Tel: (49) 02961-961-70.
Fax: (49) 02961-516-40. US distributor: lmmedia, 1101 Eighth Street,
Suite 210, Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel:
(510) 559-2050. Fax: (510) 5591855.
Web:
www.immedia
sound.com.
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longtime reference speakers, the Magnepan MG3.6/Rs, which Trish deemed
too view-impeding to make the move to
our new house. The Virgos fit the bill perfectly—a smallish, great-sounding speaker
that —based on my observation that AP
speakers always sound good at shows —
might integrate well into my unusual, large
listening space.
A German Virgo
The original Audio Physic Virgo (reviewed in the September 1995 Stereophile) was designed to asimple brief: to
integrate a point-source minimonitor
with awoofer, successfully merging the
former's wide dispersion and precise
imaging with true full-range response.
This goal, and the Virgo's basic configuration, have remained constant over the
years, while pretty much everything
under the hood has changed. At
$6995/pair, the Virgo III is now No2 in
Audio Physic's US lineup, behind the
$12,000/pair Avanti Ills, alongtime reference for Michael Fremer.
The Virgo HI is afloorstanding threeway and, true to its minimonitor-pluswoofer concept, is essentially Audio
Physic's Brilon minimonitor mated to a
woofer assembly. The minimonitor
component consists of ring-radiator
tweeter custom-made for Audio Physic
by VIFA, and a4.5" aluminum-cone
midrange custom-built by SEAS. The
rationale behind aring radiator —imagine aring suspended along its inner and
outer circumferences and driven along a
circle midway between the two — is
that it combines alarge driven area with
arelatively short distance between the
point where the diaphragm is driven
and either of the two points it's suspended. The short suspended distances
reduce distortion products, and the large
driven area increases sound-pressurelevel capability and allows the tweeter
to be used at lower frequencies. This
benefit supports AP's desire to move the
midrange-tweeter crossover to as low a
point as possible, to minimize its audible effect, particularly on female vocals
and violin reproduction.
The aluminum midrange incorpo-

rates abit of trickery as well, in the form
of AP's unique "active cone damping"
system, which puts the cone in tension
and thus raises its inherent resonances to
well above the audioband. As with earlier Virgo models, the midrange driver is
enclosed in its own trapezoidal housing,
built within the main cabinet structure.
The woofer subsystem is one of the
major differences between the III and
earlier Virgos, which used two sideways-firing active woofers, one facing
each way, and asingle port at the front
of the speaker. In the HI, the port is
replaced by two passive radiators and
each side of the cabinet houses avertical
array of awoofer and aradiator.
The Virgo Ms come as mirrorimaged pairs, the active woofer below
the passive radiator on the speakers'
inner sides, the drivers flipped on the
outboard sides. In another major
change, the woofer assemblies are no
longer mounted directly to the external
cabinet, but housed in their own sealed
inner cabinet of MDF, this suspended
inside the external structure with elastomer to isolate the midrange and
tweeter from the woofers' vibrations.
System and Setup
Audio Physic provided wonderfully
straightforward instructions for setting
up the Virgo Ills, the procedure based
on aclear explanation of the physics of
room reflections, arrival times, and distances — see www.stereophile.com/
showarchives.cgi?179. Since the optimum way to avoid sidewall reflections is
to keep the speakers away from the
walls, and since the way to get the
widest possible souncistage is to separate
the speakers widely, following AP's recommendations will likely result in your
speakers firing across a rectangular
room's width rather than down its
length. 'His worked well in my listening area, which —although it's actually
one arm of acomplex, flowing open
area —is basically arectangle 18' wide
by 15' deep.
Once the speakers 'are roughly positioned according to the aforementioned
physics, they can be moved into and out
Stereophile, September 2003
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where in this issue — to form a halfround centered behind the speakers,
flanked by two Double Buster diffusers,
the combo pretty much covering the
marble-and-glass fireplace behind the
speakers. Iused another pair of Double
Busters on the wall behind my listening
chair. Iexperimented with Echo Busters
absorber panels at the first reflection
points on the sidewalls, but since I'd
begun with a"physics-based" setup designed to minimize the effects of reflections, the benefits of the sidewall
damping were pretty negligible.
A final tweak to the system, suggested by Allen Perkins, was to slip a
set of String Suspension Concepts isolation feet under the Virgo Ins. At
first, this greatly offended my rigidityüber-alles audiophile sensibilities —

of the room to achieve the optimal tonal
balance at the listening position. Finally,
one speaker is moved very slightly forward and back to center the image, then
rotated to — Voilà! — fine-tune and lock
in the focus. Iended up with the Virgos'
fronts about 4' from the front wall, 5' in
from the sides of my space, and about 8'
apart. This put their plane about 8' from
my listening chair, which located my
ears about 3' in from the back wall and
about 38" above the floor — the same
elevation as the Virgos' tweeters.
I experimented with a variety of
room treatments, using the MATT test
on Stereophde's Test cp 2 (Stercophile
STPH004-2) to augment my listening
impressions, and ended up with avery
minimal setup. Iused two Echo Busters
Bass Busters — see my review else-
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but my wood floor is very springy, and
Allen wondered if the Virgos were
"driving the floor," which would perhaps muddy the bass abit and slightly
blur the system's focus. Sure enough,
the SSC pucks immediately tightened
up the bottom end and sharpened
things up.
Use and Listening
One of my earliest high-end-audio
memories is hearing Joni Mitchell's
Gnat and Spark (LP, Asylum/Nautilus
11) on aset of Rogers LS3/5a minimonitors. Iwas blown away. The holographic images and pinpoint detail were
like nothing I'd heard before.
That memory — polished, honed,
and no doubt inflated over the years —
is still my gold standard for minimonitor

Measurements

The

(fig.1) reveals it to be amoderately
demanding load. Not only does the
speaker feature aminimum impedance of 3.5 ohms at 572Hz, but the
combination of 5.5 ohms and -42° at
78Hz will stress low-powered amps if
the user wants to rock out on bassheavy music.
The saddle at 44Hz in the magnitude trace gives aclue to the tuning
of the bass radiators, which in turn
implies modest bass extension.
There are no wrinkles in the impedance traces that would suggest the
presence of mechanical resonances
in the cabinet panels. Fig2, calculated from the output of an accelerometer fastened to the center of aside
wall above the woofer-radiator

Audio Physic Virgo III is of
above-average voltage sensitivity,
my
estimate
coming
in
at
892dB(B)/2.83V/m, which is in
reach of the specified 90dB. However,
its impedance plot of magnitude and
electrical phase against frequency
*Me
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Fig.1 Audio Physic Virgo Ill, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

opening, reveals amode present at
310Hz as well as a couple a little
higher in frequency, but these are all
low in level. The speaker's front baffle was rock-solid.
The traces in fig3 were all taken in
the nearfield, and reveal considerable
overlap between the two side-facing
woofers (red trace) and the front-firing
midrange unit (green). The passive
radiators (blue) also offer output into
the midrange, but it is fair to note that
the close proximity of the woofers may
have resulted in upper-frequency leakage into their apparent response. The
woofers show only aslight notch at the
nominal radiator tuning frequency of
44Hz, though the output of the radiators does peak as expected in this
region. There are various other small
peaks and notches apparent in these
traces; Iwonder if they are due to inter-
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Fig.2 Audio Physic Virgo Ill, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's side panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Audio Physic Virgo Ill, nearfield
responses of the midrange unit (green),
woofer (red), passive radiator (blue),
and their complex sum (black), taking
into account acoustic phase and
distance from the nominal farfield point.
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performance. I couldn't afford the
LS3/5as at the time, but Idid buy the
record. And since in the Virgo III Audio
Physic has aimed to merge the best of
minimonitor performance with fullrange extension, it seemed like agood
idea to dig out Court and Spark and see
how the Audio Physics measured up to
my golden memory.
The Virgos acquitted themselves
quite well, thank you very much. Icued
up "Car on aHill," sat back, closed my
eyes, and Mitchell was right there, solid,
tangible, and three-dimensional. Icould
picture her, eyes closed, leaning into the
microphone - so solid was the image
that Ifelt as if Icould stand up, lean for-

quite so sharply bounded, instead merging more naturally with the surrounding space.
This isn't a complaint A frequent
shortcoming of mininionitors is that
their images are simply too small to
credibly portray the live event - particularly afull orchestra - and often their
compact, tightly focused, sharply
bounded images contribute to that impression. The Virgos' slightly larger
images created amuch more naturally
scaled portrayal - more important, one
that made sense. That is, the sizes of
their images and their spacing around
the souncistage was consistent with the
distances described by the surrounding

ward, and look around her to see her
from the sides and back. And the soundstage was huge - incredibly wide, deep,
and open, with agreat sense of clarity
and air, and images that were firmly and
precisely locked into their places.
But rather than my memory of the
LS3/5as, the Virgo Ms' incredible
soundstage and imaging reminded me
more of the Magnepan MG3.6/Rs than
of the small speakers I've heard over the
years. Like the Maggies, the Virgos'
images were wonderfully solid and
three-dimensional, but not as tightly
focused as I've heard from top-flight
minimonitors in the past. The Virgos'
images were alittle bit larger and not

Measurements

ference between the twin woofers and
radiators. The black n-ace in fig3 is the
overall sum of these individual responses, mathematically summed taking
both acoustic phase and the different
distances from anominal farfield measuring point. It is pretty flat overall,
with the slight hump in the upper bass
presumably stemming from the nearfield measurement technique.
This trace is also shown to the left
of fig.4, spliced to the farfield output
averaged across a30° horizontal window on the tweeter axis. There is a
slight excess of energy in the lower
and mid-treble, but the top-octave response is slightly shelved-down,
something I have seen before in
speakers using versions of this ringradiator tweeter. But overall, the
Virgo III's quasi-anechoic response is
both smooth and flat
To my surprise, given its narrow
baffle and small-diameter midrange

unit, the Virgo III was quite directional in the treble, which can be seen
in fig.5, the speaker's plot of horizontal dispersion. There is adistinct step

in the radiation pattern just above
11cHz, but the dispersion is actually
well-controlled, with no flare apparent at the bottom of the tweeter's
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Audio
ambience, and with the perspective between listener and instruments.
The Virgo's reproduction of detail
was another arca where it didn't sound
like most other minimonitors. There
was detail in spades — layers and layers
of it — but it was inner detail, small
subtleties within the fabric of the
music, rather than the laser-sharp, pinpoint-located, count-the-chair-scrapes
sort of detail that minimonitors are
famous for. True, Icould follow Joni
Mitchell's head moving slightly around
the mike, but Iwouldn't say Icould
hear the air moving through her throat
and mouth, or the interaction of her
vocal cords with the moving column of

passband. The tweeter itself, however,
becomes very directional above
10kHz, which will make the balance
sound rather airless in very large or
well-damped rooms, which BD did
note. In the vertical plane (fig.6), the
response stays remarkably even over
quite alarge angle.
Fig.7 shows how this all added up
in my own listening room, which is
of moderate size but not overdamped. The Virgo III's spatially
averaged response — 120 individual
'/3-octave responses taken over awin-
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air. The Virgo's detail just wasn't that
flashy or gratuitous. Instead, it was a
part of what drove the perfonnance
forward and made it come alive.
One thing that Isuspect contributed
to the Virgo's reproduction of detail was
the sound of its ring-radiator tweeter.
John Atkinson's measurements may
shed some light here, but while the
Virgo didn't sound closed-in or dark, it
didn't seem to have the nth degree of air
and extension, either. Instruments with
a lot of high-frequency energy, even
some female vocals, didn't pop out of
the mix the way they do with the Thiel
CS6, for example.
When Izeroed in on high-frequency

dow 18" deep and 40" wide and centered on my ear position, each speaker driven alone —is remarkably flat
through the upper midrange and treble. The tweeter's beaming above
10kHz results in a rolled-off top
octave, which Idid hear in my own
auditioning as a slightly polite balance. However, the placement of the
woofers near the floor results in
much less of a"floor-bounce," interference-caused suckout in the lower
mids. The lack of measured energy in
the 50Hz and 63Hz bands is typical
of my room, but the Virgo III does
not offer much in the way of low
bass, not being too different from the
Monitor Audio stand-mounted
speaker I reviewed in the August
issue. Again, this correlates with what
BD found in his auditioning.
In the time domain, the Virgo III's
step response (fig.8) shows asharp,
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detail —the circular motion of Frank
Ganes brush on his cymbals in "What a
Diffrence a Day Makes," from
Ernestine Anderson's Never Make Your
Move Do Soon (CD, Concord Jazz
CCD-4147), for example —it was obvious that the Virgo's tweeter was doing
its job. However, it had asofter, sweeter
sound than most tweeters, and reminded nie more —again — of the Magnepan 3.6/R's ribbon tweeter than of a
conventional dome unit.
Both Magnepan and Audio Physic
use relatively low crossover points:
1700Hz for the 3.6/R, 3000Hz for the
Virgo. Icouldn't help wondering if the
Virgo's and Maggie's softer, sweeter tre-

positive-going spike from the tweeter, followed a fraction of a millisecond later by the positive-going
output of the midrange unit. The
output of the woofers cannot be distinguished in this graph, but its negative-going step — the woofers are
connected in inverted polarity —
coincides with the negative-going
undershoot of the midrange unit,
implying good frequency-domain
integration. Finally, other than alowlevel mode at Z7kHz, the Audio
Physic's cumulative spectral-decay
plot (fig.9) is extremely clean, which
suggests agrain-free, transparent treble presentation.
Overall, this is good measured performance. The III appears to be an
excellent successor to the original
Virgo, which was one of my favorite
speakers in the late 1990s.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Audio Physic Virgo III, spatially
averaged, ,octave response in JA's
listening room.
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bic responses are related not to shortcomings in the tweeters but to inherently lower distortion.
One area where the Virgo Ills definitely reminded me of good minimonitors was in their wide dispersion and
point-source character. Although there
was definitely asweet spot, particularly
in terms of focus, their overall sound
remained remarkably consistent outside
the sweet spot. Ifound that Icould move
quite aways off-axis and still enjoy their
performance —a benefit when you've
got anew wife to share the music with.
Returning to the music, the Virgos did
afantastic job on Court and Spark. Joni
Mitchell's singing wasn't just notes laid
out there, or merely released to progress
monotonically across the stage. Each note
was crafted and shaped, some breathily
released to float away into nothingness,
some tightly gripped and manhandled,
pulled to and fro, dragging me along
with them. With the Virgos, Mitchell's
singing wasn't just aperformance, it was
aroller-coaster ride, with her at the controls and me her passenger, hanging on
for dear life. Try as Imight, Icouldn't
ignore the music, or just sit back and let
it happen. Iwas always drawn in, further
and further, until, inevitably, Iwould
realize Iwas sitting forward in my chair,
gripping the armrests.
Another great showcase for the Virgo's
strengths, and another record I've had
since the dawn of time, was Franz
Helmerson's recording ofJ.S. Bach's Suite
No2 in dfor Solo Cello (LP, BIS LP-65).
It's awonderful performance through any
speaker, with a solid, nicely detailed
image, awarm, well-described acoustic,
and just the right balance of size, distance,
and perspective. With the Virgos, however, it was alot more than that. Rather
than something warm and mellow to sit
and sip wine to, the Virgos made this recording feel like alive event. There was
that same right there quality I'd felt with
Gnat and Spark. The air and ambience
seemed to have the sort of electricity that
penneates aconcert hall, and, as with
Mitchell's singing, each note was shaped
and crafted, rich with detail and subdety.
Okay, so the Virgo III didn't quite
have atraditional minimonitoes specific
strengths and weaknesses — to its credit,
in my book. What about the other half
of its design brief: full-range performance? JA's measurements will tell the
tale, but I'd guess that the Virgo was
good down to about 40Hz in my room,
dropping off pretty rapidly below that.
It was articulate and clean at the bottom
of its range, but didn't have the power
and impact of amuch larger speaker.
78

The massive gong afew minutes into
Dead Can Dance's "Yulunga," from litio
the Labyrinth (CD, 4AD 45384-2), was a
good example. The attack was clean and
the initial tone quite pure, pristine
enough to hear the individual waves
moving across and out from the gong.
But the subsonic pressure waves that expanded out to fill the room didn't have
the weight and power that I've heard
from other, larger speakers. To be fair,
my huge, open space is alot bigger than
the Virgo's intended environment. In
something closer to the recommended
210-420ft2,and with an 8' or 9' ceiling
instead of my 20' one, they should be
much better able to pressurize the room
and bolster the impression of deep,
powerful bass.
The Virgo III was asolid performer
on my other bass tests, sounding more
like agood big speaker than agood little one. Listening to Henry Grimes' and
Bob Cranshay's bass lines on Coleman
Hawkins' and Sonny Rollins' Sonny
Meets Hawk (LP, RCA/Classic LSP-

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: Burmester 001,
Simaudio Moon Eclipse CD players.
Analog source: VP! TNT Mk.VHR turntable & JMR12.5 tonearm, Grado Statement Reference
cartridge.
Preamplifier: VAC
CPA-1
Mk.III.
Power
amplifiers:
Classé
Omega, VTL Ichiban, Mark
Levinson No20.6 monoblocks.
Loudspeakers:
Magnepan
MG3.6/R, Thiel CS6.
Cables: Interconnect: Nirvana SX Ltd., Nordost Valhalla, Audience
Au24. Speaker: Audience Au24,
Nordost Valhalla. AC: Audience
PowerChord.
Accessories: Bright Star Big
Rock, Little Rock, Isonode isolation devices; Immedia SSC suspension feet; Nordost ECO3 and
Disksolution CD cleaning/treatment fluids; MIT ZCenter,
ZSystem power-conditioning and
delivery systems; AudioPrism
Noise Sniffer AC line analyzer,
Quiet Line AC filters; VPI
HW16.5 LP cleaning machine,
Sumiko Fluxbuster demagnetizer,
Hunt/Decca record brush, Wally
Phono Tools; Echo Busters room
treatments.
-Brian Darnkroger

2712), Inoted that they were clean,
warm, and woody all across their
ranges. The Virgo did have awarmish
tonal balance, suggesting that the
80-100Hz region might be alittle more
prominent than the 150-400Hz lower
midrange. For example, Helmerson's
cello sounded abit bigger and woodier
at the bottom of its range than up near
the top. However, there was none of the
thickening and one-note character of a
speaker that creates the impression of
bass by boosting the warmth region.
And on fast, stressful passages such as
the runs on Fourplay's "Bali Run," from
Foutplay (CD, Warner Bros. 26656-2),
the Virgo was always quick and precise,
cleanly starting and stopping in plenty
of time to keep up with the music.
The third aspect of merging aminimonitor and bass unit — the merging —
is probably the most difficult of all. The
Virgos pulled it off beautifully. Images,
whether asingle, full-range instrument
such as apiano or an entire orchestra
within acoherent acoustic space, were
seamless from top to bottom. There was
no hint of temporal, spatial, or textural
discontinuities as the Virgos moved across the instruments' frequency ranges.
The Virgo's handling of dynamics, an
area where integration often runs into
snags, was similarly consistent from top
to bottom, and quite good overall. The
Virgo's handling of smaller-scale
dynamics — the ebb and flow of a
woodwind line, for example, or the
intricate microdynamics of Joni
Mitchell's voice — was excellent. However, the Virgo was not as explosive as
some speakers I've used; its dynamic
contrasts were not quite as large. But, as
with the Virgo's bass performance, I
attribute this more to a mismatch
between my room and the speaker's
intended environment than to any
inherent shortcoming on their part. On
Dead Can Dance's "Yulunga," the maracas that explode out of the dense,
swirling mix didn't have quite the snap,
didn't take my breath away, as they have
with some other speakers. But given the
choice between top-to-bottom consistency and that nth degree of impact, I'll
take consistency any day.
Exploring whether or not the Virgo
III actually does merge minimonitor
strengths with full-range performance is
an interesting way to dissect their performance, but it's not really the point.
The point is how well aspeaker succeeds in conveying the magic of amusical event. That the Virgos did very well.
Ithrew everything at them, from the
simple and achingly beautiful Mozart
Stereophile, September 2003

Clarinet Quintet in A, K.581, on Stereophile's Mosaic (STPH015-2), to full orchestral works, to small jazz combos,
and to all-out rockers from AC/DC and
Stevie Ray Vaughan. They were never
less than captivating and magical.
Antony Michaelson's clarinet was pure,
warm, and woody, Vaughan's guitar was
hot, swampy, and alive, and vocals —
particularly female vocals — were as
realistic and "in the room" as I've heard
with any speaker, big or small. As Inoted
early on, Audio Physic's speakers have
sounded great in every room I've heard
them in. Now Ican enthusiastically add
my listening space to that list.

Audio Physic's Virgo Ill
is simply a
great-sounding

THE NEW

PREAMPLIFIER
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91 00
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speaker.
Summing Up
Iwouldn't call Audio Physic's Virgo III a
perfect merging of aminiirionitor and
full-range bass extension. It is both less
and more than that. Ithink of the Virgo
III as simply agreat-sounding speaker—
particularly given its compact dimensions —and an interesting point on my
timeline between the Magnepan
MG3.6/R (which they replaced) and the
Thiel CS6 (waiting in the wings). Although the Virgo III's technology more
nearly aligns with the Thiel's, the Virgo's
strengths, weaknesses, and overall presentation were much more akin to the
Maggie's. The sweet, delicious highs, the
rich, tangible images, and the huge, threedimensional, walk-in soundstage —all
reminded me alot of the 3.6/R's most
captivating attributes. On the other hand,
the Virgo didn't seem to have the incredible precision, focus, and clarity of the
Thiel CS6, or its dynamic impact and
power, particularly at the bottom end.
The bottom line is that the Audio
Physic Virgo III is an excellent loudspeaker that Icould happily live with for
along time. It's not the perfect match for
my room, but even there, apair of them
worked very well, in both the audiophile
and, even more, the musical senses. In a
smaller room, my caveats about low bass
power and dynamic impact would likely
come off the scorecard.
The Audio Physic Virgo III is awell-engineered, beautifully executed, and greatsounding loudspeaker that is, to my way of
thinking, fairly priced at $6995/pair. Very
highly recommended.
Stereophile, September 2003
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The Fat Lady Sings! Did the performance of the Clearaudic

Established 1979

Vituoso Wood exceed my expectations? Yes, by a significant
margin. Can Ithink of any under-51.000 cartrige I've tried in
my system that Iwould rather own than the Vituoso Wood?
No. Can Ifind at least one criticism of the Vituoso Wood? No.
The performance of the Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood was so ear-

800.229.0644

opening that Irecommend that anyone thinking of spending
up to 52.500 on a moving-coil cartridge consider buying the
$750 Wood instead, and investing the money saved in better

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com

components elsewhere in the system. Stereophile 11/02
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Cartridge Repair . Recoton. Molly Toes & Sonic Circles

Analog Just Got Better! New Acoustic Signature
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Mambo & Calypso Turntables Deliver World Class

•

Performance With Unprecedented Value!
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New Acoustic Signature Calypso $3.500
jilkit
Y
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The new Acoustic Signature Mambo turntable features a new 2 inch thick Slier
Platter made of aluminum with round brass inserts called "Silencers". The massi ,
23/8 inch solid aluminum chassis carries all the attachments and makes the Mamt
seem indestructible. Three large adjustable round tipped spike feet are unique ar
make it easy to achieve precise leveling without damaging surfaces.

New Acoustic Signature Mambo $4.500

Acoustic Signature Final Tool S2.500
"Stereophile 2001 Analog Product Of The Year Runner-Up"
Perhaps the greatest mid-priced bargain in analog today sez ME Ruggedly built.
with precision machined. 24Ib damped aluminum platter. Should last a lifetime or
even two.-Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class B SSS, 4/03
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Stanton
DL-110 $140

Denon
Sumiko 5249
Blue Point
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Red $110

Technica

Shure
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Ortofon Kontrapunkt A $600 /B 5950

"Stereophile

The B had ST on the edge of his seat:
cal information the B retrieved from
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Runner-Up"

controlled and tune-full as hell." Even
at twice the price. MF would call this

Sam Tellig's
New Reference

Worlds Largest Selection Of Needles!

Cartridge!
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record to record..."
"rich, extended bass that is very well-

"a superbly musical performer" and "a
genuine bargain." -Stereophile Rec.

JERRY RASKIN'S
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"I was astonished by how much musi-
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Wilson Audio Specialties
WATT/Puppy 7loudspeaker

W

hen I interviewed
recording engineer
Roy Halce (Simon
and Garfunkel, The Byrds, The
Lovin' Spoonful, etc.) at his
home in Connecticut back in
1991, he pointed to his pair of
monolithic Infinity IRS loudspeakers and said, "When I
want to listen for pleasure, Ilisten to those." He then pointed
to a pair of early-edition
Wilson
Audio
Specialties
WATT/Puppys in a second
system set up in the comer of
his large listening room.
"When Iwant to hear what's
on arecording I've made, Ilisten to those." It was obvious:
Halee respected the Wilsons,
but he loved the Infinitys. Not
surprising, since Dave Wilson
designed the WATT section to
be a highly accurate portable
monitor, and monitors arc
designed for respect, not love.
A few years later, Iattended a 11111111•11•111•111fflbe
Wilson Audio WATT/Puppy 7loudspeaker
session at Sony Studios at which
audio journalists listened to a
Wilson's website claims that the
live mike feed of ajazz trio through a
pair of WATT/Puppys. At the turn of a WATT/Puppy is the best-selling over$10,000 loudspeaker in history. Ihave
switch, we could hear the same feed
no way of verifying that claim, nor can I
converted to 16-bit/44.1kHz digital,
figure out how Wilson can make it —
16/44.1 processed with 20-bit Super Bit
privately held companies arc under no
Mapping (SBM), 24/96, and 1obligation to reveal sales figures. But
bit/2.83MHz via a prototype DSD
(SACD) converter. We were told that any speaker that's been in constant production in one iteration or another for
the Wilson speakers had been chosen
more
than
17 years, as
the
for their revealing nature. They revealed
WATT/Puppy has, must have impresto many of us that the DSD conversion
sounded closest to the mike feed, while
sive stats, "best-selling" or otherwise.
Somebody besides recording engineers
to others —the real "experts" — it all
must love them.
sounded the same.

Description: Three-way, fIoorstanding, dynamic loudspeaker in two sections. Drive-units: 1" titanium-foil
inverted-dome tweeter, 7" midrange
cone, two 8" woofers. Crossovers:
125Hz, 2kHz (approximately). Frequency
response:
21Hz-21kHz,
+0/-3dB. Nominal impedance: 4
ohms. Sensitivity: 93dB/W/m.

Stereoptrile, September 2003

Dimensions: 40.25" H by 12.25" W
by 18.5" D. Weight: 170Ibs (WATT, 65
lbs; Puppy, 105Ibs).
Finishes: M material (WATT), M and X
material (Puppy), finished in automotive paint; various colors available.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:

Self-setup not
recommended
Instead of waiting for recording
engineer and Wilson marketing
VP Peter McGrath to arrive, Iset
up the WATT/Puppy 7s myself,
following the well-written and
easy-to-understand instructions.
While moving the speakers to
the usual locations in my room
(confirmed with spooky accuracy by RPG's speaker-placement
software), I was immediately
struck by how small these heavy,
two-piece, $22,400/pair speakers are. (Each WATT weighs
651bs, each Puppy 105Ibs.)
Usually, speakers look bigger
when they go from the show or
showroom floor to my listening
room; in this case, they actually
looked smaller. Not quite 4' tall,
about 1' wide, and 19" deep, the
oft-imitated WATT/Puppy is
friendly to small rooms. Yet, at
audio shows, they've easily filled
big rooms with sound.
If you're relatively new to
this hobby, you may have seen a
number of speakers that look like the
WATT/Puppy — both in shape and
driver configuration. Many companies
market speakers with flattened pyramidal tops and dual-woofered rectangular
bottoms, while others offer standalone
speakers that look like just the top
WATT section. But rest assured — to
my knowledge, no speaker had this look
before the WATT. The WATT/Puppy
is the original. All of the others —
among them the Joseph Audio Pearl
and the Genesis V—arc, to one degree
or another, imitators.

Price: S22,400/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 41.
Manufacturer:
Wilson
Audio
Specialties, 2233 Mountain Vista
Lane, Provo, UT 84606. Tel: (801)
377-2233. Fax: (801) 377-2282. Web:
www.wilsonaudio.com.

WATT 11173, 11174; Puppy, 11175,
11176.
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Nothing Cleans Records More Thoroughly than
the Loricraft Professional Cleaning System!

Not Even Machines
that Cost 3 Times as Muds!
Another prestigious professional record cleaner is made in England that uses the same, identical
method of cleaning arecord. The difference is theirs will apply the cleaning fluid to the record
automatically. If this feature is worth $2700 more to you, we suggest you buy the Keith Monks.
The Loricraft Professional Cleaning System is lovingly hand made by European craftsman to the
highest standards, using premium components for long life and reliable performance. Please visit
our website at www.smartdev.com to find out more about this outstanding product. Price: $1795
You may order the PRC3 machine on the Internet at our SMART STORE, or please call us.
•Cleans any size record including 16 inch ET (Electrical Transcriptions)
•Effectively cleans warped and rippled records. •European craftsmanship.
•Superior cleaning of modern records with raised rim on the outside edge of
the record. *Very quiet industrial grade vacuum pump.• 5year warranty.
•No contamination of record from debris and chemicals from last records
cleaned. •Absolutely no damage to your valuable records.
•Inexpensive replacement of the medium. One spool of thread lasts for thousands of cleanings. •Separate control switches for turntable motor, vacuum
arm, and vacuum pump. •Fully warranted in the U.S. by SMART Devices.

5945 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, GA 30071 -U.S.A.
(800) 45-SMART or (770) 449-6698
email: liTinfo@smartdev.com

Wilson
Wilson's excellent setup guide includes specific vertical angling requirements for the WATT, based on the
height and distance from the speaker of
the listener's ears. Wilson provides four
sets of rear spikes for the Puppy so that
you can adjust the system's height to
ensure that the WATT's tweeter and
midrange driver are at the correct
height relative to your ears. Guesswork
is eliminated: Plug in the numbers, and
Wilson tells you which set of spikes to
use. Before packing them up, John
Atkinson measured the distance between the speakers and my listening
chair and the height of my ear canal

from the floor, so he could duplicate
them in his measurements. While time
coherence is claimed for the WATT/
Puppy 7, phase coherence is not.
(Wilson says that no speaker passes a
squarewave unchanged.)
When you spend $22,000 on apair of
speakers, you're entitled to professional
setup. All Wilson Audio dealers arc
trained in this service, which they're required to provide when you buy apair
of Wilson speakers. But after Peter
McGrath had futzed around for afew
hours, the speakers liad been moved
barely 2" from where I'd plopped them
down originally. Still, their bottom-end
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performance had improved dramatically,
and that affected the entire presentation.
$22,400 for WATT?
The gleaming WATT/Puppy 7s are
finished in automotive paint. But even
after I'd examined them at leisure in my
own home, Iwondered what could possibly make them cost $22,000/pair,
even taking into account the usual
audiophile manufacturing markup. I
asked Dave Wilson about it.
Before the WATT 7, all WATTs
were made of ceramic-filled methacrylic. The 7 is made of M material,
which is made of multiple layers of non-

Measurements

The

Wilson Audio WATT/Puppy
7's sensitivity was above average,
at an estimated 90.6dB(B)/2.83V/m,
which is not significantly different
from its predecessor, the System 5
(see
www.stereophile.com/show
archives.cgi?477). However, also like
its predecessor, it will need agood
high-current amplifier before it can
be driven to satisfying levels. Its
impedance drops to 2.4 ohms at 78Hz

Fig.1

Wilson WATT/Puppy 7, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

and remains below 6ohms for much
of the region where music has its
maximum energy (fig.1). In addition,
an impedance of 4ohms at 59Hz is
associated with an electrical phase
angle of —340,which will add to the
drive difficulty. With both its enclosures ported, interpreting the impedance curve at low frequencies is
difficult, but it appears that the
Puppy's 3"-diameter port is tuned to
27Hz or so, while the WATT's 1"
port is tuned to about 80Hz.
Befitting its heroic construction,
the Puppy's enclosure was extremely
inert. A single mode was evident at
422Hz on its side (not shown), but
this was so low in level that it should
be inconsequential. The WATT had
one clearly defined resonance visible
on its sidewall at 266Hz (fig2), with
some other activity evident in the
octave above that. As all this behavior

is low in absolute terms, it should be
subjectively benign.
As with earlier versions of this system, the WATT/Puppy 7's behavior
at low frequencies is complex. The
black trace in fig3 shows the response
of the WATT's midrange unit, measured in the nearfield with the speaker driven directly by the amplifier,
without being routed via the Puppy.
Its output extends to below 100Hz,
but is not helped much by the
WATT's port (green trace, plotted in
the ratio of its radiating diameter to
that of the drive-unit). The red trace is
the output of the Puppy's woofers.
They basically cover the octave between 50Hz and 100Hz, with what
appears to be asecond-order rolloff
above that region. The Puppy's big
port (blue trace) peaks as expected
from the impedance plot between
20Hz and 40Hz, which is alittle low
in frequency to usefully extend the
Puppy's output.
As mentioned, I connected the
WATT directly to the amplifier terminals to generate the black trace in
ID
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Fig.2 Wilson WATT/Puppy 7, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the WATT cabinet's side panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker,
7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Wilson WATT/Puppy 7, nearfield
responses of the WATT midrange unit
(black) and port (green), and Puppy
woofers (red) and port (blue).
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#1 BEST SOUND

Transform an ordinary armchair
• e
,,

AGAIN!
"Music may be art and
audio may be engineering,
but sometimes, if were very lucky,
the combination can he magic.
Go hear the Pearls;
Isuspect magic happens
around them alot."
•Nrkx PhiUips. Slereophile
September 2002

Visit your josephAudio dealer,
where you can experience the magic
from $1,799 to $20,000 per pair.
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into the best seat in the house.
Introducing the Premier 140 vacuum-tube power amplifier.
A 140 watt/channel stereo amplifier that represent; a
significant advance in Conrad-Johnson's pursuit of lifelike
reproduction of recorded music. The Premier 140 has the
ability to bring home the thrill ()I' live musical performances,
transforming your favorite chair into the best seat in the
house. If you are looking for .m amplifier that can bring you
closer to your favorite music, then you owe it to .ourself to
audition the Premier 140 at your nearest Conrad-Johnson
dealer. Your concert seat is waiting.

The JosepbAtulio Pearl $20, 000 pair
Winner Best Sound At Show, HE 2002

JosephAudio
US 'Too. FREE (800) 474-4434
I
NTERNATIONAVF
AX (631) 424-7086
Box 1529 MELVILLE,

It just sounds right.

NY USA
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Wilson
synthetic pulp and mineral-based material. Each layer is hard on its surface and
soft in the center. "M" has more uniform particle size throughout compared
to MDF; the result is amaterial claimed
to be both harder and better damped
than MDF or methac-rylic.
Wilson told me that M transmits
about 10dB less noise when excited
than methacrylic, resulting in far less
"group delay jitter" than the previous
cabinet. The new material's hardness
better matches the flanges of the driveunits, resulting in better energy transfer
and quicker "settling" in the midrange.
Wilson claims this new level of "quiet"
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Overall, Wilson told me, making the
cabinets of M and X costs 15 times more
than MDF. But, he claims, the result is
improved transient performance, transparency, and speed, and far better lowlevel resolution. The
1" Focal
titanium-foil, inverted-dome tweeter
and 7" ScanSpeak midrange driver used
in the WATT 6, both built to Wilson's
specs and further modified at the factory, have been carried over to the 7.
A new Wilson-spec'd, ScanSpeaksupplied 8" woofer with arubber surround replaces the foam-surround
Dynaudio drivers used in earlier
Puppys. New cabinet materials and a

allows one to hear deeper into the
musical mix than before.
The Puppy cabinet is acombination of
M and X material, the latter is ahighdensity mineral and phenolic resin said to
be as hard as steel and twice as hard as M,
yet with outstanding damping characteristics. Xis used for the front baffle and the
cabinet's top and bottom. Wilson claims
the material is extremely difficult to mill.
Milling X takes about 12 times as long as
milling MDF, and time is money; and
because X is such an excellent insulator, it
sends heat back to the milling tool instead
of absorbing it, thus destroying the tool
far more quickly than other materials.

Measurements
fig3; this curve is repeated as the blue
trace in figA. However, when Irepeated the measurement with the amplifier hooked up to the Puppy's input
terminals and the WATT connected
to the Puppy Tail, which emerges
from the top of the Puppy, Igot the
red trace in fig.4. Either there is a
series crossover element in the
WATT feed or the Puppy woofers are
actually connected in inverted acoustic
polarity. If the latter, then what you
see in this graph is partial cancellation

of the WATT's nearfield output by
the opposite-polarity Puppy output. I
investigate this below, but it is air to
note that the WATT/Puppy 5measured identically in this respect.
Fig.5 splices the complex sum of the
low-frequency responses shown in
fig3 (taking both acoustic phase and
the different distances of the sources
from a nominal farfield microphone
position) to the response at 50" averaged across a30° horizontal window
on the tweeter axis. The middle of the
midrange is indeed depressed —I used
farfield power-spectrum measurements to check that this was the case —
but the overall trend in the upper
midrange and treble below 101cHz is
fundamentally flat, with small peaks
balanced by dips. (My sample appeared
flatter in this respect than that measured at the Canadian NRC for the
SoundStage review, which appeared to

have a less sensitive tweeter. See
www.soundstagemagazine.com/
measurements/wilson_wattpuppy7.)
Earlier versions of the WATT had a
more prominent upper midrange than
the 7. However, as MF suspected, the
new speaker's octave between 101cHz
and 201cHz is depressed compared
with the 5, which delivered afull measure of treble energy between 10IcHz
and 161cHz.
The WAIT's midrange unit is abit
on the large side to maintain its dispersion through the crossover to the
tweeter, the crossover point appearing
to lie at just under 3kHz. This can be
seen in fig.6, the speaker's horizontal
dispersion plot. While the contour
lines are uniform and evenly spaced
to around 30° to the WATT/Puppy's
side —something that correlates with
stable, accurate stereo imaging — the
octave below 31cHz is depressed at

Fig.4 Wilson WATT/Puppy 7, nearfield
responses of the WATT midrange unit
connected directly to amplifier (blue)
and via Puppy Tail (red).
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new woofer allowed Wilson to retune
the rear-ported Puppy enclosure for
deeper, more uniform bass. Crossovers
in both sections were reworked (125Hz
from Puppy to WATT, "about" 2kHz
from midrange to tweeter); Wilson said
the revisions to the WATT's crossover
were "extensive," though he provided
no other details.
While the WATT 7looks no different from the 6, there are subtle cosmetic differences that result in acleaner
physical integration of the WATT and
Puppy cabinets. Producing the translucent, mirror-like skin is acostly, timeconsuming process that first requires
extensive surface sanding, then spraying
on asealer coat, then applying a0.015"thick coat of awaterproofing gel that's
also used on yachts. After polishing, an
auto-grade base coat of paint is applied,
then the final color coat, and finally a
clear urethane sealer. There's no denying the superb level of fien'finish, but

overall, despite its flashy finish and
choice of meticulously applied colors,
the WATT/Puppy still looks to me like
a squat, businesslike, fairly homely
loudspeaker.
By any standard, the WATT/Puppy
7appears to be exquisitely built. However, Isuspect that to truly appreciate its
physical and mechanical integrity, I'd
have to watch it being built from the
ground up, which Ihaven't. Another
way would be to listen to it in my own
home, which Ihave.
Just what Ineed: another Puppy in
the house
Despite its small size, the WATT/
Puppy 7 went very deep—down to
around the mid-20Hz range in my
room. The bass was impressively tuneful and relatively well-controlled,
though it had aslightly loose and warm
quality right up through to the midbass. The speaker's low-frequency per-

formance had an attractively tactile
quality without ahint of bloat, boom,
or mechanical resonance. Both acoustic
and electric bass were well-served, but
some might prefer amore taut tuning
that paid more attention to speed and
solidity than to extension. The much
larger Rockport Technologies Antares
($41,500/pair; see my review in the
August 2002 Stereophile) put out far less
bass, but was tighter and somewhat
better-defined.
The most obvious and consistent coloration Iheard was in the transition from
the lows to the midbass, where there
seemed to be either aslight bump around
what I'd guess is near 100Hz or anarrow
trough between the midbass and lower
midrange. Another contributor to the
speaker's overall slightly warm sound
could be the unusually large 7" midrange
driver, which probably becomes directional, leading to aslightly suppressed reverberant field at its upper limits.

Measurements
extreme off-axis angles. All things
being equal, this will tend to make
the speaker sound not quite as "present" in alarge room as it will in a
small room. However, as this coincides with asmall on-axis peak in the
same region, the speaker may well
sound correctly balanced through this
critical range. Note that the Focal
tweeter is very directional above
10kHz, which will make the
WATT/Puppy 7sound alittle lacking in air in large rooms. By contrast,
there is alot more energy apparent to
the speaker's sides above 20kHz,

though this will be an issue only for
small children and large dogs.
In the vertical plane (fig.7), the
WATT/Puppy's balance is maintained on or just above the tweeter
axis to a much greater extent than
earlier versions of the speaker. Below
that axis the presence region loses
energy —which, Iassume, is one of
the reasons Wilson provides spikes of
different lengths to ensure that the listener sits on the optimal axis. Suckouts develop at the upper crossover
frequency for axes much above or
below the tweeter.

dB

The WATT's sloped-back baffle
makes it appear as if it is atime-coherent design. However, the speaker's
step response (fig.8) shows a more
complex behavior. The slight negative-going spike at the start of the step
is due to the WATT's midrange unit,
which is connected in inverted
acoustic polarity, but this spike is broken almost immediately by the sharp,
positive-going spike of the tweeter.
The negative-going overshoot of the
tweeter's step overlays the midrange
step, implying good frequency-domain integration. However, just after
the 5ms mark, the once-again negative-going output of the WATT's
midrange unit is interrupted by the
positive-going output of the Puppy's
woofers. Looking at the individual

I
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Fig.7 Wilson WATT/Puppy 7, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 15*-5" above axis, reference response,
differences in response 5*-15° below axis.
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Fig.8 Wilson WATT/Puppy 7, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Wilson
Because the WATT was initially designed to be astandalone speaker, arelatively large driver was necessary to get
sufficient low-frequency response. Had
Wilson designed a full-range speaker
from the outset, it's unlikely he'd have
chosen to use such alarge driver to handle the 125Hz-2kHz range.
The WATT 7's other sticky sonic fingerprint (stickier for some than others)
is the tweeter and/or how it's used.
Focal's titanium-foil inverted dome has
fans and detractors, and no matter how
well you design abox or acrossover, the
driver choice —in this case, avery detailed but allegedly "hot"-sounding
tweeter that emphasizes the event over
its aftermath — will affect the final outcome. Ihaven't paid attention to this
tweeter's measurements in other applications, but Isuspect one reason the
small WATT/Puppy does so well in a
large room is the tweeter's off-axis response. In smaller rooms, such as mine,

step responses of the drive-units (not
shown) confirmed this diagnosis.
The Watt and Puppy woofers will
not sum correctly in an anechoic
environment, though it is fair to
point out that the situation will not
be as simple in aroom. Nevertheless,
Inote that Mikey did comment on a
lack of energy in the lower raids.
Finally, the WATT/Puppy 7's
cumulative spectral-decay plot on
the tweeter axis at 50" (fig.9) was
not as clean as the best Ihave seen,
nor was it as clean as that of the
WATT/Puppy 5, at least below the
older version's tweeter resonance,
which lay at alow 15kHz (see fig.11

the HF response can probably be somewhat sharp, but my space is both free of
hard, reflective surfaces and carefully
treated with RPG devices.
While Ipreferred the lighter, sweeter,
airier HF performance of the Dynaudio
Esotar tweeter used in the Rockport
Antares and Merlin VSM Special Edition,' Ifound the FocaPs speed, transient
clarity, resolution, and detail almost as
enticing. I've been told that the Esotar
can sound soft and rolled-off in larger
rooms; there's aprice to pay for every
choice. In any case, the Focal did not
sound so much bright as snappy, with a
slight, smooth sheen on the very top.
Couple the detailed, slightly crystalline, but not etched top end with the
subtle warmth below, and you have a
recipe for aspeaker that would seem to
be more about love than respect, more
1Mikey's review of the Antares appeared in the August
2002 Srinvphik, of the Merlin in September 2001.—JA

at the foot of www.stereophile.
com/showarchive.cgi?477:8). But
the initial decay is very clean, which
presumably explains why neither
MF nor I, in my auditioning of the
speaker in his room, was bothered
by treble grain.
In some ways, the WATT/
Puppy 7offers enigmatic measured
performance. The broad overlap of
the midrange and bass units and
their phasing mandate careful setup
of the speaker so that it can take
advantage of the room acoustics
rather than fight them. But then,
the things it does right will be readily audible.
—Jolis Atkinson
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about pleasure than analytical accuracy.
Yet the choices made by 'Wilson and
whoever else worked on the 7's voicing
were so masterfully applied that Ididn't
notice them unless Iwent looking for
them. (You have to make peace with
whatever speaker ends up in your room.
If you can't hear through it now, count
on doing so eventually.)
The WATT/Puppy 7s produced an
enormous sonic picture in my room,
with the second most effortless presentation of depth and layered images that
I've heard there. (First place goes to the
Rockport Antares.) The WATT/Puppy
convincingly placed reach-out-andtouch-'em images in space across the
stage, well in front of the speakers, with
greater delicacy and precision than any
speaker I have reviewed—with the
possible exception of the Rockports.
They did likewise at the back of the
stage, where their image clarity and
transparency also rivaled the Antareses'.
Overall image focus and solidity was in
the Rockport class as well, which,
before the WATT/Puppy 7, was aclass
of one in my reviewing experience. Also
like the Rockport, the Wilson produced
ultra-black backgrounds from which
the most delicate and easily damaged
sounds emerged unscathed.
Kuiet Kabinets are King
Though the Rockport Technologies
Antares and Wilson WATT/Puppy 7
had completely different sonic signatures, my listening experiences of them
were similar, most likely due to the
fanatical attention both designers have
paid to ridding the cabinets of resonances. While Rockport's Andy Payor
went to almost heroic efforts, Wilson's
achievement is also impressive, based on
how the WATT/Puppys performed. I
doubt the 7's cabinet-resonance measurements will be as impressive as the
Antares', which were low to the point of
being nonexistent, but I'd say the 7's
cabinet was probably deader than most.
Ifound out what an essentially dead
cabinet can do when the WATT/Puppys
left and my reference Audio Physic Avanti
Ills retumed.2 Ihad been playing asuperbly recorded solo-piano CD, True LON'
Waits: Christopher °Riley Plays Radiohead
(Odyssey/Sony SK 87321), through the
WATT/Puppys and marveling at the
textural and tonal delicacy of the piano
and its focus and clarity between the
speakers. The keyboard's lower octaves
were reproduced with the same perms-

Fig.9 Wilson WATT/Puppy 7, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
2 Mikeys review of the Avanti III appeared in the
August 2001 Stereophile
—JA
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sive and harmonic clarity as the middle
and upper octaves, with not ahint of
clouding or congestion. Icould almost
feel O'Riley's fingers tapping the keys,
and Ibathed in the woody percussive
afterglow as the felt hammers hit the
strings. A velvety pitch-blackness behind
the piano put the instrument in such dramatic relief that Icould almost see its
outline. This was the Antares Experience
revisited: sound that was quick, almost
ethereal, that melted in my ears and
evaporated. That's what aspeaker can
sound like when its cabinet doesn't sing.
I'd heard True Love Waits only on the
WATT/Puppy 7— the disc arrived
after the speakers had already been
installed. I gave one last listen just
before JA arrived to take the Wilsons
away to be measured; then, after reinstalling the Avanti Ills, Ilistened again.
The Audio Physic Avanti III ($12,000/
pair) is an intelligently designed, wellengineered, sturdily built speaker with
an ultra-sophisticated Hornflex cabinet.
Overall, as expected, the Wilson outperformed the AP, though I'd bet the
Avanti III's overall frequency response
measured flatter.
The biggest difference Iheard with
the O'Riley disc was at the bottom end
of the keyboard, where the 7's overall
transparency easily bettered the III's
rendering. While the piano's delicate
tonal and textural characters and spatial
presentation remained fixed through
the 7s, the Ills' presentation changed

when O'Riley hit the lower notes.
Transient and tonal clarity gave way to a
slight cloudiness, congestion, and softness of intent, with a subtle loss of
image focus and delicacy. The illusion of
the piano centered between the speakers was, if not shattered, then somewhat
disturbed. As with the Rockport
Antares, the WATT/Puppy 7's freedom
from congestion at all frequencies and at
any volume level gave it an addictive
ease and transparency that was like
looking into abottomless lake.
I fixated on Kenneth 'Wilkinson's
superb recording of Vladimir Ashkenazy, Georg Solti, and the Chicago
Symphony performing the five
Beethoven piano concertos (Decca
SXLG 6594-7, 4 LPs). Again, the 7's
reproduction of the piano had atranscendent clarity, delicacy, transparency,
and octave-to-octave consistency that
the III, not surprisingly, couldn't match.
Nor could the Avanti compete with the
WATT% velvety, pitch-black backdrop.
That's most of what you get for your
extra $10,000: clarity, transparency, jetblack backgrounds, and a sense that,
once the event has occurred, it drops off
quickly into ablack hole of nothingness
without "singing" back.
Choices
About the time the WATT/Puppy 7s
arrived, Halcro's Philip O'Hanlon asked
if, just for kicks, I'd like to audition the
dm10 preamp and a pair of dm68

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Simon Yorke S7,
Linn Sondek turntables; Inmedia
RPM-2, Graham 22, Linn Ekos
tonearms; Lyra Titan, Transfiguration Temper W, Linn Akiva
cartridges.
Digital source: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 3D CD player, dCS Verdi,
Purcell, Elgar Plus SACD/upsampled CD player, Alesis Masterlink
hard-disk/CD-R recorder.
Preamplification: Hovland HP100, Naim NAC-552, Halcro dm10
preamplifiers; Manley Steelhead,
Linn Linto phono preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Halcro dm68
monoblocks, Musical Fidelity NuVista 300.
Loudspeakers: Audio
Physic
Avanti III.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove, Graham IC-70. Interconnect (all balanced and unbal-
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anced): Harmonic Technology
Magic Link One, Pro-Silway III;
Shunyata Research Aries, Aries-S.
Speaker: Harmonic Technology
Magic Woofer, Shunyata Research
Andromeda. AC: JPS Labs ICaptovator, Aluminata; Wireworld
Electra Series III; Shunyata Research
Anaconda, Diamondback; Synergistic Research Designers' Reference.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
P300, Shunyata Research Hydra
power-line conditioners; Sounds of
Silence Vibraplane active isolation
platform, Symposium Ultra shelf &
Rollerblocks (Tungsten, Grade 3
superball), Finite Elemente equipment stands; Audiodharma Cable
Cooker, Walker Precision Isolated
Motor Drive; ASC Tube Traps,
Shakti Stones & On-Lines, RPG
BAD & Abffusor panels.
—Michael Freiner

monoblocks. Although adding more
unknown variables would only complicate the review, Icouldn't say no. So,
during my two months with the
Wilsons, Ilistened to: the revealing,
almost painfully neutral Halcro combo;
the Hovland HP-100 preamplifier driving the Halcro monoblocks; the Halcro
preamp driving the Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300 power amp; and my reference combo of Hovland HP-100 and
Nu-Vista 300. And for about aweek, a
Naim NAC 552 preamp was available
as well.
Halcro wished that Iwould listen to
the amps with Shunyata Research
cables, including the Andromeda
speaker cables ($2995), Aries interconnects, and avariety of power cords. I
already had Shunyata's Hydra powerdistribution system. Depending on
your sonic perspective and your associated gear, these eye-candy cables are
either sonically transparent, translucent, and pure, removing layers of
baked-on grit and grain — or they
modestly roll off the high-frequency
response, soften leading edges, and
cunningly suppress and sweeten
upper-octave balance.
Whatever they do, Ifound myself
flip-flopping the Shunyatas with afull
set of Harmonic Technology Magic
Woofer speaker cables and Magic interconnects, which produced acompletely
different sound on top: more edge, transient speed, and detail, sometimes with
more satisfying bite, sometimes with
unpleasant grit. With so many choices
and variables swirling around my system (including, sometimes, essentially a
whole different system), I'm not about to
make sweeping pronouncements about
how the Shunyata Research cables
sounded. But with the WATT/Puppys,
I preferred them overall to the
Harmonic Technology cables, regardless of partnering electronics.
While each of diese variables changed
the sound emanating from the speakers,
and while Ispent almost half the time
listening to my reference electronics and
associated equipment, the essential character of the WATT/Puppy 7remained
constant and describable. In the end, one
must forgive the "sound" of any speaker
in order to derive musical pleasure from
it. When aspeaker offers seemingly unlimited dynamics, frequency extension,
loudness, transparency, low distortion,
rhythmic suppleness, harmonic integrity,
midrange lucidity, transient clarity, and
effervescent "settling," as the Wilson
Audio WATT/Puppy 7did, forgiveness
of afew minor sins comes easily.
Stereophile, September 2003
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Listening to familiar music

image
delicacy and pitch-black backdrops were
reminiscent of the Rockport Antareses',
Iplayed some of the music mentioned in
my August 2002 review of the Rockport
to see how it would compare. The
WATT/Puppys delivered Classic Records' 45rpm pressing of Simon and
Garfunkel's Bridge Over Troubled Water on
awide, deep, transparent soundstage on
which, out of black backgrounds, layered images appeared — one image
might be as delicate and ethereal as a
bubble, even as the one right next to it
was hard and etched. The gradations of
texture and tone were reminiscent of the
Antares Experience (and that's saying a
bank account full), but not quite as vividly and delicately rendered.
The bass harmonica on "The Boxer"
once again "thundered in like afreight
train, each puff of the player's breath
creating an airy, eerie three-dimensional
eruption," as Isaid in my review, while
the background voices on "The Only
Living Boy in New York" hovered almost magically, elevated at the very
back of the stage. The triangle and panpipe in this song, which usually seem to
be flattened against the front of the

Because the WATT/Puppy 7s'
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Avanti Ills' speaker baffles, floated in
three-dimensional space well in front of
the WATT/Puppys.
Although it was somewhat easier to
get a handle on the WATT/Puppy's
overall tonal character than on either the
far more expensive Rockport Antares or
the far less expensive Audio Physic
Avanti III, the ability of such acompact
design to produce all but the very lowest
musical notes with such notable clarity
and control, and deliver it on an expansive, transparent, and coherent threedimensional picture, is an impressive
accomplishment. It helps explain why
the WATT/Puppy has stayed in production all these years. Add to that the speaker's ability to play loudly without strain,
deliver unlimited dynamics at both ends
of the scale and the fine gradations in
between, and its believable harmonic accuracy, and you have arelatively small
speaker that does almost everything you
could want, with minimal compromise.
With the WATT/Puppy, even aspaceconstrained audiophile can have it all —
or at least most of it.

with ease. It goes low, plays loud, responds quickly, and sounds delicate,
detailed, and vivid. It is rhythmically lithe
and dynamically expressive, and it projects an impressively large, dramatic,
room-filling picture. After the $41,500/
pair Rockport Antares, the $22,400/pair
WATT/Puppy 7 is the most open, least
congested speaker I've heard.
I've been told that the various
WATT/Puppy iterations over the
years have vacillated between soulless
perfection and soulful compromise,
stopping everywhere between. Ican't
speak about the WATT/Puppy 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, or 6, but Ican about the latest
edition: The 7has both soul, and, I'll
bet, superb technical performance.
While its frequency response appears
to have been altered from strict flatness to add layers of love in the midbass and high frequencies, the
WATT/Puppy 7has so many positive
attributes and so few negative ones
that Ido not hesitate to say that it's
one of the finest-sounding and -performing speakers Ihave had the pleasure to evaluate. It does just about
Condusions
everything you could want from a
The Wilson Audio WATT/Puppy 7is a speaker of any size. Is it "perfect"? No.
But it's surely good enough!
speaker you can both respect and love
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often asked; "What sounds better, silver
or copper"? Naturally our only answer
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Equipment
Paul

Report
Messenger

Focal-JMlab Grande Utopia Be loudspeaker

I

reviewed JMlab's Mezzo Utopia
loudspeaker in the July 1999
Stereophik (Vol.22 No.7). By
chance, the Mezzos had followed a
pair of B&W Nautilus 801s into my
listening room, and the substitution
had proved rather interesting. For all
their many fine qualities, the 801,
with its 15" bass driver, was distinctly bass-heavy in my room, whereas
the 11" drivers of the Mezzos
seemed just right in this regard.
I began pondering that there
might be aGoldilocks relationship
between speakers and rooms — that
there's a"just right" size of bass driver for any given room size. This
makes some intuitive sense (give or
take variations in sensitivity and
port-loading), even if the industry
has shown little enthusiasm for taking it on board. However, it was one
of the reasons Iinitially demurred
when it was first suggested that I
might like to review apair of FocalJMIab's Grande Utopia Be. The
other reason was that they weigh a
fifth of a ton each: 4501bs. JMIab
believes there's no substitute for
mass in keeping the stators stationary and allowing the diaphragms to
function accurately.
But, as usual, curiosity got the better of me. Iwas intrigued to try
Focal-JMlab's new "superspeaker"
after spending a very entertaining
afternoon enjoying a pair in the
company's very large (18' by 9' by

Description: Three-and-a-halfway, reflex-loaded, floorstanding
loudspeaker. Drive-units: 15" Wsandwich-cone woofer with a 3"
voice-coil, 11" W-sandwich-cone
woofer, with a2.5" voice-coil, two
6.5" W-sandwich-cone midrange
units with 1.5" voice-coils, focus
plug, and "Power Flower" magnet
system, inverted 1" berylliumdome tweeter. Crossover frequencies:
50Hz,
250Hz,
2.5kHz.
Crossover slopes: 24dB/octave.
Frequency response: -6dB at
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29.5') listening room toward the end
of last year (see "Industry Update,"
February 2003). Iknew they represented something special, and abig
improvement over their predecessors. The weight would be a nuisance, preventing them from being
removed from the room during the
course of the review, but Icould
handle that for afew weeks. How
well aspeaker using 11" and 15" bass
drivers, both port-loaded, would
work in my own much more modest room — 14' by 8.5' by 18', brickbuilt, suspended floor and ceiling —
would become apparent only when
we'd moved the monsters in.
I was also reminded of recent
comments by TAG McLaren engineer John Mulcahy, made at agettogether to discuss TAG's new
room-equalization system. Mulcahy
made the valid point that it's impossible to review aloudspeaker properly, because you can't avoid the effects
of the complex and vital interactions
between speaker and room. You can
usually make some adjustment by
moving the speakers around abit,
though the sheer bulk of the Grande
Utopia severely restricts even that
option —its considerable 30" depth
took up most of the 3' Inormally
leave between wall and speakers.

Focal-WIlab Grande Utopia Be loudspeaker

16Hz, -3dB at 40kHz on reference
axis. Sensitivity: 92dB/2.8V/m.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
Minimum impedance: 5 ohms.
Maximal power handling with
musical program: 500W. Recommended amplifier power: from
50W.
Dimensions: 68.5" (1740mm) H by
19.7" (500mm) W by 30.7" (780mm)
D. Weight: 462 lbs (210kg) each.
Finishes: Natural, gold, or burgundy
burr ash veneers with slate-gray
metallic lacquer.

Description
The Grande Utopia Be looks very
like JMIab's Grande Utopia, which

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: $80,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Focal-JMIab, 15 rue
Jean Claude Verpilleux, B.P. 20142013 Saint-Etienne, Cedex 2,
France. Tel: (33) 04 77 43 16 16. Fax:
(33) 04 77 37 65 87. Web:
www.focal.tm.fr. US distributor:
Audio Plus Services, P.O. Box 3047,
Plattsburgh, NY 12901. Tel: (800)
663-9352. Fax: (514) 493-4547.
Web: www.audioplusservices.com.
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Stereophile rated so highly in May 1996.
But the resemblance is largely restricted to overall appearance and configuration — practically every ingredient
and component has been changed.
The Grande Utopia Be stands almost
5' 9" tall —one of very few speakers I've
encountered whose top surface remained invisible to me, even without
standing on tiptoes. Its concave baffle
shape, which time-aligns the drive-units,
means that the topmost sections of the
baffle overhang slightly, looming over
seated listeners. But the effect is lightened by five distinct baffle sections separated by little gaps and attractively

sculpted into curved shapes. The front
and rear are finished in metallic slate-gray
lacquer, while the nicely rounded edges
of the massive side panels are finished in
aluxury "burr ash" veneer in achoice of
three colors: natural, gold, or burgundy.
Most of the Be's height is taken up
by no fewer than five drive-units,
although the speaker actually operates
as a"three-and-a-half-way" — athreeway using twin midrange units, plus an
extra "subwoofer" driver operating in
parallel through the low bass. The
largest and lowest subenclosure acts as
the subwoofer, operating just below
50Hz. It has a 15" bass driver with a

12"-diameter W-sandwich cone, loaded
by a 5.9-cubic-foot enclosure and a
large slotted port.
Above the subwoofer section is a
cluster of three small sealed subenclosures, mounting the two 6.5"
d'Appolito-style midrange drivers, each
in a 0.9-cubic-foot sealed enclosure,
above and below the central 25mm
inverted-dome tweeter, which is made
of beryllium — hence the "Be" of the
speaker's name. The tweeter is set just a
little above seated ear height; the back
of the speaker can be raised an inch or
so off the floor to bring the listener's
ears on the HF axis.

Measurements

T

he enormous weight of the
Grande Utopia Be makes it difficult to move around, so the decision
was made early on to bypass Stereophile's usual speaker-measurement
regime and rely instead on the inroom, averaged-response technique
I've been using for the last 15 years.
Such an approach can never provide "absolute" data about aspeaker's
performance, because it measures
only the combination of speakers and
room. However, it can be argued that
this technique is actually more meaningful in terms of the actual listening
experience. I've tested hundreds of
different speakers this way, and the
results invariably show very good correlation between the measured and
the subjectively perceived frequency
balance of aspecific loudspeaker.
While the balance is by no means
the only important factor in defining
aspeaker's performance, it is avery
significant one. The in-room balance
of agiven speaker is like afingerprint — distinct to that loudspeaker,
that room, and the siting therein —
and always says much about the overall character of the sonic presentation.
Without defining the in-room balance, it's very easy to be "fooled" by
minor anomalies that can make the
speaker sound artificially attractive (or
unattractive). Once the room response is properly defined, it becomes
much easier to dig below the surface
to discover the underlying qualities.
That was particularly true for the
Grande Utopia Be, afine loudspeaker
hampered by serious room-interaction difficulties when logically posi-
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tioned in my 14' by 8.5' by 18' room.
My traces (fig.1) show amidband sensitivity of 90-91dB/2.83V (close
enough to the specified 92dB), but
against that datum, the low and midbass (20-70Hz) averages +5dB, with
the 50Hz room-mode peak at +12dB.
Further up the band, however, adeep
max 10dB suckout from 80 to 120Hz
is likely to have much more serious
subjective consequences.
Since this is nowhere near the
bass/mid crossover point of 250Hz,
nor is it afunction of the twin bass dri.1_4_ '.
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vers —the effect remained the same
with the larger, lower bass driver disconnected (fig.1, dashed trace) —it
might well be aconsequence of placing the main bass driver so high off the
ground. I encountered something
similar afew years ago with PMCs
MB1 professional monitor (fig2), a
very large stand-mount design with a
transmission-line termination high off
the ground. However, some obvious
exceptions leave this supposition unproven. B&W's Nautilus N800 (fig3)
showed a trend not unlike the
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Focal-JMIab Grande Utopia Be, spatially averaged, far-field response in PM's listening room
(5dB/vertical div., baseline of graph is 78dB spl). Dashed trace shows response with the
15" subwoofer disconnected.
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Focal-JMIab
Above these drive-units, its center an
unusually high 5' off the floor, is mounted the bass unit proper: an 11" driver
with 7.5" W-sandwich cone, in a23cubic-foot enclosure loaded by twin
damped rear ports. For environmental
reasons, JMIab no longer uses lead linings in its new Utopias, but the new
Grande Be is nevertheless some 24Ibs
heavier than its predecessor, thanks in
part to acarcass partially made of 2"thick MDF, but also to the massive
magnets used for the cone drivers.
As one would expect from such acostly flagship model, the Grande Utopia Be
is stuffed with advanced engineering of

•

WO

various kinds. The most exotic is that
tweeter diaphragm of beryllium —a rare,
costly metal that is difficult to work but
that offers asubstantially better stiffliessto-weight ratio than titanium or aluminum, along with good self-damping
properties. This isn't the first use of beryllium in aspeaker — Yamaha used it back
in the 1970s, and JBL currently uses the
element in the compression drivers of
certain Pm models and the K2. But
JMIab claims its original contribution has
been in creating a beryllium foil just
251.tm thick — half the thickness used
elsewhere. One clear benefit is that the
tweeter's bandwidth now comfortably
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Fig.3 138,W Nautilus 800, spatially averaged, far-field response in PM's listening room.
(Se/vertical div., baseline of graph is 73dB spl)
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Fig.4 Neat's Ultimatum, spatially averaged, far-field response in PM's listening room.
(5dB/vertical div., baseline of graph is 73dB spl)
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reaches 40kHz, rendering further supertweetery unnecessary.
The tweeter is mounted on aprecisionmachined metal sub-baffle. Its interesting
motor system uses acombination of a
samarium-cobalt alloy (which has ahigh
Curie point') close to the coil, backed up
by aneodymium "focus ring" to give a
very high field strength of 2Teslas. The
motors used in the cone drivers arc also
unusual, using seven small magnets to
1The Curie !want is the temperature at which amagnetic material requires vimully no external effort to
become magnetized or demagnetized. A magnet will
therefore very easily become demagnetized at its Curie
point.
—JA

GUBe's, yet its twin bass drivers are
quite close to the floor. And one of the
two bass drivers of Neaes 5'-tall
Ultimatum MF9 (fig.4) is well above
seated head height, yet paradoxically,
this speaker delivered one of the
smoothest in-room balances through
the bass region I've ever measured.
The Grande Utopia Be's output
rises smoothly and gently by about
3dB between 120 and 500Hz, then
falls back by a similar amount en
route to 1.8kHz. The broad twooctave presence region, 1-4kHz, is
smooth and slightly restrained, while
the treble proper shows some increase, to a+2dB prominence centered on 6kHz. Fig.5, by the way,
shows the exemplary in-room response ofJBUs K2.
The Be's sensitivity might be quite
generous, but the impedance trace
(fig.6) shows that the speaker is a
demanding load, dipping under 3
ohms at just below 50Hz. There's a
zone at around 4ohms either side of
500Hz, but elsewhere the load is an
easy-to-drive 6ohms or better.
—Paul Messenger
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Fig.5 113L K2, spatially averaged, far-field response in PM's listening room. (5dB/vertical div.,
baseline of graph is 73dB spl)
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Fig.6 Focal-lMlab Grande Utopia Be, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
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Grande

form aring around the voice-coil in what
JMIab calls a"power flower." This provides very high flux, and also makes better
physical contact between the magnets and
the polepiece metalwork, giving greater
sample consistency.
The W-sandwich cone technology has
undergone substantial refinement since
being introduced in the original Utopia,
as JMIab has learned more about using
the woven glassfibre and foam layers to
achieve the optimum balance between
stiffness and self-damping. Each driver
now has its own cone, specifically tuned
to suit its application, and some are now
"open sandwiches," with two layers
rather than three. The 6.5" midrange
drivers opt for aslightly concave central
pole extension, almost continuing the
cone profile in the interest of minimizing turbulence.
The crossover network is predictably
enormous, complex, and elaborate, with
high-class components throughout, including precision polypropylene capacitors and air-cored inductors wound
with multistrand silver-plated copper
wire. There are two pairs of exclusive
pewter-colored, locking, 4mm VVBT
socket/binder terminals, though biwiring is discouraged; rather, the separate feed to the subwoofer driver is
intended for customers who might wish
to biamp the speakers.

Utopia

Be

boxy cabinet colorations. Indeed, the
vertically concave baffle and those
three drive-units clustered in the middle did seem to confer some of the
character of a small speaker, with
impressively tight vertical focusing.
Laterally, however, images seemed
slightly broadened, perhaps because of
the relatively wide baffle. But this and
the massive bass were the only clues to
Listening
the speaker's great size.
Good though all of that extra equipment
That's not quite true. The total lack
undoubtedly was (especially ifjudged by of strain and seemingly inexhaustible
its pricetags), my lack of familiarity with headroom of agood large speaker are
it made it harder to come to grips with two things with which no small speakthe Grande Utopias themselves. er can ever compete. To my ears,
Although ow first impression of the they're probably the best reasons of all
for filling up your room with speakers.
Even with the big Halcro amps, Inever
The total lack of strain and managed to perturb the Grande
Utopias in any way. When Iturned up
seemingly inexhaustible
the volume, it simply got louder until
the power ran out (which it might do a
headroom of agood
bit earlier than expected, given the
large speaker are two
speaker's very low impedance in the
bass region). Add in the JMIab's very
things with which no
"quiet" enclosure, and the result is magnificent dynamic range.
small speaker can
How aspeaker distributes its sound
throughout
aroom plays an important
ever compete.
part in the final listening experience. This
is one area in which there is no definite
complete system was mostly very posi- right or wrong; personal taste plays acrutive, the bass end did sound rather odd, cial role. The GUBe steers an attractive
though Iwasn't sure whether that was middle road somewhere between such
Setup &System
the speakers, the amps, or acombination wide-dispersion designs as B&W's
Imentioned the uncertainties of the of the two. The sound had massive
Nautilus series, with their separate mid
loudspeaker/room interface; there's also weight in the deep bass, but seemed abit and treble enclosures, and the Shahinian
the rest of the system to consider. Is one weak in terms of punch and drive.
"omnis" on the one hand, and relatively
reviewing the loudspeakers or the rest
My test equipment was away being narrow-dispersion models like the Quad
of the system, which precedes the serviced when the JMIabs arrived, so I ESL-988 and other dipoles, or speakers
speakers in the signal chain? The an- couldn't immediately check their in- like the Tannoy Dimension or JBL K2,
swer, of course, is abit of both, with room balance. But on the test gear's which control directivity by horn-loaddoubtless a few personal prejudices return, amajor contributing factor was ing the upper-frequency drivers.
thrown in for good measure.
all too evident: the graphs showed conA wide-dispersion design will interSubstituting the speakers on the end siderable low-bass excess, alongside an act more strongly with the room, simof aknown system in aknown room equally obvious and dramatic suckout in ply because it will generate more
might not always be sufficient to deliv- the midbass (see sidebar, "Measure- reflections from walls and ceiling, etc.,
er an absolute verdict on aloudspeaker, ments"). These substantial variations than anarrow-dispersion model. The
but it does provide aworthwhile com- were audible, though it would be unfair latter will tend to give more precise
parative yardstick, especially to some- to blame either the speakers or the room stereo imaging and amore accurate
one who gets to try awide range of for what was, essentially, an unfortunate stereo window onto the recording sesdifferent models. However, that simple interaction between the three.
sion, whereas the wide design will
scenario can sometimes be complicated
Although ameasured in-room bal- tend to create astronger impression of
by amanufacturer so anxious that you ance tends to define aspeaker's overall bringing the musicians into the listenhear the speakers the way they intend "character," knowledge of that balance ing room.
you to hear them that they ship you an did help me listen past its effects and pin
The Grande Utopia Be, with its conentire stem-to-stern system. Next down the underlying qualities of this ventional monopole drivers mounted on
they'll be offering to rewire the house.
fine loudspeaker.
atall, wide, laterally convex baffle, falls
Not only did two of the largest speakBig loudspeakers can often betray somewhere between these two approachers I've ever seen turn up, but also the
their bulk with box colorations, but es. The sheer height of the speaker, with
biggest amplifiers to come my way —a that wasn't the case with the Grande most of the bass coming from alittle
pair of Halcro dm68 monoblocks, no Utopia, whose massive construction above one's head, did deliver an attractive
less —along with aHalcro dm10 pream- seems to have done the trick—there spaciousness, but it also sometimes
plifier and the three-box optical-disc- was absolutely no audible evidence of seemed alittle odd to find bass coming
96

playing suite of the dCS Verdi, Purcell,
and Elgar. Then there were the superstiff Synergistic connecting cables, which
needed to be hooked up to the AC
mains to power their "Active Shielding,"
which didn't make the installation any
easier. By the time all this stuff had been
moved into the place, Iwas beginning to
think of moving out.
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Focal-IMIab
from such aheight —low bass might not
have directional information, but the 11"
woofer goes right up to middle C.
So what about that beryllium diaphragm tweeter? Well, if you've got it,
flaunt it — the tweeter was definitely on
the hot side, as the farfield room measurements confirm, and consequently
the top end drew attention to itself. This
was also true of the previous-generation
Utopias, but when you make tweeters
as good as these two generations of
Focars finest, and feed them via anoexpense-spared crossover network, you
can get away with running them abit
hot. My only serious reservation was the
GUBe's mild tendency to emphasize
the hiss from stereo FM, which became
alittle too audible with classical music
of wide dynamic range.
But beryllium really seemed to do the
job. The Grande Utopia's treble might
have been quite strong, but it was also
exceptionally sweet and clean. Ijust sat
back and enjoyed. The most telling realization came later in the same day that
the speakers were taken away, when I
went back to apair of very good but
conventional speakers with good softdome tweeters. The treble now sounded
relatively dirty and untidy by compati-

EMI

CLASSICS

son, forcefully bringing home to me just
how big acontribution the beryllium
tweeter was making to the total class of
the massive Grande Utopia Be.
Although the room-interaction problems at the bass end of things tended to
take the edge off the performance with
hard-driving rock music in my room,
classical material came over very well
indeed. The broad midband had afine,
slightly laid-back neutrality, and this
helped deliver a beautiful layering
effect, with convincing depth and very
realistic textures on orchestral material,
and particularly fine rendition of violins,
even if cellos sounded abit cool.
The massed voices on choral works also
showed unusually good discrimination
between different parts and individuals,
while that slight restraint of "presence"
helped avoid aggressiveness from strong
soloists. The GUBe's excellent headroom
was particularly worthwhile with largescale orchestral and operatic works, but
this speaker worked very well even at
whisper-quiet 3am levels.
The Grande Utopia Be also proved
very adept at distinguishing any changes
made within the system feeding it —I
got very good results when using coaxial
Audience AU-24 speaker cable with the

Grande

Utopia

1
-hilero amps, for example. (Regrettably,
this cable is totally incompatible with my
regular Naim NAP 500 power amp.)
Conclusions
Is theiMiab Grande Utopia Be the finest
loudspeaker on the planet? Possibly—
provided it's used in aroom that interacts
sympathetically with its multiple bass
sources. What had seemed fine in the
much larger room at the St. Etienne factory proved decidedly problematic in my
medium-size listening space. Listening
through my room's bass anomalies made
the Grande Utopia's top-class overall
performance very obvious indeed, especially in the remarkably low cabinet signature and the inescapable sonic
superiority of that superb beryllium
tweeter. Together, they brought magnificently fine detailing and beautifully layered perspectives to the mid and top end.
But this review is also acautionary
talc about choosing a speaker of the
right size for agiven room. The Grande
seems most likely to be aUtopia for the
very largest rooms: those with more
modest accommodations who acquire
the beryllium habit might well find
JMIab's Utopia Nova or Alto models a
better overall compromise.
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Classé CDP-10 CD player

W

ith Super Audio CD and
DVD-Audio four years old as
established media this fall,
the two-decades-old Compact Disc
medium is still well-established as the
primary carrier for recorded music.
(Yes, it is experiencing a significant
threat from downloadable music files,
but that is outside my bailiwick as a
hardware reviewer.) Stereo/1/tile has
therefore been paying attention to the
high-performance one-box Cl) players
that arc available. In May, Iwrote about
my positive experiences with the $2950
Ayre CX-7 and Brian Damkroger
favorably reviewed the $2999 GamuT
CD 1, after having followed up his April
2001 review of the $5495 Simaudio
Moon Eclipse player in April 2003.
For this issue, Itook alook and gave a
listen to the new CDP-10 from Canadian manufacturer Classé, which promises much for its $2000 asking price.
Classic
The CDP-10 echoes the styling of
Classé's cost-no-object Omega-series
components, with a3e-thick brushedaluminum front panel broken visually
by an off-center black section containing the red numeric display. (A rather
bright red LEI) to the right of this
panel lights up when an HDCDencoded disc is played.) A single pushbutton on the left opens and closes the
disc drawer; ahexagonal array of six
transport buttons on the right surrounds the central Play button. The
black-anodized remote has a more
confusing array of buttons. The rear
panel carries single-ended (RCA) and

Description: Integrated CD player
with HDCD decoding, 8x-oversampling digital filter, DC trigger output,
IR control input and output, and
remote control. Analog outputs: 1
pair unbalanced (RCA), 1 pair balanced (XLR). Digital outputs: 1
S/PDIF (RCA). Measured maximum
output level: 3.96V RMS at IkHz (balanced), 1.98V RMS (unbalanced).
Frequency response: DC-20kHz,
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Classé CDP-10 CD player

balanced (XLR) output jacks, plus an
RCA jack for the S/PDI Fdata output.
Under its hood the CDP-10 carries
three four-layer printed circuit boards,
each making extensive use of ground
planes and joined by ribbon cables. Occupying the righnnost third of the real
estate is a large board carrying the
power supply, this based on aClassébranded toroidal transformer and a
large number of individually heatsunk
voltage regulators. (There are 11 stages
of voltage regulation in total.) A much
smaller board behind the display carries
the control circuitry for the Philips
VAE1250 transport mechanism, while
the digital audio and analog circuits are
mounted on the third board.
Following the signal path, the data
from the transport arc carried to an 8xoversampling digital filter, this also providing HDCD decoding when required.
This large surface-mount chip is clocked
from amaster crystal oscillator, and its
two data outputs arc taken to two BurrBrown PCM1738 two-channel DAC
chips. This is a24-bit part capable of
operating at high sample rates (in the
CDP-10, it is run at a more modest
352.8kHz). Whereas the Ayre AX-7
CD player uses asingle '1738 to handle
both audio channels, Classé's CDP-10
features one chip per channel, the two

+0.1dB, —1.4dB. S/N ratio: 100dB.
Channel separation: >100dB at IkHz.
THD+N: >90dB at IkHz. Power consumption: 18W. Wow & flutter:
"below measurement limits" DC offset: <0.005V.
Dimensions: 19" (482mm) W by
3.75" (70mm) H by 16" (407mm) D.
Weight: 17.5Ibs (8.9kg).
Finish: Black chassis with brushedaluminum front panel, black trim.

channels used to process the "hot" and
"cold" phases of abalanced signal.
The audio signal is kept in balanced
mode throughout the player, each 1)AC's
current-mode outputs being buffered by
four high-slew-rate (600V/Its!) Linear
Technology LT1357 op-amps, which in
turn feed apair of socketed Burr-Brown
OPA2134 SoundPlus chips, one for each
signal phase. The 2134 is alow-noise,
ultra-low-distortion, dual—FET-input opamp optimized for audio applications. It
is said to not be fazed by driving difficult
loads, including high capacitances.
Without having access to acircuit diagram, tcan't say for sure, but it looks as if
one of the two OPA2134s per channel is
used as adifferential driver for the balanced outputs, the other summing the
balanced signal to provide the singleended output.
The far left of this circuit board carries the driver circuitry for the SIPDIF
data output, this clocked from the adjacent master oscillator and isolated from
the audio circuitry. It appears to use a
pulse transformer.
Parts and construction qualities are
very high, with surface-mount components used for the digital circuitry but
conventional, audiophile-grade capacitors and resistors used for the audio circuitry. Even with the 11 voltage

Serial number of unit reviewed:
1510197.
Price: 82000. Approximate number
of dealers: 80. Warranty: 3years, limited.
Manufacturer: Classé Audio, 5070
François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec
H8T 163, Canada. Tel: (514) 6366384. Fax: (514) 636-1428. Web:
www.classeaudio.com.
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Classé
regulators, much use is made of local
decoupling of the power-supply rails,
and each channel's audio circuitry is
powered from alocal pair of large reservoir capacitors.
Sound
The Classé CDP-10 followed the Ayre
CX-7 in my system; Iused its balanced
outputs for almost all my auditioning.
With levels matched at 1kHz, it was
immediately obvious that the Classé
sounded more laid-back than the Ayre,
which had a more vibrant balance.
Soundstage depth was not significantly
different, but whereas the Ayre's started
from in front of the speakers, that of the
Canadian player was behind the plane

of the speakers. Which will be preferable is down to personal taste, but I
found the CDP-10's presentation more
acceptable with recordings that arc
themselves on the upfront side — the
2003 remastering of Carlos Santana's
Caravanserai, for example (1972, Columbia/Legacy ACK 63595).
There was a little more lowermidrange energy compared with the
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD player
used for "Red Book" playback and
again with levels matched at lkHz.
Male spoken voice had a little more
chest tone via the Classé, for example,
and naturally recorded piano had more
body to its tone. But the tubed player
did still have the edge when it came to

CDP- 10

integrating the direct sound of the
instrument with the surrounding reverberation. The MF Nu-Vista 3D CD
player Ihave been using for three years
as areference went even further in this
direction, but sounded less clean overall
than the Classé.
Not that the CDP-10 was any slouch
when it came to soundstaging. During
the auditioning period Iwas preparing
test mixes of a new recording Ihad
made in May of male-voice choir
Cantus in the Washington Pavilion for
the Arts and Sciences in downtown
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Ihad used
three pairs of mikes — my usual mix of
ORTF cardioids and spaced °Innis —
but this time with an additional pair of

Measurements

A

t 1.98V, the Classé CDP-10's
maximum output level at lkHz
from the unbalanced outputs basically
conformed to the 2V CD standard,
this exactly doubling from the balanced jacks, as expected. Neither output inverted signal polarity, the XLRs
being wired with pin 2hot, and the
output impedance was respectably
low, at 47.8 ohms (unbalanced) and
95.1 ohms (balanced). (Both figures
include the series resistance of 6' of
interconnect cable.) Error correction
was superb, the player coping with
gaps in the data spiral of up to 1.5mm
in length without audible dropouts.
Only on track 34 of the Piare Urany
Test CD, which has 2mm gaps, were
there audible glitches.
The CDP-10's frequency response
was identical from both balanced and
unbalanced outputs, and drooped
slightly in the top octave, reaching
—13dB at 20kHz (fig.1, top pair of
traces). With pre-emphasized data,
however, the treble response shelved
down by an audible 1.8dB. Fortunately, CDs requiring de-emphasis
are rare, but Iwas surprised to see an
implementation error of this magnitude. (As the PCM1738 DAC chip
used in the CDP-10 can apply deemphasis in the digital domain, this
error appears to show that Classé
implements de-emphasis in the analog domain, which is the theoretically
better way of doing it.)
Channel separation (not shown)
was superb, any crosstalk lying below
—120dB below 10kHz. That Icould
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even measure this is atribute to the
CDP-10's very low level of noise. The
noise floor you can see in fig.2, therefore, is entirely due to the dither contained in the test signal. But note the
complete absence of distortion or
power-supply—related spuriae. Extending the measurement bandwidth
to 200kHz and repeating the spectral
analysis of the Classé's analog output
while it decoded "digital black" gave
the traces shown in fig.3. Other than
some low-frequency noise that is
mainly in the left channel, the audioband noise floor is very low in level.
The rise in the floor above 25kHz is
due to the noise-shaping used by the
DAC chips and is subjectively benign.
Again as aresult of the player's low
analog noise, the noise apparent in
fig.4, agraph of the right channel's
linearity error, is predominantly due
to the signal dither. This graph does
reveal that if there is any error in the
CDP-10's DACs, it lies beneath the
010.0000 0••••
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Fig.2 Classé CDP-10, balanced, I
/e.octave
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
—90dBFS, with noise and spuriae
(16-bit data, right channel dashed).
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Fig.3 Classé CDP-10, balanced, 1/
3-octave
spectrum of digital black, with noise
and spuriae (16-bit data, right channel
dashed).
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Fig.1

Classé CDP-10, unbalanced outputs,
frequency response at —12dBFS into
100k ohms, with de-emphasis (bottom)
and without (top). (Right channel
dashed, 05(16/vertical div.)

Fig.4 Classé CDP-10, balanced, right-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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Classé

CDP- 10

°Innis farther back from the choir, to
give me the option of using more of the
delicious hall acoustic in the mix. I
made my original mixing choices playing back the 24-bit data from my Sonic
Solutions workstation via the Mark
Levinson No30.6 processor. But when
Iplayed on the CDP-10 the CD-R of

the test mixes Iwas sending the producer, darned if it didn't sound alittle
more reverberant than Ihad expected.
Some commentators, J. Gordon Holt
among them, have written that when
one component sounds more reverberant than another, it must be an aberration. Idisagree, feeling that, mic-rophonic

tubes aside, as the low-level information
that comprises avenue's reverberant signature is the first to be corrupted or obscured, its presence or relative absence is
areliable indicator of absolute quality.
Of course, you then have the apparent
paradox that anoise-shaped, 16-bit CD
played back on the Classé player pro-

Measurements
noise floor to below —110dBFS,
which is superb. With low noise and
low linearity error, the Classé's reproduction of an undithered 16-bit,
1kHz waveform at —9031dBFS is essentially perfect (fig.5). The three
voltage levels and the transitions between them that comprise this signal
are clearly defined.
The Classé CDP-10 also featured
00.00.1,010 10 11.111.001011801.0.31.1. Om flamIN
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Fig.5 Classé CDP-10, balanced, waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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very low levels of harmonic and intermodulation distortion. Fig.6 shows
the spectrum of the player's left output
while it drove 50Hz at full level into
100k ohms. The highest harmonic is
the second, but at —97dB (0.0014%),
this won't bother anyone. The right
channel was even better than the left,
with the second harmonic lying at just
—106dB (0.0005%)! This was from the
balanced outputs, but the unbalanced
were just as good. And if there were
any intermodulation products resulting from the Classé driving an equal
mix of 19IcHz and 20kHz tones, they
were below the resolving power of
my Audio Precision System One,
even into the punishing 600 ohm load
(fig:7).
Finally, fig.8 shows anarrowband
spectrum of the CDP-10's output
while it decoded undithered data representing a high-level tone at
exactly one quarter the sample rate,
over which has been overlaid alowfrequency squarewave at the LSB

level. The latter maximally exercises
bit transitions, the former provides a
diagnostic signal; as both signals are
precise submultiples of the sampling
frequency, any spuriae that appear in
the player's or processor's analog
output are not due to the quantization of the digital signal but to the
product being tested.
The very narrow vertical peak in
fig.8 is the 11.025kHz tone. The sideband pairs around that peak are due
to word-clock jitter or to other such
sources of error. The overall sum of
the jitter components in this graph is
asuperbly low 177 picoseconds. The
sidebands indicated with red numeric
markers lie at harmonics of the lowfrequency squarewave; they are all
very low in level. While two higherlevel pairs can be seen, at ±15.6Hz
(purple "1") and ±564Hz (purple
"5"), these are both still low in level.
It is hard to see how 16-bit digital
audio reproduction can get much better than this.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.6 Classé CDP-10, balanced, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at OdBFS into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Classé CDP-10, balanced, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at Od9FS into 600 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Classé COP-10, unbalanced, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal
(11.025kHz at -6dBFS sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency
of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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You have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to STEREOPHILE recordings!
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN'S 32 PIANO SONATAS
This beautifully packaged 10-CD boxed set features pianist
Robert Silverman's stunning performance of all 32 Beethoven
Sonatas. Recorded by Stereophile's own John Atkinson and
featured in the January 2001 issue (Vol.24 No.1), this set
is available from Canadian label OrpheumMasters
(www.magicflute.com/orph.html) and Stereophile. $74.95

BRAVO!
John Atkinson's fourth recording of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, featuring noted violinist Pinchas Zukerman
with longtime collaborator Marc Neikrug on piano, along with
soprano Heidi Grant Murphy and the Kalichstein-LaredoRobinson Trio. Delight in Elgar's symphonic-scaled Piano
Quintet and Mozart's demonic G-minor Piano Quartet.
20-bit multitrack recording preserves the whole sonic
experience. $16.95

RENDEZVOUS
Stereophile's first jazz CD, featuring the Jerome Harris
Quintet. Recorded and mixed by John Atkinson with 20-bit
resolution. $16.95

ENCORE
Stereophile brings the best of the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival to you. Music by Mendelssohn and Brahms, featuring
Christopher O'Riley, piano; Nathaniel Rosen, cello; and other
artists. $16.95

EDITOR'S CHOICE

SERENADE

NEW!

Superlative performances of chamber music by Brahms,
Mozart, and Dvoiák, recorded live with 20-bit resolution and
"U-R-There" transparency. $16.95

IIAPSODY

Editor's Choice
$9.97

SONATA
Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt, including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with 20-bit resolution. $16.95

DUET
Violinist Ida Levin teams up with pianist Diane Walsh to perfor
the dynamic works of Eastern European composers Janádek,
Enescu, and Schulhoff. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.1 5

RHAPSODY
Gershwin's Three Preludes, song transcriptions for solo piano,
and the Fantasy on Porgy and Bess, arranged by Earl Wild.
Plus a Stereophile-commissioned arrangement of Rhapsody in
Blue. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.95

FESTIVAL:

Orchestral works by Copland, Milhaud, and Kohjiba performed
by the world-renowned Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned microphones and 20-bit
resolution. $16.95

TEST CD 1 Phase your system, test your speakers and listening room, and hear the difference amike can make. Take this dis‘
with you when evaluating equipment. $8.95
TEST CD 2 Speaker placement and distortion tests. Check you
amp for distortion, too, and hear what CD jitter sounds like. $9.95

PLUS:
CONCERT This omni-miked, two-CD set features Robert Silverman
in arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin, Bach, and Schumann.
Includes the bonus track, "Mapping the Soundstage." $16.95

TEST CD 3 Use the signals to test your speakers and your
room. Burn-in components. Home in on your home theaters
balance. Check out your system with the soundstage map. Also
includes audiophile music tracks. $11.95

INTERMEZZO Robert Silverman in abrilliant all-Brahms program:
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5. and Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. One of the
finest piano recordings ever made. $16.95
POEM An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked performances cil
works for flute and piano by Prokofiev, Reinecke. and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes Poem. $12.95

,

Check your system
with STEREOPHILE Test CDs

FESTIVAL

411111.

•

•

TO ORDER: Call 888-237-0955

or visit our website at www.stereophile.com
MasterCard or Visa accepted •Cashier's check or money order (no cash or personal checks, please)
Price does not incl es ijoinq
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leac. inquire abou
tes.

duces ahigher-quality sound than the
24-bit original played back from the
Sonic Solutions' hard drives. All Ican
suggest is that while the Sonic's output is
quite jittery, CD-Rs are generally clean
in this respect and the Classé has very
low measured jitter — and that is where
the difference originates.
The CDP-10's low frequencies were
weighty, but sounded rather softened
compared with the Mark Levinson
Nos.31.5/30.6 pair, which remains the
champion when it comes to combining
low-bass extension with definition. Billy
Dnmunond kept the front skin on his
kick drum for "The Mooche" (from
Editor's Choice, Stereophile STPH016-2;
or Rendezvous, STPH013-2), and the
drum sounds alittle "woofy" as aresult.
This was perfectly acceptable via the
megabucks Levinson combo, but was a
little softened via the Classé. The Musical
Fidelity Tri-Vista sounded still softer in
the bass, but to put this comment into
perspective, without direct comparisons
this difference between the three components would be very hard to detect.
As Iwrite these words Iam listening
to an unreleased live recording Imade
six years ago of ajazz quartet comprising pianist Marc Copland and electric
guitarist John Abercrombie with a
rhythm section of the great Billy Hart
on drums and German bassist Peter
Herbert. The Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival's plans to release this recording
fell through for various reasons, but it
was still invaluable experience as adry
run for my subsequent jazz project with
bassist Jerome Harris (Rendezvous,
Stereophile STPH013-2). The concert
venue was a reverberant stone-faced

The COP-10's four-layer audio board, with the S/PDIF circuit on the left and
the HDCD filter chip at the bottom center.

chamber completely unsuitable for
small-scale jazz, so Ihad to close-mike
all the instruments and record each pair
of channels on a different digital
recorder. Nevertheless, as all the A/I)
converters were clock-synchronized, I
could align them all on my Sonic
Solutions audio workstation in postproduction to produce amusically satisfying mix (with the help of some
Lexicon-sourced reverberation).
Ihad miked Peter Herbert's double
bass with asingle B&K omni close to
one of the instrument's I:holes, and it
was instructive to watch Herbert's relationship with the mike at the concert. In
effect he seduced the mike, moving
away from it for subsidiary passages,
closing in on it for solos and for passages
requiring some emphasis. Listening to
the Copland Quartet's reading of John
Abercrombie's "Sweet Sixteen" on the
CDP-10, Iwas reminded of this, as
every small change in the instrument's
relationship was readily audible, to the
benefit of the music. The power and
sonic weight of the bass instrument

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: Mark Levinson
No31.5 CD transport & No30.6
D/A processor, dCS 972 upsampler,
Ayre CX-7, Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
3D CD players; Musical Fidelity TriVista SACD player, Technics DVDA10 DVD-Audio player.
Preamplification: Mark Levinson
No.380S line preamp.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No33H monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Dynaudio Confidence C4, EarthWorks Sigma 62,
Monitor Audio Silver S2.
Cables: Datalinks: Kimber Illuminations
Orchid
AES/EBU,
AudioQuest SVD-4 S/PDIF. Interconnect: Madrigal CZ Gel-1 (Classé,
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balanced), Ayre Signature Series
(Levinson, balanced), DiMarzio
(Musical
Fidelity,
unbalanced).
Speaker: AudioQuest Gibraltar. AC:
Synergistic Research Designers'
Reference2,PS Audio Lab Cable.
Accessories: Target rr-5 equipment racks, PS Audio Power Plant
300 at 90Hz (preamps, CD players
only), Audio Power Industries 116
/vIk.II and PE-1 AC line conditioners
(not power amps), ASC Tube Traps,
RPG Abffusors. AC power comes
from two dedicated 20A circuits,
each just 6' from the breaker box. A
Mark Levinson No33H was plugged
into each.
—John Atkinson

were readily apparent, yet there was no
loss in definition.
Billy Hart's cymbal work on this CDR revealed what was perhaps the most
satisfying aspect of the Classé CDP-10's
sonic signature: its silky-smooth high frequencies. This and its lack of l-IF grain
allowed the distinct tonalities of the metal
percussion instruments on "Touch of
Trash," from Patricia Barber's Onspanion
(CD, Premonition/Blue Note 522963
2), to sound distinctly different from one
another. By contrast with early CD playback or current MP3 playback, which diffuse the differences between such similar
acoustic objects, rendering them more
like shaped and textured pink noise, the
Classé C1)P-10 maximally preserved
these differences, so well captured by
master recordist Jim Anderson.
Ultimately, any Cl) player's performance in this area is restricted by CD's
16-bit word length, which is where
SACD and DVD-A have the potential
to offer better sound quality. But listening to the Classé reproduce such wellrecorded CDs as this issue's "Recording
of the Month" —the Capuçon brothers
playing live recordings of violin and cello
sonatas by Franck and Rachmaninoff
(EMI Classics 5 57505 2) — in which
instrumental tonalities were reproduced
in such anatural, relaxed manner, it is
hard to see that more quality is musically necessary.
Summing Up
Adecade ago, you would have had to pay
upward of $15,000 to get the level of
measured performance offered by
Classé's $2000 CDP-10. That it sounds as
good as it does is no surprise, given those
measurements. Yes, its bass is alittle lacking in weight and definition in absolute
tenns, but against that must be cited the
CI)P-10's grain-free highs and wellresolved soundstaging. And it offers
H1)CD decoding, which is still important for me, at least. A well-engineered
player that is highly recommended.
MI
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SILENCE IS GOLDEN

It's hard to imagine improving on a product like the Acoustic Signature
turntables. Their high level of quality and sophistication is hard to find,
and improvements on such high quality products are even more rare.
The new MAMBO from Acoustic Signature, however, has pushed the envelope even fur/her. Twenty brass cylinders are pressed into the new Silent
platter and each one is additionally isolated by 2 rubber o-rings. The
resulting flywheel effect creates greater inertia and also nearly all ambient
vibrations are absorbed. To learn more about the new Acoustic Signature
masterpieces please contact:

www.needledoctor.com • 800.229.0844

HOVLAND — HP100
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Seen and heard at the finest audio salons worldwide. Phone 209.966.4377 for apersonal referral.
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Aesthetix Rhea phono preamplifier

T

rickle-down technology is a
grand thing. It's comparatively
easy to build an exceptional audio
component when there are no constraints on technology, cost, userfriendliness, or lack thereof, but top
designers are now packing more and
more of the excellence of damn-thetorpedoes components into more affordable and accessible packages.
Which brings us to the Aesthetix Rhea,
atubed phono preamplifier of exceptionally distinguished lineage.
The $4000 Rhea is the direct descendant of the formidable Aesthetix lo and
Io Signature phono stages, which put
the California company smack in the
middle of the highest of high-end
phono electronics. The lo and Io
Signature are huge, costly, imposing
pieces, each consisting of two massive
plain-Jane boxes filled with tubes.'
They also demand some dedication
and sacrifice, and not solely from the
wallet. An Io takes up ahuge amount of
real estate, and the sheer number of tubes
makes retubing a sobering thought.
Aesthetix is purist to the core —even
changing an Io's gain requires undoing a
slew of screws and readjusting aset of
jumpers inside the case. The tube-regulated power supply is potent enough to
drive a50W power amplifier, and throws
off enough heat to bake apizza.
The los accept no compromise and
take no prisoners, but oh, they're worth
the sacrifices. Ihave recently lived with
1Hard-core maniacs can (and do) opt for apair of
mono power supplies, which transforms an lo into a
three-box phono preamplifier. Extensive experience with
astandard two-box lo Sig leads nie to recommend that
you check the capacity of your air-conditioning system
should you he considering anip down this route.

Description: Tubed phono preamplifier. Tube complement: V1 8. V2,
12AX7LP; V3 & V4, 12AX7WB; V5,
6922 (6D18). Functions: standby,
input selection, cartridge demagnetizer, gain, loading, mute, display. Gain
settings (dB): 75, 68, 62, 56, 50, 44,
38, Off. Loading settings (ohms): 47k,
10k, 5k, 2.5k, 1k, 500, 250, 125, 75.
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Aesthetix Rhea phono preamplifier

the lo Signature, and it is sonically glorious, possessed of atomic dynamics, staggering resolution, and a sound that
entices with both truth and beauty.
With the Boulder 2008 and Manley
Labs Steelhead, it is one of the three
finest phono stages Ihave ever heard.
Jim White, Aesthetix's president and
designer, realized that the Io preamps,
wonderful as they are, are too big, too
expensive, and simply too much for
many lovers of vinyl who want the special something that only atubed phono
stage brings to the (turn)table. The difficult part of the equation was how to
preserve most of the Io in arelatively
affordable and accessible package.
So how close does this Boxster S
come to its 911 Turbo sibling, anyway?
Under the Hood
Peeking inside the Rhea couldn't be

easier — its damped top panel is
secured with what looks like some sort
of industrial-strength Velcro. Everything about the Rhea looks and feels
expensive, smooth, and refined; noth-

No other specifications given. Power
consumption: 20W standby, 100W
active.
Dimensions: 18" W by es" H by
17 5/
8"D. Weight: 39Ibs (17.5kg) shipping.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
1894.
Price: $4000. Approximate number

ing has been left to chance.
Given that Jim White's résumé
includes the stellar lo Signature, it only
made sense for him to adapt his wellestablished basics to the Rhea project.
The goal was to "get as close sonically to
the Io as possible," and the Rhea's circuit, based closely on that of big sis, uses
five tubes per channel in athree-stage
configuration in afull dual-mono application. (The power supplies and AC
cord arc shared, but each channel has its
own entirely separate circuit board.)
According to the manual, the first
stage is "a high-gain, low-noise singleended amplifier" based on a pair of
Sovtek 12AX7LP tubes. This feeds a
high-gain differential amplifier, with a
single Sovtek 12AX7WB tube balancing and amplifying the signal. Purely
passive RIAA equalization is applied at
this point, using Roederstein resistors
and 1% polypropylene capacitors. Final
amplification is courtesy of another
Sovtek 12AX7WB operating as adifferential amplifier, and the output is then
differentially buffered via a Sovtek

of dealers: 35. Warranty: 3 years on
return of warranty card.
Manufacturer:
Aesthetix,
12547
Sherman Way Unit E, North Hollywood,
CA 91605. US distributor: Musical
Surroundings, 2625 Alcatraz Avenue,
Suite 501, Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel:
(510) 420-0379. Fax: (510) 420-0392.
Web: www.musicalsurroundings.com.
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NEW! McCormack Universal Disc Player!
Plays all digital formats! Seriously!
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Aesthetix
6922. The tubes provide all of the gain;
there are no solid-state amplifying devices in the signal path.
Power-supply regulation is, sensibly,
solid-state, making the Rhea a much
more manageable presence in the
equipment rack. The power supply
itself is highly sophisticated and features
two separate low-flux transformers: one
for the high-voltage, low-current tube
supplies, the second for the low-voltage,
high-current heaters. Separate windings
and discrete supplies are used for each
channel's heaters, and choke filtering is
applied extensively. Nichicon Audio
electrolytic filter caps arc used, and all
bypass filter caps arc from Wima.
The mains switch lives around back,
with aStandby switch on the front panel.
In Standby, power is maintained to all of
the Rhea's solid-state components, but
only when the Standby switch is triggered does power ramp up, gradually, to
the tubes. The Rhea will be especially
interesting to those who run multiple
turntables, or multiple toneamis simultaneously on one 'table: the rear panel
holds three inputs, selectable from the

distinctive little pyramidal switches under the front-panel display. Balanced and
RCA output jacks are provided.
A new level of couch-potato ecstasy
comes courtesy of the Rhea's microprocessor control and remote wand: All
of the preamplifier's functions are accessible from the remote. Yes, this means
you can change loading and gain on the
fly, from the comfort of your chair,
while enjoying the beverage of your
choice. Not only can you customize the
settings without getting up, but the
Rhea remembers the individual loading
and gain choices for each of the three
inputs. Given that you can select seven
different levels of gain, from 38dB to
75dB, and nine standard loading settings, there would seem to be few, if any,
cartridges that could not be accommodated. But should you have one, appropriate resistors, available from Aesthetix,
can be custom-installed.
My reference Dynavector XV-1S cartridge was very happy with 56dB of
gain and loading of 125 ohms. While
there was abit of tube rush between
records through the very-high-gain

Rhea

VTL 7.5 line stage, noise was never
audible when music was playing, and
there was no more than anormally low
amount of tube-related noise through
the Balanced Audio Technology VK51SE or Aesthetix Calypso line stages.
"But microprocessors...?" Ihear you
thinking. "That means digital noise flying around and contaminating my precious analog signal." Not here, pal. The
Rhea's processor chip and all clocks are
turned off unless commanded to be in
action. Press a button and the chip
comes to life, performs the desired function, then reverts to sleep mode virtually immediately.
Not that this exhausts the Rhea's
features. Jim White has included acartridge demagnetizer that can be assigned to any of the inputs and
triggered from the remote.2 The digital
2 Ihave used passive demagnetization (via the Gmias
Bum-in/Sum, LP) ever since A.J. van den Hul told me
that active. outboard demagnetizers, while they do indeed work, must be used more and more often as mue
by While yers view is far from universally
accepted. Ihave always thought it better to be safe than
sorry when dealing with pricey cartridges.

Measurements

A

lthough its packaging appears
as sturdy as I have experienced, the Aesthetix Rhea arrived with the metal mesh panels that
ventilate the top cover detached and
one of the 6922 tubes loose inside the
chassis, sul4lesting that the box had
been dropped. Nevertheless, once I'd
reinserted the tube in its socket, the
unit appeared to be working, with
both channels basically identical in
their measured behavior. And having
to plug the tube back in gave me a
chance to look inside the chassis,
whistling through my teeth as Icaught
my first glimpse of the Rhea's construction quality: drop-dead gorgeous!
Looking first at the input impedance, this was close to that selected,
"47k" measuring 46.7k ohms, 1
kohm
measuring 1048 ohms, and 250 ohms
measuring 271 ohms (all figures taken
at 1
kHz). The differences will be inconsequential. The preamp's output
impedance was a low 110 ohms at
lIcHz from the balanced jacks, this rising inconsequentially to 156 ohms at
20kHz but, more significantly, to 3846
ohms at 20Hz. This rise at low frequencies is due to the limited size of
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the coupling capacitors and implies
that the Rhea must be used with aline
stage having an input impedance of at
least 30k ohms if the bass is not to
sound lightweight. The output impedance from the unbalanced RCA jacks
was ahigh 2k ohms across most of the
audioband, but as this rose arelatively
small amount at 20Hz, to 3.05k ohms,
the preamp's tonal balance will be less
affected by the line stage having alowish input impedance.
The Rhea preserved absolute
polarity from both balanced and unbalanced outputs. Its voltage gain was
higher than the displayed figure.
With "50" selected, for example, the
actual figure was 53.5dB unbalanced.
This +3.5dB difference was maintained across the gain range, with in
each case the balanced outputs offering afurther 6dB of gain. The Rhea's
intrinsically high gain meant that its
signal/noise ratio was not quite as
high as Iwould have liked. With the
gain set to "38," for example, the unweighted, wideband S/N ratio (ref.
11/ output) was 52dB, this improving
to 71cIB when A-weighted.
These measurements were taken

with ashorting plug in the Rhea's inputs; when the unit was hooked up to
the output of either my Audio
Precision System One or my Miller
Audio Research Analyzer, Icouldn't
eliminate a 120Hz hum no matter
how Iarranged the grounding. For
many of the remaining measurements, therefore, Iused a batterypowered Neutrik signal generator.
Fig.1 shows the Rhea's RIAA
equalization error. The bass region is
shelved up by a quarter dB or so,
which will be just audible as aslight
richness. The high-frequency response sensibly rolls off above the
audioband. Any crosstalk (not shown)
•••••••••
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Fig.I

Aesthetut Rhea, "50dB" gain, RIAA error
at ImV input into 100k ohms (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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control section is thoroughly shielded
from the remainder of the innards, and
all AC lines run through a shielded
back-to-front channel. Sturdy, nonresonant aluminum casing surrounds
everything; the entire unit has apleasing solidity.
While the looks of the lo arc, to put
it kindly, utilitarian, the Rhea comes
dressed in chic and elegant finery. Its
clean, knobless front panel features
those snappy little pyramidal switches,
which echo the shape of Aesthctix's "A"
logo, and its big, bold readout displays
input, gain, and loading information in
an appealing sapphire blue. The display
can be shut off, but pops on for five seconds when a front-panel switch or
remote button is pressed. Should you
care to change the gain or the cartridge
loading at the preamp, press the appropriate button, then the left or right side
of the display, to decrease or increase
the setting.

The Rheal Deal?
The single most wonderful thing about a
fine tubed phono stage is that delectable,
seductive, bloomy midrange, which,

The Rhea's presentation
was fast, with awideband,
consistently full-bodied
harmonic presentation.

even today, seemingly remains the
exclusive province of glowing glass. The
Rhea welcomed me to Vaughan
Williams' Pastoral Symphony (Boult/New
Philhamionia, Angel S-36532) with rich
atmospherics and an invitingly fundamental wholeness. Its spatial expansiveness and timbral richness were

unmistakably close kin to the lo
Signature's. Much of my favorite English
orchestral music depends less on sheer
force than on dynamic subtlety and the
resolution of finely shaded tonal nuance.
The "little" Aesthetix starred with
Vaughan Williams, Delius, and, especially, Arthur Butterworth's AShropshire Lad
(Marrincr/ASMF, UK Argo ZRG 680),
where it caught—with a particularly
light and lovely touch — the quiet but
intensely emotional nature of the music
and the performance. The Rhea's performance of the Butterworth was further proof, if any were needed, of the
microdynamic magic of fine tubes.
Not that the macrodynamics were
anything to sneeze at. John Bonham's
mighty tom-tom blasts on "Custard Pie"
and "In My Time of Dying," from Led
Zeppelin's Physical Graffiti (Swan
Song/Classic SS2-200), were thunderous and immediate. On really massive
orchestral material, the lo Signature and

Measurements
was buried beneath the noise floor.
Distortion was moderately low.
Figs2 and 3show spectral analyses of
the Rhea's output with its gain set to
"38" while it handled a very-highlevel low-frequency tone. Fig2 was
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Fig.2 Aesthetic Rhea, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 20mV input,
AC-powered signal generator (linear
frequency scale).

taken with the Rhea driven from the
Audio Precision System One; the
120Hz hum Imentioned can be seen
as the spike reaching -40dB. Fig3 was
taken with the battery-powered generator, the 120Hz hum has dropped to
-68dB, and the actual harmonic components are at or below -70dB.
The same excellent linearity was
also evident in the midrange. FigA
shows asimilar spectral analysis for a
lkHz tone driven balanced at 1V into
100k ohms. The second harmonic is
the highest in level, at -77dB
(0.014%), and only the third harmonic can be seen above the noise floor.
Dropping the load impedance to a
punishing 600 ohms gave the spectrum shown in fig.5. The second har-

monic has risen to -66dB (0.05%),
but the third has disappeared.
The unbalanced output was not
quite as linear. Fig.6 is aspectrum of
the signal at the output RCAs while
the Rhea reproduced an unbalanced
lkHz tone at 1V into 8k ohms. (The
right channel's input was shorted, so
the red trace shows just the preamp's
residual noise. Note that no crosstalk
tones are evident.) The actual THD
level (the sum of the harmonics, without noise) was amodest 0.186%, with
the second harmonic the highest in
level at -55dB. The third harmonic
lay at -75dB and the fourth at -91dB.
The spectrum of a20kHz tone (not
shown) was basically identical, suggesting good high-frequency linearity.
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Fig.3 Aesthetic Rhea, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 20mV input,
battery-powered signal generator (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Aesthetic Rhea, spectrum of lkHz
sinewave, DC-10kHz, at IV balanced
output into 100k ohms,
battery-powered signal generator
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.5 Aesthetic Rhea, spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 1V
balanced output into 600 ohms,
battery-powered signal generator
(linear frequency scale).
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Aesthetix
Manley Steelhead have aslightly superior sense of ease when coping with huge
transients, but the Rhea was not in the
least embarrassed by the comparison.
The Rhea's tonal balance wasn't the
slow, lushly romantic sound of oldschool tubes. Rather, its presentation
was fast, with awideband, consistently
full-bodied harmonic presentation that
is the hallmark of today's best tubes. On
Caravan's "Nine Feet Underground,"
from Canterbury Tales (UK Decca DKL
R-8-1/2), Richard Sinclair's Fender Jazz
bass guitar had around, throaty purr
and was excellently articulated. David
Sinclair's Hammond organ had that
slightly growly, primal quality that
Hammonds are supposed to have —an
almost touchable, corporeal sound with
alittle bit of grit coining from the Leslie
speakers. The Aesthetix beautifully captured Richard Sinclair's melancholy,
quintessentially English voice, particularly on the lovely "Disassociation."

Assessing the overload margin was
difficult because of the 120Hz hum.
However, the Rhea appeared to be
capable of an extraordinarily high
output voltage before clipping:
almost 45V balanced, 22.5V unbalanced! With the gain set to "50," it
took 492mV input at lkHz to reach
that output level, equivalent to an
overload margin of almost 60dB for a
nominal MC cartridge's 5001.1.V level,
the largest I have ever measured.

Likewise with "Wicked Game," from
Chris Isaak's Heart Shaped World (Reprise
25837-1), which was wickedly delicious
through the Rhea. Isaak's neo-Elvis
vocals and the reverb-drenched guitars
were dreamy and lavish —a sonic silk
sheet if ever one there was.
Imaging was exactly what you'd
expect from atopnotch tube preamplifier: expansive, solid, and precise, without
that unnatural "pinpoint" placement
that is more hi-fi than it is musical.
There was perhaps abit more image-toimage bleed-through than with the Io
Signature or the Steelhead, but, again,
the Rhea did not suffer overmuch from
the comparison. Brass instruments had
precisely the right combination of
focused projection, together with an
ambient "glow" that is the cornerstone
of rightness. Freddie Hubbard's trumpet
on Oliver Nelson's ever-gorgeous
"Stolen Moments," from The Blues and
the Abstract Truth (Impulse! IMP-154, re-

Even at 20Hz, the overload margin
was around 35dB, which is excellent.
These figures improved at lower gain
settings and worsened at higher ones,
by the expected amounts.
Other than the problem with
120Hz noise pickup, which could
well be specific to my test setup —I
note that PB had no problems with
hum — the Aesthetix Rhea offers
bombproof measured performance.
-John Atkinson

Fig.6 Aesthetix Rhea, spectrum of lkHz sinewave. DC-10kHz, at 1V unbalanced output into
8k ohms, battery-powered signal generator (linear frequency scale, red trace is undriven
right channel's noise floor).
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Rhea

issue), was decisively centered in acorona of charged air, and the sense of cohesion between the musicians was truly
fine stuff.
The Rhea's bass performance was
firmly cohesive by any standard. The
spatial and tonal bloom of tubes was
neatly combined with resolute pitch
definition. Each bassist's individual
sound and personality were preserved
with distinctiveness and particularity,
be it Paul Chambers or Jaco Pastorius.
Things were just afraction more loose
down low than with the lo Sig or the
Steelhead, but there was no shortage of
power or pitch certainty.
The Rhea was a shade softer and
darker than life in the top half-octave or
so of the treble range, perhaps, but there
was still more than enough resolution to
describe the shape and size of recording
venues. Far better to have asmidgen of
mellowness here than an overly aggressive and artificially transparent etched
sound. This bit of forgivingness did
nothing to impair the tonal brilliance of
Jascha Heifetz's violin in Beethoven's
Violin Concerto (Munch/Boston, RCA
Living Stereo/Classic LSC-1992). The
master's fiddle was crisply defined, with
outstanding delineation of bowing and a
scintillating clarity during the cadenza,
and no blurring or obscuring of his dazzling technique.
Soundstaging was invariably very
good, with an estimable sense of depth,
width, and height. On the Beethoven
concerto, the spacious acoustic of
Boston's Symphony Hall filled the back
of my room, though the Manley
Steelhead and the Io Signature illuminate the rearmost corners of the stage a
pinch more evenly and completely.
With rock and pop LPs, the material,
not the Rhea, set the size of the stage —
as it should — and small-group jazz LPs
had apleasing sense of immediacy and
involvement, that gratifying sense of
eavesdropping on aperformance rather
than listening to arecording.
"Musical flow" is a quality that is
drawing increasing attention in the hi-fi
press. To my mind, "flow" requires
three primary things: first, well-controlled bass that is capable of going
down deg, without losing definition, in
order to firmly establish the music's
rhythmic pulse; second, acontinuousness and general neutrality of timbre
throughout the audible range, so as to
maximize the individual character of
each instrument and voice; and, third, a
high degree of spatial resolution.
"Animal Waves," from Can's Saw
Delight (UK Virgin V 2079), is 15 min113

The distinctive design of Sanus Euro furniture fits in anywhere. Open architecture and rugged construction creates abeautifully
functional setting for audio and home entertainment equipment. And modular design lets you add on matching furniture components as
you expand your system. In black or genuine cherry veneer. See Sanus Euro furniture and more at www.sanus.com. It's all very cool.
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utcs of scrumptious and intense musical
sensuality that demands "flow" to communicate its heady, almost erotic,
essence. Pulsing Afro-Caribbean rhythms ground spaced-out washes of keyboards, and electric violin and guitar
converse with both the cosmic and the
carnal. The earthy throb of bass guitar,
drums, and the complex syncopations
of Rcebop Kwaaku Baah's percussion
were taut and composed, while the
swoops and whooshes of Irmin
Schmides electronic keyboards waxed
and waned like acelestial tide. This was
flow with avengeance.

terms of sound alone, intensely lovable. Did Inotice the difference when
the Steelhead or lo Signature went
back in the system? Sure. But the
Rhea has enough of all the qualities
that make the megabucks competition
so special to make it asource of constant musical joy. Not once did Ifeel

A Quart in aPint Pot
Judged by the high standards jim White
set for himself in designing it or considered strictly on its own merits, the
Aesthetix Rhea is a runaway success.
Nopc, it doesn't have quite the
Krakatoan dynamic range of the Io
Signature, quite the sheer speed and resolution of the Manley Steelhead, or
quite the massive technological overkill
of the Boulder 2008 —and none of that
matters one little bit. To get the last scintilla of those things, you'll spend from
nearly double to (iglu times the Rhea's
$4000 cost. The Rhea's most remarkable accomplishment is to put
together an extraordinary combination
of sonic performance and useful features at aprice that is within reach for
many serious vinyl addicts.
The Rhea tells astriking amount of
musical and sonic truth and is, in

together an extraordinary

The Rhea's most
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within reach for many
serious vinyl addicts.

that the Rhea shortchanged any LP I
heard through it. That, together with
the too-cool-for-school remote functions, multiple inputs, built-in cartridge demagnetizer (for those of that
persuasion), and first-class presentation, make it worthy of awildly enthusiastic recommendation. This one,
cats and kittens, is killer good.

New 400 series amplifiers on display!
N 431, N 432, N 433
N 383 Integrated Amplitier
N 360S Digital Processor
New bP390S CD Processor/Transport
N380S Remote Control Preamplifier
bl°32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N 33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
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Confidence C2 & C4
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Associated Equipment
Analog sources: SOTA Cosmos
Series III turntable, Graham 22
tonearm, Dynavector XV-1S cartridge; Clcaraudio Champion 2
turntable with Unify toneann, Benz
L2 cartridge.
Preamplification: Manley Labs
Steelhead, Aesthetix lo Signature
phono preamplifiers; VTL 7.5,
Balanced Audio Technology VK-51
SE, Aesthetix Calypso line stages.
Power amplifiers: Lamm M2.1,
Manley 250 Neo-Classic monoblocks; Hovland Radia, Plinius SA102.
Loudspeakers: Calix Phoenix
Grand Signature, EgglestonWorks
Andra II.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2 (SOTA), Clearaudio Sixstream (Clearaudio). Interconnect:
Acoustic Zen Silver Reference,

Music

Wireworld Gold Eclipse III+,
Nordost Valhalla. Speaker: Stereovox
LSP-600, Acoustic Zen Satori
Shotgun, Nordost Valhalla & SPM.
AC: Acoustic Zen Gargantua,
Gargantua II; Shunyata Anaconda
Alpha, Anaconda VX, Diamondback;
Wireworld Silver Electra III; Monster
HIPS 7000.
Accessories: Shunyata
Hydra
power
distributor-conditioners;
Grand Prix Audio Monaco equipment & amp stands; Ultra Resolution Technologies Bedrock
equipment stand; Nordost Ti Pulsar
Points; Ganymede isolation footers;
Caig Labs Pro Gold contact cleaner;
Ayre/Cardas ¡BE System Enhancement
CD, Cardas Frequency Sweep/Bum-In
LP; Argent RoomLenses; Disc
Doctor & LAST Labs record-care
products.
-Paul Bolin

Graham Eng. •illuminati •
Mark Levinson •Meridian •Meridian
Meridian Reference •Monster Cable
Magnum Dynalitb •Niles •Powerwedge
Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma •REL
Proceed •REVEL •SME •Sony XBR
Sony DVD •Sony Multiscan Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Pilmscreens •Thiel •VPI
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned product, available
Equipment trade-in, accepted

AUDIO
4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda. Maryland 20814

301.656.7020
Visa

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Mastercard
American Express
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HOW SMART ARE YOU?

Get your Ph.D. for $3,000.
Introducing the battery-powered
Sutherland Ph.D. Phono Preamp.

é
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PhD _

"The Ph.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise and very liquid sounding. Actually it sounds like tubes with the speed of solid
state. Played an old copy of Steve Lawrence on Coral Records and it blew me away..I love the battery idea, no plugs,
power supplies, or noise. Tell Ron Sutherland he's agenius. You can quote me, Imean it."
Harry Weisfeld, Owner of VP! Industries

Hear the music, not the noise.
AC power lines create noise. Period. There's only one
feasible way around that annoyance. Batteries.
BINGO! Designer Ron Sutherland brings us anew
battery-powered phono stage with smart circuitry that
allows this preamp to turn on and off automatically,
thereby maxi-mizing the life of your batteries.
One of the noisiest components in your home stereo is
the incoming AC power. Even if it were delivered to your
home as idealized 60 Hz sine wave, it would not stay that
way long. The audio power amplifier does not draw
current from the power line evenly. There is alarge
current spike drawn when the sine wave reaches its
voltage extremes, while
at other times current
draw is essentially
o
zero. High frequency
harmonics and
noise are introduced
into the same power line that's used for sensitive
phono preamplification.
The Ph.D. doesn't even have apower cord. Instead,
16 alkaline Dcell batteries line the sides of the chassis
e

Yœétt

After about 800 hours of
playing time (roughly half
the life of acartridge), a
red light will indicate
that your batteries are
running low.
Replacements cost about
abuck apiece.
The Ph.D. turns on
the moment your stylus is stimulated. From there, the
unit automatically looks for asignal every half-hour for
just afraction of asecond. If it doesn't find asignal, it will
stay on for an additional half-hour with ayellow light
indicating that it is preparing to turn off.
What's more, the Ph.D. has four different loading options
and gain-stage settings that are simple to adjust.

,r0

There's never
been anything
quite like
the Ph.D.

Sound Smart.

Ph.D. Dimensions 17 -wide x4-high x14 -deep

To order the Ph.D., or for a -RE Acoustic Sounds
catalog, call 1-800-716-3553 or order
reji
online at

r-*ACOUSTIC SOUNDS' A
PO Box 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905 USA
PH 785-825-8609 •FAX 785-825-0156

Equipment
Brian

Report
Damkroger

Echo Busters Decorative Room Treatments

0

ne of the biggest challenges in setting up any
new listening room is
getting the room to work with
your equipment rather than
against it. Ifaced this challenge in
spades when Trish and Imoved
into our dream house in the
California hills. What would
serve as my listening room was a
wonderful, open space with panoramic views of the surrounding
hills — a space that bore no
resemblance at all to atraditional,
rectangular, dedicated listening
room. Instead, there was awall of
glass, a huge marble-and-glass
fireplace, a20' ceiling —and did I
mention that it isn't actually a
"room," but one arm of acontinuous flowing space?
Back in Albuquerque, even in
the dining-listening room of
Trish's old house, Ihad had afairly straightforward situation to deal with:
roughly rectangular rooms, similarly
constructed walls on all sides, and nice,
thick carpets over floors of brick or concrete. But even in these benign environments, there had been challenges: first
reflections from the sidewalk and ceilings, upper-bass boominess, etc. Still,
nothing in my experience had prepared
nie for the challenge of making things
work in our new home.
Echo Busters Decorative Room
Treatments
I've used alot of tools to tame and tune
rooms over the years, from rugs, plants,
and homebrew panel absorbers to such

Descriptions: Bass Buster: Helmholtz
quarter-round bass absorber, woodframed with foam core. Echo Buster:
flat-panel high-frequency absorber,
wood-framed with foam core.
Double Buster: flat-panel mid-tohigh-frequency
diffuser,
woodframed with hemispherical core. Echo
and Double Busters available in wallhanging or floorstanding versions,
with supplied feet.
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onator — a rigid enclosed column with holes drilled and
spaced to tune the BB for
absorption at a particular frequency. In this case, the center
frequency is 90-95Hz, but by
adding foam to damp air movement inside the column, the absorption can be spread out over a
broader range, from approximately 65Hz to 225Hz.
Back in Albuquerque, my
room's combination of an 8'
height, 17' width, and flexible
drywall walls on two sides created a real problem in the
80-120Hz region. Regardless of
where Iplaced my speakers, the
upper-bass response was muddy
and slow, the system's overall
tonal balance too warm. The
very low bass was okay, and by
Bass Busters
the lower midrange things had
regained abit of articulation, but
the upper bass was a morass. Soundoff-the-shelf products as RoomTunes,
pressure readings taken near the room
ASC Tube Traps, and RPG Diffusor
corners with aRadioShack meter sugpanels. But for nearly adecade now, the
gested that Ihad aboost of as much as
mainstays of my approach have been
9dB at about 100Hz.
Echo Busters, Double Busters, and Bass
At the suggestion of Mr. Echo Buster,
Busters, from Echo Busters of Deer
Michael Kochmann, I attacked the
Park, New York. This trio of (respectively) absorbers, diffusers, and bass problem with Bass Busters, beginning
with floor-to-ceiling columns in the
traps has given me the flexibility to tune
room's four corners. Next, Kochmann
out anumber of major problems and to
suggested using a full cylinder of
optimize numerous speakers and listenstacked Bass Busters — eight 4' quartering setups.
rounds — centered behind the speakers
at another point where my meter readBass Buster
ings suggested that the upper-bass level
The Bass Buster is a 4'-tall quarterround tower with aradius of 9". Under was substantially elevated.
Voilà! With the Bass Busters in place,
its fabric cover, it's a Helmholtz res-

Dimensions: Bass Buster: 4' H by 9"
Rquarter-round. Echo Buster: 4'-5' H
by 18-24" W by 2.25" D. Double
Buster: 4' H by 12" W by 2.25" D.
Weights not specified. Custom sizes
available.
Finishes: Standard fabrics: black,
white, dark gray, light gray, quartz.
Custom fabrics available for 5% surcharge.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:

N/A.
Prices: Bass Buster: $498/pair. Echo
Buster: $165 and $235 each. Double
Buster: $180 each. Approximate
number of dealers: 75. Warranty: lifetime.
Manufacturer: Echo Busters, 940-D
Grand Blvd., Deer Park, NY 11729. Tel:
(888) 324-6287, (631) 242-6100.
Fax: (631) 242-7717. Web: www.echo
busters.com.
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the bottom was cleaned up to aremarkable degree. My listening notes from
that time detail how Nathan East's flying bass runs on Foreplay's "Bali Run,"
from Foreplay (CD, Warner Bros.
26656-2) —a bass reference disc then
and now — remained clean and articulate as they traversed their range. Before,
the notes would blur together sluggishly, with a"one-note" character as East
ascended in pitch. In another listening
session, Iraved about how Ray Brown's
bass lines on Soular Enere (LP,
Concord/Bellaphon LELP 111), one of
my all-time favorites and reference
discs, regained their snap and bounce.
Pitch definition was improved, and the
image was much, much sharper and
better defined.
The verdict? Problem solved. At
$498/pair, my Bass Buster setup represents afew bucks, but the room had
gone from essentially unlistenable to
having excellent bottom-end balance
and articulation. Money well spent.
[dio Buster
The Echo Buster absorber panel might
well be the first Buster acoustic treatment that most people try, assuming
that they're not attacking evils as pernicious as the bass boost Ihad in my
Albuquerque room. One of the major
factors in optimizing focus and detail
resolution is ensuring that the direct
sound from your speakers isn't muddied
by reflected sound. The physics are pretty straightforward, but the bottom line
is that you've either got to get your
speakers away from reflective surfaces,
or damp those surfaces so that reflected
high-frequency information doesn't
arrive at your ears soon enough to be
confused with what the speakers arc
trying to tell you directly.
The Echo Buster is a lightweight
panel absorber: afoam-filled rectangular wooden frame that can be stand
free or be hung on awall. At about
5Ibs, it's easy to handle and move around, and can be located just about
anywhere. Like most foam-based
absorbers, the Echo Buster's absorption
increases as frequency rises, going from
essentially zero effect at 125Hz to
being completely absorptive above
about 375Hz.
Back in Albuquerque, Ihad no problems with sidcwall reflections in my
main listening room, but Idid have a
reflective floor and ceiling. Iended up
with apair of Echo Busters on the ceiling, at the first reflection point, and,
during listening sessions, with four
more flat on the floor, midway between
118

the speakers and my listening chair.
The effects of damping first reflections weren't nearly as large as taming
my upper-bass response, but they were
certainly audible. Improved image
focus was probably the biggest benefit,
manifesting itself most obviously in an
increase in the dimensionality and tangibility — the density — of images. My
notes from one installation, asystem
built around Thiel CS2.3 loudspeakers, refer to Rickic Lee Jones' Naked
Songs (CD, Reprise 45950-2). "RU's
image is much sharper, much more
dense. It finally seems like Icould
walk out and put my arms around her,
instead of just knowing that she's
somewhere over there."
Like the Bass Busters, the Echo
Busters, once installed, became afixture
in my setups. Some speakers seemed to
need abit more floor and ceiling damping. With others, leaving the floor and
ceiling abit more reflective seemed to

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VPI TNT Mk.VHR turntable & JMR-12.5 tonearm; Grado Statement Reference,
Benz Micro LO4 cartridges.
Digital sources: GamuT CD-1,
Burmester 001, Simaudio Moon
Eclipse CD players.
Preamplifier: VAC CPA 1
Mk.III.
Power amplifiers: Monoblocks:
VTL Ichiban, Classé Omega,
Mark Levinson No20.6.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic
Virgo III, Kirksaeter Silverline 60,
Thiel CS6.
Cables: Interconnect: Nirvana SX Ltd. & SL, Nordost Valhalla,
Audience Au24, AudioQuest
Anaconda. Speaker: Gibraltar,
Silversmith Silver, Monster Cable
Sigma Retro. AC: Audience
PowerChord, Synergistic Research,
Reference Master Couplers.
Accessories: Bright Sur Rack of
Gibraltar equipment stand, Big
Rocks, Little Rocks, Isonodes;
Immedia SSC component feet;
VPI, Disk Doctor LP cleaning systems; Wally phono alignment
tools; Nordost EC03, Disksolution
CD cleaning/treatment fluids;
MIT ZCenter power-conditioning
& delivery system; AudioPrism
NoiseSniffer AC line analyzer &
QuietLine AC filters.
—Brian Dainkroger

open up the soundstagc and create abit
more space above the orchestra. But
rarely, if ever, did Iend up with asetup
that didn't incorporate some damping
above and below.
The verdict: Another winner. The
Echo Buster is light and easy to use,
even to hang on aceiling. And the benefits, while sometimes subtle, are
always audible and worth the work. At
prices ranging from $165 for the smallest model to $235 for the largest, it's definitely worth having a few Echo
Busters around.
Double Buster
The Double Buster is apanel diffuser
similar in size and appearance to the
Echo Buster absorber. But instead of an
absorptive foam core, the Double's
wooden frame is filled with arigid convex panel. The idea is that they reflect
high frequencies from ahemispherical
plane, jumbling up the coherence of the
reflected waveforms.
I'm abig fan of diffusers, particularly
behind and around speakers and on the
wall behind the listening chair. I've experimented with absorbers in these locations, but have always found that they
collapse the image: Clarity, precision,
and detail are excellent, but the soundstage is shrunken, without the sense of
air and breath around the music.
The setups I used back in Albuquerque varied widely, depending on
the speaker Iwas auditioning. Typically,
Iwould cover the windows behind the
speakers and the wall behind my chair,
using two Double Busters in each spot.
For alot of speakers, Iwould end up
locating a pair of Double Busters
behind each speaker, the DBs often
leaned against each other to form a
wedge behind the speakers. Ialso often
used DBs outboard of the speakers,
where they could reflect sound back
into the general arca between and
behind the speakers, to widen and open
up the soundstage.
The Double Busters' effects were typically subtle, but well worth the time I
spent with them to optimize my system,
as well as their price of $180/each. The
big benefits were in soundstaging —expanding and opening up the stage,
increasing the spaces between performers, and creating around them acoherent, live-feeling space.
Another verdict: Another winner.
Back to the Future
Finally moved into our gorgeous house
in the California hills, Iwas delighted to
discover that my new and, cr, unusual
Stereophile, September 2003

listening space had no major bass problems. The large, open area isn't shaped
or sized to reinforce any particular frequency region, but in mapping the
room with my trusty RadioShack meter,
Idiscovered that Ihad slight boosts in
the upper bass/lower midrange in the
room's corners, and between and behind the speakers.
To beat the boosts, Ibegan with asingle Bass Buster in each corner, and a
one-high half-round column between
and behind the speakers. With the two
speakers I've used thus far, the Audio
Physic Virgo III and the Thiel CS6, the
BBs seemed to clean up the bottom end
abit, although Inoticed this effect more
in the lower than the higher frequencies.
One example: The row of double basses
at the opening of Saturn, from Zubin
Mehta and the L.A. Philharmonic's reading of Holses 71w Planets (LP, Decca/
London CS 6734), seemed clearer with
the Bass Busters in place. With the BBs,
it was easier to distinguish the individual
basses and to discern their positions in
the row.
Upper-bass information, such as alot
of Ray Brown's work on Soular Energy,
sounded wonderful with the Bass
Busters in place, but not hugely different than without them. It's worth noting, however, that both the Virgos and
the big Thiels don't pressurize my space
the way they would asmaller room; I
probably need BBs less than just about
anyone else. Even so, the slight improvements in bottom-end clarity and
precision were worth the effort.
Sonically, one of my new room's most
horrifying features is the huge, smooth,
marble-and-glass fireplace that forms
the wall between and behind the speakers. Untreated, that wall functions as a
huge reflector, centering high-frequency
information to the point where treble
instruments seem to emanate from only
three sources: the two speakers and the
fireplace. The image is all jumbled into a
confused mass between the speakers,
and individual instruments aren't coherent at all. Different parts of the frequency spectrum seem to come from
different places, and vary widely in
amplitude and dynamics.
I threw the entire Echo Busters
toolkit at the fireplace wall, experimenting with arange of setups varying from
awall of Bass Busters, round sides out,
to awall of Double Buster diffusors. All
combinations were better than nothing,
but none was perfect. Even though my
answer is usually "add more diffusers,"
that didn't turn out to be the best
approach. It solved the original probStereophile, September 2003

lems, and Iended up with ahuge, continuous soundstage, but it was alittle too
huge. The spaces between performers
sounded abit stretched-out, and the surrounding walls of the recording venues
were way out there —too far to be consistent with the ambience cues. Images
were abit too large as well, and not
nearly as dense and sharply focused as
they should be.
After several long sessions of experimentation, I arrived at the optimal
setup—at least for the speakers I'd
used thus far. In addition to the halfcolumn of Bass Busters Imentioned
earlier, Iended up covering about 75%
of the fireplace wall with amix of twothirds Double Buster diffusers and a
third of Echo Buster absorbers. Ialso
added afloorstanding DB outside and
slightly forward of each speaker, angled
to reflect sound back to an area between and behind the speakers.
Ahhh... nirvana. The reflector-fromhell fireplace was completely gone, in
its place a soundstage that was huge
but coherent, and well-proportioned.
Images were realistically sized, tangible, and dense. A nice mix of detail and
specificity was complemented by
coherence and seamlessness. The final
touch — those two outboard Double
Busters — extended the rear corners of
the soundstage rearward and out,
transforming it from atrapezoid deeper in the center than on the sides into
more of arectangle.
Last but not least, Istood apair of
Double Busters on the wall behind my
listening chair, which seemed to deepen
the soundstage abit more, and added
diffusers to the first reflection point on
the left wall, which is made of glass.
'There was a slight improvement in
detail and focus, but because my speakers are well in from the wall, the effect
was pretty subtle.
Summing Up

l'in abig fan of Echo Busters' products.
Ithink every serious audiophile should
at least try them. Whether you're
wrestling with problems as big as my
Albuquerque bass boost or my
California fireplace, or fine-tuning
image focus and soundstage air, the
Busters are great tools to have at your
disposal. As areviewer who is constantly changing setups and equipment, I
can't imagine doing my job without
these products. And as a music-lover,
now that I've heard what Echo Busters
can do for asystem, Inever want to be
without them. They get my highest recommendation.
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WE DELIVER THE BEST HIGH-END AUDIO
UPGRADES GHT TO YOUR DOOR
Award-Winning Headphones
Grado SR-60 dynamic headphones, regular 569, now 62.50
New! Sennheiser PX-200 campad and portable, 559.95
Grado SR-80 larger more comfortable 'phones, S95/85.00
New! Sennheiser PX-250 compact, portable, with noisecancelling technology, regular 5150, now 129.95
Grado SR-125 -Stereophile Accessory Product of the Year! dynamic headphones, regular 5150, now 134.95
Sennheiser HD-580 large 8comfortable 'phones, 5349/119.90
Sennheiser HD-600 - Top Rated Headphones - 5460/Coll

Magnum
Tube Tuner!
Just in from legendary
FM tuner manufacturer
Magnum Dynolab, the
61090 Triode FM tuner offers superb FM reception plus awarm and natural sounding
Class Atriode tube output stage designed by Zdenko iivkovic, only 51,495.00!

HD 600

CEC Single-Ended Output CD Player

Headphone Upgrades

Record Doctor Cleaner

PS Audio Power Port

Cardas RCA Caps

"Least expensive way to effectively clean records" says Stereophile.
Cleaning machine with fluid °pollrotor brush 84vos of cleaning
fluid, only
S199 95

Premium custombuilt isolated-ground
hospital-grade
in-wall receptacle
to improve A/V
performance.

Cordes RCA caps plug
unused RCAs to
prevent EM
RF interference
from destroying your sound.
536/sel of 12;
581/set of 27

PS Audio Power
Port, 549.95
Classa

Boltz CD Storage

Target FS Stands

Lovan Rack Sale

Steel Boltz racks offer sturdy
expandable media storage:
(D600 holds 600 CDs S249
CD330 holds 330 CDs S149
MM252 holds up to 252 DVDs
a385 CDs
5249
New LP Storage Racks (411

Solid steel FS stands have two sandfillable support tubes, spiked feet
and a6" by 6" top plate

Save now on the triple isolated
four-shelf 35.5" toll layon audio
rack. The New Zealand Pine
shelves ore 22.6" by 17.4".
Lovon Classic 1rack, block with
gold accents, regular 5379, now
only 199.95

FS6OD 24" tall .. only 579.95/pair
FS7OD 28" toll .. only 579.95/pair
New FSIOOD 40" tall
S99.95/pair

World's

gee
wi' si
is
411••••

/ c•

Pe,

Static-Killing Gun

Analog Accessories

Vibrapod Feet

Reduce annoying or harmful
static from LPs 8(Ds with the
pump-action Milty anti-static
gun. 579.95

Shure stylus force gauge 519.95
08 Protract
549.00
Hunt EDA Brush
519.95
ierodust Stylus Cleaner . 569.95
Discwasher Rice Paper LP Sleeves:
set of 50: 19.95; 100: 34.95

Vibrapod Isolator Feet:
1for gear 8-126
524/set
#2 for gear 13-32 Ii ..524/set
#3 for gear 33-48 lb
524/set

est Selection of High-End Audio & Video Cables

Best-Selling Speaker Cables
Audio0uest (AO) Type 6speaker cable in "no-frills"
packaging, 611 pair reg. 5150, now 89.95; 811 pr. 5200/119.95
Analysis Plus Oval Twelve 12-ga "Hollow-Oval" speaker cables,
8h pair 5175; 10h pair 5205; 1211 pair 5235; 1511 pair S280
Kimber 81( VoriStrond speaker cable 6ft pair 5216; Oft 5272
AO Granite twin-axial cable with "no-frills" termination, 611 pair, regular 5324,
now only 159.95; Oft 5432/199.95; 10Ft 5540/239 95; 1211 S648/279.95;
15ft 5810/339.95; 20h 51,080/439.95. Call for custom or single lengths.

CUM=

Exclusive! This new ultraCSC
smooth and extremely
detailed CD Ployer from
highly regarded Japanese
,
audio manufacturer (EC
•-•
features the world's first sin
gle-ended solid stale output stage. The CEC-3300 is being introduced at afactory-direct price of only S599.95

New! Cordas premium replacement headphone cable for Sennheiser
HD-580 &HD 600 'phones, 10ft 5149.95
Creek 08H-I Iheadphone amp, regular 5225, now 5199
Grado RA-1 battery-powered headphone amp, regular 5350, now 314.95
New! Perreoux 5TH-1 headphone amplifier, introductory price only 5349.95
(reek 08H-215E headphone amp with special ports 8power supply, regular 5450, now 5399

•

Best-Selling Video Cables

SALE!

Best-Selling Interconnect Cables
AO Sidewinder audio interconnects, IMM pair S39; I.5M S46.50; 2.0M 554
Kimber Kable P111 audio interconnects, 1MM pair, 572; 1.5M 584; 2.0M 5108
Kimber Kable Hera - Absolute Sound "Interconnect of the Year" - 1.0M pair 5150
Monster (able M1000 "hard-to-find" audio interconnects, 1.0M pair S199.95
(ardas Ouadlink 5( "Golden-Section" audio interconnects, I
MM pair 5234
Analysis Plus Copper Oval audio interconnects, 1.0M pair S269

Best-Selling Digital Cables
Monster Coble M•Series M1000D silver digital coax cable, 1.0M reg. 5100, now 54.95
'timber OPT] loslink fiber optic digital, 1.0M 560.00; 1.5M 570; 2.0M 580; 3.0M 5100
Wireworld Supernova 111+ gloss fiber optic w/preasion connector, 1.0M reg 5125/now 99.95
Illuminations D-60 "Reference" digital coaxial cable, 0.5M was 5212, now 170.00

Audio Advisor, Inc. was established in 1981.
Offices are at 4717A Broadmoor SE, Suite A,
Kentwood, MI 49512

•
11rZeiweirem
New! (ardas Precision Video coax, 1.0M only 546.20
Tributaries Delta - Outstanding Value - Component Video
Tile,e
Cables, 1.0M only 550; 2.0M 560
Monster Cable M-Series MI 000SV silver S-Video coble, 1MM only 559.95
AO 910-1 high performance silver-plated Component Video Cables, IMM only 5100
Monster (able M-Series M10000/ silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1.0M 5125
Monster Cables M-Series M2000 noise-killing S-Video cable, 1.0M S149.95; 2.0M 5199.95
Tributaries Silver S(V-C silver-plated Component Video (ables, 1.0M 5250; 2MM S300
Note: Longer and custom-length video cables also available, call for details.

Tributaries SLY

Best-Selling Upgrade Power Cords
New! AO NRG-1 replacement OVO player upgrode cable, 3honly 560; 6ft only 5/5
New! PS Audio xStream Prelude power cable with 10-ga copper 8ferrite-impregnated
cover for maximum RFI rejection, 1.0M only 599.95; I.5M 5119.95; 2.0M 5129.95
New! PS Audio xStream Plus power cable with 8-go copper ond maximum
RFI rejection, IMM 5199.95; 2.0M 5249.95
Cordes Golden Reference power cord with "ground
plane demodulator", 5ft 5439
New! Kimber Kable Palladia 10 Absolute
PS Ado) power
Sound's "Power Cable of the Year",
cable cut away view
4ft Si, 040

AUDIO,

Call (800) 942-0220 For More Information.
Call (800) 451-5445 For a FREE 112-page Color
Catalog. Visit Us Online at www.audioadvisor.com
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Blue Circle BC21.1
uffluiperreffet 171ripummui that of the Line-3 in the
lateral dimension, and appreamplifier
proached it in depth.
More than two years have
The biggest improvepassed since Ireviewed the
ment was in the bass.
Blue Circle BC21 preamWhile the original had
plifier and its stablemate,
great extension and good
the BC22 power amplifier,
definition at the low end,
for the February 2001
it was cursed or blessed,
Stereophile. Having jogged
depending on your prefermy memory by re-reading
ence, with more copious
those reviews and my origmidbass and deep bass
inal notes, Inow recall enthan I consider correct,
joying the Blue Circles'
Blue Circle BC21.1
judging from auditioning a
performance, singly and
wide range of recordings as well as the
The BC21.1 exhibited none of the
mated, despite finding the BC21 to have
very familiar WQXR announcers.
operational problems I'd had with the
rather more forceful apersonality than
Well, the BC21.1 had none of that
was ideal. Iwas less impressed by their BC21. There were no power-off tranexcess, and offered, overall, avery honsients at all (although the turn-on delay
construction and cosmetics. When Blue
est rendition of bass instruments and
seemed abit longer), and no signal-line
Circle's Gilbert Yeung offered me the
voices. While this made the BC21.1 a
noise. I can be emphatic about the
new BC21.1 for a"Follow-Up," Ihoped
that this successor, while addressing what BC21.1's lack of noise because it seemed good match for most power amps and
speakers, it's probably (remember, Iwas
to have much less gain than any other
Isaw as the BC21's idiosyncrasies, would
working from notes) not as wellpreamp I've used; Ihad to twist the
retain the original's clarity and dynamics.
matched to its stablemate, the BC22,
Shallco attenuator up to 2or 3o'clock
Well, the BC21.1 retains the original's
which benefited from the kick in the
to get any reasonable output. Even so,
rather dowdy appearance, but the rebottom provided by the BC21.
with my ear any more than 6-8" from
semblance is only skin-deep. Inside the
Of course, Iwould have liked to
the tweeter, Iheard no noise.
substantial steel case are two 6922 rather
Only some time later did Gilbert assess how much of this improvement
than 6SN7 tubes, in acircuit similar to
Yeung tell me that adifferent range of was due to the changes in tubes and cirwhat's found in more expensive (and
cuits (the latter not unrelated to the forgain settings can be selected via alittle
highly rated) Blue Circle preamps such
mer) and the fancy Shallco attenuator,
toggle on the back of the Shallco atas the BC3 Galatea (reviewed by Chip
but Icould only guess that the first two
tenuator.' With that switch flipped,
Stern, August 2000). In fact, my overall
were likely responsible for most of it.
comfortable listening levels were posimpression was of a more substantial,
The Shallco option offers repeatable setsible with settings below 12 o'clock,
more orderly internal arrangement that,
tings with low noise as well as parts
but the BC21.1 performed equally
while retaining Blue Circle's point-toquality cachet, but was probably not as
well at both settings.
point wiring, now seems immune to the
great acontributor to the improvement
I mated the BC21.1 to the Mcphysical stresses of packing and transport.
in sound. But it was apleasure to use,
Cormack DNA-1 with Cardas Golden
The BC21.1 costs $1650 with the
and that should count for something.
standard Alps pot. (The BC21 cost Cross, as Ihad the BC21 for my original
Although its similar appearance and
review, and, using the same reference re$1500.) For $1900, the BC21.1 is also
barely altered model number imply
cordings, reconsidered my observations.
available with either aShallco steppedonly incremental differences from the
Everything seemed more as they'd
ladder attenuator or with amotorized
BC21, the Blue Circle BC21.1 is anew
been with the Sonic Frontiers Line-3
version of the Alps pot and awireless
and improved preamplifier. For those
(which, though afar more complex deremote control. For an additional $75,
sign, also uses 6922 tubes), but not who want gut-wrenching bass, the origany version can also be ordered with the
inal BC21 is, according to Blue Circle's
Processor Loop Option, for use as a necessarily as with the BC21. There
website (www.bluedrcle.com), still
was no lack of transparency and detail
unity-gain pass-through (as might be
available. The BC21.1, however, deuseful in integrating a BC21.1 into a in the high frequencies or midrange,
serves amodel designation more indicaand the size of the soundstage equaled
multichannel system). My sample had
tive of its advances on its predecessor: It
the Shallco attenuator option.
offers everything nice — clarity, wide
Because the BC21.1 came with no
1The acmal gain of the BC21.1's active circuitry is fixed
souncistage, tight bass — that I heard
documentation (a special consideration
at 23.5dB. The switch changes the amount of attenuatwo and ahalf years ago from the BC21,
for reviewers, Iassume), Iconnected it tion at various settings of the Shako; ee, the minim lllll
position (one click up from the first or mute position)
while improving on them and adding a
up in place of my resident Sonic
changes frotn —84dB to —66dli. Clearly, there will he
subjectively honest tonal balance. It is a
Frontiers Line-3 preamplifier, using
finer steps with the latter setting. Perhaps that was afactor in my greater comfort with it.
formidable line stage.
single-ended connections.
Stereophile, September 2003
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CREEDENCE

CLEARWATER
REVIVAL
LPs &SACDs
Creedence Clearwater
Revival
LP=AAPP 8382
SACD=CAPP 8382 SA

OON 1111
)1

the best jazz ever
Analogue Productions is reissuing thc TOP
25 titles from Fantasy, Inc., keepers of the
world's mightiest jazz catalog. Sign up now
to reserve your set!
. .,
.
ever has such aset been availab
on I80-gram vinyl cut at 45 RPM

an

to 1,000 numbered copies of
-h title.

united

Cosmos Factory
LP=AAPP 8402
SACD CAPP 8107 SA

Bayou Country
LP=AAPP 8387
SACD=CAPP 8387 SA
Green River
LP=AAPP 8393
SACD=CAPP 8393 SA
Willy and the Poorboys
LP=AAPP 8397
SACD_CAPP 8397 SA

Mardi Gras
LP=AAPP 9404
SACD=CAPP
9404 SA
Pendulum
LP=AAPP 8410
SACD=CAPP
8410 SA

sing only the original analog master
pes, the renowned team of Steve
oilman and Kevin Gray will retnaster
dcut all of the titles at AcousTech
astering, and the vinyl will be
ressed at Record Technology, Inc.

series is

purr and dynamic
e-Cleati0115

of the

original master tapes
we have ever heard."
— Steve Hoffman,
Nfdstering Engineer

AI •
b.(411 a•ka
-

inaLPyme
Antedrinoar

FIRST TEN TITLES AVAILABLE NOW
ark

Count Basie &His Orchestra 88 Baste Street
AJAZ 2310-901
S50.00
Duke Ellington Quartet Dukes Big 4
2"10-703
$50.00

é

Willie Dixon &Me

LPs & SACDs

www.acousticsounds.com
11111 boos Waltz For Debby
LP .AJAZ 9399 $50.00

LEGENDARY FANTASY TITLES
The analog transfers on these Super Audio CDs were Bone using
the latest third -generation Analog-to-DSO converters by Ed
Meitner of EMM Labs They were specially-modified for The
Mastering Lab and Doug Sax These titles are among the bestselling and most-legendary in the Fantasy catalog

that this neu

going to be the most

Two titles released each subsequent month

25 eadi

1-800-716-3553

" Ithink you will find

Ben Webster At The Renaissance
LP .7•Aligi§gt,,,„
Sonny Rollins Saxophone Colossus
LP AJAZ 7079
Gene Ammons Boss Tenor
LP =AJAZ 7180

S50 00
S50 00

Cannonball Addedey With Bill Evans Know What I
Mean')
LP =AJAZ 9433
$5000
',U1'1 .1t AUDIO Or

Vince Guaraldi Jazz Impressions of Black Orpheus
LP =AJAZ 8089
$50.09

IIIELONIOUS MONK

KO JOHN COLIO4,,,.
Art Pepper
Meets the Rhythm Section
SACD =CAPJ 7532 SA
Sonny Rollins — Saxophone Colossus
SACD =CAPJ 7079 SA
Vince Guaraldi
Jazz Impressions of Black Orpheus
SACD =CAPJ 8089 SA
Bill Evans Trio
Sunday at the Village Vanguard
SACD -CAPJ 9376 SA
Sonny Rollins — Way Out West
SACD CAPJ 7530 SA
Bill Evans Trio — Waltz For Debby
SACD =CAPJ 9399 SA

John Coltrane — Standard Coltrane
CAPJ 7243 SA
Cannonball Adderiey With Bill Evans
— Know What IMean?
SACD =CAPJ 9433 SA

TheIonian Monk with Joke Coltrane
LP wAJAZ 46 $50.00

Miles Davis — Cookin'
SACD =CAPJ 7094 SA

Bill Evans Trio — Moon Beams
SACO =CAPJ 9428 SA

ININVILACOUSTICSOUNDS.0011.1 • 1-800-716-3553

Sal loom Tilo
Sunday at the Wage Vanguard
LP .AJAZ 93T6 $60.00

$50.00

Lightnin Hopkins with Sonny Terry Last Night Blues
$50.00
Miles Davis Bags' Groove _
jitip.111
LP= AJAZ 7109
,
Coleman Hawkins Night Hawk
I
l' :JAZ 2016
$50.00

An Pepper Meets The Rhythm Section
LP =AJAZ 7532

Chet Baker — Chet
SACD -CAPJ 1135 SA

Thelonious Monk — 5by Monk by 5
SACO =CAPJ 1150 SA

Sonny Rollins Quartet Tenor Madness
LP =AJAZ 7047

$50.00

Bill Evans Trio Moon Beams
LP =AJAZ 9428
Sonny Rollins Way Out West
vflvw.acousticsounds.com •1-800-715-3553

WWW.ACOUSTICSOUNDS.COM

FOR THE FIRST TIME, these Original
Jazz Classics have been issued on
180-gram virgin vinyl pressed at RTI.

Analogue
Productions
Originals

MMUS
Milt Jackson &Wes
Montgomery Bags Meets
Wes LP =AAPJ 234

Vince Guaraldi Jazz
Impressions of Black Orpheus
LP =AAPJ 437

Miles Davis and the Modern
Jan Giants LP =AAPJ 347

Bill Evans Trio Sunday at the
Village Vanguard LP =AAPJ 14(

Sonny Terry Sonny Is King
LP AAPB 521

Duke Ellington Quartet Duke's
Big Four LP =AAPJ 703

John Coltrane Coltrane
LP =AAPJ 7105

Sonny Rollins Saxophon) ,
Colossus LP =AAPJ 291
Mastered by Sieve Haman &Keen Sra.

Bill Evans Trio Moon Beams
LP -AAPJ 434

Chet Baker Chet Baker In New York
LP =AAPJ 207

Wes Montgomery Full House
LP =AAPJ 106
Willie Dixon and Memphis
Slim Willie's Blues
LP _AAPJ 501

GENE
AMMO:ST ,

John Lee Hooker That's My
Story LP =AAPB 538
Coleman Hawkins
Night Hawk LP =AAPP 420

-s

'UT1M ri
John Coltrane Soultrane

Myra Taylor My Night To Dream
LP =AAPO 2017 (45 RPM 2LPs)
CD =CAPO 2017
SACD =CAPO 2017 SA

Sonny Rollins and the
Contemporary Leaders
LP =AAPJ 31

Little Hatch Rock With Me Baby
LP =PAPO 2012 (45 RPM 2LPs)
CD CAPO 2012

LPS

LPs&SACDs

$29.99 each

Grady Tate Sings All Love
LP =AEES 7002
SACD =GEES 8802 SA
Joe Chambers Urban Grooves
• 7003
FS 8803 SA
Ravi Coltrane Mad 6
PrALES 7004
SACO =CEES 8804 SA
Clark Terry &Max Roach Friendship
LP =AEES 7005
SACO =CEES 8805 SA

Eddie Henderson So What
LP =AEES 7006
SACD =CEES 8806 SA
Marlena Shaw Live In Tokyo
LP =AEES 7007
SACD =GEES 8807 SA
The Great Jan Trio Autumn Leaves
LP =AEES 7008
SACD =CEES 8808 SA
Roy Haynes Quartet Love Letters
LP =AEES 7009
SACD =GEES 8809 SA

www.acousticsounds.com

Eighty-Eight's
AC01511C SOUNDS:4e

1-800-716-3553

SPEAKERS CORNER

I

exclusively available from
ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Will &Rainbow Over Crystal Green
LP =AEES 7001
SACO =GEES 8801 SA

I

VERVE

.41P.

S30
S16

ell WEIL,'

from Eighty-Eight's Records

•

$30
S16
S25

www.acousticsounds.com 1-800-716-3553

www.acousticsounds.com 1800-716-3553

JAll LPs and SACDs

S16
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Noah Wotherspoon &The Stratocats Bun Me
CD =CAPO 2018
$16

Thelonious Monk and Gerry
Mulligan Mulligan Meets Ur
LP =AAPJ 301
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Nancy Bryan Neon Angel
rLP =AAPO 2013-45 (45 RPM 2LPs) S30
$16
CD =CAPO 2013
$25
SACD =CAPO 2013 SA

Harry Hypolite Louisiana Country Boy
CD =CAPO 2016
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S25
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1 SACD =CAPO 2016 SA
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Jimmie Lee Robinson All My Life
LP =AAPO 2011-45 (45 RPM. 2LPs) S30
CD =CAPO 2011
S16
SACO =CAPO 2011 SA
S25

Wild Child Butler Sho"Nuff
LP =AAPO 2015-45 (45 RPM, 2LPs) $30
CD =CAPO 2015
$16
SACO =CAPO 2015 SA
S25

Sonny Rollins Quartet Tenor
Madness LP =AAPJ 124
Gene Ammons Blue Gene
tP=AAPJ 192

S25
S16
$25
$30

Henry Townsend My Story
CD =CAPO 2014
SACO =CAPO 2014 SA

180-GRAM LPs

John Coltrane Standard
Coltrane LP =AAPJ 246
Johnny Griffin The Little
Giant LP =AAPJ 136
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Thelonious Monk
Thelonious Alone In San Franciscc
LP =AAPJ 231

Miles Davis All Stars
Walkin LP =AAPJ 213

Ben Webster and Joe
Zawinul Soulmates
LP =AAPJ 109

Honeyboy Edwards
Shake Em On Dov,n
LP =AAPO 2010
CO =CAPO 2010
SACD =CAPO 2010 SA
DVD =CAPOD 2010

Miles Davis and the Modern
Jan Giants Bags' Groove
LP =AAPJ 245

Bill Evans Everybody Digs
Bill Evans 2 ASP 1068

Ella Fitzgerald Fine and
Mellow LP -AAPJ 829
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Ella Fitzgerald Sings the
Cole Porter Song Book 21.Psi
LP
4001 S55.00
Ella Fitzgerald and Louis
Armstrong Ella and Louis
LP =AVEC 4003 $3000
Ella Fitzgerald &Count
Basie On The Sunny Side
Of The Street
LP =AVER 4061 $3000

Dizzy Gillespie
Ai E.u1i it., veiling With
The Dizzy Gillespie Quintet
LP =AVER 8401
530.00
Stan Getz and Charlie Byrd
Jazz Samba
LP =AVER 8432
$3000
Stan Getz &Luiz Bonfa
Jazz Samba Encore!
LP =AVER 8523 S30 00

Louis Armstrong Meets
Oscar Peterson
•
, S30 00

The Oscar Peterson Trio
Night Train
LP _AVER 8538 S30 00

Ella Fitzgerald Sings the
George and Ira Gershwin
Song Books
Li

Stan Getz &Joao Gilberto
Getz/Gilberto
LP _AVER 8545 S30 00
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Jimmy Smith The Cat
$30.00
Ben Webster Quintet So** LP =AVER 8587
1
730
Wynton Kelly Trio
Smokin' At The Half Note
Ben Webster Meets Oscar
LP =AVER 8633 $30.00
Peterson
LP =
530 00
Cal Tjader Soul Burst
LP =AVER 8637
$30.00
Gerry Mulligan
The Concert Jazz Band
Luiz Henrique Barra Limpa
LP =AvER 8388 S30
LP =AVER 8697
S30.00
PO Box 1905
4.9kb
Samna KS 67402-1905 USA
785-625-96CP)• FAX /85-825 u.
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HOW... I'm on aPOWER TRIP!
Inever thought that power products could make so much difference. Then Iplugged aRichard Gray Power Company
into the circuit with my audio /video system. Immediately, the dynamics improved, imaging and transparency
become noticeably better; the black level on my CRT Projector became deeper, and lack of video noise was simply
awesome. Next, Iplugged the whole system into aRGPC SubStation. My jaw dropped. Dead silence in the
background, alevel of detail and musicality Ihad not previously experienced, and the most film-like picture Ihad
ever seen. By the time Icompleted the RGPC power delivery system
with their 8-gauge HighTensionWire power
cords, my curiosity went wild. So Icalled up Dick McCarthy over at Richard Gray.
TM

Andy: Dick how does this stuff work?
Dick: Simple. Richard Gray's Power Delivery System TM removes line noise with no current limiting, protects
your valuable equipment from lethal spikes and from those constant smaller surges that plague electronic parts.
Each link in the RGPC chain provides more dependable delivery of power from your breaker box to your entire home
theater system.
Andy: It may be simple to you but for me,
it's amajor POWER TRIP. Get it?
Dick: Yeah, Iget it.
Andy: So will all my customers, when they hear it!
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Warren Haynes

T

he Summer of Warren Haynes
happened in 2003. The ubiquitous presence of this sublime guitarist at the season's highest-profile
festival, Bonnaroo, was afeat of wizardry. Haynes began the three-day jam
by performing with the funky Meters in
ajaw-dropping display that fans voted
the best set of the festival — and seeing
the venerable Art Neville encourage
Haynes to continue his solo on "Hey
Pocky Way" was an epiphany.
Haynes followed on day two with a
blazing performance in the Duane
Allman chair he once again occupies in
the Allman Brothers Band. After more
than adecade of guiding this band into
new territory, Haynes deserves to be
viewed less in terms of having to fill
those shoes than in having eliminated
the need altogether. By now, the
Brothers have become Haynes' band, in
partnership with Gregg Allman.
Haynes went on to electrify an
already astonishing set by Widespread
Panic, trading intricate slide-guitar licks
with George McConnell on "Don't
Wamia Lose You," and sticking around
for aclimactic jam session with Robert
Randolph sitting in on steel guitar.
Day three opened with Haynes performing abeautiful set on solo acoustic
guitar, then joining Galactic for a
bristling take on the Jimi Hendrix classic
"Little Miss Lover," and finally whipping
thru an extended blues jam with moe.
In the past, such performances would
have worked their way into the culture
as tape-trader legends; Bonnaroo's institutional ambition ensures that the official release of this material will be
available by the time you read this.
Warren Haynes doesn't have asingle
signature style. He is one player in the
Allman Brothers, another in Gov't
Mule, yet another with Phil Lesh and
Friends, and a fourth in his solo
acoustic work. He is arelentless creative force, greedily absorbing influences from Hendrix, Allman, Frank
Zappa, and Jerry Garcia, as well as from
John Coltrane, Miles Davis, Eric
Dolphy, and countless others. His
groups have opened aconceptual door
that dozens of younger jam bands have
Stereophiie, September 2003

And then there were two...Matt Abts and Warren Haynes.

followed him through, pushing the
genre beyond lengthy homages to the
Grateful Dead and into arevival of the
soul-jazz movement.
And we haven't even begun to discuss his songwriting.
Perhaps the ultimate tribute to
Haynes' versatility is that when he
showed up in 1988 to audition for a
Dickey Betts solo project, it was as a
singer, not aguitarist. Betts soon formed
an electric fusion group with himself
and Haynes on guitars, Matt Abts on
drums, and Johnny Neal on keyboards.
They recorded asingle album, Pattern
Eleatic, but a great live radio performance from the Lone Star Roadhouse
in New York is in private circulation.
The Allman Brothers Band greeted
the 1990s with areunion album (Seven
Turns, 1990) built around the Betts
band, with Haynes, Woody, and Neel
contributing the bulk of the songs.
Although Neel soon left the ABB, he
left amark on the band through his
collaboration with Haynes on
"Gambler's Roll," which became an
Allmans staple. Haynes also wrote
"Shine It On," "Loaded Dice," and
"True Gravity" with Betts, but,
most important, Betts turned over

the slide playing to Haynes — the first
time he'd surrendered that role since
Duane Allman's death, in 1971. The virtuosic Haynes breathed new life into
Duane's
set-pieces,
particularly
"Dreams," and was presented with the
precious bag of Coricidin bottles Duane
had used for slides.
At Allman Brothers concerts, fans
were astonished by the new lineup. This
was no "ghost band" but avibrant new
group with its own musical vision.
Haynes and Woody opened Gregg's
somnambulist eyes to the possibility of a
fresh start, and the three
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Our Customers
Are "Special"
And they want the coolest stuff NOW. So we
have most every hi-fi model in stock. No
need for long waits and special orders.
We're talkin' today, baby.
AES 6PACs
$2400
apair!
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MUSICAL FIDELITY TRI VISTA

"Spent $20K at another
store.., and got this. It sucks.

Went to Upscale Audio.

System still sucks. But a
higher level of suck."

RAT VK-300 X

MANLEY
MAHI

ATMASPHERE
S-30

PATHOS
CLASSIC ONE

TRIANGLE
CELIUS
UNISON
UNICO

CARY 805 C
ANNIVERSARY

Upscale Audio retubes more high end analyzer and custom built test gear. See pictures on our website! And
gear than anybody. Strong attention Names like MuIlard, Telefunken, remember... we DO NOT use your
to detail, including a91,000 FFT Siemens, Svetlana... you name it. amp as atube tester.
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www.upscaleaudio.com
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2504 Spring Terrace •Upland. CA 91 784
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,
,
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quickly collaborated on the first classic
song written by the new ABB, "End of
the Line," which led off Shades of
Two Worlds (1991). Betts and
Haynes co-wrote three strong
vocal tracks, "Bad Rain," "Desert
Blues," and "Midnight Man,"
then showed the length they
were willing to go to redefine the
ABB sound with the fusion-influenced instrumental "Kind of
Bird." The next album, Where It
Al! &gins (1994), introduced the
classics "Soulshinc," "Back Where
It All Begins," and "No One to
Run With."
When he wasn't working with
the ABB, Haynes was playing solo
gigs around his newly adopted
home of New York City, which
was ripe with club activity in the
early 1990s. Haynes played aparticularly memorable show at the
Cat Club featuring material from
an upcoming solo album, Tales ofOrdinary
Madness (1993). The album reveals
Haynes to be a world-class frontman
whose gritty, emotional vocals and extraordinary guitar work sound even more
remarkable in the context of these timeless songs. Haynes fans who have yet to
hear this relatively obscure album are in
for ashock. Much has been made of
Haynes's superb technique and tone, but
his ability to transcend those elements
and play with pure instinct is something
he learned from Jimi Hendrix. That
instinct permeates such Ordinary Madness
songs as "I'll Be the One" and "Tattoos
and Cigarettes." "Fire in the Kitchen" is a
scorching blues that lives up to its title.
The new ABB kept growing musically throughout the 1990s. Percussionist
Marc Quinones, who joined for the
Shades of Two Worlds sessions, increased
Stereophile, September 2003

the band's rhythmic subtleties by ageometric factor.
Allen Woody was the band's
most creative bassist since the
late Berry Oakley, and
Haynes was its most brilliant
solo voice, pressing the jams
into new territory. You can
hear the band evolving
between two live albums,
both titled An EVellitW With
the Allman Brothers Band and
subtitled First Set (1992) and
2nd Set (1995). First Set is highlighted by Haynes' epic recast
of "Dreams" and the outstanding interplay among
Haynes, Betts, and Woody,
particularly
on
"Southbound." The band reaches
another level on 2nd Set, with aconfident Haynes adding to the dynamics and

Woody's bass worked more efficiently
into the mix. The band sounds at
once more thick and more subtle. This light/heavy dichotomy
is acharacteristic common to the
classic power trios, and clearly
anticipates the Haynes-Woody
spin-off, Gov't Mule.
Gov't Mule (1995) was an
ambitious debut. Haynes leads
the way with his solo preamble,
a reading of the Son House
admonition "Grinnin' in Your
Face," and the Tales of Ordinary
Madness—like "Temporary Saint,"
"Painted Silver Light," and
"World of Difference." The
Gov't Mule sound is codified on
"Mother Earth," "Monkey Hill,"
and "Mule," while the band's
ongoing dedication to pushing
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the envelope is in full force on "Trane,"
"Dolphineus," and the Frank Zappa tribute "Left Coast Groovies."
If the ABB's live performances and
recordings were markedly different, the
gap between Gov't Mule's concert and
studio gigs was achasm. Live at Roseland
Ballroom (1996) documents the Mule's
opening set for Blues Traveler on New
Year's Eve, 1995 —if you didn't think a
single musical thread could link the
Grateful
Dead,
Mountain, Jimi
Hendrix, fo Diddley, the Mahavishnu
Orchestra, and Black Crowes, here it is.
From the opening minutes of the 16:34
jam on "Tram" to the band's signature
tune, "Mule," this is power-trio music at
its finest, all three players running independent lines while listening closely and
interacting throughout. Haynes hints at
things to come in the coda of "Tranc," a
jam based on Jerry Garcia's opening guitar statement on "St. Stephen."
It's significant that the ABB didn't include the adventurous
"Kind of Bird" on the live
albums, leaving Mule the
opportunity to stamp its signature on the composition here.
The original Mule's live albums were more open-ended
than the Allmans'. On Live...
With a Little Help from Our
Friends, they brought in aslew
of guests to assist them on a
search for aNorthwest Passage
connecting Black Sabbath,
Thclonious Monk, Steve Winwood, Neil Young, and John
Coltrane.
By the time of Dose (1998),
Gov't Mule had become afulltime band whose players had
officially split with the ABB,
and who had defined their sound
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around the ultra-heavy bass of Woody,
Haynes' cornucopia of guitar tones, and
drummer Matt Abts' precise, melodic
accompaniment. The first two tracks,
"Blind Man in the 1)ark" and
"Thorazine Shuffle," represent the
Mule ethos as completely as possible.
No one knew it at the time, but the
dark, troubled visions of Mule's 141i'
&five Insanity (2000) would be Allen
Woody's last hurrah. Haynes has since
said that he was writing about Woody's
problems subconsciously in such songs
as "Wandering Child," "Life Before Insanity," "Bad Little Doggie," "Lay Your
Burden Down," "Fallen Down," and
"No Need to Suffer." Woody's death in
late 1999 could have meant the death
of Gov't Mule as well, but Haynes and
Abts went on to make the ambitious
7/te Deep End (2001), using acatalog of
bassists who'd influenced Woody.
With Chuck Leavell on keyboards, the
good ship Gov't Mule I
Iset sail in
uncharted waters.
The new approach allowed Haynes to
move the band away from astrict powertrio format, stretching out the sound and
writing more versatile arrangements.
Haynes also came up with some of his
best songs ever. "Banks of the Deep
End," co-written with Phish bassist Mike
Gordon, is an especially powerful tribute
to Allen Woody's struggle with the
demons that ultimately devoured him.
"Got to hold on to apiece of dry land,"
Haynes sings with the desperation of a
man who's been there himself. "Fool's
Moon," avehicle forJack Bruce, is another comment on "burning out too soon,"
while "Life On the Outside," with bassist
Larry Graham, deals with the need to go
on with the inspirational dew "Be who
you are. that is the message."
Other bassists on The Dar End included John Entwistle ("Saine Price"),
Flea ("Down and Out in New York
City"), Mike Watt ("Effigy), and Roger
Glover ("Maybe I'm aLeo"). "Sco-Mule"
features jazz guitarist John Scofield and
keyboardist Bernie Worrell. Little Milton
comes in to sing "Soulshine" with Willie
Weeks on bass, and ABB mates Oriel
Burbridg,e, Gregg Allman, and Butch
Trucks pitch in on "Worried Down with
the Blues." The bonus Hidden Treasure disc
features Dave Schools on "Blind Man in
the Dark" and "Fallen Down," Mike
Gordon and Page McConnell on "Jesus
Just Left Chicago," and asolo acoustic
version of"Soulshine" from Haynes.
In concert and in the studio, Gov't
Mule has continued to use akaleidoscopic of bassists, and The Deep End
Vo1.2 (2002) collects an equally impresStereophile, September 2003

sive lineup:Jack Casady, George Porter
Jr., Phil Lesh, Alphonso Johnson, Les
Claypool, Schools, Chris Squire, Tony
Levin, and others. The bonus disc includes two live tracks recorded with
Schools at the Orpheum theater in
New Orleans in 2001, and aDJ Logic
remix of "Sco-Mule."
But even as he made The Deep End
discs and took Mule out on the road with
Schools or Burbridge, Haynes was
rejoining the ABB in the wake of Dickey
Betts' departure —and playing with Phil
Lesh & Friends. Then' and Bark Again
(2002) is generally considered the best of
the post-Grateful Dead recordings. Lesh
tried anumber of different combinations
before settling on alineup with Haynes
and Jimmy Herring on guitars, Rob
Barracoa from the Zen Tricksters on
piano, and drummer John Molo.
Haynes' lithe, Garda-mode soloing and
telepathic interchange with Herring and
Lesh illuminate the Lesh-Robert Hunter
originals "Celebration" and "Night of
1000 Stars." Haynes excels on lead and
backing vocals as well —important elements in the album's success, given
Lesh's vocal limitations—but his most
striking contributions to the album are
three chilling original songs, two in
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remembrance of Woody, and one about
the moment he heard of Garcia's death.
Haynes' reunion with the ABB
required an internecine series of events
to occur, including Betts' meltdown
and Woody's death. When Betts and
Gregg Allman developed irreconcilable differences Haynes was asked to
rejoin the group. With Derek Trucks
as his partner guitarist, Haynes once
again revived the ABB band on the
stirring Hittin' the Note (2003), directing
the band's sound while insuring that
the basic forms and trademark arrangement touches stayed true to the band's
identity. [Hittin' the Note] brings a
wealth of new Allman/Haynes material into the band's book— "High Cost
of Living," "Desdamona," "Old Before
My 'Time"—as well as the Gov't Mule
stomper "Rocking Horse."
Haynes will unveil an album of
acoustic material next year, but meanwhile the five-song "The Lone EP" is
available. The disc includes a live
"Patchwork Quilt," from the 2000
Gathering of the Vibes concert, "Fallen
Down" from the 2002 Terrapin Station
show at Alpine Valley; and studio versions of "I'll Be the One," "Indian
Sunset" and "End of the Line."
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LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate
Champlain Valley Spkrs.
Home Theatre Concepts

972 960 2911
505 332 0336
309 266 6640

EchoAuclio
eAudioNet
Sound Waves

503 223 2292
518 782 5489
408 479 1733

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LAT International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com

e-mail:latinternational@erols.com
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Experience yourself enveloped in
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last.
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Revol utionary

Patent-Peru:ling "Shelf-Less" System
Individual Mounts with Optional Bearings
Provide Ultimate Isolation & !Damping
For Compcfflerits And Rack Structure

Post Office Box 146
4705 South Main St
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
www.merlinmusic.com

Modular Design, Extra Wide 8. Deep,
Fully Adjustable Levels, Super Strong 8. Rigid,
Supports Largest 8. Heaviest Components
Please Visit Our Website For More Information
On This Ground-Breaking Technologyl

Equa Corporation New York. N.Y

212-481-0071
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BLUE CIRCLE
,e
Simplicity Artistry Music

Line

TM

The BC21.1
level tube preamplifier
Blue Circle Audio
RR #2

phone: 519-469-3215
fax
:519-469-3782

Ontario

Canada No./ Imo

email :bcircle@bluecircle.com

www.bluecircle.com
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BEST VALUE
"...excellent tracking; sweet, natural unhyped
presentation.., if you're hunting for a mid-priced
MC... a must hear."
—Stereophile, July '03, Vol. 26, No. 7

"...a delectable combination of subtle refinement and
vivid but unexaggerated clarity ...near perfect detail,
dynamics ...outstandingly natural tonal balance."
—HiFi+, July '03, Issue 23

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC. 510.420.0379 www.musicalsurroundings.com
Exclusive U.S. Benz Micro Importer since 1991
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Please visit our Online Seminar Series and listen to lectures and interviews
from world-famous audio/video manufacturers over the Internet. More
information is available at http://www.audionexus.com/online.shtml
AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable "Class A" speakers you
will ever hear. The new Tempo IIli, Virgo Ill and Yara are now available.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Their latest
products are the very affordable VS-55 tube amp at $2495 and the SP-I6
preamp at $1995. Now you, too, can afford Audio Research!
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use the fabulous 6H30 super-tube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clarity to your music. Their latest offerings are three incredible
solid state and hybrid integrated amps, the VK300X series, with 150
watt/channel outputs

McCORMACK Been waiting for an audiophile-grade disk player that will
play every format, including SACD and DVD Audio? Well, it's finally here!
The UDP- IUniversal Disk Player plays all formats and does it with the true
musicality of aSteve McCormack design.
CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding, the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to audition any of their fine
products, and you'll soon understand what the term "musical" really means.
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
REVEL It's so hard to find speakers which are both musical and accurate,
but Revel excels in both areas. They have bookshelf, floor-standing, center
channel, subwoofer, and surround models for building either an audio or
home theater system. Their sound is spacious, dynamic, and powerful, and
the reviews have been great. Come discover them for yourself.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship Model 5A will engulf you
in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater? The full selection
of home theater models brings true quality to surround sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Loewe •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty
Project •PSB •Quad •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Revel •Rogue •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •System Audio •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

• Trade-ins Accepted

• Consultations .•

No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901 —We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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Recording of the Vonth
Grammophon) and Perlman again
(with Argerich, on a1999 Saratoga
RA 11\1•%\l‘t ‘
....I.,.
recording on EMI). With his burnGautin• Caparom •Li/pi Zillwrotein
ing virtuosity tempered by a cool
head, Renaud Capuçon more than
holds his own in the live stakes.
The French violinist delivers a
charged yet thoughtful performance
this
old in live-wire
sound and sensibility,
recording
of the Franck, one that serves as the
attractive middle alternative to
matches
two
Romantic
Mutter's deliberate underlining and
chamber works related in spirit in
Perlman's headlong, improvisatory
performances by two young soloists
rush (the veteran seemingly lit from
related by blood. In their early 20s,
behind by Argerich's fire). Like
the frères Capuçon are a pair of
Mutter, Capuçon is alert to the poetry in the opening
highly touted string players; most notably, the Frenchmen
movement's song without words, yet he never gilds the lily,
are championed by Martha Argerich, arguably today's
most compelling pianist as well as alongtime supporter of as she can; and despite his rhythmic spring, he never gets
ahead of himself, as Perlman occasionally does. Compared,
developing talent. Prime participants in last summer's
Martha Argerich Project at the Lugano Festival in perhaps unfairly, with Argerich, Gurning can't match her
incisive articulation in the most fevered moments of the
Switzerland, violinist Renaud Capuçon and cellist Gautier
second-movement Allegro, although he is afforded amore
Capuçon are showcased here on the third recording issued
by EMI from the event; the elder Renaud performs pleasingly resonant piano sound (not to mention amore
Franck's Violin Sonata in league with Belgian pianist central position in the audio picture). Finally, those eyeing
the recent recordings by Isserlis, Yo-Yo Ma, and Mischa
Alexandre Gurning, while Gautier aligns with the Russian
Maisky of the sonata's alternate cello arrangement would
Lilya Zilberstein for the Rachmaninoff Cello Sonata.
do to sample this disc first — aperformance like Capuçon's
This disc hit the racks at the same time as aHyperion
proves that the violin version holds more thrills.
album by cellist Steven Isserlis and pianist Stephen Hough
Sharing the dramatic, soul-baring atmosphere of the
that features the Rachmaninoff sonata along with the increasingly popular cello version of the Franck. Consisting Franck, the Cello Sonata in g of 1901 by Sergei
of asingle night's live performances, the Capuçons' set isn't Rachmaninoff (1873-1943) also has afinale in which darker emotions give way to light. Yet this work is ultimately
adeeply pondered, meticulously prepared studio undertakgoverned by the composer's patented melancholy lyricism,
ing like the Isserlis-Hough, in which the interpretation
even in adirect, extravert reading such as that of Gautier
(every bar explored for maximum expression), annotation
Capuçon, who obviously means to project far beyond the
written with witty erudition by Isserlis), and recording (in
lip of the stage; although less subtly detailed than Isserlis,
the finest Hyperion tradition) all contribute to astatement.
he is more immediately involving. The major plus for the
What the Capuçons' recording is, however, is avividly capCapuçon is its dry-eyed quality, with the sentimentality of
tured document of two exciting, excited young soloists
Rachmaninoffs more lachrymose melodies burned off
pulling off the trick of fully animating notes on apage,
and purified, like the emotion from atorched love letter.
which is what the best classical music-making achieves.
Predictably perhaps, Rachmaninoff positioned the piano
The Violin Sonata in A by César Franck (1822-1890)
stands not only as apinnacle of the violin repertoire but prominently, and Zilberstein speaks the master's voice
with idiomatic flair. Again, the piano tone is warm and
also as one of the most absorbing sonatas of any stripe.
realistic, as are the recordings overall; the soloists are acuteEnormously vital, the sonata belies the composer's age —
ly present, but the acoustic seems giving, and the engineer
63 — when he composed the piece as awedding present
for star Belgian violinist Eugéne Ysaye. An example of has allowed for enough air around the instruments.
Other than enthusiastic applause at the end of each
Franck's brand of Wagner-derived cyclic form, with its
passionate themes appearing and reappearing in manifold piece, these recordings contain virtually no "audience participation." But as with any live recording, especially those
guise, the sonata also reflects the composer's background
with aclose perspective, this disc can't hide occasional
as an organist in its rich harmonies and counterpoint.
foot-stampings, pulls of breath, and swishings of cloth, as
Celebrated studio readings of the piece by Arthur
well as the odd instrumental glitch. These are not excesGrumiawc, Kyung-Wha Chung, and Itzhak Perlman have
sive, though, and are hardly impediments to relishing perbeen joined by live accounts from Anne-Sophie Mutter
formances of uncommon electricity.
—Bradley Bambarger
(her 1996 Berlin recital with Lambert Orkis for Deutsche

FRANCK: Violin Sonata in A
RACHMANINOFF: Cello Sonata in g
Renaud Capuçon, violin; Gautier Capuçon, cello;
Alexandre Guming, Lilya Zilberstein, piano
EMI Classics 5 57505 2 (CD). 2003. Carlo
Piccardi, prod.; Ulrich Ruscher, eng. DDD. TT
65:33
Performance ****
Sonics ****
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From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware and accessories -with our 30 day satisfaction or your money back Guarantee'
TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing!
Basis Turntables/Rega &Vector tonearms -SCALL!
Clearaudio Turntables, Tonearms &Clamps
Graham 2.2, Robin Tonearms &all Accessories
Music Hall -MME 1, 2, 5, 7&9&Ringmots SCALL
VPI TNT &HRX w/JMW 12/12.5 tonearms -SCALL!
VPI Aries 2&Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
VPI HW-19 w/Rega or AD toneanns -SCALL!
VPI Clamps, Dustcovers &all Accessories -SCALL!

•

Scout Turntable
with JMW 9
made
Tonearm
Class-8 Stereophile
Recommended Component!
(II

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting at $174.99!
Clearaudio (all models) -starting at $199.99!
Dynavector (all models) -starting at $349.99!
Goldring (all models) -starling at $62.99!
Grado (all models) -starting at $35.99!
Koetsu, Lyra, Transfiguration (all models!)
ClearAudio Virtuoso Wood Phono
Cartridge Class-B Stereophile
***Let one of our analogue specialists design
Recommended Component! SSS
acomplete system for you today!***
AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS &CD PLAYERS
Creek CD-43 &CD-53 CD Players -SCALL!
Shoaling CD-T200 Tube SACD Player -SCALL!
Music Hall CD-25 CD Player -$539.99!
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier -SCALL!
Creek P43R &OBH-12 Passive Pre-Amps
Philips 963SA Multi-Ch SACO DVD-Video/
Creek OBH-11/11 se Headphone Amps
CD Player -10% off all SACD purchases
Grado RA-1 Headphone Amp -Kali!
until 1/1/2004 with purchase of this player!

must have accessories under $40!
100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99!
100 Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves -$29 99 1
ROL LP#9, Vinyl Wash .3 Deep Cleaner -$24.99 eat
Auric Illuminator CD System $39.99!
Cordes Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in .4 Demag Lp -$22.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Audioprism MK3 Ourettines •$24.99!
Gruv Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!
Vibrapod Isolators (all models) -$5.99 each!
Ringmat Ringcap -$29.99!

Allsop Orbitrtic 2Record Cleaner $39.99
NEW! Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cordas RCA/XLR Caps -Storting at $29.99!
MEL Lift Lock Jewel Box $I 25'51 00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -$16 99 1
ClearAudio Clever Clomp $19 99
Visit www .
elusivedisc.com or coil us for g
imieltisLotolLosse.s.sontsisc_uttri

NEW audiophile recordings

Stan Getz/The Dolphin 245rpm 180g LP's
Alison Krauss/New Favorite &Forget... 180g LP
Clair Marlo/Let It Go Limited Edition 180g LP

Yamamoto Trio/Girl Talk Super xrcd24
Eiji Nakayama/North Plain Super xrcd24
McCoy Tyner/Echoes Of AFriend Super xrcd24

VII 165 Record Cleaner SterE
Recommended Componen

POWER FILTERING &SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Audioprism Foundation .5, I, II, III &ACFX -SCALL!
NEW! Audioprism QuietLine MK3 Filters -$24.99!
Audioprism Waveguide $99.99! Bedini Ultra Clarifier $119.99!
Quantum Symphony/Sym. Pro &Electroclears- SCALL!
CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cable SCALL!
Audience powerChord -SCALL!
Audioquest Interconnects, Speaker Cable &Accessories
Audioprism Power Cords (all models) -SCALL!

Audience Au24 Speaker Cab
Interconnect and powerChord
Stereophile Recommended Com1

PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE -Class-A Recommended Component!$$$
Clearaudio Micro Basic &Basic -starting at $199.99!
Creek 0BH-8/9/8SE/9SE -starting at S169.99!
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PWX Upgrade!
Block Cube Phono Stage Clan
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages
Stereophile Recommeded Compon

elusive disc inc.
call us today!

800-782-3472

or shop online: wvvw.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusales@netdirect.net
4020 frontage road anderson. in 46013 m-f, 9am-6pm est, sat: 11am-3pm cst

.

AUDIOPHILE SACOS $14.99 &UP! Over 700 titles!
Rimsky-Korsakov/Scheherazade M-CFI SACD
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me M-CH SACD
Stan Getz/The Dolphin 2-CH SACD
Gene Harris Trio/Plus One 2-CH SACD
Rosemary Clooney/With Love 2-CH SACD

Pink Floyd/Dark Side Limited Edition 180g LP
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me 200g LP
Gene Harris Trio/Plus One 245rpm 180g LP's

AUDIOPHILE DVD-A's $17.99 &UP!
Eagles/Hotel California DTS Surround OVO -A
Linda Ronstadt/What's New DTS Surround OVO -A
Neil Young/Harvest DTS Surround OVO -A
Donald Fagen/The Nightfly DTS Surround OVO -A
R.E.M./Document DTS Surround OVO -A
The Band/Music From The Big Pink DTS OVO -A
AUDIOPHILE CD'S $13.99 &UP!
Burmester 03 Sampler CD
Dave Grusin/Discovered Again + Super xrcd24
Amanda McBroorn/Growing Up... Super xrcd24
Sonny Rollins/In Japan Super xrcd24

LOUDSPEAKERS &HEADPHONES
Epos M12 Bookshelf Speakers &Stands- SCALL!
Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -SCALL!
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS182 Headphones!

- call us or visit our website for our most recommended titles'

AUDIOPHILE LP'S $9.99 &UP!

Jacintha/Jacintha Is Her Name 245rpm 180g LP's
Out of Print Reference LP's $4.99 &up!

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES &FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 &2.5FI, Mini Pro 1&2
Nitty Gritty Pure 2, RRL Vinyl Wash, GruvGlide, VPI Concentrate
VPI HW-16.5 &17F Models &all Accessories -SCALL!
Orbitrac 2Cleaner $39.99!, Milty Zerostat Gun $69.99!

Norah Jones,Come Away With Me
Blue Note 200g LP SACD 8CD!

Dave Grusin Discovered Again +
LIM Super XRCD24

Diana Krall/When ILook In Your Eyes 2-CH SACD
Clair Madolet It Go 2-CH SACD
New PentaTone Classic M-Cil SACD releases
Pink Floyd/Dark Side Of The Moon
New Audio Fidelity 2-CH SACD releases
UniversaVEMI Multi-Ch SACD &180g L.
New Concord Records M-CH SACD releases
Mahler/Symphony No.3 M-CH SACD
The Kinks/Low Budget 2-CH SACD
Ray Brown/Solar Energy 2-CH SACD
LA4/Just Friends 2-CH SACD
Rebecca Pidgeon/Retrospective M-CH SACD
Patricia Barber/Cafe Blue, Modern Cool, Nightclub SACDs
Rolling Stones/All 22 Titles 2-CH SACDs
Peter Gabriel/All 11 Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
The Police/All 7Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
Other avoilable Labels AP AO. Albany Artegra, Alto. BIS, BM,
Challenge, Chesky. Classic Records, Decca, Delos. DMP EMI, 11M, Hyperion,
DC, urn MA, MM. Mosaic, Opus3, Red Rose, Reference, Rounder Sony
Speakers Corner Sundered, TBM, Trice, Telarc, Vanguard. Water Sly&
many more!

Alison Krauss/Live
Rounder Multi-Ch 2SACD Set

Record
"had" them all in April and
May 2002, as if giving
birth to anine-tuplets, in a
series of public concerts
recorded live at the Vienna
Musikverein. In the face of
the results, a better scenario might've been to
tape the symphonies in less
pressured circumstances.
The authentic-performance aspect of Rattle's
interpretations has been
watered down over the
years into arugged, lowvibrato string sonority.
Though the results are less
distinctive, they still allow
Intelligence overriding instincts? Sir Simon brings alot of
baggage to his new Beethoven cycle.
the VPO to be the VPO,
and the rewards include
first-class playing and incidental solos
that are full of thought, feeling, and
personality. Yet the interpretations constantly hit the invisible barriers that separate them from greatness. Though
BEETHOVEN
Rattle throws afresh light on individual
Symphonies 1-9
moments, one's perception of the
Simon Rattle, Vienna Philharmonic; Barbara Bonney,
music's meaning is never seriously or
soprano; Birgit Remmert, contralto; Kurt Streit,
even momentarily altered; those inditenor; Thomas Hampson, baritone; City of
Birmingham Symphony Chorus
vidual moments rarely come together
EMI Classics 5 57445 2 (5 CDs). 2003. Stephen
in acoherent, overall viewpoint.
Johns, prod.; Mike Clements, eng. DOD. TT:
5:43:26
Above all, Imiss aconsistent emotionPerformance ***
al presence. That aspect seems more
Sonics ****
remembered than experienced in the
moment, and could have made better
imon Rattle's Beethoven symsense of Rattle's many passing discoveries
phony cycle has taken on an
in the symphonies' textures, not to menevent status that couldn't have
been healthy for the artistic process of tion the numerous changes in the new
its creation or for any clear perception of Barenreiter edition of the works, used in
these recordings. Among those changes
the results. While David Zinman's
are dynamic shifts that artfully delay apasexcellent Zurich Tonhalle Orchestra
sage's resolution another split second or
cycle, its performances based on
two. In Rattle's hands, these dynamics
Beethoven's controversial metronome
sound merely fussy, telegraphing to the
markings, was a gratifying surprise
listener little more than asense of "I'm
when it slipped in the side door afew
different." These readings are so self-conyears ago on the budget-priced Arte
sciously stuffed with details that Iwas
Nova label, Rattle's cycle has been
reminded of late-career performances by
anticipated for adecade with an eagerDietrich Fischer-Dieskau, who seemed
ness that only escalated with his apso detemined to show off his accumulatpointment as chief conductor of the
ed wisdom that I
just wanted him to turn
Berlin Philharmonic. Though these
off his brain and sing. Rattle is acase of
new Beethoven recordings are with the
intelligence overriding instincts. It should
Vienna Philharmonic, the set can't help
be the other way around.
but raise hopes that its success might
But, as in most Rattle performances,
help restore the commercial viability of
any number of moments are indelible.
new recordings of core classical reperThe slow introduction to Symphony 4's
toire — as in the industry's golden age,
first movement is marvelously phrased
dominated by Rattle's predecessor at
and timed, its initial dark Gothicism
Berlin, Herbert von Karajan.
turning into atruly witty joke with the
Few major recording projects in
high-spirited first theme group, which
recent years have been so meticulously
all but suggests the sound of the comexecuted. Rattle has spent years perposer cackling in delight. Symphony 5
forming these works with the VPO in
receives the most consistently good perhis own version of historically informed
formance: Phrasing is more decisive on
performance; he then more or less

classical

5
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amicro level, and accumulates tension
on amacro level. In Symphony 6, the
third movement accelerates with an
almost gravitational pull into the storm
sequence of the fourth. In Symphony 9,
the brass fanfare of the third movement
has rarely registered such vivid extremes
of triumph and despair. Also, the disparate elements of the choral finale have
rarely cohered so well or been so completely lacking in awkwardness. Even if
Thomas Hampson is miscast as the bass
soloist, the lieder singer's detail that he
brings to the text brings the listener to
the spiritual heart of the matter in ways
that few have.
The rest is not awasteland, as sometimes seemed the case with the lesser
moments of Daniel Barenboim's cycle
with the Dresden Staatskapelle on
Teldec. Rarely is Rattle without arhythmic vitality that pricks even the most
Beethoven-jaded ear. Then there's the
bassoon. If there's asubtext to this set,
it's acrusade for bassoon rights. You always hear what it's up to, so meticulous
are the orchestral balances.
Still, aside from Symphony 5, Rattle
rarely seizes this music, as it has been by
the great conductors before him —and as
it asks to be. Perhaps aconductor needs to
be an egotistical match for the composer
in order to truly project the music's
power. With Rattle, the car constantly
struggles to make more sense of what he's
doing. He seems not to have found his
voice as aBeethoven conductor, and to
hear him search for it is exhausting. In
addition, the EMI engineers have taken
pains to remove the personality of
Vienna's Musikverein, whose acoustical
glow isn't apparent here.
The Zitunan set, in contrast, is arelief
to the ears when revisited after along hiatus. Zinman, too, uses the new Barenreiter edition, often more daringly, with
variants that haven't been heard elsewhere, such as an arresting oboe solo 10
minutes into Symphony 7's first movement. With Zinman's more passionate
use of historically informed performance
techniques, is this the Beethoven set that
Rattle's aimed to be? -David Patrick Stearns
VVERGO
40 Years: Music of Our Time
Musk of Cage, Ligeti, Rihm, Stockhausen
Matt Molloy, flute; Seamus Ennis, Uilleann pipes;
Hermann Baumann, horn; Saschko Gawriloff,
Paddy Glacicin, Gottfried Schneider, violin; Frank
Reineche, double bass; Antonio Ballista, Eckart
Besch, Bruno Canino, piano; Elisabeth Chojnacka,
harpsichord; Karlheinz Stockhausen, Gottfried
Michael Ki:inig, electronics; Sarah O'Brien, harp;
David Tudor, piano, percussion; Peadar Mercier,
Mel Mercier, bodhran; Christoph Caskel, percussion; John Cage, Joe Heaney, voice; SWF
Sinfonieorchester, Ensemble Recherche; Michael
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2 Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors. Listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2 Channel rules.
2 Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAFT
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AYON
•BASIS
•BAT
•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER

•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAMIC DESIGN

•HERRON
•HOVLAND
•JEFF ROWLAND
•KEF
•NIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE
•KOETSU

•DYNAVECTOR
•EGGLESTON
•ELAC
•FM ACOUSTICS
•GALANTE
•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM
•GUTWIRE
•HALCRO

•LIVING VOICE
•LOTH -X
•LYRA

•LAMHORN
•LAMM
•LEGEND

•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH
•MBL
•METRONOME
•MONTANA
•MOTH
•MUSIC HALL

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•NOTTINGHAM
•ODEON
•OMEGA
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU
•PLINIUS
•PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER
•REGA
•REL
•RETHM
•RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

•SILTECH
•SME
•SOLILOQUY
•SPENDOR
•TENOR
•THULE
•TRANSROTOR
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
•VERITY
•VIVA
•VPI
•VTL
•VYGER
•WASATCH
•WAVAC
•WAVELENGTH
•WILSON BENESCH
•YBA
•ZOETHECUS

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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rock/pop

Gielen, conductor
Wergo 6921 2 2002 (4 CDs). 2003. No prod. listed;
Ulrich Kraus, Wilhelm Meister, Helmut Hanusch,
and others, engs. ADD/ODD. TT: 3:43:23
Performance ****
Sonics *** 1
/
2

I

n the four decades since its inception, Germany's Wergo label has
earned areputation for documenting and championing contemporary
music. This 4-CD set is agrab-bag of
some of the label's best work. Each disc
focuses on adifferent composer who represents adecade in Wergo's history.
On first hearing, these discs of works
by ICarlheinz Stockhausen, John Cage,
Gyórgy Ligeti, and Wolfgang Rihm
might seem very different from one
another, beyond their avoidance of traditional harmony and rhythm. But at
heart, all of the works deal with aural
perception — the way the sounds we
hear compare with the backdrop of
one's experience.
Stockhausen's Kontakte for piano, percussion, and electronics, recorded in
1960, may seem an unlikely candidate
for awork that would influence everything from reggae dub sessions, film
scores, and rap to Nine Inch Nails,
1970s-era Miles Davis, and an endless
spectrum of pop recordings. Yet the techniques with which Stockhausen and
Michael Kónig alter the music-making
of David Tudor and Christoph Caskel —
filtering, adding and subtracting selected
resonant frequencies, and creating an
artificial sense of "space" through the use
of delay and reverb —are central to modem studio techniques. Without these
pioneering sound-alteration techniques,
the world of studio sound as we know it
would be considerably more bland.
What we perceive as sound is actually vibration within amedium, usually
air, reaching our ear and vibrating the
eardrum. But in Stockhausen's work the
very sound is filtered, twisted, shifted in
three-dimensional space, and lent different resonant qualities somewhere between its creation and its arrival at the
ear, which creates asurreal ambiguity
between that which is "real" and that
Stereophiie, September 2003

which is altered. In this work there is a
remarkably seamless and energetic dialog between the "live" playing and its
post-electronic result, putting into
ROSCOE HOLCOMB
question where one leaves off and the
other begins.
An Untamed Sense of Control
A series of keyboard works recordSmithsonian Folkways SFW 40144 (CD). 2003. John
ed in 1983-84 dominates the Ligeti
Cohen, prod., eng.; Peter Bartok, eng. MD. Tr:
disc. Continuum für Cembalo is the
7331
Performance
*****
most important of the group. Like
Sonics ****
Conlon Nancarrow in his studies for
ppalachian folk singer Roscoe
player piano, in this work Ligeti pits
Holcomb, who died in 1981,
busy, complex rhythms against one
managed to slip beneath the radar
another and slower-moving elements to
create perceived patterns that don't
despite acouple of Folkways LPs, some
festival gigs, atour of Europe with Ralph
actually exist in the score. And as in
Steve Reich's Four Organs, the uses of Stanley, and aspot on the soundtrack of
similar timbres in roughly the same reg- Antonioni's Zabriskie Point alongside Pink
Floyd and the Grateful Dead. Smithister and curious syncopations further
sonian Folkways reissued most of his reblur pattern recognition. As its title sugcordings on the Mountain Music from
gests, Hungarian Rock rocks hard in
Kentucky compilation in 1996, and the
Hungarian modes — the ancient, cragHolcomb collection The High Lonesome
gy, discordant-sounding polytonal scales
Sound in 1998. An Untamed Sense ofControl
Bartók borrowed from Hungarian and
contains practically all the rest, including a
Transylvanian folk music. Passacaglia
few previously unreleased tracks.
ungheresefür Cembalo meanwhile unfolds
Holcomb's posthumous reputation
like aslow baroque work, cranked oblimay benefit from the success of the 0
quely by ambiguous Hungarian modalBrother, Where Art Thou? soundtrack. An
ity for an unsettled lack of tonal center.
Untamed Sense of Control features his unJohn Cage's Roaratorio: An Irish Circus
accompanied version of"I Am aMan of
on Finnegan's Wake, recorded in 1979, is
Constant Sorrow," so achingly forlorn
the most off-the-wall and conceptually
that it makes Ralph Stanley sound like a
brilliant of the works in this collection.
rhinestone cowboy. Ironically, Holcomb
The James Joyce texts that are the core
learned the song from aStanley Brothers
of the piece emphasize that poetry is the
record. He transforms another Stanleysmusic of literature, the words being
associated song, the bluegrass standard
used as sonic elements as much as con"Little Maggie," into adeep Anglo blues,
voluted imagery. Spoken by Cage, the
slowing it to acrawl and spiking it with
texts swim and drown in asurreal elecbarbed-wire banjo licks. And on "Gravetronic collage of noise, traditional Irish
yard Blues," recorded in 1961, he sounds
music, and symphonic snippets. It is
like the old mountaineer Bob Dylan was
dreamy and exhilarating, conjuring the
bizarre world from which Finnegan's trying to channel when he cut his first
album the same year.
Wake emerged.
Though Holcomb claimed to have
The Rihm disc is apainterly collection of works, the music unfolding in
acquired his repertoire almost entirely
from personal encounters with other
muted waves of sound separated by
local musicians, much of it is drawn from
silences, creating rhythms of avery dif1920s "hillbilly" recordings by the likes
ferent sort. In the chamber work Kolchis,
of Bascom Lunsford, Frank Hutchison,
for example, the sounds of harps, cellos,
and Dock Boggs. But, like Robert
bass, piano, and percussion in extremes
of range and exotic timbres blur and Johnson, Holcomb makes borrowed mablend in shadowy tangles of sound, genterial burn with personal passion, piling
doom atop Boggs' gloom on "Darling
erating contrasting moods of great
drama and tranquility. Similarly, Dine Cory" and "I Ain't Got No Sugar Baby
Now." Even when he doesn't sound deMusik für Violin und Orchester contrasts
spondent, as on "Single Girl" and "Fair
moments of chamber-like delicacy and
Miss in the Garden," the sheer intensity
commanding orchestral drama to ilof his pinched, keening tenor voice —
lusory effect.
Taken in total, 40 Years: Music of Our backed by his jangling clawhanuner
banjo or his surging, ringing guitar—can
Time gives an insightful glimpse into the
be as exhausting as it is exhilarating, his
ways composers have reorganized the
instrumental tracks on harmonica, banjo,
sonic landscape over four decades, and is
a testament to Wergo's bravery and
fiddle, and "knife guitar" come almost as
arelief.
—Larry Birnbaum
uncompromising taste. —Daniel Buckley
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Handclaps, multiple keyboard textures, wordless vocal
interjections, horns,
strings, and all manner of sonic filigree
go into the mix.
They don't detract
from but only enhance the experience
of such wondrous
tunes as the Case-led
"All for Swinging
You Around," NewPyro for Pornos: Neko Case (center) and cohorts
form ahuman wall of sound.
man's "The New
Face of Zero and
One" and "The End
THE NEW
of Medicine," and Bejar's slightly askew
PORNOGRAPHERS
"Chump Change" and "Ballad of a
Electric Version
Comeback Kid." The disc recalls the attitude and aggressiveness of New Wave,
Matador OLE 551-2 (CD). 2003. New Pomographers,
prods.; Howard Redekopp, John Collins, engs.
but the songs are fully fleshed out, not
MD? It: 46:41
stripped-down. In terms of their proPerformance ****
Sonia ****
duction sensibilities, the New Pornographers
are
putter-inners,
not
ou're looking at long odds
taker-outers.
-Daniel Durchholz
against pleasing Stereophik readers if you insist on making the
THE ROGERS SISTERS
chorus of one of your songs, "It came
out magical /Out from blown speakPurely Evil
ers." The New Pornographers will take
Troubleman Unlimited 101 (CD). 2003. No prod. listthose odds, though, and win the bet
ed; Nicolas Vemhes, eng. MD. TT: 28:42
going away. Indeed, their sophomore
Performance ****
Sonics ***
set is so... well, magical, it'll make you
rooldyn's Rogers Sisters —actuplay the album at volume levels suffially Rogers sibs Jennifer (guitar)
dent to test the theory.
and Laura (drums), both formerThe Vancouver indic supergroup —
ly of indic-rock stalwarts Ruby Falls, plus
their name comes from evangelist
male bassist Miyuki Furtado —are one
Jimmy Swaggert's proclamation that
of the most distinctive, least cartoonish
music is "the new pornography" —
of the current crop of punk-inspired
sports a lineup featuring Zumpano
NYC combos. On their debut disc,
fronmian Carl Newman, alt-country
thrush Neko Case, and oddball singer- Purely Evil, the trio plays a distinctive
brand of arty, minimalist garage-pop,
songwriter Dan Bcjar (aka Destroyer),
among others. Their 2000 debut, Mass recombining an array of well-worn
Romantic, was apower-pop gem full of musical components into afresh, highenergy brew that's fun but
sunny harmonies, smart lyrics, and
never frivolous.
irresistible hooks. Electric 'rsio,: follows
Drawing on their rein the same vein, upping the ante
slightly on the group's wall-of- sourcefulness and imagination to transcend their
sound-inspired production.
technical limitations, the
band — built on Jennifer's
slithery rubber-band guitar
figures, the rhythm section's
stuttering
beats,
and
Jennifer's and Miyuki's hiccupy vocals — echoes the
stark, astringent sound of
such post-punk combos as
ESG and the Gang of Four.
But there's nothing nostalgic
about the intelligence and
humor of the threesome's
songs — 11 of them in
under 29 minutes —or the

y
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coiled energy of their ensemble playing.
Although Purely Evil's thinly recorded
sound doesn't always do justice to
Jennifer's guitar work or the rhythm
section's jittery interplay, the tunes offer
awealth of unconventional hooks, unexpected rhythms, and imaginative harmonies. While the cover art includes
unflattering images of such capitalist
icons as George W. Bush, Martha
Stewart, and an SUV, the band's sociopolitical consciousness is generally more
implicit than explicit, although the
opening track, "Zero Point," addresses
global warming in the form of a"Rock
Lobster"-style dance anthem. The frantic anticapitalist lampoon "The Money
Life" merges party spirit with adarker
message, while the band pays free-associative tribute to departed icon Freddie
Mercury in the rhythmically insistent
"Song for Freddie." On the sassy "Now
They Know (Xoxo)," they reveal a
wicked, self-deprecating sense of humor as they take aim at an overhyped
hometown combo before admitting
that they're just envious.
If the Rogers Sisters keep turning out
unpretentious gems like Purely Evil,
don't be surprised when other bands
start writing similarly envious songs
about them.
-Scott Schinder
THE YARDBIRDS
Birdland &Little Gomes
Midland
Favored Nations 2280 (CD). 2003. Ken Allardyce,
prod.; Neil Citron, Mark Dawson, Jun Murakawa,
engs. DAD. It: 56:58
Performance ***
Sonia ****
Little Games
EMI 40813 (CD). 2003. Mickie Most, Bernie
Andrews, prods.; Pete Ritzema, others, engs. ADD?
TT: 76:17
Performance ***
Sonia ***
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nthe 1960s, the Yardbirds were one
of England's greatest bands, first
playing raw, uncompromising bluesrock with ayoung Eric Clapton on guitar, then pioneering proto-psychedelia
with Clapton's replacement, Jeff Beck,
and finally laying the groundwork for
heavy metal with apre—Led Zeppelin
Jimmy Page. In recent years, rhythm
guitarist Chris Dreja and drummer Jim
McCarty have launched anew version
of the group, with American singerbassist John Idan, former Dr. Feelgood
guitarist Gypie Mayo, and ex—Nine
Below Zero harmonica player Alan
Glen. While it may be hard to imagine
the band without original &outman
Keith Relf (who died in 1976) or any of
its superstar guitarists, the new lineup is
actually ascrappy, unpretentious combo
that energetically replicates the original
band's sound.
Unfortunately, one wouldn't know
that from hearing Birdland, on which the
present-day Yardbirds tackle amix of
new material and vintage classics.
Rather than allowing the band to showcase its chops, someone had the brainstorm of bringing in agaggle of guest
guitarists, many of whom represent the
sort of wanky excess that the '60s
Yardbirds consistently avoided. For instance, an otherwise exemplary take on
"Train Kept A-Rollin' "is derailed by
Joe Satriani's painfully anachronistic
noodling, "Shapes of Things" is bludgeoned to within an inch of its life by
Favored Nations owner Steve Vai, and
Slash flubs the guitar hook of "Over
Under Sideways Down." Doobie Ê
Brother Jeff "Skunk" Baxter, 8
Queen's Brian May, Toto's Steve g
Lukather, and actual ex-Yardbird Jeff g
e
Beck show better taste on their
tracks, but the variety-show element 1
is more distraction than enhancement. At least Goo Goo Doll Johnny
Rzeznik left his guitar at home, limiting his participation to a wishywashy lead vocal on "For Your
Love" that pales in comparison to
John Idan's savvy singing.
The new material, written mainly

Reviews

by McCarty, is actually fairly solid, and
the band delivers it compellingly, while
producer Ken Allardyce gives the group
a potent no-frills sound. Had the
Yardbirds made Birdland without the
celebrity ballast, it might well have been
arespectable comeback.
Birdland's release coincides with
EMI's 25-track expanded edition of the
band's final 1960s album, Little Gaines,
which finds the Page-era Yardbirds
attempting — with mixed success — to
split the difference between their own
adventuresome impulses and pop-svengali producer Mickie Moses efforts to
get the band back on the pop charts. The
resulting LP is understandably schizoid,
mixing rewarding experimental excursions, half-baked indulgences, and twee
pop ditties. This edition — which adds
various singles and some fascinating
BBC sessions that didn't appear on
1992's two-CD Little Gaines: Sessions &
More—hints at the heights that the
Yardbirds might have achieved had they
stuck around long enough to tap into the
album-rock boom. Perhaps then they
would never have had to call Steve Vai.
—Scott Schinder

that once played with Alex Chilton, is
also one of the world's great live acts.
Courtesy producer Justin Niebank, this
is one of their best-sounding records.

short takes

Jazz

THE IGUANAS: Plastic Silver 9 Volt
Heart
Yep Roc 2038 (CD). 2003. Justin Niebank, prod.,
eng.; Steve Short, eng. MD? TT: 56:56
Performance **** 1
2
/
Sonia *** 1
/
2

If you don't know the Iguanas' excellent
trio of mid-1990s MCA albums by now,
this one is agood introduction to one of
America's most creative and long-lived
roots bands. Combining English and
Spanish lyrics ("Machete y Maiz"),
Latino rhythms ("Mexican Candy")
with roots rock, vintage R&B and barroom swing ("Flame On"), this New
Orleans quintet of multi-instrumentalist
and singer Joe Cabral, tenor-sax man
Derek Huston, and a rhythm section

—Robert Baird

Roy Hargrove

ROY HARGROVE &
DAVE DOUGLAS
The RH Factor &Freak In
ROY HARGROVE: The RH Factor: Hard Groove
Roy Hargrove, trumpet, flugelhorn, keyboards, bass,
percussion, background vocals, arrangements; Karl
Denson, flute; Steve Coleman, alto sax; Keith
Anderson, Jacques Schwarz-Bart, saxes; Spanky
(Chalmers Afford), Cornell Dupree, guitars; James
Poyser, Bobby Sparks, Bernard VVright, keyboards;
Pino Palladino, Reggie Washington, Meshell
Ndegeocello, bass; Willie Jones Ill, Jason Thomas,
drums; D'Angelo, vocals, VVurlitzer; Erykah Badu,
Common, Anthony Hamilton, Shelby Johnson,
Stephanie McKay, Renee Neufville, Q-Tip, vocals
Verve 7243 440 065 192-2 (CD). 2003. Roy
Hargrove, prod.; Jason Olaine, co-prod.; Russell
-The Dragon" Elevado, co-prod., eng. ADD.? TT:
72:23
Performance *** '2
Sonics ****
DAVE DOUGLAS: Freak In
Dave Douglas, trumpet, keyboards, vocals; Seamus
Blake, saxes; Chris Speed, saxophone, clarinet;
Jamie Saft, keyboards, loops, programming; Craig
Taborn, Fender Rhodes; Romero Lubambo,
acoustic guitar; Mark Ribot, electric guitar; Brad
Jones, acoustic bass, Ampeg baby bass; Joey
Baron, Michael Sarin, drums; Karsh Kale, tabla,
drums; Ikue Mori, electronic percussion
Bluebird 64008-2 (CD). 2003. Dave Douglas, prod.;
Jamie Saft, eng. ADD.? TT: 65:05
Performance *** /
2
1
Sonics ****

M

aturing jazz artists approaching middle age continue to explore their voices,
pushing the envelope and, in the
Roots reptiles: The Iguanas.
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process, sparking the genre with new
energy. Steeped in the jazz tradition,
confident in their improvisational
prowess, and shaped by the pop music of
their youth, trumpeters Roy Hargrove
and Dave Douglas recently released new
albums within afew weeks of each other
that provide solid proof that jazz will not
be inundated by another wave of neoconservatism anytime soon.
While both discs teem with funk,
Hargrove's urban-groove outing, 711e
RH Factor: Hard Groove, fits into an
R&B/new soul dimension. Douglas'
foray into the contemporary, Freak In,
rocks and reflects with electronica loops
and samples. Both artists frolic in their
sessions and express passion about their
adventures. "Let it get in your vertebrae," Hargrove recommends in his
liner note, while Douglas suggests that
you "Put on your headphones and freak
in. Call on your world leaders to do the
same." Neither CD is extraordinary or
trailblazing (with his wah-wah pedal,
Miles Davis pioneered both of the jazz
flavors imbibed here by Hargrove and
Douglas), but taken together, they represent an important trend: marquee
artists boldly blending old-school and
newfound styles with honesty and glee.
Hargrove, 33, is ayoung vet whose
several albums reflect his multifaceted
musical personality, especially his
deservedly heralded Afro-Cuban CD,
Habana, and his woefully neglected
ballad album, Moment to Moment. A selfavowed funk fan, Hargrove rediscovered the groove during collaborations with R&B/hip-hop stars
D'Angelo, Common, and Erykah Badu,
then enlisted them and other guests
(including jam-band ace Karl Denson
and funk bassist Meshell Ndegeocello)
to join with his new electric band for
The RH Factor's pop-meets-jazz festivities. The first half of this CD, which
is too long by 15 minutes, is dominated
by the upbeat and the funky, including
the dynamics-packed "Hardgroove," the
dance-vibed "Pastor 'T'," and the
clipping "Out of Town." Hargrove
colors the tunes with his FX'ed
trumpet, at times floating and emoting
above the rhythmic flow, in other
pockets leading the dance with his
clarion blasts and lyrical lines.
The second half of the party is the
cool-down from the dance floor. The
musicianship is loose and Quiet
Stormish, with enough harmonic
integrity to keep the proceedings from
the smooth zone. The straight-up
"Liquid Streets" is amelodic beauty, and
"'The Stroke" is awaltz ballad that pro144

vides ashowcase for Hargrove's strong
trumpet. There's also the funky-fat to
sexy-chill "Juicy," Hargrove blowing his
flugelhorn through a dirty filter to
sound like aguitar.
Dave Douglas, who just turned 40,
has also played across the jazz map with
his various bands. Freak In is arguably his
most accessible recording: less cerebral,
with more combustion, velocity, and
ferocity. His barbed trumpet sound
meshes with his trademark bumblebee
trills and high-pitched wails. In stretches,
including the driving "Traveler There Is
No Road," Douglas delivers welting hits.
There's aton of tabla talk and speed (à la
Miles' On the Conte) by Karsh Kale;
abrasive, smudgy, serrated electric guitar
runs from Mark Ribot (who charges
"Black Rock Park"); drum detonations
by Joey Baron (rambunctious beats on
the corrosive "The Great Schism");
Fender Rhodes smears from Craig
Tabom; and layers of electronic textures
and samples programmed by associate
producer Jamie Saft. "Eastern Parkway"
straight-out rocks with funk exclamations, "Hot Club of 13th Street" is
uptempo and turntable-scratchy, and
"Culver City Park" melds ahigh-speed
Amtrak railroad beat and dripping-water
electronics with Douglas' dirge-like
trumpet and acoustic guitarist Romero
Lubambo's melodic improvisation.
Tranquility also has aplace on Freak In in
the solemn "November," the hopeful
"Porto Alegre," and the moody "Maya."
It'll likely never happen, but
Hargrove and Douglas would
make aterrific double feature on
the concert circuit that includes
such stand-up venues as the Fillmore in San Francisco and Irving
Plaza in New York. The energy
would be high-wattage, and the
dance floor would be packed.

T

hese two albums should have
been important. On This Day... At
the Vanguard is the second recording by Joe Lovano's Nonet. The first,
52nd Street Themes, won aGrammy and
finished second in the "Album of the
Year" category in the 2001 Downbeat
International Critics Poll. Jason Moran
is widely held to be the most promising
new piano voice since Brad Mehldau.
He is conversant with Monk and
Brahms and loops and samples, and is
given to dense, jagged keyboard eruptions that already sound like no one else.
Another reason these two albums
arrive with uncommon promise is that
they were both recorded at the Village
Vanguard, where a disproportionate
number of the greatest jazz recordings
of all time have been made.
What each of these albums is, however, is acolossal botch. The reason, in
both cases, is the sound. The Lovano
sounds approximately as if it was recorded from a1949 radio broadcast. But it
was recorded in fall 2002 in an environment renowned for its acoustics, and if
this is ajoke, it's not funny. The band has
the smeared-together cloudiness of vintage jazz recordings. The arrangements,
by Willie "Face" Smith, were vibrant on
52nd Street 'Themes, and the soloists, most
prominently Lovano himself, were
locked in. Smith has provided more
suave charts for the Vanguard recording,
and those same sharp soloists play their
butts off—probably. With sound this

—Dan Ouellette

JOE LOVANO &
JASON MORAN
Two Blue Notes
JOE LOVANO: On This Day... At the Vanguard
Joe Lovano, tenor sax; Steve Slagle, alto sax;
George Garzone, Ralph Lalama, tenor sax;
Scott Robinson, baritone sax; Barry Ries, trumpet; Larry Farrell, trombone; John Hicks, piano;
Dennis Irwin, bass; Lewis Nash, drums
Blue Note 43277 (CD). 2003. Joe Lovano, prod.;
Kurt Lundvall, eng. DDD. Tr: 69:39
Performance ****
Sonics */
2
1
JASON MORAN: The Bandwagon
Jason Moran, piano; Tarus Mateen, acoustic,
electric basses; Nasheet Waits, drums
Blue Note 80917 (CD). 2003. Jason Moran,
prod.; Kurt Lundvall, eng. DOD. Tr: 58:34
Performance *** 1
i,
Sonics **

Joe Lovano on stage—too bad On This Day
doesn't sound like this.
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Pallid and lifeless? There's no use lumping mason Moran's latest Bandwagon.

and were acoustically mixed. The
Lundvall recordings also sound as if
recorded with inept minimalist miking.
Both large ensembles, the Carnegie
Hall Jazz Band and Lovano's Nonet,
sound thin and vague. In the piano trios
of Terrasson and Moran, the bass and
drums sound phoned-in.
Since the Rudy Van Gelder era,
which ended more than 30 years ago,
Blue Note has demonstrated no coher-

ent concept ot how ajazz recording
should sound. The three most recent
recordings made at the Village Vanguard are all Blue Notes, and each is
sonically embarrassing. (The third is
Martial Solal's NY-1, recorded by nonengineer Mantis Evar with a singlepoint stereo mike.) Audio quality
control so unreliable is adisservice to
both the artists and the customers of
Blue Note.
—Thomas Conrad

Audipmmi
Cónnection

•Cables
•Stands
•Tubes
•Preowned Equip

www.auclioconnect.com
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* Aesthetix
* Alpha Core
* Arcam
* All

* Audio Research
* Ayre
* 138W —
* Basis

* Cary
* Clear Audio
* Creek
* Dynavector

* Audible Illusions
* Audio Note
* Audio Physics
* AudioQuest
* Audio Refinement

* Bel Canto
* Belles
* Benz-Micro
* Bryston
* Cardas

* ESP
* Fanfare
* Goertz
* Grado
* Graham

Wea

VANDERSTEEN

rega Diuuouca
audioquest
MOTEL

* Jeff Roy. liii
Design
* Harmonic
Technology
* Klaiber Kable
* Koetsu
* Lexicon
* Lightspeed

* Luxor
* Magnan
* Magnepan
* Magnum Dynalab
* March
* MSB
* Music Reference
* Nordost

JEFF ROWLAND

III MAGNEPAN

MUSICAL FIDELITY
* Plinius
* Primare
* ProAc
* PS Audio
* PS8
* PSE
* Quicksilver
* Rega

•• Rotel & B&W -No Mail Order ,

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044

(973) 239-1799
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COURTESY OF BLUE NOTE RECORDS

murky, it's difficult to know for sure.
Lewis Nash is an unfailingly crisp percussionist, but here his drums don't
crash, they tippy-tap.
On The Bandwagon, Moran's trio is
pallid and lifeless. Tarus Mateen's bass
solo on "Another One" sounds as if it's
coming from ajazz club acouple of
doors down Seventh Avenue from the
Vanguard. It's not possible to know for
sure whether he's playing his acoustic
or his electric instrument. Even the
clapping of the crowd sounds disembodied. Moran's playing contains huge
upward swings of intensity, but with
sound this bad, it is turmoil of indeterminate purpose.
How could this have happened? Very
little recording information is provided,
only that Kurt Lundvall was the engineer on both albums. Lundvall has
worked with Mark Levinson, and once
served as chief of recording for
Levinson's Cello organization. Levinson
himself has engineered some of the
worst-sounding recordings of modern
jazz ever offered on amajor label, such
as The Canitie Hall Jazz Band and Jacky
Terrasson's Reach, both on Blue Note.
We know that the Levinson albums
were recorded with two microphones,

Noise Canceling Headphones... The Best For Travel?
Noise canceling headphones seem to be all the rage these days among the traveling public. People seem to be fascinated
enough with this tricky little bit of technology to shell out more bucks than they ever would have spent on a "normal" pair of
headphones. But are they getting their money's worth? In general, we think not.
Noise canceling headphones have a small microphone in each earpiece that samples "external" sound. The signal from this
microphone is inverted, summed with the music signal, and then sent back to the headphone drivers. This inverted signal "cancels"
outside noise—hence the name—leaving only the music for the listener to hear... or at least that's the theory. In practice, however,
the actual reduction in noise is only around -10dB, and only in onarrow frequency range (roughly 100 Hz to afew kHz). Don't get
us wrong—this is a clearly audible reduction in external noise; however, it's nowhere near a complete cancellation. In fact, it's
usually no better, and often worse, than a good pair of traditional sealed headphones, which tend to provide -10 dB of noise
reduction over the entire audible frequency range. This roughly doubles the perceived isolation compared to noise reducing
headphones. And the good in-ear-canal headphones, such as the Etymotic ER-4P, provide about -23dB of isolation, which is much,
much more than either noise cancellers or traditional sealed cans.
Another problem with noise canceling headphones is that you're paying for alot of stuff (microphones, microphone pre-amps, NC
circuitry, extra enclosures, etc.) that isn't in "normal" headphones, so to keep the price of noise canceling models reasonable,
manufacturers have to skimp on the cost/quality of the headphones themselves. So even though you might pay $150 for the
package, you're only getting $50 headphones (if you're lucky). Not avery good deal, given that you can get avastly superior pair
of sealed cans that provide more isolation for about $100.
On the other hand, noise cancellers tend to be smaller, and at times more comfortable, than traditional sealed cans, since they
don't rely on big, around-the-ear muffs for isolation. Plus they actually allow you to carry on aconversation with your neighbor,
which you can't really do with in-ear-canal 'phones. (And some people just don't like sticking canalphones in their ears.) So we
admit that for some uses, a good pair of cancellers has its place. And the truth is that we've recently found a good pair in
Sennheiser's new PXC 250.

eillkme>
The newly arrived RKG K271 Studio

The Etymotic ER4P ($269) ore

The PX250 ($129.95) strike ogreat

($179) are the best sounding sealed

probably the world's best

balance between sound quality, noise

headphones we've heard.

isolating headphones.

canceling/isolation, and ease of use.

What we're getting at here is that purchasing apair of headphones for travel isn't ano-brainer, If you're in the market, come visit
our website and do alittle research, or give us acoll. We'd love to help you find the perfect headphones for your traveling needs.
Why? Because we ore...

Obsessed Headphone Geeks at Your Service.
eeN\

Ole

ri

HeacJRoom

www.headphone.com
Heocifloom Corporotion 2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozeman, MT 59715 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 fox 406.587.9484

Manufacturers'

Comments

offers two inherent advantages. First, by sitting closer to the speaker, you can achieve
hie sound-pressure levels at the listening
position without actually playing the speaker so loudly it overloads the room. Second,
the direct sound of the speaker arrives at
the car before reflections, providing better
imaging and frequency balance without the
use of room treatment.
An unfortunate misunderstanding developed after printing the setup guide. The
impression was that this setup method is
required with Audio Physic speakers. In
fact, Audio Physic speakers perform well
with most accepted setup methodologies.
It is our contention that, to realize the
maximum performance of any fine product, care in setup is crucial. We know that
many other brands of speakers can benefit
Audio Physic Virgo Ill
from our setup su lnestions as well, and we
Editor:
encourage audiophiles to try them. The
We would like to thank Brian Damkroger
improvements are free!
for his time and efforts in writing this
We appreciate the opportunity to
insightful review. We agree with his overall impression of the Virgo. There was a appear in Stereophile. The approach of supporting subjective observations with obvery concerted effort by Audio Physic to
Peak Consult Incognito
improve the Virgo without losing what jective measurements is one we strongly
Editor:
support. Please contact us with any queseveryone loved about the existing model:
Our thanks to John Marks for auditioning
tions, and for the location of your nearest
big, accurate soundstage, attractive proporand evaluating the Peak Consult Indealer.
Allen Perkins
tions and size, and compatibility with alCognito loudspeaker, as he captured the
Immedia
most any electronics. A close inspection of
essence of these little diamonds from
the old and new models quickly reveals
Denmark. We are pleased John immediFocal-1Mlab Grande Utopia Be
that they have virtually no parts in comately noted the very special niusical qualiEditor:
mon, yet the "family resemblance" in both
ties but also recognized the audiophile and
sound and form is undeniable. This is a Hindsight is awonderful thing, especially
technical attributes — from the ultra-highwhere loudspeakers and rooms are convery difficult engineering juggling feat, and
quality components used and creatively
cerned!
one that took over two years to realize.
blended together by Per Kristoffersen to
Paul Messenger seemed to love his
As Mr. Damkroger points out in his
the cabinet's visual design.
time with the Grande Utopia Be at our
review, the relationship between speaker
The InCognito's 35Hz in-room bass
HQ in St. Etienne, so much so that we
size and room volume is the primary facresponse satisfies most users in most
immediately encouraged him to try the
tor in aspeaker's ability to deliver conrooms; however, we also offer the threespeaker at home.
vincing deep bass with impact. Mr.
way Grande series, which adds an Audio
It is such a great shame that Paul's
Damkroger's situation is interesting in that
Technology Inc. 11" woofer to obtain bass
he listens nearfield —an advantage with a enjoyment should be limited by problems
to 23Hz. The Grande further improves
between his room and the GUBe. It's an
design as well-integrated as the Virgo —
on the InCognito's mids and top end
exceptionally precise and sensitive musiyet he is surrounded by the very large
while adding the extreme deep bass to
cal instrument, but nevertheless one that
open volume of most of his house, ahinsatisfy the most ardent music lover.., and
drance to developing bass pressure. In a we have had great results with in rooms
audiophile, too.
large and small. Normally with this
closed listening room with an area of up to
As an aside, aspecial thanks to John for
speaker, we — and, in the case of the con450ft2 and ceilings up to 9', the Virgo III
his professionalism and handling of the
sumer, our dealers — would spend some
produces frequencies as deep as its predeei ti re review process.
Jim Ricketts
time tuning the GUBe to the particular
cessor, but with better output because it
null audio
room. For whatever reason, in this case
has much more cone area pushing air. We
have found that customers listening in a that hasn't happened.
darTZeel NHB-108 model one
It would seem to me that we have had
suitably sized room are very happy with
Editor:
one great experience in France, and one
the bass performance of the Virgo III.
Wow! John Marks' review leaves little to
in the UK that didn't reach its full potenIt may be valuable to provide some
comment upon.
tial. So it's over to the US. Iwould like to
background to our speaker-setup su 14:esOne customer told us his NHB-108
extend apersonal invitation to you, Mr.
tions described in the review. When creatmodel one was an "emotional amplifier,"
Editor, to have the deciding hand by expemeaning it extended his emotions. I ing our setup guide, it was our intention to
riencing the stunning performance of the
support acase for nearfield listening, which
think John experienced something simi-

Music Hall MMF-9
Editor:
Re. Michael Fremer's review of the Music
Hall MM F-9 in August: To paraphrase
Max Bialystock, "Marvelous, marvelous,
marvelous. This man's agenius."
Michael Fremer's insight, understanding, sensitivity, and, Goddammit, his clear
ability to cut to the chase, bring tears to
my eyes. He called the MMF-9 "handsome" and "elegantly finished." He called
the instruction manual "excellent." No
one has ever done that before. Now I
know why he is one of your most beloved
and popular writers.
Iwould like to thank Michael personally, but modesty prevents this. Perhaps
you, Mr. Atkinson, would thank him on
my behalf.
What afabulous review, what afabulous writer, and —dare Isay it? — what a
fabulous man.
Roy Hall
Music Hall
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lar. The more you read what he wrote,
the more you understand how much
John liked the machine.
The NHB-108 model one high-speed
power amplifier is the first high-end
audio gear we have brought to market,
concretizing all those past years of
research into what we were looking for.
The companion preamplifier and the
integrated amplifier will follow soon.
They benefit from the experience of the
NHB-108. To keep informed, please visit
our website, www.dartzeel.com.
Thanks to both Johns, Marks and
Atkinson,
for
having
introduced
darTZeel audio products to Stereophilès
pages!
Hervé Delétraz
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Krell is All That at MA.
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater named the Krell Home
Theater Standard 7.1 pre amp their Platinum Award winner for
2003 because of its utter transparency for DVD and high-def
signals. Audiorevolution.com loved it too, declaring the
sound present, high intensity and exciting. Come to CSA
and you'll find the full range of Krell's KAV series on
demo right now. CSA's team has decades of experience
listening to their customers and identifying the best
options for their consideration. Planning anew system?
Upgrading an existing one? Call us to discover anew level
of service, the best brands, and an attentive, knowledgeable
staff that loves music (and movies!) as much as you do.

ADIO DESIGN

193 Bellevue Avenue • Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
973-744-0600
www.csaaudiodesign.com
ALON •ANTHONY GALLO ACOUSTICS •»CAM •B&K •B&W •BDI •BENZ •CARDAS •CINEMA TECH •CONRAD-JOHNSON •CRESTRON •DCS •DRAPER
•DYNAUDIO •ELAN •ESCIENT •GRADO •GRAHAM •HARMONIX •HITACHI •KOETSU •KRELL •LAMM •LIGHT SPEED •LOEWE •MARANTZ •MARTIN
LOGAN •MCCORMACK •MCINTOSH •MERIDIAN •MONSTER CABLE •MORDAUNT-SHORT •NAGRA •NILES •NOTTINGHAM ANALOG •PANASONIC
PHONE SYSTEMS •PRO-JECT •PS AUDIO •RCA •REGA •REL •SALAMANDER •SENNHEISER •SHANLING •SILTECH •SME •SOTA •SPEAKERCRAFT •
STEWART FILMSCREENS •STRAIGHT WIRE •SUMIKO •TARGET •TOSHIBA •TRANSPARENT •VIENNA ACOUSTICS •Vii •WILSON AUDIO •ZOETFIECUS

www.audiovideologic.com
Exclusive! PASS LABS Closeouts
Aleph 30
X-1 Line Stage

71.11

•

.

SAVE 30%

•Class A single ended amplifier
•30 wpc. 8ohms •45 wpc. 4 ohms
•XLR /RCA inputs
•New -Full 3 year warranty

The two piece NHT SW-2Pi has
been afavorite of audiophiles and
reviewers alike and features a
separate amplifier and speaker
cabinet for easy installation. New
with full factory warranty.

Hybrid Cosmetic

Hybrid Cosmetic

'

NHT Closeouts
SW-2Pi Subwoofer

X-ONO Phono Stage

SAVE 40%

AVE 40%

•2 chassis balanced line stage
preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

SAVE 36%

•2 chassis balanced phono
stage preamp
•New -Full 3 year warranty

Wadia Specials

Call for incredible price!

861 & 301 Upsampling CD Players
The Stereophile Class A
Wadia 861 and new 301
CD players can drive your
amplifier directly. New with
factory warranty. Some
territory restrictions apply.

Model 861 (301 not shown)

•Atlantis •Audio Research •Audioquest •Billy Bags •Denon •Dunlavy •Grado •Krell •Lovan •Monitor Audio •Monster Cable
•Musical Fidelity •NHT •Nordost •Onkyo Integra •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •PS Audio •Rega •Sanus •Sound Anchors
•Toshiba •Van den hul •Velodyne •VPI •Wadia •ZSystems •B&VP •Roter (local sales only)

6 Months
No Payments
No Interest
Financing!
150

Audio-Video
L •0 •G • •C

3025 100th St.
Des Moines, IA 50322
515-727-2279
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ong ago, before 1989,
the audio community
produced hundreds of
specialty cables, but had no idea
how to match cables to ahifi system.

T

hen along came ...
The Cable Company,
who, with feedback from
thousands of home cable trials,
discovered what -works-withWhat ....Eureka

!

Now try-at-home:
CABLES
AC PRODUCTS
RESONANCE
CONTROL

Bob Kirk- Stereo Maestro

Music stirs your soul. Fills
your heart. Opens your
mind. And no music can
move you like live music.
Unfortunately, you can't
enjoy live music every night.
But with asound system
from Archive Audio, you can
enjoy the feeling of being in
the concert hall whenever
the spirit moves you.
Based on over three decades
of home-audio experience,
Bob Kirk has personally
selected those brands of
stereo equipment that can
best recreate the sound,
power, and emotion of live
music -simply by pushing
the button marked "KAY."

ARCHIVE AUDIO
Bexley, Ohio
Electronics -Acoustic Zen, Analysis Plus, Antique Sound, Atlantis, Audio
Analogue, Audio Refinement. AVID, Cambridge. Creek, DH Labs, EAR, EDGE,
Ftymotic Research, Golden Sound, Harmonic Tech, HOVLAND, Marantz, Monarchy,
Music Hall, NAD 8, Silver Series, MOON, OnIcy°, Plateau, PLINIUS, Rogue,
Salamander, TG Audio.

Superbly perfbrming products.

Speakers -Eminent Technology, Induction Dynamics, Jamo, KEF, Krix, Living
Voice, Meadowlark, Opera, Reference 3a. Totem, Von Schweikert, WISDOM

(800) 267-2305
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sensibly priced

-F RACKS - TUBES ANALOG - ACOUSTICS

THE

tCABLE

COMPAAY

Good people, Good advice, Great systems,
One customer at atime.
125 Union Sq., New Hope, PA 18938
800-FATWYKE or 215-862-4870, fax -4871

www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre(eatwyre.com

Most Orders Ship Free!

The ou•line used cable
clearing house @

www.usedcable.com

PHONE/FAX

Cebuy cables. We sell cables. Good Advice.
151

Classified
www.kleintechsys.com

TAMOY

!ACOUSTIC INTERFACE PADS Improve Sound
Clarity. Optimize and Expand Tonal Range, Isolate. Reduce.
and Dampen Cabinet Distortion and Vibration. Secure
Objects and Furniture for Stability. Eliminate the Need for
Spikes. Bolts and Mounts. Fastens and Adapts Any
Speaker to Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center Channel
Speakers, Tile. Wood. and Linoleum Floors. Stops Vibration
between Amps and CD Transports. Dealers Encouraged!

Prestige Series
featured at
Audio Loft New York City
212.712.0012
www.audioloft.com

BVaMidia`

AUDIO UNLIMITED

BVaudio components provide the cleares
window to the music.

Try our new OcIB active cable.
—X °
Get Refined!
www.bvaudio.com
Quincy, MA tel 617 773 7290
Unbeatable sound, Unbeatable prices

GOT COUNTERPOINT?

RS Audio Cables
FinEdhi.
Ei new reference!
The .999 ¡'nie

1".7
\

0
0

riladium Interconnect

Available manufacture

ect

wvar.rscaldes.com

Servicing, modifications
and upgrades. Custom
work by the people who
designed it and built it

Offers Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Aesthetiz, Air Tight.
ASC, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Balanced Audio
Technology, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder Amplifiers,
Cambridge Audio, Chang, Clearaudio, DynaVector, EAR,
Electrocompaniet, Fanfare, Grado, Graham, .1Mlab,
Koetsu, Kuzma, Loewe HD1Y. Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh,
Muse, PS Audio, Rega. Shelter, Shenvood Newcastle,
Spendor, TacT Audio, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration, Transrotor, X10, YEIA, Zoethecus, and more.
Cal IN. Bans at 1303) 8923407, fat (3031 9224522, 2341 X
Talebe,E901•991,110 10111 wier.audiarmiwirreederwer.on

b

Arizona Hi-Fi

only at

You know you want to calif

THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST
ANALOG SPECIALIST SINCE 1980.

100 watt stereo and 350-w
amps. Single-ended triode
rugged solid-state output.
Only $4,999.

•

Call toll-free 877.517.4247
www.ariaaudio.com

Nestorovic speakers; Herron. Hovland tube pre.
amps; Curcio electronics; Amazon, Immedia,
Basis, Music Hall turntables; Allaerts, Koetsu,
Clearaudio, Benz cartridges; March, Graham
tonearms; Fader, Analysis Plus, ZCable, DiMarzio
cables; Shanling CD player; Magnum Dynalab
FM; PSE, Creek; much more.

(310) 541-8177

7.•—•

CD, LP and gear

480-921-9961

www.theaudioenthusiast.com

The on-line
used cable
clearing house.

You've got
aClass A audio
system — here are
some Class A
recordings to show
it off at its best

1
-storage furniture
Factor) direct since 1984
Free brochure (mention Mph)
Per Madsen Design 18110i 021-4803

www.rackittm.com

LARGEST SELECTION OF TUBE AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AND TURNTABLES IN AZ
www.tubeaudio.com

usedcable,com

Rattail Price: $9.97
online

at www.stereophile.com

I.

W E BUY CABLES. W E SELL CABLES.
G000 ADVICE.

BMW FILMS COLLECTOR'S EDITION DVD
Featuring The Hire, eight short films by Hollywood's finest directors,
starring Clive Owen as the driver, acool hand in aworld
of intrigue, action and suspense.
ORDER YOURS AT BMWFILMS.COM
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Audio Mart
ADVERTISE IN
STEREOPHILE
•It's easy! We can design your ad.
•It's effective! You will reach
enthusiasts who actively look
to our magazine for product
purchase decisions.

MUSICAL
since

1979, audiophile parts including BlackGatc

JA Michell, Roksan, Rega. Mistral, Meadowlark,

caps,

platinum

Ruark. Koetsu, Creek. Epos, S(

more. We

IOrganisation. Gold

Ring. and more. Always lots of used gear. Established
way back in

1979! (805) 658-8311, unringeneno bin

audiarom.

5line minimum.

Factory sales and service for Spcndor and Talk
tor Quad, with upgrades available. QS&I) Audio
QS&D. (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713, e-mail
liandea aol.rom.

AUDIO

ART,

EST.

1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio

components dedicated to serving music. Avalon, Piega,
MartinLogan. Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland, Classe.
Theta, Aloia, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Cardas, Kindler.
Rich PPPpp

I:4. Voice/fax (804) 358-5300, e-mail Audio

DEADLINE:
Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in
advance of the issue in which your
ad will appear. For example, if
you want your ad to run in the
November 2003 issue,
you must submit
it by September 9, 2003.
No refimds.
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Available

soon—tube

St. Charles, MO 63304, (636) 447-0040.

11'1111'.

muriealeotteeptecom.

FOR SALE—(2ea.) Levinson 29 Amplifiers, Levinson
Model

28

player,

DynaLab

Proceed,

PCD-3

CI)

Etude

FT-10IA

Tuner

with

system,

(2ea.)

Preamplifier,

Antenna

MangePlanar

Music-Hose cables. Everything is in perfect (10/10) condition, used little, includes nunuals, all sales receipts,
original

boxes

&

materials.

packing

Selling

as a single lot, will not break up. $11.000 OBO.
Ican

be

reached at mark.rattehfurnalatt met for jpeg,s or

(148)647-5967 or (480)239-7914.

BEST PRICES — BEST QUALITY stereo and home-

Preter pick-up &demo.

Duevel USA omni-hornspeakers
Klimo USA finest tube gear

Classe. Collins, Gryphon. Krell, Levinson, McIntosh,

uneuthighendaudio.com

E.zlestonWorks, Dynaudio, Durland, B&W, Aerial,

Experience the true sound of

.ind others. Factory-sealed with manufacturers' war-

live music in your home.

ranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Hillerert Audio, (310)
891-6866.

WE

CAN

HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,

dependable audio equipment (plus video). We oiler
SOUND LAB IN CHICAGO AND MIDWEST!

friendly knowledgeable advice, years of lunds-on expe-

Experience the ultimate speakers, Parasound JC- 1

rience. We carry: NAD, Parasound, N HT. Adcont KEE,

amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable Concepts, and more

TARA, VPI, Aragon,

in a home environment. Ask about our free offers.

Cambridge, more. Read Brothers, 593 King Street.

(847) 382-8433,

Charleston,

IPIPMessentialandiecom.

Prirnedia Magazines,

Attn.: Latarria Hardy
FAX: (212) 462-3595

PA-3B boards for Hailer

$299/kit.

3.311 Speakers, PanaM.ot surge protector. Madrigal &

Latarria_Hardy@prirnediamags.com.

249 W. 17th St., 4th Floor,
New York, NY 10011

Incredible single -ended

ST-2

Meridian, Proceed, Totem, Rune°, Revel. JMIab,

MAIL TO:

units.

Electronics. The fictory-authorized US service center

theater components: Audio Research, Burmester,

MasterCard or Visa.

high-priced

SACD/DVD-Audio "all format" players, 1.995-up.

QS&D, SPENDOR, TALK ELECTRONICS, QUAD

DISPLAY RATES:
Contact Latarria Hardy
at (212) 462-3332 or

with order by check or credit card:

Schottky diodes, much

resistors.

mod many already

preamp kit and phono stage! Musical Concepts, 49 Jason

ArtUSA(anol.com.

PAYMENT:
All classified ads must be prepaid

CONCEPTS

amps—sublime,

Orniture information and sales. Contact Mike or Randy,

LINE RATE S:
$35.00 per line.
There are approximately
45 characters in aline (including
letters, spaces, and punctuation).

— finest -quality mods

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
— Franchised dealer for Nairn Audio, Spendor, Quad,

SC

Spendor,

29403,

(843)

Salamander. JoLida.

72J-7276,

11•1111,

read

brothers.rom.
SOUNDS REAL AUDIO—Giant used and de
sale. Speakers:

Talon Audio's Ravens, Kites, and

SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay

Peregrine X's Merlin VSM's, TSM's Coincident Super

in New Orleans B&B, travel reimbursement with

Eclipse. Partials and more. Silverline Audio, Reference

purchase.

3A, Wilson-Benesch. Electronics: Antique Sound Labs

Anna-Sphere, Birdland, Buggnissel, Gradient, humer

single ended El' Fox 22, AQ 1006 with 845 tubes plus

Sound,

the 200-watt Hurricanes. Joule-Electra class A single

PHY, TAI), TG Audio, Wolcott. (504) 866-1730,

ended Stargates with 6C33 tubes, Belles Power

truunatidiokinesiecom.

Also:

Analysis

JoLida,

Plus.

Magnan,

Audience,

Parasound

ATC,

Ilaic..

Modules 350A, 150A amps and 20A preamp. AnnaSphere 140 watt OTL MA IMk II, and the amazing

PRELUDE

Balanced MP 3 Preasnp with phono. CI) Players:

best

from Alpha, Belden. C.anare, Cardas, & WBT,

for

audio

Music Ilall CI) 25 and Skulls CDT 100 Analog
from VP1 and Wilson-Benesch. Plus interconnects
from Cardas and LAT International and Coincident.
PolyCrystal Racks and more. mumttoundsrealaudio.rom,
(303) 278-2256.
DIN/RCA

never

sell

ourselves.

AUDIO

CABLES— using

and

video

you

a cable

Check

interco llll ects.

us out

that
at

we

only the

We

wouldn't

would
own

totem preludeaudio.net.

SALT LAKE CITY AREA—Audio Research, Benz,
ADAPTERS

AND

CABLES—

(airn, Chord, Clearaudio, Creek, Grado, NA1 ), Opera,

for Naitn,
Revox, Quad, Tandberg etc.
Excellent build and affordability (847) 944-8433,

Research, Vandersteen, Wilson-Benesch, and more!

www.centsiblecables.com.

(801) 272-1690, totoutarisaudioaom.

Pathos, Minims, PS Audio, Rep, Ruark, Triangle, Unison

Aural
Robert

M

Robert
Baird

aking believers out of audiophiles is the first step in converting the public to the raft of new
audio formats: SACD, DVD-Audio, and,
especially, 5.1-channel surround sound. If
we go for them — and in some quarters
that remains afairly large "if" —chances
arc they'll find some level of success, and
possibly even break through to the masses.
But whether or not the new hi-rez formats will be the silver battle dressing that
stops the record industry's increasingly fatal
bleeding from CD-burners and MP3 filesharers is another issue altogether. My entirely biased prediction: Not in this world.
It is with such ablend of curiosity and
skepticism — remember Sony's MiniDisc? — that Iapproach any new form(s)
of soon-to-be obsolete playback technology. In this case, it was 15 newly remastered SACD/CD hybrids — six in 5.1 surround — from the Bob Dylan catalog that
are due to be released September 16. This
is the largest, most storied catalog yet to
receive the SACD/surround treatment
from amajor label.
Columbia/Legacy, the reissue arm of
Sony Music, has been charged with the
Dylan project The division is manned with
good people, several of whom, publicists
Randy Haedcer and Tom Cording, I've
worked with for years and consider friends,
above and beyond our business connection& These guys have a can't-miss gig.
Selling Bob Dylan, Robert Johnson, Francis
Albert Sinatra, and Johnny Cash, to name a
few, ain't like breaking the next baby band.
Now, howevet my amigos are stepping
into the format wars, not to mention the
ongoing dustup of SACD vs DVD-Audio.
It was with all this in mind that Iwas
invited to asurround-equipped room on
the ninth floor of 550 Madison Avenue, to
hear parts of the newly remastered Dylan
albums in two-channel CD, SACD, and
5.1-channel SACD versions.
The original CD transfers were taken
from the best available sources —in many
cases, third-generation tapes. As anyone
who's ever listened to those early-'80s transfers knows, sound quality was not the primary concern. Rushed out to take advantage of the sudden "miracle" of the Com-

pact Disc, they were boxy, compressed, and severely limited in
dynamic range. In short, the sound
was undisceming and cramped, with
one hundredth the presence of the
original LPs.
"In terms of the technology we
have today, the '80s were the dark
ages," says Steve Berkowitz, the VP of
A&R for Legacy Recordings, who
gave aspeech on the project last June,
at a Sony press conference at Primedia's Home Entertainment 2003
show. "The idea was to make CDs
sound like the albums, but there were
these [analog-to-digital] converters
that were crunchy and not good."
In other cases, the source materials
were less than pristine. According to
Berkowitz, the three-track master tape of
"Bob was not aproducer in those days.
Another Side of Bob Dylan, which was
He was about making art and music and
recorded at Columbia's legendary 30th
wasn't thinking about EQ."
Street studio in asingle day-long session,
Blonde on Blonde, which clocks in at a
was overmodulated and distorted. The enCD-busting 78 minutes, would barely fit
gineers dealt with it by adding compreson asingle disc. The new reissue will be
sion to the point where it sounds as if on two discs.
Dylan is singing a foot off the microMy first impression on hearing "Abphone. When Berkowitz heard the new
solutely Sweet Marie" in all three formats
remastering, he thought he heard reverb.
(CD, SACD, and 5.1 surround) was that
In reality, it was just the sound of that celspaciousness had been added. The music
ebrated room.
sounded /met —or, to be crass, ber—than
"We've gone back and tried to reproon the standard CD or LP. Next, details
duce what the music actually sounded like jumped out that arc inaudible on the stanin the studio without the limitations of the
dard CD reissues and, to my surprise, on the
EQ'ing for LP process, the rolling-off the
original LPs. For example, in "Absolutely
bass, the generational loss of the tapes, etc.
Sweet Marie," Dylan's strummed guitar is
We've tried to make what you hear closer
surprisingly clear and forward in the mix.
to the moment of creation."
Unlike several recent 5.1 remasterings
The albums that have been remastered
rve heard, huge liberties weren't taken
in 5.1 are: Another Side ofBob Dylan (1964),
with the new Blonde on Blonde. The listener
Bringing It All Back Home (1965), Blonde on
is not, for example, onstage with the band.
Blonde (1966), Blood on the Tucks (1975),
Neither are instruments or vocals panned
Slow Twin Coming (1979), and Love and
radically to one side or the other or, worse,
Theft (2001).
from back to front.
Iwas most interested to hear Blonde on
Bob Dylan — who's "in the loop," acBlonde. Besides being apersonal favorite,
cording to Tom Cording — and his manthe album is nearest the middle of the
agement have the final say on the entire
group in terms of when it was recorded. I'd
project. "With surround, there are alot of
also heard about an inherent speed prodecisions to be made," Berkowitz says.
blem with the original master(s). Berk"But here the decision was not to change
owitz confirmed this; when he assembled a [the albums]; not to change the feel, not to
1-A US pressing, a1-A UK pressing, and a change the experience, because then it
mono pressing, each had adifferent speed.
wouldn't be the same document."
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"I found the Electra 926 to be a
true reference speaker. Iurge you
to audition this speaker, and ask
yourself if you can justify paying more."
Sam Tellig -Stereophile -Vol 25 No 6
"The Focal-JAAlab Electra 926's

represent tremendous value for money."
Jason Kennedy -Hifi Plus -No 20

Electra - Just a glance reveals its
heritage: a direct descendent of our
Grande Utopia, utilizing our remarkable
inverted dome tweeter, "W" sandwich
cones, and "Focus System" time alignment.
A rare musical achievement.

Focal AM lab
n:F

the

Spirit

of

Sound

US -Audio Plus Services
Tel. 800 663 9352 -www.audiopluservices.com
Canada -Plurison
Tel. 450 585 0098 -www.plurison.com
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Thej,Ausicat Fidelity

20th

anniversaiy ,

I

Limitécl Edition TriVista Tübe SACD and
t
.

I

3oo Integrated Amplifier
The TriVista SACO up-samples standard CD's from
16/44 to 24/192, making normal red-book CD's
sound very close to SACD's.

"Musical Fidelity has delivered on its promise

.

to offer virtual SACO performance from the
humble CD"- HiFi News UK Feb 2003
•

"Whatever other gear is used, this player always
sounds more like analog than most CD Myers, in
that all-important musical sense you get from
vinyl"- HiFi Choice UK Jan 2003

E

"...it's an enticing sounding CD player— the

At 35

best-sounding Musical Fidelity has come up with

J

Watts
r
per channel, the TriVista 300 is the

yet— and it's an even better-sounding SACO
player." -Michael Fremer, Stereophile, May 2003

most powerful integrated amplifier ever made.
Using the aoo,000 hour mil,pec 57o3 tube set,
the 300 integrated sounds as delicate and
smooth as any low wattage tube amp. Its proprietary solid state output stage ensures the best in
control, resolution and frequency extension.
"For an amp with such evident power, it also
does delicacy very well. This is no muscle-bound
fatneck, it's quite asophisticate that has away
of playing music first and foremost."
-HiFi World UK Jan 2003
'
"By any standards this is aremarkable amplifier
ànd Ihave nothing but envy for the soo lucky
souls who will end up with one in their system."
-Gramophone UK Jan 2003

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Live in your world, listen in ours.
www.musicalfidelity.com
For yo(ir nearest dealer, contact mf@kevro.com or 905-428-2800
Distributed in North America by Kevro Internationar Inc.

